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Introduction 
One of the most popular monastic authors with a nearly universal spread along time is 
Isaac of Niniveh, a Syriac author of the late 7th century, who belonged to the Church of the East. 
The great importance of this author is indicated by at least three aspects: firstly, Isaac of Niniveh 
is a very good example of the ecumenical role played by the Eastern Syriac monastic literature: 
coming from a religious community which both Chalcedonians and non-Chalcedonians have 
traditionally described as “Nestorian”, his writings were translated soon after his death 
throughout all the Christian world (all three Christological traditions). The second aspect comes 
out of his belonging to the so-called “third theological tradition”, the Syriac (Semitic) school 
(next to Byzantine and Latin), in a time of synthesis with the Byzantine tradition, rediscovered 
by scholars in recent times. And thirdly, Isaac’s writings provide important information about the 
religious monastic ambient in the Persian territory in a time of turbulence caused by the arrival of 
the Muslim powers, as well as by internal schisms or the proselytism of the Western Syriac 
community.  
The topic we are going to deal with focuses on the doctrine of knowledge, according to 
Isaac of Niniveh, in its double dimension, worldly/philosophical and theological (the former 
considered to be more discursive/intellectual and the latter intuitive/ experiential) and the 
rapport established between these two, prolonged in the concept of vision, as the highest form 
of knowledge, describing the inner mystical life. “Knowledge” is a fundamental reading key 
for Isaac’s writings which, in a nutshell, describe a detailed gnoseological itinerary and yet 
not really systematically. We will give a contextual reading of his gnoseological doctrine in 
reference to the fonts he uses, paying attention to the language and structures he employs, 
with respect to the contemporary East Christian Syriac thinking. This topic is completely 
unprecedented and aims to fill the lacuna of studies there is around this author, despite his 
importance and his popularity for both the history of Eastern and Western Christian tradition. 
As anticipated, the research topic becomes more interesting if one places it within the 
Christological development of the East Syriac theology in the Arab conquered territories of 
the 7-8th centuries and the Messalian controversies revealed in different accusations of the 
Church authorities and academic theologians directed towards isolated monastic influent 
authors (such as John the Solitary, Isaiah of Tahal, Henana, Sahdona, Joseph Hazzaya or John 
Dalyatha). One can identify different positions and, occasionally, three representative 
categories – the Church leaders, the academic theologians and the charismatic monastics. The 
question that arises might be expressed in a double way – are there essentially two opposite 
positions: theologians and Church authorities, on the one hand, and the charismatic monastics, 
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on the other hand? And from here, is there an opposition between the official theology of the 
Church and the monastic theology? Or, a second thesis might be expressed as an opposition 
between a scholastic and a practical-mystical theology, professed occasionally by 
representatives of the three mentioned categories. Therefore, the main aspect of concern in 
our study focuses on Isaac’s gnoseology and, consequently, on his mystical doctrine, in 
reference to the general theological debates of his time, within the ecclesiastical community 
he belonged to. 
We will now give a short overview of the author’s bio-bibliography so as to highlight 
the prominent place he occupies in the history of monastic literature. He originated from Beth 
Qatraye, the region of the modern Gulf States, still a strong Christian centre in the mid 7th 
century. He was consecrated bishop of Nineveh (Mosul) by the Catholicos of the Church of the 
East George, the dates of whose office (661-680) constitute the sole chronological anchor for his 
lifetime. After only five months he resigned. The remainder of his life was spent as a hermit in 
the vicinity of the Rabban Shabur monastery in the mountains of Western Iran. His writings were 
transmitted in several “parts”, of which the “First Part” is the most important and known, since 
numerous chapters from it were translated into Greek at the famous monastery of Saint Saba, 
south of Jerusalem, in the late 8th or early 9th century. The fortunate survival of a fragment of a 
Syriac manuscript of the First Part of Isaac’s writings that was written at the Monastery of Saint 
Saba shows that Isaac’s writings were already circulating in the 8th century in their original 
language in this citadel of Chalcedonian Orthodoxy.  
Various translations of the “First Part” were made from both Syriac and Greek into 
Georgian, Arabic and Ethiopic in the late 9th century. In the course of the Middle Ages the Greek 
translation served as source for translations into many other languages: Latin in the 13th century; 
Slavonic in the 14th century; several vernacular translations were made from Latin during the 14th 
and 15th centuries; in the 19th century the first Romanian translation was made from the Greek; 
the Slavonic, occasionally, in combination with the Greek, served as a basis for various Russian 
translations. From one of these Russian translations a Japanese translation was made (1909). The 
20th century has also witnessed a revival of interest in Isaac in Western Europe and America after 
the publishing of the Syriac text of the “First Part” by Paul Bedjan1, followed by several partial 
translations into various modern languages (English, Italian, German, Russian), thus making 
Isaac’s discourses available for readers in many different Church traditions, far more widely than 
ever before. His large popularity can also be observed by the presence of fragments from his 
                                               
1 De perfectione religiosa, Paris-Leipzig, 1909. 
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writings in different anthologies like: Evergetinos, Greek Philokalia, Philokalia of Theophan the 
Recluse, Romanian edition by Dumitru Staniloae, the anthologies of Sabino Chialà and that of 
the Anglican Contemplative Sisters, both translated into Japanese, and the latter into several 
languages including Persian and Malayalam.  
In 1983 professor Sebastian Brock rediscovered the “Second Part”2 of Isaac’s writings. 
Subsequent to its publication, sections from it have already been translated into Italian, English, 
Russian, French, Romanian, Arabic, Persian, and Malayalam – a clear indication of the 
continuing relevance of Isaac’s teaching in many different Christian traditions today.  
We mention that a “Third Part”3 has also been discovered recently, and this is available to 
the readers through an Italian, French, Romanian and very soon an English translation4. One can 
surely say that there are others parts to be identified, called “The fourth”5, “The fifth”6 and, 
possibly, “The sixth” and “The seventh”7. Then, there are other several manuscripts and texts 
circulating under his name, whose authenticity is to be verified. In this sense, there is an open 
space for future research. 
The translation of the first part and especially of the second and third part brought a lot of 
interest on the part of scholars like Sebastian Brock, Paolo Bettiolo, Sabino Chialà, André Louf, 
Hilarion Alfeyev, Andrew Lichter, Jacques Toraille, Gabriel Bunge, Manel Nin, Waclaw 
Hryniewicz, Marcel Pirard, Patrick Hagman, Nestor Kavvadas, Mary Hansbury on different 
inedited issues regarding the religious life of his time: monastic practices, contemplation, 
purification of mind, justice and love, suffering, nature and ecology. So far, there are few 
doctoral theses on Isaac’s theology: J. B. Chabot8, W. Thomson9, M. Hansbury10, L. 
Valiaplackal11, Th. Manoj12, A. Gasperin13, S. Chialà14, P. Hagman15, J. Scully16, M. Tang17, G. 
                                               
2 The original Syriac: chapter 1-3 in manuscript, to be published/ Prof P Bettiolo; The second part. Chapters IV-
XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 224, 1995. 
3 Terza collezione, ed. S Chialà, CSCO 246, 2011 (Italian translation CSCO 247). 
4 Due to Mary Hansbury. 
5 Grigory Kessel seems to have traces on “The Fourth Part” of Isaac’s writings. The preliminary conclusion is 
that this collection is a compilation of the discourses already known from the other collections; cf. his paper 
presented at the IIIrd Symposium “Syro-Arabicum”, USEK, Lebanon, February 2015 – The ‘Fourth Part’ of 
Isaac of Nineveh: Lost and Found? (to be published) 
6 Cf. the manuscript of Ephraim II Rahmani, 15th century/ 2 homilies published by Sabino Chialà 2012: “Due 
discorsi della Quinta Parte di Isacco di Ninive?”, in Orientalia Christiana Periodica, 79 (2013), p. 61-112. 
7 Cf. Abdisho of Nisibis’s biographical note. This text will be discussed in the first chapter. 
8 De S. Isaaci Ninivitae vita, scripta et doctrina, Paris, 1892. 
9 Isaac of Niniveh. A Study in Syriac Mysticism, Harvard University, 1924.  
10 Evidence of Jewish Influence in the Writings of Isaac of Niniveh: Translation and Commentary, Temple 
University, 1987. 
11 The Way to God According to Isaac of Ninive and St Bonaventure: A Comparative Study, Pontifical Gregorian 
University, 1994. 
12 Spiritual vision of Man. A Study based on the Complete Works of Isaac of Niniveh, Oriental Pontifical 
Institute, 1999. 
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Păunoiu18 and some other in process19. In this context, the theme we propose is completely 
inedited.  
The research will be divided into six chapters. In the first chapter we are going to offer a 
short bio-bibliography of Isaac of Niniveh in the context of his belonging to the East Syriac 
Christian tradition in the time of political and religious turbulences and, paradoxically, a time of 
flourishing of the theological literature, marked by the Greek-Syriac synthesis in the Arabic 
world. The second section will be dedicated to the Christological perspective of Isaac of 
Niniveh in correspondence with the official theology of the East Syriac Church that he 
belonged to. The analysis of the divine Economy, as the frame of Isaac’s theological-
anthropological perspective, will be the theme of the next chapter, divided into three moments 
– creation, incarnation and eschatology – with the correspondent levels of revelation and, in 
consequence, the cognitive stages that pertain to each of these moments. The fourth chapter 
will focus on the specific anthropological-ascetical terminology, structured into four sections – 
terms connected with the structure and succession of the ascetic life, then terms and concepts 
concerning the manifestations of the cognitive powers, different adjacent terms and, finally, 
terms and linguistic constructions describing different forms of knowledge. In the next chapter, 
we will deal specifically with the description of this process, its objectives, the steps one can 
identify in its evolution and, finally, the rapport established between its two dimensions 
(discursive and intuitive). In this section, of great importance will be the analysis of four patristic 
binoms: knowledge and faith, knowledge and ignorance (un-knowledge), knowledge and prayer 
and knowledge and vision. The last part of this chapter will be dedicated at large to the problem 
of vision, the highest form of knowledge, in the context of the dyophysite theological tradition of 
the East Syriac Church. Finally, the last chapter of the thesis will be dedicated to the dogmatic 
position on the spiritual knowledge – its possibility and cause, the object and content, the forms it 
takes and its final scope. At this point, the analysis of the primary sources Isaac uses in 
                                                                                                                                                   
13 Le versioni greca, latina e italiana della prima parte degli scritti di Isacco di Ninive. Saggio di comparazione, 
University of Padua, 2001. 
14 L’opera di Isacco di Ninive nella tradizione monoscritta siriaca. Presentazione delle fonti e della tradizione 
monoscritta, seguita dall’edizione critica e della traduzione della Terza collezione, University of Louvain, 2007. 
15 Understanding Asceticism. Body and Society in the Asceticism of Isaac of Niniveh, Abo University, 2008. 
16 Isaac of Niniveh’s contribution to Syriac Theology: An Eschatological Reworking of Greek Anthropology, 
Marquette University, 2013. 
17 Sfântul Isaac Sirul. Ascet și mistic (St Isaac the Syrian – Ascetic and mystic), “Lucian Blaga” University, 
Sibiu, 2014. 
18 Asceza și îndumnezeirea omului în opera Sfântului Isaac Sirul (Asceticism and deification in the work of Isaac 
the Syrian), University of Bucharest, 2015. 
19 Valentina Duca (Oxford University), on the limitations of the created condition; Boulas Matar (Oriental 
Institute, Rome), on the spiritual struggle; and Fabrizio Marcello (Catholic University of Milano), on the relation 
between incarnation and humility. 
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developing his own vision (mostly Evagrius, Theodore of Mopsuestia and John the Solitary) and 
the possible connection between Isaac and some contemporary monastic authors will be of great 
interest. The main accent here points to the distance between a faithful lecture and / or the 
personal reinterpretation of the main sources.  
The objectives of our research could be divided into three sections:  
 We will give a reading of Isaac’s doctrine of knowledge following the 
critical-historical and philological method and, in consequence, we will 
focus on his mystical vision in the frame of the theological heritage of his 
Church tradition; 
 We will recover an original anthropological-theological system generated 
in the Semitic tradition of the East Syriac Church by the meeting with the 
Byzantine theological thinking: that is the synthesis between the Syriac 
biblical tradition (in the lines of John the Solitary) and the Byzantine 
philosophical-ascetical tradition. Consequently, we will point to a second 
synthesis that Isaac carries out in his works between the two “opposite” 
Byzantine theological-philosophical schools in terms of exegetical methods 
(Alexandria and Antioch) with their well-known representatives Evagrius 
Ponticus and Theodore of Mopsuestia; 
 We will enlighten some important aspects of the monastic theology and 
practice in the East Syriac Church of the 7-8th centuries (the connection 
between Isaac of Niniveh and other prominent monastic authors), a very 
complex and interesting period for the history of the Oriental Churches. 
  In regard to the method, the paper represents a contextual reading of Isaac’s vision on 
the process of knowledge by looking into the original Syriac text, observing the philological 
method, in direct connection with the authors’ writings Isaac was indebted to, using here the 
critical-comparative method. Of great help in this endeavour will be the studies of the scholars 
we have mentioned above, dealing with different aspects of Isaac’s thinking20 and the 
personal contact with some of the contemporary ones, in the process of interpreting Isaac’s 
spiritual doctrine within the historical-theological frame of the 7-8th century in the new 
conquered Arab territories.  
Concerning Isaac’s writings used throughout the paper, as tangentially mentioned 
above, three collections are known up to now, being translated into modern languages and 
                                               
20 We point here to the bibliographical list: A bibliography of Syriac Ascetic and Mystical Literature, by Grigory 
Kessel and Karl Pinggéra, Peeters, Leuven-Paris-Walopole, 2011, on Isaac of Niniveh p. 103-122. 
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partially edited in critical editions. The first collection in the Syriac edition that was used in 
my paper is due to Paul Bedjan, published in Paris in 190921. For the English text we will use 
Wensinck’s translation (the only one that has be done in English so far), occasionally, with 
my own modifications, so as to be consistent in dealing with the gnoseological terminology. 
In reference to the second collection, for the first section (chapter 1-3), we will use the 
English translation provided by Sebastian Brock (the first two chapters)22 and the Italian 
translation of Paolo Bettiolo (the third chapter, the four “centuries”), published by Bose 
Monastery23. As there isn’t any critical edition of this section so far, the Syriac text we will 
employ is a copy of a handwritten text, basis for Professor Bettiolo’s Italian translation, and a 
typed copy of Sabino Chialà, of the same text. It will be easier with the second edition, as 
professor Brock has published the Syriac critical edition as well as an English translation24. 
The same situation applies for the third collection, which was critically edited and recently 
translated into Italian by Sabino Chialà25. Next to the Italian translation we will use the 
English translation of Mary Hansbury26, which is going to be published soon. The quotations 
will be mostly in English, except for the fragments from the “centuries” (II, chapter 3) of the 
second collection, as there is no English translation up to now. Occasionally, we will also use 
the other modern translation so that to establish a more precise meaning that some terms and 
concepts involved in my research bear in modern English27.  
Of great help in my endeavour was professor Paolo Bettiolo, my tutor, who generously 
and openly manifested his support any time I had doubts, as well as offering me his 
handwritten copy of the first section of the Second collection (chapter 3), or different 
materials (articles, studies and books), which would have been otherwise hard to procure. 
                                               
21 Mar Isaacus Ninivita. De Perfectione Religiosa, Paris, 1909. Sabino Chialà in present is working on a critical 
edition of the First collection using the numerous manuscripts known and, in parallel, to an Italian translation. 
22 Sebastian Brock, “Two unpublished texts by St Isaac the Syrian”, Sobornost/Eastern Churches Review, 19 
(1997), p. 7-33. 
23 Isacco di Ninive, Discorsi spirituali: capitoli sulla conoscenza, preghiere, contemplazione, sull’argomento 
della gehenna, altri oposcoli, Qiqajon, Comunità di Bose, 1990.  
24 The second part. Chapters IV-XLI, ed. Sebastian Brock, CSCO 224-225, 1995. 
25 Isacco di Ninive¸ Terza collezione, ed. by Sabino Chialà, CSCO, 346-347, 2011. 
26 To be published at Gorgias Press. On this occasion I extend my gratitude to Mary Hansbury for offering me 
the text prior to the publication.  
27 For the First collection: The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, translated by the Holy 
Transfiguration Monastery, Boston, Massachusetts, 1984; Sfântul Isaac Sirul, Cuvinte pentru nevoinţă, Alba 
Iulia, Reîntregirea, 2010; Sfântul Isaac Sirul, Filocalia X, Bucureşti, Humanitas, 2008; Isaac le Syrien, Œuvres 
spirituelles, trad. Jack Touraille, Paris, 1981; Isacco di Ninive, Discorsi ascetici, trad. M. Gallo, P. Bettiolo, 
Roma, 1984; for the Second collection: Isaac le Syrien, Œuvres complètes. 41 Discours récemment découvertes, 
Spiritualité Orientale, 81, Abbaye de Bellefontaine, 2003 ; Sfântul Isaac Sirul, Cuvinte către singuratici, Partea 
II recent descoperită, trad. Ioan I. Ică jr. Sibiu, Deisis, 2003; for the Third collection: Sfântul Isaac Sirul, Cuvinte 
către singuratici, Partea III recent regăsită, Sibiu, Deisis, 2005; André Louf, Isaac le syrien. Oeuvres 
spirituelles d’après un manuscrit récemment découvertes, Spiritualité Orientale, 88, éditions de Bellefontaine, 
2009.  
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Special thanks are due also to Sabino Chialà and Sebastian Brock who encouraged me in my 
research and shared with me different bibliographical resources and information on the new 
projects connected with my research theme. And, finally, I would like to extend my gratitude 
to the Doctoral School of Historical and Historical-Religious Studies of Padua for the good 
experience it has abundantly offered to me during the last three years of my doctoral studies. 
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1. Isaac of Niniveh – an ecumenical figure of the East Syriac Church 
1.1 Bio-bibliography  
Data available to reconstruct the historical and spiritual itinerary of Isaac of Niniveh, 
one of the greatest Christian mystics, with an almost universal spreading of his works28, are 
relatively scarce. More specifically, for more than a millennium, his writings circulated 
without any significant knowledge about his background. The readers (mostly monastics), 
who used to read his homilies, only knew about him what was written as the heading of the 
First Part of his work: “Of our father among the saints, Isaac the Syrian, ascetic and hermit, 
who was bishop of the citadel loved by Christ Nineveh. Ascetic words he wrote in his 
language and translated into Greek by our fathers Abba Patrikios and Abba Abramios, 
philosophers and hesychasts, who lived in the Laura of the Holy Father among the saints, Mar 
Sabba”29.  
Besides this information, his writings give us some extra information about the author 
and his work. Isaac vaguely indicates the time of his discourses – “when the devils had six 
thousand years”30. There was a long debate on this item of information. If, in the Byzantine 
territories, incarnation was considered to have taken place in 5508 from creation, based on the 
calculation of the genealogies of the Old Testament, this meant that the year 6000 from 
creation pertains to 492 AD. But timing in Persia was guided by another calculation – the 
early Seleucid dynasty (312 BC), hence the year 1000 was 688 AD. In this frame, there have 
been several hypotheses: some thought that the year 6000 refers to the Byzantine calendar, so 
the year 492 AD31. Isaac’s first “modern biographer”, Joseph Assemani, using this 
                                               
28 Cf. Sebastian Brock, “From Qatar to Tokio, by way of Mar Saba: the Translations of Isaac of Beth Qatraye 
(Isaac the Syrian), in Aram 11-12 (1999-2000), p. 475. 
29 Nicephoros Theotokis, Tou hosiou Patros hemon Isaac episkopou Ninevi tou Syrou Ta eurethenta Asketika, Leipzig, 
1770, p. 1. 
30 I, 53, p. 257 (Mystic Treatises by Isaac of Niniveh translated from Bedjan’s Syriac text with the introduction 
and registers by A.J. Wensinck (abbreviated I), Nieuwe reeks, Deel XXIII, 1, Wiesbaden, 1969). 
31 Professor Dana Miller identifies several internal objections to this method. Firstly, this biography is 
irreconcilable with dating incarnation approximately five thousand years after creation (I, 28, p. 137). 
Furthermore, Isaac quotes Pseudo Dionysius in the Syriac translation of Sergius of Resh’aina († 536), made by 
the year 530. Later, he mentions Simon of Emessa, who died at the end of the 6th century (I, 6, p. 58). A fourth 
objection relates to a common passage also found in Simon Taibuteh’s writings (who died in the second half of 
the seventh century): it recounts the words of an old man (identified with Rabban Shabur), who suffers 
temptation for twenty years until receiving the divine grace (I, 53, p. 260). For the age of six thousand years, 
Professor Miller suggests two possible explanations: the first supports the possibility that Isaac to have been 
referring to the time of Pseudo Macarius (while quoting his writings), who speaks about six thousand years, 
describing the age of demons (Discourse 26:9, PG 34, 680); or Isaac might have been made a confusion between 
the calculation of the world’s age as taught in Persia with the Persian civil calendar. So, if he had written in 688 
AD, it would have meant the civil year 1000, and, as it was believed that the incarnation occurred about five 
thousand years after creation, demons would have had six thousand years. For details see: Dana Miller, 
“Translator’s Introduction: A Historical Account of the Life and Writings of the Saint Isaac the Syrian”, in Dana 
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calculation, alleging to a possible internal references to Jacob of Sarug († 521), places him by 
the end of the sixth century32. Nicephorus Theotokis, in his preface to the translation of 
Isaac’s First collection (Ascetic discourses) in Greek, using the biography of Assemani, in 
conjunction with his Isaac’s letter to Abba Simeon, which he identifies with Simeon of the 
Great Mountain († 592), places him around 534 AD33. In this way, Theotokis rejected two 
western biographies of Isaac, known by the Latin selection of 25 of the 53 chapters of 
“Ascetic discourses”, translated from Greek, by the 11-12th century34: Isaac of Monteluca, 
hermit in the neighbourhood of Spoleto, correspondent of Pope Gregory the Dialogue in his 
“Dialogues”35 (Presumably, Isaac had come to Italy without knowing his disciples and would 
have changed his name sometime around 451, in the early years of the domination of the 
Goths, and would have lived up to 553. He would have created a real Thebaid in Western 
variant36); and a particular elder, Isaac of Antioch, who’s timing was during Emperor Leo I 
(454-474)37. The scholar, J.B. Chabot, author of the first scientific study on Isaac in a doctoral 
thesis38, places Isaac at the end of the 5th century and pleads for his Chalcedonian orthodoxy. 
But later on, after other findings, his position will be changed. Thus, until the early 20th 
century, Isaac “enjoyed” more biographies. 
J.B. Chabot, who initially placed Isaac at the end of the 5th century, is the one who 
discovered the historical document that will definitively allow for his identification with 
Isaac, bishop of Niniveh in the 7th century. There are two short biographical notes – the first 
one attributed to Metropolitan Isho’dnah of Basra, dated 860-870 AD, “The Book of 
Chastity” (Liber castitatis39) – a brief history of monasticism in Mesopotamia – 140 spiritual 
                                                                                                                                                   
Miller (transl.), The Ascetical Homilies of St Isaac the Syrian, Boston, Holy Transfiguration Monastery, 1984, p. 
lxiii-lxiv) . 
32 Bibliotheca Orientalis Clementino-Vaticana I, Roma, 1719, p. 446.  
33 Here, St. Isaac is presented as a Syrian from Nineveh region, who enters from a young age with his brother in 
the Monastery of Mar Mattai (Monophysite) in the same region. After a while, he withdraws into the wilderness, 
and his brother becomes abbot of the monastery. The latter is always trying to bring him back to the monastery, 
but without success. Through a revelation from above he is ordained bishop of Nineveh. But on the day of his 
ordination, he faces an altercation between a creditor and his debtor. Trying unsuccessfully to resolve the dispute 
by recourse to the Gospel, the bishop decides to leave the see, fearing to lose his inner peace, because of his 
bishopric duty, and withdraws into the wilderness, where he remained until his death, writing his spiritual 
discourses (cf. “Ieromonahul Nichifor Theotoche către cititori/ Nicephorus Theotokis to his readers”, in 
Filocalia X, Bucharest, EIBMBOR, 1981, p. 13-14). 
34 Edited at Venice, 1506; Lyon, 1720, Bibliotheca Patrum XI and J.P. Migne, PG 86/1, 811-888.  
35 PL 77, 244B – 248D.  
36 Cf. Ieromonahul Nichifor Theotoche către cititori, p. 16-17. 
37 Cf. Ieromonahul Nichifor Theotoche către cititori, p. 19. 
38 De S. Isaaci Ninivitae vita, scripta et doctrina, Paris, 1892. 
39 ¿ܬÍòÝåܕ ¾ÁÿÜ. 
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fathers, founders of the Church of the East (Isaac note 124)40, edited and translated in Latin by 
J.B. Chabot in 1896, and the second one edited and published in 1904 by the West Syriac 
Patriarch united with Rome, Ignatius Ephraim II Rahmani (1848-1929), scholar and orientalist 
liturgist, in his monumental “Studia Syriaca”41, biographical information found in a 
manuscript dated 1471-1472. 
The biographical notes mention that he was born in Beth Qatraye42, on the Western 
shore of the Persian Gulf. He studied the Holy Scriptures, became a monk and master of 
Christian teaching. Giwargis (George), Catholicos of the Persian Church (661-681), 
consecrated him bishop of Niniveh (Mosul)43. Isaac led the diocese for only 5 months. 
Because he did not feel at ease in this position, he asked the patriarch to dismiss him44. We 
also learn the name of his predecessor and his successor, Moses respectively Sabrisho (the 
latter also withdrew into the wilderness). After he retired from the bishopric see of Niniveh, 
Isaac came back to his original way of living. First he spent some time with other hermits in 
the mountains of Huzistan, before retiring to the monastery of Rabban Shabur (its founder 
lived earlier, in the same 7th century). It is interesting that two other great contemporary 
writers have been associated with this monastery – Dadisho, who also comes from Bet 
Qatraye, and Simon, the author of the “Book of Grace”45, sometimes erroneously attributed to 
Isaac. Dadisho is the author of two important commentaries dedicated to two monastic 
writings – “The Asketicon of Abba Isaiah” and “The Paradise of the Fathers” (Egyptian), 
compiled by Henanisho, as well as a “Discourse on Silence”. All three men have lived a 
hermitical life in the vicinity of the monastery, and probably attended the Holy Mass on 
Saturday nights and Sundays, after a widespread practice within the Eastern monastic 
tradition. He read a lot, not only the Holy Bible, but also the works of famous teachers of the 
Church such as Basil the Great, Evagrios, Pseudo Dionysius the Areopagites, Theodore of 
Mopsuestia, Ephraim the Syrian, Diodor of Tarsos. Both stories speak about his blindness in 
old age and that he was buried in the monastery of Rabban Shabur. Assuming he was elected 
                                               
40 Jesudenah, évêque de Baçrah, Livre de la chasteté composé par Jésudenah, évêque de Basrah, publié et traduit par 
Jean Baptiste Chabot, Rome, 1896, p. 63-64 (53-54). 
41 Ephraim II Rahmani, Studia Syriaca, vol. I, Beirut, Deir el-Sharf, 1904, p. Æß (32-33). 
42 The region was known as an intellectual centre of the Church of the East in the early seventh century, 
producing a number of scholars and writers. One of them is the exegete Gabriel of Qatar, mentioned in this note, 
known from other sources as well. 
43 Since it is known that he travelled to Beth Qatraye in 676, supposedly he took the monk Isaac with him on this 
occasion to the monastery of Bet Abe (The localisation of this monastery is still disputed by the contemporary 
scholars. See Jean Maurice Fiey, Assyrie Chretienne I, Beyrouth Dar El-Machreq, 1965-1968, p. 236-248). 
44 Isho’denah discrete states that “only God knows the reason for his resignation” just five months after his 
ordination , while the second story puts “acuteness of his intellect and his extraordinary zeal” as the reason for 
his withdrawal, suggesting Isaac’s strict standards for the administration of the diocese. 
45 ¿ܬÍÂÙÒܕ ¾ÂÓÜ. 
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bishop while he was still at the age of thirty or forty, means he would have been born about 
630 AD and had lived around eighty years. This brings us to the conclusion that his death 
would have occurred probably in the second decade of the 8th century. 
With the publication of the two biographical items of information, Chabot himself will 
say that Isaac of Nineveh was undeniably “Nestorian and Nestorian bishop”46. From now on, 
any information on Isaac’s life will comply with these two new pieces of information, starting 
with “The History of Syriac literature”47, in 1922, of the orientalist and liturgist Anton 
Baumstark. The first comprehensive monograph on the personality of Isaac of Niniveh will 
appear only in the 70s, and is due to the Maronite scholar Elie Khalifé-Hachem in the 
“Dictionnaire de Spiritualité, ascétique et mystique”48.  
Abdisho of Nisibis in his “Catalogue of Church Writers” gives us extra information that 
does not appear in the two biographical notes, on Isaac’s bibliography – the number of 
volumes: “Isaac of Nineveh wrote seven volumes about the way of the spiritual experience, 
divine mysteries, justice and welfare”49. 
Next to this information, one can add other internal testimonies, probably 
autobiographical notes inserted in the text in the third person. For example, in the first 
collection, discourse 35, Isaac talks about a brother who, elected bishop, left his hermitage 
and, as a consequence, attributes the loss of grace precisely to this change of lifestyle50. A 
second example may be found in the 18th discourse of the same collection, where he speaks 
about a diligent monastic who wants to adopt a habit of false madness, but his spiritual father 
discourages him, arguing that the weaker brethren in faith could be scandalized by such 
asceticism, because “nobody knows thee in these regions, neither do people know what thy 
fame is”51. 
Metropolitan Isho’denah adds in his short note an interesting detail, that “three points 
were not accepted by many” and Daniel bar Tubanitha, bishop of Bet Garmai, had been 
scandalised by these propositions, and concludes by joining Isaac’s name to that of Joseph 
Hazzaya, John Dalyatha and John of Apamea, while expressing the idea that the people from 
                                               
46 Jean Baptiste Chabot, De S. Isaaci Ninivitae vita, scripta et doctrina, Paris, 1892, p. 26. The final confirmation 
comes across with the publication of Isaac’s first collection by Paul Bedjan: “Il est avéré qu’Isaac de Ninive était 
nestorien: la tradition et le tonne même de ses écrits on témoignent suffisamment” (Mar Isaacus Ninivita, De 
perfectione religiosa, Paris-Leipzig, 1909, p. IV-V). 
47 Geschichte der syrischen Literatur, Bonn, 1922, p. 233-235. 
48 „Isaac de Ninive”, in Dictionnaire de spiritualité VII, 50-51, 1971, col. 2041-2054.  
49 Abdisho de Nisibe, Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Catalogus, in J.S. Assemani, Bibliotheca Orientalis 
Clementino-Vaticana, III, Romae, Propoganda Fidae, 1725, p. 104.  
50 I, 35, p. 167. This monastic exegesis might be very well a common situation described in the “Paradise of the 
Fathers”, while refering to the hermit’s life. 
51 I, 18, p. 97. 
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the interior manifested great envy against the first one, as originating out of their region. This 
association brings some interrogatives on which we will deal at large in the next pages. 
Abdisho of Nisibis advocates the existence of a response of Bishop Daniel to Isaac’s 
challenging points – “Solutions to the questions of the fifth volume of Isaac’s work”52, today 
lost. We cannot know exactly what these teachings were about, but the most plausible 
hypothesis refers to Isaac’s insistence on God’s infinite mercy at the expense of justice and 
universalism of salvation, based on His eternal and unchanging love. Hanun Ibn Yuhanna Ibn 
as-Salt53, an East Syriac monk who lived in the 9th century and translated some of Isaac’s 
short sentences in Arabic, in three letters on “How to read and understand St. Isaac”, reveals a 
possible track. It records that the spiritual fathers forbade the reading of Isaac to the younger 
brothers so as “not to smooth the path of sin”. But this was not the case for those mature. In 
addition, Ibn as-Salt draws up a list of six theses attributed to Isaac, dissonant with classical 
traditional theology54. In the same line, he adds a piece of valuable information – Catholicos 
Yohanna II Ben Narsai (884-892), being asked by Abu al-‘Abbas ‘Isa Ibn Zayd Ibn Abi Malik 
about Isaac’s writings and the opinion of Bishop Daniel on them, he asserts: “Mar Isaac 
speaks the language of the beings in Heaven and Daniel speaks the language of the beings of 
earth”55, again underlying the subtlety and profoundness of his theological vision.  
 
1.2 The spreading of Isaac’s discourses  
In the second section of this introductive chapter we will deal with Isaac’s writings and 
their spreading out in different confessional territories. In an attempt to reconstruct the 
original Syriac, we will use the brief biographies that we have so far or other lapidary 
information from the later authors. In the first short biography of the East-Syriac origin, 
published by Chabot, one can learn that “Isaac composed books on the way of life of 
solitaries”, without mentioning their number. In the second source, dated 15th century, 
published by Rahmani, the unknown author gives more information. He affirms that Isaac 
“composed five volumes, which are still known today, full of good teaching”. And more, the 
Catalogue of Abdisho of Nisibis speaks about “seven books on spiritual experience, divine 
                                               
52 Abdisho de Nisibe, Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Catalogus, p. 174. 
53 His monastery at that time was Mar Jonah ad al-Anbar, founded by an hermit with a homonym name in the 7th 
century (for details see J. M. Fiey, Assyrie chrétienne III- Bé Garmaï Bet Aramayé et Maishan nestoriens, Dar 
El-Machreq Éditeurs, Bayrouth, 1968, p. 237-238). 
54 See Traité religieux, philosophique et moraux, extraits des oeuvres d’Isaac de Ninive (VIIe siècle) par Ibn as-
Salt (IXe siècle), P. Sbath éd., Imp. ‘Al-Chark’, Le Caire, 1934, p. 16-19.  
55 Traité religieux, philosophique et moraux, p. 109. 
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mysteries, justice and welfare”56. Out of these, we have now 140 discourses divided into three 
parts: 82 in the first part, 41 in the second and 17 discourses in the third part57.  
The Syriac First Part, by the late eighth or early ninth century, reached the Orthodox 
Monastery of Mar Sabba of Jerusalem, where it has been translated into Greek by two monks, 
Abramios and Patrikios. This translation ensured that over the course of subsequent centuries 
Isaac has had a wide readership through secondary translations into many different 
languages58: 9th century into Arabic, 10th century into Georgian, followed in the next century 
by a second Georgian and Arabic translation, whence in due course an Ethiopic translation 
was made, from which in turn, one in Amharic; a Slavonic translation by the disciples of Saint 
Gregory of Sinai 14th century, and it was probably in the same century that a Latin translation 
of 25 Discourses was made. By the end of the 15th century the Latin text had been translated 
into Catalan, French, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish. The publication in 1770 of the Greek 
text by the hyeromonk Nikephoros Theotokis gave rise, in the early nineteenth century, to a 
second translation into Slavonic, by Paisiy Velichkovsky, 1812, and one into Romanian by 
two of Velichkovsky’s disciples, in 1819. Russian and Modern Greek translations followed 
later in the nineteenth century. The publication of the full Syriac text of the First Part in 1909 
opened the list of modern translations59. The Second and the Third Part manuscripts have 
been rediscovered in the 80s and, from that very moment, many translations into modern 
languages have been made60.  
 
 
                                               
56 J.S. Assemani, Bibliotheca Orientalis III/1, p. 104. 
57 See also the two homilies edited and translated by Sabino Chialà as belonging to “The Fifth” Isaac’s 
collection, and yet there are some interrogatives around its paternity (“Due discorsi ritrovati della Quinta parte di 
Isacco di Ninive?”, Orientalia Christiana Periodica, 79 (2013) 1, p. 61-112). A survey of the manuscripts of 
Isaac’s writings has been done recently by Grigory Kessel, “The Manuscript Heritage of Isaac of Niniveh. A 
Survey of Syriac Manuscrips”, The Syriac Writers of Qatar in the Seventh Century, Gorgias Press, 2014, p. 71-
92. 
58 For an overview, see Sebastian Brock, “From Qatar to Tokyo, by way of Mar Saba: the translations of Isaac of Beth 
Qatraye (Isaac the Syrian)”, in Aram 11-12 (1999-2000), p. 475-484; Idem, “Syriac into Greek at Mar Saba: the 
translation of Isaac the Syrian”, in J. Patrich (ed.), The Sabaite Heritage in the Orthodox Church from the Fifth 
Century to the Present, OLA 98, Louvain, 2001, p. 201-208; Idem, “Aspects œcuméniques de saint Isaac le Syrien”, in 
Patrimoine Syriaque VI. Le monachisme du VIIe siècle jusqu’à nos jours, I, CERO, Antelias, 1999, p. 121-127; Idem, 
“Crossing the boundaries: an ecumenical role played by Syriac monastic literature”, in M. Bielawski and D. 
Hombergen (eds), Il monachesimo tra ereditá e aperture, Studia Anselmiana 140 (2004), p. 221-238. 
59 In Japanese (Fuku Horie, Tokyo 1909), Russian (1911, Holy Trinity Lavra of Saint Sergius, by Sobolevsky), 
English (Dana Miller, Transfiguration Monastery, Boston 1984), Italian (M. Gallo and P. Bettiolo, Rome, 1984), a 
selection of ten sermons (Greek, by Photis Kontoglu, Athens 1994), French (Jacques Touraille, Paris 1991), Romanian 
(Dumitru Stăniloae, Philokalia X, 1981), Arabic (Atallah Ishaq, Beirut, 1983), Greek (Marcel Pirard, 2011).  
60 The “Second Part”: Italian (partial, P. Bettiolo, 1990), English (partial, S. Brock, 1995, 1997), Russian (partial, H. 
Alfeyev, 1998), French (A. Louf, 2003), Romanian (I. Ică, 2003), Catalan (M. Nin and S. Chialà, 2003), Greek (N. 
Kavvadas, 2006); “The Third Part”: Italian (S. Chialà, 2004), Romanian (I. Ică Jr., 2005), French (A. Louf, 2010). For 
the complete bibliographical entries see the bibliographical list below. 
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1.3 The theological world of Isaac of Niniveh 
The last section of this chapter will be dedicated to Isaac’s theological sources61. One 
can easily identify the traces of some favourite authors who had influenced him. It is about 
Evagrius of Pontus, Theodore of Mopsuestia, John the Solitary (of Apamea) and Pseudo 
Macarius.  
The first one, Evagrius of Pontus (346-399)62, is designated by Isaac with the 
appellatives like “holy”, “blessed”, “enlightener of mind”, “sage among the saints”, “prince of 
Gnostics”. Isaac explicitly cites him 14 times in the First part of his writings and many times 
implicitly. The same occurs in the Second (18 times) and Third collection (4 times). Evagrian 
terminology is found everywhere and is crucial to Isaac’s discourse. Although he was 
condemned together with Origen, his mentor, at the Fifth Ecumenical Council (553), and his 
works in Greek destroyed, they were conserved in Syriac, and the author was recognized 
among the Church Fathers, and yet “an adapted Evagrius”63. Isaac does no quote him as a 
speculative, but as an ascetic scholar who managed to systematize in a technical language the 
Christian spiritual experience. To summarize, we will present a few specific Evagrian themes, 
part of the technical language used by Isaac to describe his spiritual vision. 
In the space of contemplation/ theoria64, we will evoke the contemplation of bodily 
beings65, divided into two types: by the means of human reason enlightened by God, or 
following the direct intuition of God’s light and intervention; contemplation of incorporeal 
beings66; spiritual contemplation67 – vision of the ineffable glory of God; contemplation of the 
Holy Trinity68 – the kingdom of God; the vision of their own rational nature during the 
contemplation of the Holy Trinity and the spiritual world, the vision of the beauty of our own 
nature contemplated in the light without form and in his creative and providential action. 
                                               
61 We will use mostly in this subchapter the synthesis made by Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme. 
Introduction a l’étude de la mystique chrétienne syro-orientale, Chevtogne, 1987; Elie Khalifé Hachem, “Isaac 
de Ninive”, Dictionnaire de Spiritualité VII, col. 2041-2054; S. Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica alla misericordia 
infinita. Ricerche su Isaaco di Ninive e la sua fortuna, Biblioteca della rivista di storia e letteratura religiosa 
XIV, Firenze, Olschki, 2002, p. 85-119. 
62 For details see Sebastian Brock, “Discerning the Evagrian in the writings of Isaac of Niniveh: a preliminary 
investigation”, in Adamantius 15 (2009), p. 60-72; Sabino Chialà, “Evagrio il Pontico negli scritti di Isacco di 
Ninive”, in Adamantius, 15 (2009), p. 73-84; Théofane Durel, “Sur la doctryne mystique de Saint Isaac le Syrien”, 
in Contacts, Paris, 156 (1991), p. 246-261 (here 251-253); Antoine Guillaumont, “Le Kephalaia Gnostika d’Évagre 
le Pontique et l’histoire de l’origenisme chez les Grecs et les syriens”, in Patristica Soborniensia 5, Paris, 1962. 
63 Cf. Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica, p. 102. 
64 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
65 ¾ãü̈ÍÄܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
66 Ā̈ܘܗ Āܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
67 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
68 ¿ÿýØÊø ¿ܬÍØÿÙßܬܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
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Regarding the terminology related to prayer, Isaac assumes the difference Evagrius 
makes between pure prayer69, followed by prayer spiritual70, and yet giving a personal 
reading. If for Evagrius spiritual prayer remains within the boundaries of what is called 
prayer, for Isaac, spiritual prayer, improperly so called, is stripped of any representations and 
any movements, in a perfect state of impassivity (see the role of the Holy Spirit). He 
technically calls it non-prayer71. 
The third major area in Isaac’s discourses where his influence clearly manifests is 
Evagrius’ anthropological system, which, apparently, speaks of a tripartite division – body, 
soul and mind, the foundation of the spiritual ascent in three stages: practical72 and gnostical73 
with its two levels – physics74 and theology75. Very important in this division is that Isaac 
takes over and keeps Evagrius’ distinction between these three elements, but eliminates the 
doctrine of the origin and makes an interesting synthesis between Evagrius and John of 
Apamea, in the line of Apostle Paul (I Corinthians 15:46-47), as we will detail later.  
The second author who has put his mark on the theology of Isaac of Niniveh is 
Theodore of Mopsuestia (†428)76,  the “blessed interpreter”. His works are almost all of them 
lost in the original Greek because of the posthum damnatio memoriae of the Fifth Ecumenical 
Council, together with the Antiochene School, whose representative he was. According to 
Professor Paolo Bettiolo the scheme on which Isaac builds his theological discourse is 
influenced by the system of Theodore of Mopsuestia, especially the chapter on protology and 
eschatology. Firstly, like Theodore, Isaac speaks of two catastases77 and not three, as we are 
accustomed in classical theology – the earthly life and the eschatological existence. The first 
one is pedagogical to the second one, it is assimilated to a school. With Christ’s Incarnation 
we have a foretaste of the second world. In this frame, baptism represents its type and 
Eucharist makes the human being become participant to this reality. In the same line, Isaac 
                                               
69 ¿ÿÙÜܕ ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
70 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
71 See the dispute between Irinée Hausherr, “Par delá l’oraison pure grâce á une coquille. A propos d’un texte 
d’Evagre”, in Hésychasme et prière, Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 176, Roma, p. 8-12 and Elie Khalifé- 
Hachem, “La prière pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac de Ninive”, in Mémorial Mgr Gabriel Khouri-Sarkis, 
Louvain, 1968, p. 157-176. 
72 prktik». 
73 gnwstik». 
74 fusik». 
75 qeologik». 
76 See Arthur Vööbus, “Regarding the theological anthropology of Theodore of Mopsuestia”, in Church History, 33 
(1964) 2, p. 115-124; Sabino Chialá, Dall’ascesi eremitica, p. 102 et; Nestor Kavvadas, “Some observations on the 
theological anthropology of Isaac of Niniveh and its sources”, in Scrinium IV (2008), p. 147-157. He is quoted 
more than 45 times in Isaac’s discourses. 
77 ¾æø̈ܘܬ. 
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claims that human’s mortality is not the result of sin, as he is mortal by nature. Consequently, 
Incarnation is, besides the destruction of sin and the power of the devil, the revelation of 
God’s love for people – Christ is the prototype of the new reconciled human. By emphasizing 
the love of God as a permanent reality in the history of creation, protology, soteriology, and, 
especially, eschatology, Isaac advocates the idea of temporary punishment, specifically citing, 
next to Diodore of Tarsus, his master Theodore of Mopsuestia. As Sabino Chialà observed, 
the two sources presented so far, both of them being representative authors belonging to two 
opponent schools – Alexandrinian and Antiochian, are reconciled in Isaac’s original 
synthesis78.  
We will focus our attention on the third author with a great resonance for Isaac’s 
theological discourse – John the Solitary (Yohannan Ihidaya, of Apamea)79, who probably 
lived in the fifth century80. John the Solitary has particular relevance for the East Syriac 
spirituality – he is the first author who has made an ascetical-mystical synthesis in the Syriac 
Christian territory. His writings have theorized for the first time the spiritual life within a 
baptismal and eschatological frame.  
We can identify at least three key themes in the theology of Isaac of Niniveh that are 
undoubtedly borrowed from the author in question. We will shortly mention them: a threefold 
spiritual life: bodily81, of the soul82 and spiritual83. The bodily stage is determined by 
corporality – bodily ascetism, avoidance of sin, the prayers and tears are caused by purely 
human anxieties – it is the state of the servant. The second stage assumes that the soul begins 
to awaken and achieve some knowledge; to bodily asceticism is added the struggle against the 
passions of the soul; prayer is neither clean nor continuous, but foretastes them; it is an 
intermediate stage – of the mercenaries. The spiritual stage requires the knowledge of the 
“mysteries of the other world”, it represents a foretaste of the new world’s perfection; this 
condition is accompanied by tears of joy, pure and uninterrupted prayer. It is God’s gift – the 
stage of the sons84. 
                                               
78 Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica, p. 102. 
79 For more details see: Bruce Bradley, Jean le Solitaire (D’Apamée)”, in Dictionnaire de Spiritualité, VIII, col. 764-
772; Irinée Hausherr, “Aux origines de la mystique syrienne: Grégoire de Cypre ou Jean de Lycopolis?”, in 
Hésychasme et prière, Roma, 1966, p. 63-86; Idem, “Un grand auteur spirituel retrouvé: Jean d’Apamée”, in Études de 
spiritualité orientale, Rome, 1969, p. 181-216. 
80 His timing is still disputed by scholars.  
81 ¿ܬÍåûÅñ ÀûÁܘܕ. 
82 ÀûÁܘܕ ¿ܬÍæýòå . 
83 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ÀûÁܘܕ. 
84 Cf. the synthesis of Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, p. 118. 
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In this frame, secondly, the right human pertains to the first two stages, and the perfect 
human to the latter one. The boundary between the second and the third stage is purity85, 
followed by limpidity86, specific to the spiritual human, who already experiences, in the 
earthly life, the post resurrection state. 
The third specific element is the so-called “mystical hope” or “the mystics of God’s 
expectation”, essential to spiritual life. In this sense, baptism plays a crucial role – it is the 
image of this hope in the next life, which gives the power to overcoming sin. From this 
perspective there are two resurrections: the first one experienced in baptism, while the second 
one at the end of the world. 
Regarding the idea of threefold spiritual life, it is important and interesting to note that 
the bishop of Niniveh makes a synthesis between John of Apamea and Evagrius’ vision. 
Using Apostle Paul’s insights, John of Apamea proposes a “modal” approach, giving the 
primate to the principle that guides the spiritual life in every specific stage, while Evagrius 
proposes a “philosophical – practical” approach, depending on the support on which the 
ascetical labour or the contemplation is performed. This means that, when he speaks about 
bodily stage refers to the fact human is subjected to lust, carnal lifestyle; then, in the conduct 
of the soul, human struggles against carnal or psychical passions; during the spiritual conduct 
human experiences divine vision in the intellectual part of the soul.  
Pseudo Macarius87 is the fourth author in the development of Isaac’s theological 
discourse. Regarding his identity, the bishop of Niniveh does not have any doubt – he is St. 
Macarius of Egypt88. Although not explicitly cited, as well as John of Apamea, he is present 
throughout his work along certain themes, especially in what we call “the Macarian spirit”89. 
The first of these features is what in technical terms we designate by “the mystics of the 
heart”90, “the school of feeling or the supernatural conscious”91. This means the heart92 is the 
                                               
85 ¿ܬÍÙÜܕ. 
86 ¿ܬÍÙòü. 
87 For his biography see the synthesis of Robert Waelkens, “Macaire Magnes”, in Dictionnaire de Spiritualité X, 
col. 14-17. 
88 For Sebastian Brock, Macarius, Pseudo-Macarius or Simeon of Mesopotamia is somebody else than Macarius 
of Egypt. According to his vision he lived at the end of 7th century in Mesopotamia (Sebastian Brock, 
„Introduction”, in St. Isaac of Niniveh, On ascetical life, St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, New York, 1989, p. 17). 
89 For details see Théofane Durel, art. cit., p. 254-256.  
90 Cf. John Meyendorf, St Grégoire Palamas et la mistique orthodoxe, Paris, 1959, p. 22. 
91 Cf. Irinée Hausherr, “Les grands courants de la spiritualité orientale”, in Orientalia Christiana Periodica, 1 
(1935), p. 26. 
92 ¾Âß. 
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centre of spiritual life. It is the place of the nous93, where dwells the Holy Spirit and imprints 
the divine likeness. In the pure heart is imprinted and foretasted the new heaven. 
The second Macarian feature present in Isaac’s theological vision is his “spiritual 
sensitivity”. Macarius is part of a spiritual current characterized, more than the experience of 
the supernatural by the means of intellectual knowledge, at the rational level, by sensitivity 
and spiritual affection. Related to this feature we will emphasize two characterizing aspects. 
Dominant in his work is “the experience of the work of the Holy Spirit”, often represented by 
the image of the “divine fire”, that purifies the heart. The very title of his work – “Spiritual 
Homilies” – indicates the importance he attributes to the work of the Holy Spirit in ascetical 
life. The second important element refers to “the feeling of the work of the Holy Spirit”, as 
absolutely necessary to Christian perfection. The weakness of the senses cannot be cured if 
the soul has not reached an ecstatic state, achieved by the “feeling” of God. This occurs when 
the hermit liberates his mind from the crowd of the thoughts and reaches unity and simplicity, 
and, consequently, purity. 
Isaac also quotes or mentions by name a number of other earlier writings, many of 
which were translations of Greek authors, such as Athanasius the Great, Basil the Great, 
Diodor of Tarsus, Mark the Monk, Dionysius the Areopagite, the Asketikon of Abba Isaiah, 
the Apophthegmata of the Egyptian Fathers, and various biographies of saints. The only 
earlier Syriac writer, whom Isaac mentions by name, is Ephrem, but, at least on one occasion, 
he quotes the fifth-century poet Narsai, without specifically identifying him. 
 
1.4 Conclusion 
Isaac of Niniveh is a very good example of the ecumenical role played by monastic 
literature. As one can see, belonging to the East Syriac Church (labelled “Nestorian”), he was 
translated and admired in the Syrian Orthodox Church (Non-Chalcedonian), as well as in the 
Byzantine Orthodox Church (of Antioch and Alexandria, Greek, Russian, and Slavonic 
countries, Romanian) and Catholic Church, and it has manifested an important influence even 
in the Islamic world94. His name is written in the calendar of these Churches95 and considered 
                                               
93 ¾æÙîܪ. 
94 Cf. J. A. Wensinck, “Introduction”, in Mystic Treatises by Isaac of Niniveh translated from Bedjan’s Syriac, p. 
LV; S. Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica, p. 320-322. 
95 13-14 iyar (May) or 19 shebat (February) for the Syrian Orthodox Church, (Cf. F. Nau, Un martyrologe et douze 
ménologes syriaque, Turnhout, Brepols, 1912/ PO 10, p. 78, 110, for the first date; F. Acharya, Prayer with the harp of 
the Spirit, II/1, Vagamon, Kurisumala Ashram, 1982, p. 612, 622, for the second date; August 23 for the Maronite 
Church (Cf. M. Hayek, Liturgie maronite. Histoire et textes eucharistiques, Paris: Mame, 1964, p. 124); February 19 
in the Syrian Catholic Fenqitho (Cf. Kurisumala Ashram, Prayer with the Harp of the Spirit: The Crown of the Year 
(1982-6), Vagamon, Kerala, II/1, p. 612-622); January 28 for the Byzantine Church (Greek, Russian, Romanian, 
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protector for some monasteries or churches96. Lastly, his work was base for many spiritual 
renewals, revivals and reformations97, coming to nowadays. 
 
                                                                                                                                                   
Georgian, Serbian and Bulgarian, Cf. Le synaxaire. Vie des Saints de l’Eglise Orthodoxe. Tome Second: Décembre-
Janvier, Thessalonique: To Parivoli tis Panaghias, 1988, p. 539-541). 
96 For instance: an Assyrian  monastery in Mosul, patron of an Old Calendarist skete in USA, an inter-Orthodox parish 
in Helsinki, an Anglican Hermitage in New Zealand, a Greek Orthodox Parish in Qatar etc. 
97 St. Symeon the New Theologian and Paul Everghetinos (11th century), Giovanni di Peckham, Pietro di Giovanni 
Olivi, Angelo Clareno and Domenico Cavalca ( 13-14th century), Gregory the Sinaitis (14th century), Nil Sorskij (15th 
century), Nikephoros Theotokis and Paisij Velicikovskij (18th century), Matta al Meskin and Vasileios Gondikakis 
(20th century) etc. 
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2. Isaac of Niniveh’s Christology and the internal disputes within the East Syriac 
community between the 6th to the 8th centuries 
Before entering directly into the very topic of my research, one essential aspect to deal 
with is the Christological perspective of Isaac of Niniveh in the context of the official 
theology of the East Syriac Church he belonged to. The great importance of this issue comes 
out of the very fact that Christology offers the theological background for the process of 
knowledge, the researched theme, as we will underline later on. 
The first observation one can underline is that Isaac disliked the doctrinal disputes and 
consequently he did not really intervene in the Christological discussions98. He is quite 
discrete and even silent when comes about the polemic doctrinal issues that occurred in the 
Church life of his time. Therefore one can hardly find salient points in Isaac’s works 
regarding this topic. It is easy to observe his attitude in the admonishment he addresses 
against those who dogmatise and support doctrinal discussions – the right way of acting is the 
practice of virtue. We will give two suggestive examples: “Confound critics by the power of 
thy virtues, not by word; and the imprudence of those who will not be persuaded by the 
peacefulness of thy lips, not by sound”99; or “When thou becomes angry at anyone and 
zealous for the sake of faith be cautious”100.  
The disputes around orthodoxy prove, in his opinion, that the truth has not been yet 
achieved: “The one who seems to be zealous towards men because of the truth, he has not yet 
learned what the truth is”101. This argument can be supported by the absence in his discourses 
of the problematic phraseology that generated conflicts in matter of Christology in the 
community he belonged to and by the historical information that we have. We will address 
both the issues in the next few pages. 
 
2.1 Isaac’s Christological phraseology  
We will firstly refer to the language the bishop of Niniveh employs for expounding his 
Christological vision. One can affirm that he uses the terminology specific to his East Syriac 
theological tradition, in particular inherited from Theodore of Mopsuestia, but with 
cautiousness and interpreted. We will give some significant examples, divided into two 
important categories. Firstly, a frequent expression refers to the description of the body of 
                                               
98 Michael Morony speaks about the mystical ecumenism professed by Isaac of Niniveh. For details see M. 
Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest, Gorgiass Press, 2005, p. 380. 
99 I, 4, p. 33. 
100 I, 5, p. 55. 
101 II, 3.4,77. 
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Christ as “temple/tabernacle of the divinity”: the human nature102, borrowed by Christ, 
became “a sanctuary”103, “a temple for His divinity”104, or “a glorious Tabernacle of His 
eternal being”105; “a temple made of flesh”106 or an abode – “the Man whom Divinity took 
from us for his abode107… the Man who completely became its temple”108; “the divinity109 
chose to dwell110 in man… like in a temple”111. This imagery has perfect correspondence in 
the New Testament. It is also true that soon after the Christological conflicts, it was dropped 
by the Byzantine or the West Syriac theology, but, anyhow, in the early theology it was 
indiscriminately used.  
A second specific expression refers to the description of Christ’s humanity as the 
“garment of divinity”112, or the idea of God being “clothed” in humanity – “the Creator is 
clothed in human being”113. Professor Sebastian Brock has studied in detail what one might 
call “the theology of clothing” in the Syriac tradition and showed that this expression has a 
long story in the East Syriac theology, starting with the Bible itself114. In short, one can say 
that Adam was ‘clothed’ in light and glory (Genesis 3:21). After the fall, he was stripped of 
his robe. Christ is the one who re-clothed mankind with the robe of glory. There are three 
essential moments in this process: the Nativity, the Baptism and the Descent/Resurrection 
and, correspondently, three wombs – of Virgin Mary, of Jordan115 and of Sheol116. We will be 
dealing more with this expression later on, when we intend to analyse the “robe of glory” in 
the context of the divine knowledge. Now we will only point to the use of this type of 
theology when speaking about incarnation.  
Christ is the one who “put on” the Adam’s body. Speaking about the Logos, in the 
Greek New Testament there is no expression of this kind, but in the Syriac translation one can 
                                               
102 ¾æÙÜ. 
103 ¾ýùâ ÿÙÁ. 
104 ¿ܬܘÌßܐܕ ¾üܕÍø āÝØܗ. 
105  ܿܟܬÍÙâܘÿâܕ ¾ÐÁÍü çÝýâ ; II, 5,1. 
106 ÀûéÁܕ āÝØܗ ; See John 2:19-21; II, 5,1. Narsai also uses this expression (A. Mingana, Narsai Doctoris Syri 
Homiliae et Carmina I-II, Mosul, 1905, II, 3) of great importance for the East Syriac theology. 
107  Ì̇ØܪÍãïß. 
108  ÌܿàÝØܗ ; II, 11,12. 
109 ¿ܬܘÌßܐ. 
110 ÌØܪÍãïß. 
111 āÝØܗ ; II, 11,12; dwelling – II, 5,6. 
112 üÍÂß¿ܬܘÌßܕ ¾  ; II, 11,24; see also St Ephraim (Ephraim, H. de Fide 19:2, H. de Nativitate 3:20/ For details: 
Sebastian Brock, “Clothing Metaphors as a Means of Theological Expression in Syriac Tradition”, in Studies in 
Syriac Christianity, Variorum, 1992, XI, p. 11-38 (here 11-13). 
113 ¾ýåûÂÁ ¾ØܘûÁ ; II, 11,28. 
114 For the first time this expression was used by E. Peterson, “Theologie des Kleides”, Benediktinische 
Monatsschrift, 19 (1934), p. 347-356. 
115 One can easily identify the sacramental dimension of Syriac theology. 
116 S. Brock, Clothing Metaphors, p. 11-13. 
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find it in Hebrew 5:7 (“being clothed in the flesh”117) and 10:5 (“you clothed me in a 
body”118, quoting the prophecy of Psalm 40). Then, it appears in almost all Syriac early 
writers (Acts of Thomas, Acts of John, Aphrahat, Ephraim, Doctrina Addai119), but in a 
generic sense. Despite the fact that some might believe that only in early Syriac tradition does 
the description of incarnation as “putting on the body” appear, one can also find it at some 
other patristic authors like Melito of Sardis, Hippolytus and Tertulian120.  
The problem appeared when this expression was ambiguously understood as “put on 
man” or “put on a man”. One can find this situation for the first time in Theodore’s Syriac 
translation of the “Catechetical Homilies” (III.11), where he asserts: “for our salvation he put 
on (a) man and dwelt in him”. This phraseology became suspicious and one can identify such 
an attitude at Philoxenos of Mabbug, in the Commentary on the Prologue of John, tangentially 
analysing the Hebrew 7:5 in Peshitta translation. He complains that instead of translating 
Paul’s word, they preferred to give a Nestorian reading, in the sense of casting on the Word a 
body like a garment on an ordinary body or as a purple on the emperor121. Two authors 
belonging to the same Antiochene tradition used this type of phraseology as well – Cyrus of 
Edessa (“robe of humanity”) and Narsai (“robe of the body”). Professor Brock argues that the 
origin of this expression should be searched in the popular widespread conceptions (probably 
orphic and pytagorean) that the soul is clothed in the body and that the latter one is the 
vestment of the former122.  
What is more important vis-à-vis this usage refers to the translation of the Nicene Creed 
in the Synod of Seleucia, 410. In the Syriac early translations, kept by the West Syriac 
recension, the term σαρκωθέντα was translated with the phraseology involving the verb þÂß 
(put on, clothing). At this point, it is at least strange that not the West Syriac, but the East 
Syriac substituted þÂß with äýÄܬܐ (was emobodied) and þåûÁܬܐ (inhominated): who for the 
sake of us human beings and for the sake of our salvation came down from heaven and was 
                                               
117 Greek: in the days of his flash. 
118 Greek: you prepared a body for me. 
119 For generic uses see S. Brock, Clothing metaphors, p. 23-24 (“You are the Son and you put on a body” – Acts 
of Thomas, Ed. W. Wright, p. 217; “Jesus, because he put on a body and humbled himself, delivered the Church 
and her children from death” – Aphrahat’s Demonstrations. A Conversation with the Jews in Mesopotamia, 
CSCO 642/ 129, XXI.20; “The Word of the Most High came down and put on a weak body” – Ephrem, HdVIRG 
XXIX.1.1-2; “Even though he put on this body, he was still God with his Father” – G. Philips, Doctrina Addai, 
The Doctrine of Addai, the Apostle, London, Truber and Co, 1876, p. 7. See also “put on”: our body, our 
humanity, our form, our nature etc). 
120 For linguistically illustrative details see S. Brock, Clothing Metaphors, p. 16, 23-26.  
121 Commentaire du prologue johannique, syriaque et français, ed. by André de Halleux, CSCO, 380-381 
(165-166), Louvain, 1977, 165f., p. 53-54.  
122 S. Brock, Clothing metaphors, p. 17-18. 
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embodied (äýÄܬܐ) and inhominated (þåûÁܬܐ), and he suffered123. This usage could offer 
ambivalent interpretation – generically or as a particular man. Interesting and useful to 
underline is that one can hardly find this phrase in early Syriac writers. It appears first, as we 
have noticed above, in Theodore of Mopsuestia’s writings and, in his line, in some other East 
Syriac writers. We can conclude this digression asserting that, by using a specific phraseology 
that involves both the idea of “temple” and “clothing” Isaac is faithful to his own theological 
tradition. Brock argues that this phraseology is archaic and it should be read not in isolation 
and in a restrictive way, but “each image should be used in conjunction with a variety of 
others as well, seeing that no single image can provide an adequate analogy to the nature of 
the union of the two natures in Christ”124. 
When dealing with the incarnated Word, Isaac uses two of the terms implied in the 
Christological disputes, omitting exactly the one that created problems (  - ¾âÍæø hypostasis). In 
the frame of his own theological tradition, he speaks about two natures (¾æÙÜ) united in one 
person (¾ñܘܨûñ). This union makes the humanity of Christ be venerated together with His 
divinity. I will render below the text quote that suggestively supports the coexistence of the 
two natures, working in union:  
We do not hesitate to call the humanity of our Lord – He being truly man – God and 
Creator and Lord; or to apply to Him in divine fashion the statement that `By His hands 
the world was established and everything was created… He granted to him that he 
should be worshipped with Him indistinguishably, with a single act of worship for the 
Man who became Lord and for the divinity equally, while the (two) natures125 are 
preserved with their properties, without being any difference in honour126. 
Sebastian Brock argues that among the East Syriac councils only two address the issue 
of properties. That would be the council under Catholicos Joseph (554) and that of 612, 
during Babai the Great. It is worth quoting a few lines from the definition given by the former 
one, which seems to echo the Chalcedonian definition: “We preserve the upright confession 
of the two natures in Christ127 that is His divinity128 and His humanity129. And we preserve the 
                                               
123 Synodicon Orientale ou Recueil de Synodes Nestoriens, ed. and transl. by J.B. Chabot, Paris, 1902, [SO] 
23/262 (for the English translation see S. Brock, “The Christology of the Church of the East in the Synods of the 
fifth to early seventh centuries. Preliminary considerations and materials”, in S. Brock, Studies in Syriac 
Christianity. History, Literature and Theology, Variorum 1992, p. 133). 
124 S. Brock, The Christology of the Church of the East, p. 132. 
125 ¾æÙ̈Ü. 
126 II, 11,21 
127 ¾ÐÙýãÁ çÙæÙ̈Ü çØܪܬ. 
128 ܗܬܘÌßܐ ÌܼØܬܐ. 
129 ܗܬÍýåܐ. 
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characteristics130 of the natures by which we get rid of confusion, alteration and change” and 
it adds an anathematization of those who speak about two Christs and two Sons131.  
Having observed that Isaac stresses the existence of the two natures in Christ, reflecting 
the definition of the councils, it is necessary to make a step forward trying to identify the way 
they connect themselves in the context of the Christological dyophysite doctrine of his 
tradition. As one could have already grasped, Isaac is faithful to the East Syriac Christology 
when using both the terms “nature” and “person” and, omitting the third problematic term, 
“qnoma”, seems to avoid any theological debate regarding the Monophysites.  
In the Second collection there is one important fragment where the bishop of Niniveh 
presents a synthetic panorama of his Christological vision. One can identify the two terms 
involved in the theological discussions, but the crucial one (qnoma) is absent. There he insists 
on the fact that, in the union, each nature keeps its own properties, to avoid any confusion of 
natures. His definition is clearly against the West Syriac Christology, when stressing that 
Christ is not in one nature:  
Il Cristo Signore è sia il primogenito132, sia l’unigenito133. Le due cose infatti non sono 
in un’unica natura134, perché diviene primogenito di molti fratelli, ma (é) unigenito 
per non eservi altra generazione prima e dopo di lui. Le due cose si avverano 
(rispettivamente) in Dio e nell’uomo135, che furono uniti in una persona136, senza che 
si confondessero le (proprietà) della natura per l’unione137. 
 From all these examples one may identify that Isaac, describing the unity of God and 
human in Christ, underlines the distinction of the two natures, so as to preserve the proprieties 
from confusion. God willingly dwelt in Jesus and because of his sacrifice he was lifted up to 
God the Word and he was gifted with the same honour. This is the crucial point for his 
mystical theology, because the way he expresses the union of natures in Christ conditions the 
possibility of knowing God. Isaac asserts that: “All that applies to (the Man) is raised up to 
(the Word) who accepts it for himself, having willed to make Him share in this honour… so 
we have acquired an accurate knowledge138 of the Creator”139.   
                                               
130 ¿ÿÙ̈àØ. 
131 SO, p. 97-98. 
132 ÀûÜÍÁ. 
133 ¾ØÊÙÐØ. 
134 ¾æÙÜ ܬÍÙåÊÐÁ. 
135 ܘÊÙÏܬܐܕ ¾ýåûÁܘ ¿Ìß½Á. 
136 ¾ñܘܨûñ ÊÐß. 
137 ¿ܬÍØÊÏ ; II, 3.1,49. 
138 ¿ܬÿØÿÏ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
139 II, 11,22. 
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The soteriological role of Incarnation is lectured in the same frame of the East Syriac 
tradition. When speaking about salvation, in particular, the Alexandrine tradition uses the 
term “deification” (theosis), based on the union of human with the divine nature and the 
“communicatio idiomatum” in the person of Christ. Despite the firm distinction of the natures 
in Christ, Isaac uses the same term to describe the process of knowledge, as we will detail 
later, in a different perspective and, yet, not contradictorily. The sacrifice, the resurrection and 
the ascension of Christ opened up the way of ascending to God to human nature. Using the 
words of Hilarion Alfeyev, while interpreting Isaac’s theology, deification is “perceived 
dynamically, as an ascent of the human being, together with the whole created world, to 
divine glory, holiness and light”140. We will quote below a paragraph where Isaac himself 
describes the process of salvation inaugurated in Christ’s incarnation and potentially achieved 
by the whole creation. Here, the author, underlying the universal value of salvation in Christ, 
points to some expressions strictly connected with the process of knowledge and the 
theological controversies of his time, that we are going to analyse later on in our research 
(light and glory).  
Amid ineffable splendour (the Father) raised Him to Himself to heaven, to that place 
that no created being had trod, but whither he had, through his own (action), invited 
all rational beings, angels and human beings, to that Blessed entry in order to delight 
in the divine light 141 in which was clothed the Man who is filled with all that is holly, 
who is now with God in ineffable glory and splendour… His intension was to give to 
all knowledge of his glory142.  
Another important expression implied by Isaac in describing the union of natures in 
Christ is “voluntary union”, borrowed from the “Book of Heracleidis”143 and used in the East 
Syriac Christology144. The Word of God incarnated in order “to renew us by the means of 
voluntary union145 with the flesh”146, revealing the way by which human may be raised to 
God’s mystery147.  
                                               
140 Hilarion Alfeyev, The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian, Kalamazoo, Cistercian Publications, 2000, p. 57. 
141 ¾ØÌßܐ ÀܪܗÍå ; This expression also occurs at Evagrius (“Letters”, ed. Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 554-
634, Add. 14578 and 17167, 167v), or some contemporary authors like Sahdona (A. de Halleux (ed.), Martyrius/ 
Sahdona. Oeuvres spirituelles,CSCO 200-201, 214-215, 252-255, IV, p. 21) and Dadisho (C. Draguet (ed.), 
Commentaire du livre d’Abba Isaïe (logoi I-XV)) par Dadišo Qatraya, CSCO, 326-327, XIII, 12).  
142 ÌÂüÍÏܕ ¿ÿîÊØ ; II, 11,29-30 ; Evagrius, Kepalaia Gnostica edited by A. Guillaumont, PO 28 (1958), 1, II.55. 
143 P. Bedjan, Nestorius. Le livre d’Héraclide de Damas, Paris, 1910, p. 264. 
144 A. Vaschalde, Babai Magni Liber de Unione, CSCO 79-80, p. 91. 
145 ¿ÿÙæÙÁܨ ¿ܬÍØÊÏ. 
146 II, 5,7. 
147 One may identify the soteriological accent not in incarnation, in an objective way, but more in the revelation 
of God as love, developped in a subjective response of human. In fact, this is the very reason of Incarnation (see 
II, 3.4,78, discussed by I. Hausherr, “Un précurseur de la théorie scotiste sur la fin de l’incarnation Isaac de 
Ninive”, in Etudes de Spiritualité Orientale, Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 183, Roma, 1969, p. 1-5).   
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Lastly, we will evoke a term used by Isaac, which seems at least unusual and, probably 
controversial for the East Syriac dyophysitism, despite its long history148. In order to describe 
the level of intimacy of creation with God, achieved in the sacrifice of Christ, the bishop of 
Niniveh uses the term “mingling”149 of the Creator with the creation. He does not speak about 
essential unity, and yet he speaks about mingling: “the world has become mingled with God, 
and creation and Creator have become one”150.  
The conclusion one can draw from this analysis is that the sharp distinction between the 
natures in the Theodorian tradition is not really present in Isaac’s writings. The uncreated 
Word and the created man Jesus are one and the same person. Consequently, the union of 
Christ, which denotes the assumed Man to the Trinity, through union with the Word, 
represents the fundament for the perfect mingling of the saints with God151. And finally, 
salvation can be described as the process of the human nature’s ascension to the divine light 
and glory of the divinity, by following Christ, who, by his union, deified human nature.   
 
2.2 The Christological disputes of Isaac’s time in the East Syriac Church  
After this short analysis of the Christological main terminology used by Isaac, we 
consider necessary to contextualize it within the theological landscape of his time. As André 
de Halleux puts it, the end of the 6th century and the 7th century is characterized by a 
complexity of dogmatic controversies and conflicts of authority that shaped a specific 
mystical itinerary152.  
In my opinion, there are three important elements during this period. First of all it is 
about the School of Nisibis, or the “School of the Persians”, which used to be the most 
representative educational institution for the East Syriac community. It was at the same time 
the place where the Thedorian orthodoxy was taught. The second place is occupied by the 
category of monks, represented by the Great Monastery of Mar Abraham, from Mount Izla. It 
was the forum of orthodoxy when the School of Nisibis was to leave the traditional teaching 
of the East Syriac theology. And thirdly, the institutional Church who enjoyed for a long time 
                                               
148 Specific to the macarian homilies and, consequently, to some parts of Syriac theology (See C. Stewart, 
“Working the Earth of the Heart”. The Messalian Controversy on History, Texts and Language to AD 431, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1991, p. 169-203). 
149 ¾æÓßÍÏ ; The theme of “mingling” of God with creation is characteristic also to Ephrem referring at 
Incarnation and Eucharist. For the history of the term at different Patristic authors see Columba Stewart, 
‘Working the Earth of the Heart’, p. 169-203. 
150 ÊÏ ¾ØܘûÁܘ ¿ÿØûÁ Ìܿß ܬܘܗܘ ¿Ìß½Á ¾ãàî ÔàÏܬܐ ; II, 5,18. 
151 II, 7,3. 
152 Cf. A. de Halleux, “La christologie de Martyrios-Sahdona dans l’évolution du nestorianisme”, Orientalia 
Christiana Periodica, 23 (1957), p. 5-32 (here 5). 
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good and strong relations with the School of Nisibis, as well as with the Great Monastery. In 
fact, a great part of the clergymen and abbots was formed of alumni of this great institution. 
More, one can say that, ideally and programmatically, they worked together in an integrative 
way153. 
Nonetheless, the three institutions did not cooperate this way permanently. We refer 
here to the historical period that integrates the life of Isaac of Niniveh, a time of political and 
theological turbulences, and yet a time of flourishing of spiritual literature. What we are 
interested in here are more the theological conflicts generated around Christology, in strict 
connection with the life of the mystics, in particular that of Isaac of Niniveh.  
First of all, one can easily state that the strict dyophysism that characterized the East 
Syriac Christology of his time did not reflect the perspective of the whole Church community. 
This can be observed by looking at some important representatives like Henana, director of 
Nisibis School (end of 6th century), or Sahdona, Bishop of Mahoze d’ Arewan (first half of the 
7th century). It is not superfluous to dwell a bitt on both of them, because, as we will see, they 
might have had a(n) (in)direct connection with Isaac’s formation.  
The crisis during Henana’s professoriate represented the bursting out of an already 
existing conflict. It is not easy to determine his theological position with a degree of certainty, 
because we possess only few fragments of his works and more prominent the harsh 
accusations of his opponent, Babai the Great. In the eyes of the conservative, his teaching 
seemed to propose some innovative lines in matters of doctrine and liturgy, especially 
regarding Theodore of Mopsuestia. Besides refusing to narrow his teaching in Theodore’s 
works, by using some Alexandrine authors while reading the Bible, he was supposed to have 
been taught “a composite hypostasis” in Christ154. In matter of exegetical methodology he 
opts for John Chrysostom, an important representative of Antiochene School, considered to 
have a middle position between Antiochene and Alexandrine direction155.  
                                               
153 Cf. Alberto Camplani, “The Revival of Persian Monasticism (sixth to seventh century): Church Structure, 
Theological Academy and Reformed Monks”, in Foundations of Power and Conflict of Authority in Late-
Antique Monasticism, Leuven-Paris, 2007, p. 280. 
154 In Babai’s words: “The Fathers of old established true doctrine, not a mixture and blending and hypostatic 
union, such as the opinion of Arius, Eunomius, and the impious Henana. You efface the properties (of the 
natures) and cause divinity to suffer by a hypostatic, composite union, and by blending and a confused mixture” 
(Against One Hypostasis, CSCO 79, p. 306). For details see L. Abramowsky and A. Goodman, A Nestorian 
Collection of Christological Texts, Cambridge II, 1972, p. XIV.  
155 For details see: Karl Pinggéra, “John Chrysostom in East Syrian Theology of the Late Sixth Century”, in The 
Harp 18 (2005), p. 193-201. 
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Henana’s popularity may have been due to his emphasis on the mystical union of God 
with human156, which he demonstrated, by allegorically interpreting the Scripture, the 
doctrine on Christology of composite hypostasis and the Evagrian mysticism. The council of 
Ishoyahb I (585) witnesses about the controversy of Henana. The first canon exposes a 
commentary of the Creed of Nicaea in a dyophysite key, while the second gives evidence of 
the protection around Theodore’s commentaries157. Henana’s concept of “composite 
hypostasis” does not have a long life among his disciples, but his exegetical method and, 
especially, his mysticism was fruitful within the next centuries. This will be the line that 
concerns us more in our research. 
The episode denotes that important voices among the hierarchy did not in fact 
completely share the Theodorian orthodoxy, promoted by the metropolitan of Nisibis, 
Gregory of Kashkar, and the Great Monastery. It is the case of Catholikos Sabrisho158 who 
proved to have had a moderate attitude and he did not condemn Henana in the council of 
596159, causing the reaction of the metropolitan and some other bishops who manifested their 
support. At the same time, the catholikos’ wish of demoting the metropolitan failed because 
of the opposition of the bishops. These events provoked the departure of more than 300 
students from the school in different other places160, such as the School of Beth Sahde, next to 
Nisibis, the Great Monastery of Izla or the school of bishop Mark from Balad. Among these 
students there were some later great names, like Ishoyahb of Gdala and Ishoyahb of Hadyab, 
who were to become catholikos of the East Syriac Church. By the beginning of the 7th century 
three different currents developed: radical reformers (Henana and his disciples), moderate 
conservatives (represented by the councils of 585, 596, 605 and the major part of the East 
Syriac community) and radical conservatives (represented by Babai the Great, Great 
Monastery and Mount Izla)161.  
                                               
156 Cf. Babai the Great: “He teaches that all men participate in the nature of God, as Origen, the pagan of pagan, 
said, and so this wretched city is infected with this impious error”. (The Life of Mar Giwargis, SO, p. 626.) One 
has to mention that Henana’s spiritual position might not so much reflect a bridge towards the Chalcedonian or 
Monophysite Christology, but an ingénue and popular faith, against the theological elite of the time dominated 
occasionally by a rationalist theological direction and political preoccupations.   
157 SO, p. 136-139. 
158 Elected with the help of Kosroe II. Two important names are connected with his pro West Syriac attitude. 
Those would be the Christian queen Shirin and the physician Gabriel of Singar, who embraced the West Syriac 
confession. 
159 Both Sabrisho and Gregory (605) expound the traditional faith, but avoiding the problematic term “qnoma/ 
hypostasis” and express a clear defence of Theodore’s theology, by putting under blasphemy everyone who 
attempts at changing his doctrine (SO, p. 198). 
160 Cf. Chronique de Séert, 74, PO XIII, 4, p. 509-512. 
161 For details see Dana Miller, “A Brief Historical and Theological Introduction to the Church of Persia to the 
End of the Seventh Century”, in The Ascetical Homilies of St Isaac the Syrian, translated by the Holy 
Transfiguration Monastery, Boston, Massachusetts, 1984, p. 503. 
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The Great Monastery also represents a salient phenomenon when it comes to the East 
Syriac Christology of the 7th century162. An important number of the monks of Izla Mountain 
were well educated because of the proximity between these two institutions. Babai the Great, 
an alumnus of Nisibis School, who led a successful fight against Henana’s theology, was the 
most prolific spokesman163. His main work is entitled “The Book of Union”164, a synthesis 
between Theodore’s Christological vision and that of Nestorius (“Book of Heracleidis”) and 
some other East Syriac authors, in particular Mar Abba. His intention was to point out a clear 
dyophysite reading of the Antiochene Christology165, underlying the necessity of two 
hypostasis and refuting any mixture or hypostatic composition. So as to have a concrete 
existence, a nature must have a hypostasis (qnoma)166. In Christ, one can speak about the 
divine hypostasis of the Son of God and the human hypostasis of the Man Jesus, which make 
the differentiation between him and other human persons. Therefore, in his opinion, speaking 
of one hypostasis in Christ means that a nature either is absorbed by the other, or simply 
disappears. A composite nature is again refuted by Babai, on the argument that both natures 
would be imperfect167. In consequence, there is no union at the level of hypostasis, but in the 
person (parsopa). Christ is not simply a human united with God in grace, virtue or by 
anointing of the Spirit, but the Verb forms one ontological existence, one person, with the 
human hypostasis conceived in the womb of the Virgin. He makes the same analogy as the 
Alexandrine authors, when arguing that humanity and divinity are similar with the iron in the 
fire, not changing its properties, its nature and its hypostasis, but borrowing the attributes of 
divinity, like the iron takes the form of the flame and its burning action. The flame burns by 
itself, but the iron not. While burning, the flame cannot be broken, but the iron yes. So the 
                                               
162 On the theological role of the Great Monastery see Jullien Florence, “The Great monastery at Mount Izla and 
the defence of the East-Syrian identity”, E. Hunter (ed.), Monasticism in Iraq, Society of Oriental and African 
Studies, Londres, 2009, p. 54-63; Jullien Florence, “S’affirmer en s’opposant : les polémistes du Grand 
monastère (VI-VIIe siècle)”, in C. Jullien (ed.), Controverses des chrétiens dans l’Iran sassanide, Studia Iranica. 
Cahier 36, Paris, 2008, p. 29-40. 
163 For the Christology of Babai see the study of G. Chediath, The Christology of Babai the Great, Kottayam, 
1982 and L. Abramowsky, “Die Christologie Babais des Grossen”, Symposium Syriacum 1972, OCA 197, p. 
219-244. 
164 The complete title “On the Divinity and on the Humanity and of the Person (Parsopa) of Union” (A. 
Vaschalde, Babai Magni Liber de unione, CSCO 79-80, Louvain, 1915 – edited and Latin translation).  
165 For the definition of the three terms we will use a short quotation from the analysis of G. Chediath, The 
Christology of Babai the Great: “Qnoma is the concretization of the abstract kyana, as this or that. Kyana never 
exists except as qnoma… Qnoma may be translated as this or that substance, substratum, subsistence, reality 
opposed to the unreal, illusion. It is primarily referring to concrete reality and actuality rather than Person… 
Parsopa is the reality that distinguishes one qnoma from another qnoma of the same species. It is the sum total of 
the accidents and properties, giving the particulat characteristics to the qnoma. The indivisible and singular 
property of the qnoma is given by the parsopa” (p. 89-90).  
166 The Book of Union, p. 306 (246). 
167 The Book of Union, p. 297 (239-240). 
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divinity remains untouchable, but the humanity can be destroyed168. When describing the 
union169 in Christ, he employs the attributes like prosopic170, voluntary171, unforced172, 
impassible173 174. Finally, we will give an example where Babai describes the personal union 
in Christ, reflecting his strict dyophysite Christology:  
Perfect God in perfect Man: the Infinite dwelt175 in, was united to176, was clothed in177, 
and was joint to178 the finite. And although (the natures) were united, they were 
distinct in their properties; and although they were distinct, they were united in one 
parsopa179. In short, the two natures180 are preserved in one Christ, the Son of God181.  
Babai’s endeavour was to preserve the doctrine from the false teaching on 
theopaschism, which, in his opinion, was professed by Henana. His role became more 
important during the time the East Syriac Church was not allowed to elect a Catholikos (609-
628). His radical conservative vision opposed both Henanites and Monofysites, who 
manifested a strong work of proselytism in the East Syriac territories, and the Chalcedonian 
Church of the West. The only orthodox formula that was accepted was that of Babai’s. 
According to Thomas of Marga, he was called “Vicar”182 of the Catholikos183, and, with 
archdeacon Abba, were those who substituted the see of the Church leader184. During this 
period he received the right to inspect and change the doctrine which was not in accordance 
with the Theodorian faith, confirmed by the Council of Gregory (605) and later on reiterated 
                                               
168 The Book of Union, p. 304 (245). 
169 ¿ܬÍØÊÏ. 
170 ¿ÿÙñܘܨûñ. 
171 ¿ÿÙæÙÁܨ. 
172 ¿ܬûÙèܐ Ā. 
173 ¿ÿüÍýÏ Ā. 
174 The Book of Union, p. 163 (132). 
175 ûãܿî. 
176 ÊÙÐâ. 
177 þÙÂß. 
178 óÙùå. 
179 ¾ñܘܨûñ ÊÐÁ. 
180 ¾æÙ̈Ü. 
181 The Book of Union, p. 248 (201-202). 
182 ¾ñÍàÏܬ. 
183 Liber Superiorum, ed. Paul Bedjan, Paris, 1901; Book of Governors (“The Historia Monastica of Thomas 
Bishop of Marga AD 840”), trans. by E.A. Wallis Budge, London, 1893, I.35, p. 116 (63-64). 
184 Alberto Camplani, interprets the historical information Thomas gives in his book I. 27, which represents an 
epistle addressed to Babai by three bishops from the North Mesopotamia (Cyriacus of Nisibis, Yonadhahb of 
Adiabene and Gabriel of Karka d’Beth Slokh), apologizing for not giving to him greater power as he would have 
deserved. The conclusion he draws is that Babai’s authority did not go beyond the monastic space and the three 
dioceses mentioned above, in North Mesopotamia (Cf. Alberto Camplani, “The revival of Persian Monasticism 
(sixth to seventh century): Church Structure, Theological Academy and Reformed Monks”, in Foundations of 
Power and Conflict of Authority in Late-Antique Monasticism, Leuven-Paris, 2007, p. 277-296 (here 288). 
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before the king at Mada’in (612)185. Because of his intransigent position186, doubled by his 
zeal, while being the abbot of the Great Monastery, a crisis was generated, which led to the 
departure of some monks. Thomas of Marga lists some names of those who left the monastery 
during the period of dispute: Rabban Qamisho, Mar Jacob, Rabban Afni Maran, Amma 
Leontius Zinaya, Rabban Joseph187, then Mar Zekaisho together with Abraham of Nisibis, 
founding the Monastery Bet Rabban (after the death of Mar Jacob, the abbot of Bet Abe, the 
former one became head for both monasteries)188; Rabban Jacob, the abbot of the Convent of 
Bet Abe189. The “History of Rabban ‘Edta” adds some other names of the monks who left the 
Great Monastery, when Babai became the successor of Dadisho, and went to Bet Abe, 
probably even before the arrival of Rabban Jacob: Benjamin, Peter, Arda, Ishai, Paul and 
John190. Rabban Jacob191, despite his friendship with Sabrisho, professed an “orthodox” faith. 
At least Isho’yahb of Adiabene, his disciple, in one letter addressed to Sahdona (II.7), 
mentions him as a defender of the true faith: “before you, Isaiah of Tahal, a foolish and insane 
                                               
185 This moment is quite interesting because of the position adopted. The monastic party submitted a creed before 
the King, which acknowledged two natures, two substances and one person in Christ, and employed the 
expression “mother of Christ” instead of “theotokos”. But meanwhile, they adopted a monothelite position to 
explain the unity in Christ. He was one in a single “person of filiation”, a single power, a single will, a single 
economy (See SO, p. 565, 575-582, 591-592). 
186 There is an interesting case of opposing Babai the Great even before getting his important place in the East 
Syriac Church, Babai the Small (of Nisisbis). The conflict was so big that the followers of Babai the Great in the 
Monastery did not even permit somebody to join them before anathematising Babai of Nisibe (Chronique de 
Séert II, PO XIII, p. 553). Both of them originated in rich families and both of them were disciples of Abraham 
of Kashkar. The latter one left the Great Monastery and founded a monastery in the mountains of Adiabene. 
There he had two important companions for our discussion – Mar Isho’Zeka, who also left the Great Monastery 
(about his identity see the debate Paolo Bettiolo, “Contrasting styles of Ecclesiastical Authority and Monastic 
Life in the Church of the East at the Beginning of the 7th Century”, in Foundations of Power and Conflict 
Authority in Late-Antique Monasticism, Leuven-Paris, 2007, p. 297-332, here 297-305), and Mar Sabrisho, who 
later became catholikos (596-604), and refused to condemn Hanana, becoming the opponent of Metropolitan 
Gregory of Nisibis (He was also close to Queen Shirin and the doctor Gabriel of Singar, both of them with pro-
monophysite visions). In this frame some questions may occur – why was he anathematised by his brothers of 
Mount Izla, is it because of his friendship with Sabrisho, who manifested a moderate position and attitude in the 
debate around Henana’s teaching? Or it is maybe around an agreement with Sabrisho to restore the Messalian 
monastic communities to the Great Monastery? (See the notes on Babai of A. Guillaumont in “Le témoignage de 
Babaï le Grand sur le mesaliens”, in Symposium Syriacum 1976, OCA 275, Roma 1978, p. 257-265) Paolo 
Bettiolo argues that “nothing certain can be said about these connections, but is not unreasonable to suggest 
some elements that may justify these fractures otherwise inexplicable within the difficult situation in Nisibis and 
the Great Monastery during the first years of the seventh century” (Contrasting styles of Ecclesiastical Authority, 
p. 305).  
187 Book of Governors, II. 33, p. 113 (246-247). 
188 History of Rabban Mar Abraham, head of of the Monastery of Rabban Zekaišo and the Monastery of ‘Bet 
Abe, quoted in Book of Governors, I.14, p. 67 (37) 
189 Book of Governors, I.13, p. 62 (35). It seems that he befriended Sabrisho, the future Catholikos of the East 
Syriac Church, who was first bishop of Lashom, the native city of Jacob (cf. Fiey, Assyrie chétienne III, 
Beyrouth, 1968, n. 8, p. 56-57), and later too, Sabrisho spent five years as hermit, between the seventh and the 
eighth decades of the 6th century, in Sa’ran, and so one can guess at the familiarity of the two (Fiey, Assyrie 
chétienne III, p. 75). 
190 Book of Governors, 1.13, p. 66 (37) quoting The History of Rabban ‘Edta, p. 155 (233). For details see Paolo 
Bettiolo, Contrasting styles of Ecclesiastical Authority, p. 316.  
191 On Jacob’s departure from the Great Monastery see Book of Governors I.13, p. 61-63 (34). 
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(man) wrote the same things, in the same way, with the same objects and with the same terms, 
and just as previously were confuted with a book by the man of God and a spiritual athlete, 
the holy and zealous Mar Henanisho, then they were confuted loudly by the divine charity and 
the source of humility of our father Mar Jacob…”192. 
Consequently, another important topos for our debate is the Convent of Bet Abe itself, 
the place where the great theologian Sahdona was spiritually formed, contemporary and friend 
with Isho ’yahb III, the future catholikos. Besides Isho’yahb there was also the monastery of 
Catholikos George, who ordained Isaac of Niniveh, and the place where Isaac himself spent 
some time, after being brought by Catholikos George to the North Mespotamia from his 
native land, Bet Qatraye, and where he was ordained bishop of Niniveh. Around the 
monastery there were some suspicions regarding the theological direction professed and, 
consequently, the type of mystical perspective that was theologised there. In this frame, it is 
worth mentioning the visit Babai the Great made in the monastery, trying to make some 
changes in its liturgical order, an action which did not succeed193. Thomas’ report about this 
event might give an idea about the balance of power in the Church of that time as well as the 
status of semi-autonomy some of the monasteries had.  
It is worth dwelling now on the personality of Sahdona and his Christological vision. 
From the historical sources, one can learn that, after finishing his studies, he entered the 
Monastery of Bet Abe, around 620, under Rabban Jacob, who came from the Great 
Monastery, and was contemporary with Ishoyahb III194. At the suggestion of the latter, he was 
elected bishop of Mahoze d’Arewan. There are different pieces of information about the 
Christological perspective he professed. From the letters of Ishoyahb III and the “Chronicle of 
Séert”, one can learn that Sahdona professed a Christology different from that of his religious 
community and, in particular, he is considered to be among the last disciples of Henana, 
                                               
192 R. Duval (ed.), Ish’yahb Patriarchae, Liber Epistualarum III, CSCO 11-12, Louvani, 1962, p. 133 (100). 
193 Thomas of Marga mentions Babai’s visit to the Monastery Bet Abe, enquiring so that to observe the 
orthodoxy of the faith. He wished to make same changes in matter of liturgical order, but because of a miracle 
happened there, which demonstrated the correctness of the liturgy, was not able to fulfil his will (Book of 
Governors, p. 54-55 (97). 
194 From the Book of Governors one can learn that Isho’yahb II, accompanied by some important ecclesiastics, 
among them Isho’yahb of Niniveh and Sahdona, p. 125-126 (70), journeyed to Aleppo where he met emperor 
Heraklios. The Catholikos and the emperor also brought their discussion around some faith issues and the former 
demonstrated to the latter that the Church of Persia follows the faith of the Nicene Fathers and is not heretical. 
The agreement was not complete, as the Persian did not want to remember in their liturgy Cyril of Alexandria, 
while the emperor the three Antiochian doctors – Diodor of Tarsus, Theodore of Mopsuestia and Nestorius. 
These names were simply omitted so as to overcome the situation. The catholikos celebrated a liturgy and the 
emperor received the communion. Upon his return, Isho’yahb was hardly criticized by the representatives of the 
radical party (See also the Chronique de Séert, p. 558-559). 
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during his studies at Nisibis, together with Isaiah of Tahal and Meskena Arbaya195. Ishoyahb 
III also mentions some partisans of Sahdona at Nisibis and surroundings – Metropolitan 
Kyriakos, and the teachers Guria and Meskena Arbaya. Adam Becker, a supporter of this 
theory, advocates the idea that, despite the fact he did not really know Henana, he would have 
been influenced by his theological vision196. His argumentation is based on the similitudes of 
language. Interpreting the information Thomas of Marga197 gives us in reference to Sahdona, 
one can argue he was converted by the Jacobites to the Monophysite doctrine during his visit 
to Apamea to a Monophysite convent and, while trying to convert its monastics, was himself 
converted to their faith. Isho’dnah of Basra speaks about a visit to Edessa where he would 
have changed his name in Martyrios and, after his expulsion, the same city would have been 
his refuge. In addition he evokes a possible bishopric ministry conferred by Heraclius198. Both 
Thomas of Marga and Isho’denah of Basra establish a connection between the two authors, 
emperor Heraclius and the Chalcedonian theology, an idea embraced by Duval, Wright199 and, 
in contemporary times, by Brock200 and Manel Nin201, and yet within the frame of the East 
Syriac theology.  
Ovidiu Ioan, a contemporary scholar, who concentrated his research mostly on Ishoyahb 
III, dedicated a study to Sahdona202. In this article, after listing all the opinions already 
mentioned in our research, a different perspective is proposed. It is difficult to identify 
Henana’s influence on Sahdona’s theology, as the latter one did not use the problematic 
expression “hypostasis synthetos” – composite hypostasis, employed by the former. He traces 
the origin of his Christology in the “Book of Heracleidis”203, with its two interpolations 
                                               
195 Chronique de Séert, p. 315 (635); Liber Epistularum, p. 139-141 (104-105). 
196 Adam H. Becker, Fear of God and the Beginning of Wisdom, The School of Nisibis and Christian Scholastic 
Culture in Late-Antique Mesopotamia, Philadephia, 2006, p. 200. 
197 Book of Governors, Introduction, p. XXXIX, LXXXVII. 
198 Livre de la chasteté composé par Jésudenah, évêque de Basrah, p. 67-68/ 56-57. 
199 Ruben Duval, La littérature syriaque: des origins jusu’à la fin de cette littérature après la conquête par les 
Arabes aux XIIIe siècle, étude historique des differnts genres de la littérature religieuse et ecclésiastique, 
l’historiographie, la philosophie, la philologie, les sciences et les traductions, suivie de notices biographique sur 
les écrivains avec un index bibliographique et généal, Paris, 1907, p. 150 ; William Wright, A Short History of 
Syriac Literature, London, 1894, p. 171, n. 1. He also opposes Assemani who argues that he embraced, in fact, 
the Catholic faith – “ab erroribus Nestorianis ad Catholicam veritatem”.  
200 Sebastian Brock, A Brief Outline of Syriac Literature, Kottayam, Moran ‘Eth’o 9, p. 50-51. 
201 “Martyrios/ Sahdona. Alcuni aspetti del suo insegnamento cristologico”, in La grande stagione della mistica 
siro-orientale (VI-VIII secolo), Centro Ambrosiano, 2009, p. 29-70 (here 31-31). 
202 “Martyrius/ Sahdona: La pensée christologique, clé de la Theologie mystique”, in Les mystiques syriaques. 
ed. by Desreumaux, Alain. Études syriaques 8. Paris, Geuthner, 2011, p. 41-56. 
203 Translated into Syriac by Mar Aba (540). The introduction had probably been done by a constantinopolitan 
theologian, so that to protect the Christology of Nestorius by doing a new interpretation. The lack of the term 
“hypostasis” is strictly connected to Thedore’s disciples or more to the theology of Nisibis, as Abramowski 
suggests, while the intensive use of “person” is a distinctive mark of Pseudo-Nestorius (See Ovidiu Ioan, 
Martyrius/ Sahdona: La pensée christologique, note 30, p. 50-51). 
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identified by Luise Abramowski, “unique hypostase”204, before “one person”205 and the two 
adjectives attached to the term “person” – ¾ÙæÙÜ and ¾ÙâÍæø206. In fact, in his opinion, these 
two interpolations are the very core of his doctrine. According to Abramowski, using this 
book, authoritative for the East Syriac theology, Sahdona wanted to justify his vision. It is 
important to underline that his Christology, by the language he uses, does not betray any non-
Persian elements, except the use of “one hypostasis”. We will now refer to an important 
paragraph that reveals Sahdona’s visions: 
When God the Word in a sublime manner became one with this particular nature of 
our humility, from the very beginning of its formation, and forevermore he made it one 
hypostasis207 and one person208 with Himself, by a wondrous and ineffable union and 
filled it with the glory of his divinity. And in its form he was seen by creation: ‘They 
beheld!’ it says, ‘His glory, the glory of the Only-Begotten of the Father, full of grace 
and truth’ (John 1:14)209. 
According to his perspective, the two natures are united in Christ in one hypostasis and 
one person. Using the same East Syriac phraseology, Sahdona affirms that the Son of God 
clothed210 a human body and transmitted the glory of his hypostasis to what was visible211 and 
it has been seen in the world with its own aspect212. And the consequence – the unique 
hypostasis213 and person214 of the Son is the unique one who assumes ( Ãܼéܼåܕ ܘܿܗ) and is 
assumed215. One can intuit that in Sahdona’s case, the term hypostasis changes its sense – it 
does not describe the individuality of natures, but their union in one person. The person 
belongs to the unique hypostasis and it is the visible sign of the real union of the natures in 
one hypostasis216.  
                                               
204 ¾âÍæø ÊÏ. 
205 ¾ñܘܨûñ ÊÏ. 
206 Luis Abramowski, “Maryrius/Sahdona and Dissent in the Church of the East”, in C. Jullien (ed.), Chrétiens 
en terre d’Iran. II, Controverses des chrétiens dand l’Iran sassanide, Paris (Cahiers de Studia Iranica 36), p. 13-
28 (here 20-21). 
207 ¾âÍæø ÊÏ. 
208 ¾ñܘܨûñ ÊÏ. 
209 A. de Halleux (ed.), Martyrius (Sahdona), Œuvres spirituelles II, Livre de la perfection, CSCO 214-215, 2,21. 
210 þÂܼß. 
211 ¾ãØÎÏÿãß. 
212 ¾ãÝè½Á. 
213 ¾âÍæø. 
214 ¾ñܘܨûñ. 
215 Ãéåܬܐܕ ܘܿܗܘ ; Livre de la perfection, 2,22. 
216 Cf. Ovidiu Ioan, Martyrius/ Sahdona: La pensée christologique, p. 55. 
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His colleague in the Monastery of Bet Abe, the future catholikos Isho’yahb III217, who 
supported him to become bishop of Mahoze d’Arewan, later on manifested his opposition 
towards his Christological terminology, especially regarding the term “hypostasis”. From his 
letters, one can learn that the sense Sahdona gives to “hypostasis” is closer to “person” than to 
“nature”, as professed by the East Syriac Christology218. In this frame the originality of the 
author may be discussed by using the Pseudo Nestorian expression: Christ is revealed in one 
“hypostatic person”219 of the natures which is not borrowed or adopted, that would imply a 
separation of the owner. And more, Sahdona attacks the unique “ousia” of the divine and 
human nature of the monophysites220, while considering “ousia” synonym with “kyana”. He 
does not use “hypostasis” for “person”, but gives a new sense for the former one. Ovidiu Ioan 
shows that Sahdona’s main reason of doing a new reading of the Christology of his Church is 
to create the necessary frame for the doctrine of deification. His main interest is that of 
building a mystical theology based on a Christological formulation that is able to describe the 
complexity of union and, in consequence, presupposes the “communicatio idiomatum”. In his 
words, this doctrine can be expressed in few points: 
 Every nature participates in the properties of the other, without losing its own 
properties and without transforming itself; 
 In consequence – God the Word accepted the union to be called what is human by 
nature, and permitted the human to be called what is God by nature: God the Word 
– the son of man, because of the humanity he assumed; and the son of man, this 
assumed nature, to be called the son of God; 
                                               
217 For details on his theological perspective and the historical context see: Jullien Florence, “Le charisme au 
service de la hiérarchie: les moines et le Catholicos Išō‘yahb III. Regard sur la crise sécessioniste du Fārs au 
VIIe siècle”, in D. Aigle (ed.), Au fondement de l’autorité religieuse. Approches comparatives, Miroir de 
l’Orient musulman, Turnhout, 2011, p. 33-44; John Healey, “The Patriarch Išo‘yabh and the Christians of Qatar 
in the First Islamic Century”, in E. Hunter (ed.), The Christian Heritage of Iraq: Collected Papers from the 
Christianity of Iraq I-V Seminar Days, Gorgias Eastern Christian Studies 13, Piscataway, NJ, Gorgias Press, 
2009, p. 1-9; Martin Tamcke, “The Catholicos Ischo‘jahb III and Giwargis and the Arabs”, in Ray Jabre 
Mouawad, Les Syriaques transmetteurs de civilisations. L’expérience du Bilâd el-Shâm à l’époque omeyyade, 
Patrimoine Syriaque, Actes du Colloque IX. Antélias, Liban: Centre d’Études et de Recherches Orientales, Paris: 
L’Harmattan, 2005, p. 199-210; Richard E. Payne, “Persecuting Heresy in Early Islamic Iraq: The Catholicos 
Ishoyahb III and the Elites of Nisibis”, in Andrew Cain and Noel Emmanuel Lenski (eds.), The Power of 
Religion in Late Antiquity: Selected Papers from the Seventh Biennial Shifting Frontiers in Late Antiquity 
Conference, Farnham: Ashgate, 2009, p. 397-409; Paolo Bettiolo, “Un vescovo in un’età di torbidi: Išo’yabh III 
e la Chiesa Siro-orientale nel VII secolo'”, in E. Vergani and S. Chialà (eds.), La grande stagione della mistica 
siro-orientale (VI-VIII secolo). Atti del 5° Incontro sull’Oriente cristiano di tradizione siriaca, Milano, 
Biblioteca ambrosiana, 26 maggio 2006, Ecumenismo e dialogo. Milano: Centro Ambrosiano, 2010, p. 71-90. 
218 Liber Epistualarum, p. 134 (101). 
219 ¾ÙâÍæø ¾ñܘܨûñ. 
220 Livre de la perfection 2,28. 
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 The one who descended is the same with the one who ascended, by the means of 
his manifestation and dwelling on earth; the one who is in heaven is the same with 
the one on earth, because of the honour and glorification; 
 Finally, the unique person of Christ is the same Son of God and Son of man, the 
nature of God and of human remaining perfectly in this unique person of Christ, 
which exists, in the union, with all their properties, without separation or confusion 
since annunciation and up to eternity221. 
Isho’yahb, a radical conservator, reacted against Sahdona’s teaching on one hypostasis. 
He even wanted to dismiss him from the bishopric, but, it seems that he had important 
sympathizers among the moderates, like Catholikos Maremmeh222. Finally, Isho’yahb 
triumphed when he became catholikos (648-659), and Sahdona was exiled in the 
neighbourhood of Edessa. 
One last element regarding Sahdona refers to the main reason of expressing a bold 
Christology in a context that was not really friendly to this kind of initiatives. As we have 
seen, it is unlikely that this had happened because of his presupposed conversion to the 
Monophysite or Chalcedonian doctrine, as he maintains throughout his work the East Syriac 
language on matter of Christology (the only aspect he changes is the use of the term 
“qnoma”), but more because of his endeavour to express a mystical theology, as an expression 
of his experience. And the possibility of achieving perfection in “theosis” is found only in a 
real “communicatio idiomatum”223. We will give one last example that will be very useful for 
our endeavour of placing the mystical theology of Isaac of Niniveh in the frame of the East 
Syriac Christology of his time. Sahdona speaks about the human, who may become God’s 
dwelling by the means of love224, or about the “mingling” of human with God in the will225, 
typical for the traditional teaching of his community and, more, about the possibility of seeing 
God in the spirit226. This last theme will be a controversial point in the history of the 
theological thinking of Isaac’s time, and at the same time, in consequence, a salient point for 
the analysis to follow. So, Sahdona is not really an innovator, but more an interpreter of his 
own tradition.  
As one could intuit, around Bet Abe, by the second decade of the seventh century, there 
were some internal problems, generated by different theological perspectives, doubled by a 
                                               
221 Livre de la perfection, 2,25 ; the last paragraph comes close to the Chalcedonian definition.  
222 Cf. J. M. Fiey, “Isho’yaw le Grand”, OCP 36 (1970), p. 25. 
223 Cf. Ovidiu Ioan, Martyrius/ Sahdona: La pensée christologique, p. 58. 
224 Œuvres spirituelles, 4,3; 4;7 
225 Œuvres spirituelles II, 4,3. 
226 Œuvres spirituelles II, 8,5. 
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suspicion around the mystical life, as a consequence of the professed Christology and the fear 
of Messalianism. To support this thesis we will picture three situations and some characters 
whose names are direct connected with this convent. From the “Book of Governors”227 we 
learn that after Rabban Jacob’s death, two monks Abraham of Kashkar and Mar Isho’zeka left 
the monastery. Contemporary with Isho’yahb III (and consequently with Sahdona), they went 
to Dassen and founded a monastery there. After a short episcopate, Abraham came back to 
Bet Abe and became its leader. There are no clear connections between their departure and 
the Christological dispute, but, at least, one may presume some, by taking into consideration 
the timing and geography of this event.  
Another similar case refers to Jacob of Nuhadra, who was monk in Bet Abe Monastery 
while Qamisho was hegumenos. Thomas of Marga describes him as “a spiritual man and 
doctor” and adds “he shone his ascetism more than all his contemporaries and he was 
clairvoyant and saw the future and was called by his contemporaries Mar Jacob the Seer”. We 
find there another interesting detail, namely that he departed “secretly” from the monastery 
because of the jealousy228 and the foolish zeal of some brothers. The authors compare this 
situation with that of Rabban Jacob, who had to leave the Great Monastery and come to Bet 
Abe229. This must have occurred around 680-681.  
A much more interesting case, presented by the same author in the next chapter, is 
Rabban ‘Afni Maran, a disciple of Rabban Qamisho, such as Jacob the Seer. Thomas 
describes him as gifted by God with “wisdom and understanding of the Scriptures”. 
Therefore, he was called “spiritual philosopher”. Nevertheless, as in the case of Jacob, 
because he was “like a pillar of light which led the Hebrews and because God wished him to 
be founder (planter), as well as his spiritual father, of a monastery with a large brotherhood, 
envious people stirred up against him and placed him on a bier of the dead, and ascribing him 
the name of Messalian to him they brought out with the psalms and prayers for the dead to the 
place where they keep the asses. Nevertheless, by his hands also the Lord built and finished 
the monastery which is to this day called by his name and is his memorial”230. One can 
observe that, as in the case of Jacob the Seer, or Isaac of Niniveh, the author interprets this 
event within God’s providence, while expressing an immediate reason – the envy of a group – 
                                               
227 I, 23, p. 46-47 (79-82). 
228 The same expression when describing the retire of Isaac from the see of Niniveh. Later on we will point to an 
interesting connection between Jacob the Seer and the great John of Dalyatha. 
229Book of Governors, II, 2, p. 119-120 (66). 
230 Book of Governors, II, 2, p. 121-123 (68-69). 
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and under this mask, some typical accusations occur for that very times, Christological and 
Messalian issues231.  
A last example concerning this topic is the Christological letter of Catholicos George, 
the Patriarch who ordained Isaac bishop of Niniveh, addressed to the chorebishop Mina from 
Bet Persaye region232. At a simple reading, one can observe that George professed a balanced 
diophysite Christology and yet with a clear highlight against the Monophysites. From the very 
beginning, in the title he stresses that the Verb “was not made flesh in his person”233 in the 
sense of transformation, as some of the contemporary heretics used to say (Monophysites).  
There are some Christological expressions specific to the Church tradition he belonged 
to – in Jesus-Christ “dwells”234 his divinity and in this he fulfils the renewal of the world; he 
clealrly speaks about the eternity of Christ’s divinity and the beginning of his humanity by the 
means of human’s participation in Incarnation. Christ is “one Son of God in his divinity and 
his humanity” in “two natures”235, as humanity was anointed by the Spirit. He is man and God 
in the same time through the Verb of God who got unitied with humanity in “one indissoluble 
union”236 that became “his dwelling place”237 for eternity. At this point he mentions as 
sources Theodore and Nestorius, advocating that they were unjustly calumniated, as their 
teaching is in accordance with the tradition of the Church. George associates the humiliation 
to Christ’s humanity and the glorious works to his divinity and yet he clearly speaks about the 
union of the two natures238 in “one filiation”239.  
Further, he argues that divinity manifests itself only through humanity, from the very 
beginning created as image of God and the connection with the whole creation240. Jesus Christ 
suffered and died as human, not as God (against Theopasism)241. And consequently come two 
points of accusations against Monophysites: in the divinity there is no changing, variation, 
limit, composition, passion and, secondly, the humanity did not dissapear by absortion in the 
divinity because of its glory and infinity. The definition he gives as a response to these 
accussations shows again he is faithful to his own tradition, considered to be in accordance 
                                               
231 These two aspects will be enlightened more when dealing with the so called “the process of the mystics”, and 
there we will also point to the connection between Rabban ‘Afni Maran and John of Dalyatha.  
232 Cf. J. B. Chabot (ed.), Synodicon Orientale/ SO, 1902, p. 215-226 (490-514). 
233 ÌâÍæùÁ ÀûéÁ ¿ܘܗܘ óàÏÿüܐ (SO, 227/ 490). 
234   ¿ܬܘÌßܐ ÀûâÍî (SO, 232/ 496). 
235 çØĂܬ ¾æÙ̈Ü. 
236 ܫܪÍñ Āܕ ¿ܬÍØÊÏ 
237 ÀûâÍî. 
238¿ܬÍØÊÏ ܗܬÍýåܐܕܘ ܗܬܘÌßܐ. 
239 ¿ܬܘûÁܕ ÀÊÐÁ (SO 236/ 502). 
240 SO 227/ 503 
241 SO, 241/ 508. 
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with that of the Apostles: “Christ, our Lord, in his bodily manifestation is a veritable man242… 
Veritable God243 dwells244 in him and in him unifies his humanity with his divinity in one 
inseparable union245… One Christ and one Son of God in two natures246… One Son in his 
divinity and humanity”247. Speaking about the unity of natures he highlights the uniqueness of 
the person: “His humanit, formed in the womb of the Virgin, is inseparably united with his 
divinity, in one prosopon/ πρόσωπον of filiation”248. 
The manifestation in the body of his humanity represents God’s most glorius revelation 
in the world. He took the “human garment”249 so that to hide the splendour of his eternal 
divinity. And yet, he is recognised as one Son in his divinity and humanity in the same time. 
The practical conquence of his Christology is the possibility for achieving divine 
filiation by the divine grace. He describes this process similarly with what occurred in 
Christ’s person: “our nature does not simplify itself and does not change itself in the nature of 
divinity by the fact we are called sons of God and we are to inherit his imperishable and 
imuable glory in the eternal life, but dwells in its limits. Similarly as the Verb has not been 
changed in his nature for he was made flesh”250. 
 Finally, he establishes the orthodoxy of his teaching making appeal to the great Fathers 
of the Eastern as well as Western Church: St Ignatius of Antioch251, St Athanasius of 
Alexandria252, Ambrosius of Milan253, Gregory of Nazianzus254; Amphilochius of Iconium255, 
                                               
242 ÀûØûü ¾ýåûÁ. 
243 ÀûØûü ¿Ìßܐ. 
244 ÌÁ Àûãî. 
245 ܫܪÍñ Āܕ ¿ܬÍØÊÏ. 
246 ܝܗÍæÙ̈Ü ܢܘܗĂÿÁ. 
247 SO 238/ 504. 
248 ¿ܬܘûÁܕ ¾ñܘܨûñ ÊÐÁ; SO 242/ 509. 
249 ¿ÿÙýåܐ āÓèܐ; SO 241/ 508. 
250 SO 240/ 507. 
251 He speaks about the duality of Christ’s nature: “Letter to Smyrnaeans”, William Cureton (ed.), Corpus 
Ignatianum, Berlin, 1849, p. 103, 105. 
252 Two natures of Christ, one eternal of the Verb and the other that took its beginning in the incarnation: 
“Epistola ad Adelphium”, PG XXVI, col. 1076 (Sancti Patri Nostri Athanasii, Archiepiscopi Alexandrini. Opera 
omnia quae exstant vel quae eius nomine circumferuntur, Patrologiae cursus completa,ed by J. P. Migne, serie 
graecae (PG) 25, 26 et 27, Paris 1884 et 1887). 
253 In the line of Paul (Hebbrews 11: 11) and Peter (Matthew 16: 16) he argues that Christ is truly God, without 
beginning as the Father, who took from the Virgin a body and a reasonable soul through the work of the Spirit: 
“De fide ad Gratianum Augustum libri quinque”, PL XVI, 527-698, here col. 883; “Oratio XLIV”, PG XXXVI, 
col. 608. 
254 Quoted while speaking about the invisible God and visible God, his temple: “Epistola ad Cledonium”, PG 
XXXVII, col. 180.  
255 He associates the humiliation to humanity and the glorious works to the divinity, for Jesus Christ is “in two 
natures, the Son of the Holy God” (¾ýØÊø ¿Ìßܐܕ ܗûÁ ¾ÐÙýâ ܥÍýØ ܢûâ ÊÏ ܝܗܘÿØܐ ¾æÙ̈Ü ܢܘÌØ̈ܪܬܕ): “Letter on 
Faith”, PG XXXIX, col. 98. 
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John Chrysostom256, and, finally, Cyrill of Alexandria257. In the last part of the letter, he 
highlights again the reason for writing this text – to establish the accordance of his Church’s 
faith to the faith of the Church in the Roman Empire and, consequently, to condemn the 
doctrine of Theopasism258. One can observe that George is faithful to his own Christological 
tradition and the main concern regarding the Monophysite theses (transformation and 
changing) are common with the other authors we have evoked above.  
After listing these cases, we can draw one important conclusion for our research – by 
the end of the sixth century and the first half of the seventh, there was not a uniform 
Christological definition in the Church of the East. Quite different definitions have been 
generated, on the basis of the East Syriac phraseology, to express either different theological 
directions, or different mystical perspectives. The leaders of the “reformers” were either 
theologians or mystics. At the same time, one might also identify three parties – bishops and 
Church leaders, occasionally supported by some political leaders, on the one side, theologians 
and directors of schools, on the other side, and, presumably, a third category, the monastics259. 
But the conflict might also be expressed as occurring not really between religious parties, but 
more between different representatives within these parties at one specific moment260.  
One can identify here two perspectives and, perhaps, two types of theology – one, 
dominated by a scholastic system, under the guidance of the theologians and church leaders, 
the other one much more intuitive, mystical, professed by the monastics261. This occured 
despite the fact that a great part of the monastics has studied theology in the ecclesiastic 
schools, expressly at Nisibis. Next to this situation, a conflict might also have occured 
                                               
256 He clealrly stresses that in the unifion of the two natures there do not become confused in one nature and 
none of them disappears (if the divine nature disappears there is no hope of redemption, if the human nature is 
absorbed there is no hope of life): “Epistola ad Cesarium monachum”, PG LII, col. 759. 
257 Depite the fact he consideres him a corupptor of the teaching of the Church in the Roman Empire, yet he 
quotes two framents of his work that seem to be according to the teaching of his Church: “the union conserves 
without any changement or confusion the natures in one Christ, Son of God”: “Epistola ad Nestorium”, PG 
LXXVII, col. 45; In a second fragment, he compares the ark of Moses’ composition with the relation of the two 
natures in Christ – the corruptible material used in its structure pertains to humanity, while the gold to the 
divinity. As they were two natures in Moses’ ark, similarly there are “two natures in one Christ, Son of God” 
(¿Ìßܐܕ ÀûÁ ¾ÐÙýâ ÊÐÁ ¾æÙ̈Ü çØĂܬ): “In Johannis Evangelium” IV, PG LXXIII, col. 621. 
258 SO 244/ 513-514. 
259 For details see Alberto Camplani, “The Revival of Persian Monasticism (sixth to seventh century): Church 
Structure, Theological Academy and Reformed Monks”, in Foundations of Power and Conflict of Authority in 
Late-Antique Monasticism, Leuven-Paris, 2007, p. 277-296. 
260 Paolo Bettiolo, “Congetture intorno a un’assenza. Tommaso di Marga, Isaaco di Ninive e le tensioni interne 
alla chiesa siro-orientale tra VII e IX secolo”, in Elisa Coda et Cecilia Martini Bonadeo (ed.), De l’Antiquité 
tardive au Moyen Âge, Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 2014, p. 149-169 (here158). 
261 A very good example to confirm the tensions between these two institutions is the case of Rabban Qamisho, 
the abbot of Bet Abe Monastery. Isho’yahb III intended to found a school within this monastery, where he spent 
a part of his life. The refusal, justified by the fear that such an initiative would alter the life of confinement and 
contemplation they were committed at, drove the abbot and other 70 brother to leave the monastery by night 
(Book of Governors, II. 8-9). 
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between ascetical mystics and ecstatic mystics. If the former is characterised by fear and 
mortification, the latter one is built much more on freedom and love and professes a harsh 
attitude regarding the polemic books and, in consequence, vis-à-vis intransigent theological 
positions262.  
 
2.3 The process of the mystics (787-790) 
In the third part of this chapter we will be dealing with the so called “process of 
mystics” ruled by Catholikos Timothy I, colligated to three great mystics, two of them 
“followers” of Isaac of Niniveh, John of Dalyatha and Joseph Hazzaya, and the third one, the 
great John the Solitary, the “father” of the East Syriac spiritual tradition. This analysis will 
bring new interesting information about the Christological context and the mystical 
problematic issues of Isaac’s time.  
One can observe that the method employed in our research focuses on the analysis of 
some episodes or characters with a tangential contact to Isaac’s theology, which, correlated to 
the short biographies and lapidary information around his personality that we have so far, 
evoked in the previous chapters, might help us to historically picture his theological and 
mystical background. Despite the fact that this event occurred, probably, more than 50 years 
after Isaac’s passing away, it reveals important aspects regarding the way this important 
family of mystics received and integrated the East Syriac Christology in their own mystical 
vision263. 
From the very beginning of the analysis we can state that this event represents “an 
exemplary and systemic conflict between an institutional theology, expression of a scholastic 
world and a spiritual theology, elaborated by a savant monasticism”264. The problems discussed at 
the council touch on the anthropological questions regarding Christ’s nature and, consequently, 
the divinization of human. The answers to those fundamental aspects will have a great importance 
                                               
262 Paolo Bettiolo, Congetture intorno a un’assenza, p. 157-158. 
263 I will use for this section mostly five representative works – the monograph dedicated by Robert Beulay to 
the East Syriac mystics (La lumière sans forme. Introduction a l’étude de la mystique chrétienne syro-orientale, 
Chevtogne, 1987) and a second dedicated to John of Dalyatha (L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, 
mystique syro-oriental du VIII siéclè, Théologie historique 83, Beauchesne, Paris, 1990), two articles signed Vittorio 
Berti, dedicated to the condemnation of the mystics by Timothy (“Le débat sur la vision de Dieu et la condamnation 
des mystiques par Timothée Ier: la perspective du patriarche”, in Études Syriaque 8, Les mystiques syriaques, p. 151-
176) and the second one to the biographer of Joseph Hazzaya, Nestorius of Nuhadra (“Grazia, visione e natura in 
Nestorio di Nuhadra, solitario e vescovo siro-orientale”, in Annali di Scienze Religiose 10 (2005), p. 219-357) and the 
monograph on Timothy I (Vittorio Berti, Vita e studi di Timoteo I, Patriarca Cristiano di Baghdad, Studia Iranica, 
Cahier 41, Paris 2009). 
264 Cf. Vittorio Berti, Grazia, visione e natura in Nestorio di Nuhadra, p. 151. 
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for the legitimization of a mystical theology, an experience of union, and, finally, a divine 
knowledge, in strict connection with the Christological definition.  
Before entering the discussion, we find useful to dwell on the connection between Isaac and 
the authors condemned in the council. In a chronological order, we have already dealt with the 
first one, John the Solitary, “the father” of the East Syriac spirituality. As I have already 
mentioned, he is an enigmatic person. His timing was dated from the fifth to eight century, and his 
theological world from Gnosticism to Messalianism. However, the idea quite generally accepted 
by the scholars is that he lived at the beginning of the fifth century and is different from his 
homonym who was contemporary with the Origenist dispute. Regarding Isaac, we remember that 
John the Solitary is one of his essential mentors in matter of spirituality.  
As we will see later on, in the documents around the council in discussion, there is no direct 
charge against him. Yet something can be hypothesised. André de Halleux, in his article dedicated 
to John’s Christology265, questions some polemic aspects from his writings. First of all, he 
identifies the problematic expression “one qnoma266 of the Son of God”267, and yet not describing 
the divine nature in a Monophysite sense, but as a result of union, that would apparently give 
space to a Chalcedonian interpretation268. One can find the same expression in John’s third memra 
addressed to Thomasios – “one qnoma of Christ” and “one qnoma of the One Son of God”269. 
The Belgian scholar develops his argumentation showing that when speaking about “one qnoma”, 
John’s main interest is not to frame a Christological discourse, but to picture some different forms 
that describe the dynamics of the process of revelation within Christ’s Economy. The term does 
not refer to the Greek “hypostasis”, but to the doxological and biblical title of the One Son of God 
Incarnated, so, consequently, it cannot be read neither in a Monophysite sense, nor Chalcedonian. 
It is more about a form of archaic Christology270. 
There is a second problematic issue revealed by the same author. When speaking about 
incarnation he is tributary to the Syriac ancient phraseology271. At the same time he stresses the 
unity between the natures, speaking about “the veritable and indivisible communion” or “the 
glorious association”272 between the humanity and the divinity of Christ. The natural consequence 
is the incorruptibility of Christ’s body and successively, of the nature of humans in the new life. 
                                               
265 A. de Halleux, “La Christologie de Jean le Solitaire”, in Le Muséon, 94 (1981), 1-2, p. 5-36. 
266 ¾ãæø ÊÏ. 
267 L. G. Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler mit kritischen Apparat, Einleitung und Übersetzung, Lund, 
1941, p. 96, 10. 
268 The author argues this expression is an interpolation of the copyist. 
269 W. Strothman, Johannes von Apamea, Patristiche Texte und Studien, Berlin, 1972, p. 215, 241.  
270 A. de Halleux, La Christologie de Jean le Solitaire, p. 11. 
271 ñ þÂßÀûÅ , or ¾ãýÄ áùü ; L. G. Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler, p. 94. 
272 L. G. Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler, p. 95. 
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This is the principle of deification273. Consequently, when speaking about Christ’s human nature, 
he makes a difference between ÄÍ¾ãü , because of its external, material connotation, and ÀûÅñ, 
for its spiritual subtlety. The “gushma” of Resurrected Christ is only an appearance and the 
spiritual nature of his “pagra” is invisible274. This idea would support a spiritualist interpretation 
of Christ’s resurrection, and, in consequence, a transformation of Christ’s body. In fact, this issue 
is directly connected to the problematic themes around Patriarch Timothy’s council.     
In the same line, Brouria Bitton Ashkelony, in her article dedicated to John’s vision of 
prayer275, touches the idea of spiritualisation, by analysing John’s theory of prayer. In short, 
spiritual prayer is generated by God Himself, who is spirit, not by learning or experience, and 
does not consist of words276. The one who attains this state, beyond words and sounds, resembles 
and joins the angelic powers, who glorify God in silence who Himself is Silence277. There is a 
hierarchy generated by the three spiritual stages: voice, corresponding to bodily conduct, word to 
psychical conduct and silence to spiritual conduct, and, in consequence, the first two material 
types of prayer pertain to what he calls the state of the right people and only the last one to the 
perfect people (spiritual)278. In this frame, it is worth mentioning that the idea of “God is silence” 
in John of Apamea describes his vision on Incarnation as reflected in his letter to Eutropius and 
Eusebius, introduced as “On the man of voice and word”279, valuing the perspective of Ignatius of 
Antioch. In this letter, John assimilates the voice to the body and living in the world, while the 
silence to the spirit, in the new world. Refining this idea, he applies it to the unity in Christ – more 
excellent than the mingling 280 of the word in the voice, is the mixture281 of God-Logos endued in 
the body282. As the word and the voice create one unity, one intellection283, one understanding284, 
it is the same for the Son of God – one impression285 perceived in two powers286. And from here, 
                                               
273 “Ce qnoma glorieux, qui est principe de notre vie, qui est parfait dans la vie imortelle, est dieu en Dieu, verbe 
dans l’incorruptibilité” (L. G. Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler, p. 96). 
274 For details see Patrick Hagman, The Ascetism of Isaac of Niniveh, Oxford, University Press, 2011, footnote 
202, p. 88. 
275 “`More Interior than the Lips and the Tongue`: John of Apamea and Silent Prayer in Late Antiquity”, in 
Journal of Early Christian Studies, 12 (2012), 2, p. 301-331.  
276 “It is to Him who is spirit that you are directing the movements of prayer. You should pray in spirit, seeing that He 
is spirit” (Sebastian Brock, `John the Solitary`, On Prayer 1, JTS 30 (1979), p. 84-101(here, p. 89/ 97). 
277 On Prayer 2, p. 89 (97). 
278 On Prayer 3, p. 89-90 (98); see the hierarchy in Liber Graduum 13-14. 
279 Letter 3, Sebastian Brock, ‘John the Solitary`, On Prayer, p. 86-87. 
280 A. de Halleux shows that John uses here the term ‘mingling’ (¾ÄܙÍâ) of Christ to describe the mystery of 
communion, as a model of Christ’s association with us (“Christologie de Jean le Solitaire”, in Le Museon, 94 
(1981), p. 5-36, here p. 33-35). 
281 It might be read in Monophysite key.  
282  ܼÂßܕ ÀûÅòÁ ¿ÿàâ ¿Ìßܐܕ ¾æÓßÍÏþ  ; Letter 3. 
283 āÜÍè. 
284 ¾æØÍÁ. 
285 ¾ãüܘܪ. 
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it is better to be with God and not in the world of voice, desiring to become silence and not voice 
and word, realm attended expressly in the new world. Here comes the importance of the spiritual 
being that already foretastes the Kingdom of Heaven.  
He also gives a great importance to the incarnation of the word in the voice during vocal 
prayer and, by that, stressing the continuity of the Incarnation process from the realm of the 
silence into that of the word and the voice287. In conclusion, John the Solitary seems to advance a 
perspective that gives space to Christological nuances and, consequently, supports a specific 
spiritualisation (and a spiritual knowledge of God, foretasted in the spiritual prayer), based on a 
communication between the Logos and human in Christ288. And yet, this idea remains only a 
hypothesis.  
In a temporal framework, the other two authors condemned by the council are closer to 
Isaac. If we are to refer to John of Dalyatha, he might be considered one of Isaac’s spiritual 
followers. He spent his life in the region of Qardu, where Isaac’s writings were well-known. This 
idea can be supported if we think about Rabban Yozadaq, the founder of the homonym 
monastery, where John of Dalyatha spent some time289. Rabban Yozadaq wrote a letter to his 
disciple, Bushir, from Rabban Shabur Monastery, where Isaac spent his final part of life, to thank 
him for sending him Isaac’s writings: “I praise God that you have occupied to send me Mar 
Isaac’s writings. I know that you have gotten the Kingdom’s keys, while being still alive, because 
you have filled up our monastery with vivified teaching and we consider ourselves disciples of 
Mar Isaac, bishop of Niniveh”290. In the same context, another element that proves Isaac’s lively 
memory in this region is the existence of a monastery dedicated to him, next to Dosh River, in the 
neighbourhood of Shah Village, attested documentary in 1607, 1610, 1780291. In reference to the 
timing of John Dalyatha, we can affirm that he was one generation later than Isaac. The scholars 
place his birth date around 690 and his death date before the council of Timothy (787)292. Robert 
                                                                                                                                                   
286 Similar to John Dalyatha’s phraseology.  
287 The author of the article argues that John’s mysticism is neither theophanic, nor ecstatic, but more a spiritual 
evolution, culminating with the inner liturgical silence (p. 26). 
288 A. de Halleux argues that John of Apamea does not speak as a scholastic theologian, but more as a mystical 
one. In consequence, his very aim is not to systematically build a Christological discourse, but to theologically 
base his spirituality (cf. Christologie de Jean le Solitaire, p. 35). 
289 Cf. J. M. Fiey, Nisibe, métropole syriaque orientale, 1977, p. 32, n. 5. Mar Yozadaq was Rabban Edta’s 
disciple (the biographer of Abraham of Kashakar) and colleague of Rabban Hormizda, the founder of a 
homonym monastery by the middle of the seventh century. Mar Yozadaq founded his monastery by the first half 
of the seventh century (cf. J. M. Fiey, Assyrie chrétienne, II, Beyrouth, 1965, p. 533-541; 487, 778). 
290 I. E. Rahmani, Studia Syriaca I, 1904, p. 33. 
291 J. M. Fiey, Nisibe, méetropole syriaque orientale, p. 217-218. 
292 See also the biographical note on Dalyatha – Book of Chastity, n. 126, p. 55-56. 
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Beulay, in his monograph quoted above, dedicated to Dalyatha, hints at his dependence on the 
bishop of Niniveh’s writings293, in terms of spirituality.  
The last spiritual author among the three is Joseph Hazzaya, whose works represent a kind 
of synthesis and a systematisation of the East Syriac spiritual tradition. He was born around the 
first decade of the eighth century, in a pagan family, became prisoner of the Arabs. Embraced 
Christianity in the region of Qardu, by the influence of St. John of Kamul Monastery, and then 
entered Abba Saliba’s Monastery in the region of Bet Nuhadra. Successively, he became hermit in 
the mountains of Qardu, then superior of Mar Basima Monastery, hermit again in the mountains 
of Adiabene, around the monastery of Rabban Boktisho294. As John Dalyatha, Joseph Hazzaya 
quotes Isaac and he considers his theological vision indebted to that of the bishop of Niniveh295. 
Besides the punctual quotations, a much more important element that brings together these 
authors with Isaac of Niniveh is the mystical ideas they profess. One might find in their writings 
the salient problematic themes for the Christological discussions of the time and more for the 
mystical theology, occasionally associated with Messalianism.  
We will continue our research with the analysis of Timothy’s council, by looking at the 
accusations regarding the theological insights of these two contemporary authors mentioned 
above. First of all, we do not have the documents of the council. What we can evoke is only a 
synodal letter, transmitted by the “Nomocanon of ‘Abdisho bar Brikha”296, which mentions the 
condemnation and an Arab translation (a summary) of the anathema of the mystics297. And yet, 
we have a panorama that Elijah of Nisibis gives us, in the 11th century. Doing a description of the 
council, the author points out to an important element – there was a number of Christians who 
believed and professed that the Man assumed from Mary “sees” the eternal Lord. In consequence, 
a big gathering (formed of 16 metropolitans298, 30 bishops, numerous monks, savants and notable 
                                               
293 For details see L’enseignement spirituel de Jean le Dalyatha, mystique syro-oriental du VIIIe siècle, 
Beuchesne, Paris, 1990. Beulay argues that Dalyatha had some connections with the Messalians, in the sense that 
his spiritual master, Steven, was the disciple of Mar Jacob the Seer and Rabban Afni ‘Maran, accused of this 
heresy. Both of them left the Monastery of Bet Abe, while being accused by their brothers of Messalianism. 
Then, the name of Nestorius of Nuhadra, as we will show later, is also connected to his monastery. We know 
about him that, before becoming bishop, he was asked to make a profession of faith precisely against 
Messalianism (See also A. Treiger, “Could Christ’s Humanity See his Divinity? An Eight Century Controversy 
between John of Dalyatha and Timothy I, Catholikos of the Church of the East”, in Journal of Canadian Society 
for Syriac Studies 9 (2009), p. 10-11). 
294 See Book of Chastity, n. 125, p. 54-55. 
295 Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica, p. 283-284. 
296 Vittorio Berti, Vita e studi di Timoteo I († 823) patriarca cristiano di Baghdad. Ricerche sull’epistolario e 
sulle fonti contigue, Paris (Cahiers de Studia Iranica 41, Chrétiens en terre d’Iran 3), p. 190-193. 
297 Bibliotheca Orientalis Clemetino Vaticana III.1, Roma, 1725, p. 100; Wilhelm Hoenerbach and Otto Spies, 
Ibn at-Tayyib, Fiqh an-Nasraniya, “Das Rech der Christenheit”, Louvain, 1957, CSCO 167-168, p. 185-187 
(187-188). 
298 The contemporary scholars doubt the possibility of being present so many representatives (see Vittorio Berti, 
Vita e studi di Timoteo I, p. 192-193. 
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Christians) excommunicated all who believed that it was possible for human to have an ocular or 
intellectual vision of the eternal Verb, in this world or in the world to come299. The anathemas 
have been already analysed by Antoine Guillaumont and Robert Beulay300, and recently by 
Alexandre Treiger301. 
We are now going to particularly focus on the accusations of the council. From the 
document of Ibn at-Tayyib, one can observe that there is no clear motivation for John the 
Solitary’s condemnation. For John Dalyatha, the Arab translator shows that he was condemned 
for his Modalist Trinitarian phraseology, naming the Son and the Holy Spirit divine “powers” of 
the Father, instead of persons, while Joseph Hazzaya was accused of Messalianist thesis:  
 In order to receive the Holy Spirit one does not need to attend the offices, but to 
pray in hidden places; 
 The perfect man does not need prayer anymore;  
 The consecration of bread and wine by the Holy Spirit during incessant prayer; and 
 The vision of divinity (named as Messalian). 
The last part of the text underlines the main reason for the condemnation of the three 
mystics, the source of the other accusations: Mar Timothy anathematised all those who asserted 
that the nature of Christ could see His divinity and those who said that it might be seen by some 
created beings. Consequently, he added that there was no human perfection in this world and the 
souls were not able to feel anything after leaving the body upon their return after the Judgement.  
Accepting that Christ’s humanity is not able to see his divinity means asserting the 
impossibility for any human being of seeing God. This thesis came against the mystics’ claim to 
see God, a constant of monastic theology302. From a theological point of view, the possible 
                                               
299 Élie bar Šennaya, Kitab-al-Majalis, cf. Khalil Samir, “Entretien d’Élie de Nisibe avec le vizir Ibn’ Alī sur 
l’unité et la trinité”, in Islamochristiana 5, 1979, p. 31-117 (here p. 90, n. 17) 
300 For Joseph Hazzaya, A. Guillaumont, “Sources de la doctrine de Joseph Hazzāyā”, in Oriens Syrien, 3.1, p. 3-
24 ; Robert Beulay, “Joseph Hazzaya”, Dictionnaire de Spiritualité VIII, col. 1341-1349 ; for John Dalyatha : 
Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean le Dalyatha, mystique syro-oriental du VIIIe siècle, Beuchesne, 
Paris, 1990.  
301 Could Christ’s Humanity see his Divinity?, p. 2-21. 
302 If we are to make a retrospective, we will point to some important voices from the Antiochene tradition as 
well as from the East Syriac space, evoked by Robert Beulay in his monograph dedicated to John of Dalyatha: 
John Chrysostom, although he does not accept any vision of God’s essence, he points to the possibility of 
communicating with Christ’s resplendence of his glorified humanity; for Theodore of Mopsuestia, the nature of 
God is made visible under a form adapted to human’s capacity, in the corporal Man Jesus. Divinity acts by such 
means. The possibility of divine vision reflects only seeing its image in the body of Christ; Theodoret of Cyr 
asserts that God reveals Himself in a real way in the corporal humanity of Christ. The divine nature becomes 
visible in Christ’s nature by the means of his power manifested in the miracles and in Church’s sacraments; 
Ephrem uses the apophatic language while interpreting Moses’ life and argues that, while Moses had the vision 
of God’s glory, he knew that seeing means not seeing. Human cannot see God’s essence, but his glory, because 
of God’s condescendence by which he proportioned the vision of his glory to the human capacity of pertaining; 
another important author is Narsai. For him Christ resplendent of glory will make humans able to see without 
seeing the hidden Being. Christ’s humanity, principle of divine essence among us, will be as an image for the 
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explanation that stands behind this anathema is of Christological nature. The idea of divine vision 
brings with it the acceptance of communication between the natures in Christ. In this context, we 
can identify two suspicions that Timothy and the institutional theology had at that time – the fear 
of Monophysism, respectively, a kind of spiritualization of the body (of Christ) up to Docetism 
(associated with Messalianism). This idea may be better advocated if we remember another 
important event colligated with the election of Nestorius as bishop of Bet Nuhadra, the biographer 
of Joseph Hazzaya, connected with the Monastery of Rabban Yozadaq. As an exponent of a 
charismatic community, before being elected bishop, he was asked by the party of ecclesiastical 
officials to make a profession of faith regarding the East Syriac Christology, in reference to the 
strict distinction between Christ’s humanity and divinity and the eternal existence of the Verb 
(Word) vis-à-vis that of Man Jesus (against those who deny the humanity and the divinity of Jesus 
and, specifically, against the Monophysite and Chalcedonian Christology)303, and, in 
consequence, against Messalianist theses. Finally, the profession points again to the three mystical 
consequences, essential for our discussion and three anathemas for those advocating them: 
 The divine nature is incorporeal, limitless and invisible, while the human nature is 
corporal, limited and visible; so, in Christ, there is no possibility for human nature to 
experience the vision of the divine nature; 
                                                                                                                                                   
exterior senses and, by the means of mind, it will have some knowledge of the essence, that remains invisible; 
Babai the Great, the radical East Syriac conservatory theologian, argues that there is a gradual knowledge of 
God. By the means of symbols and images God reveals his justice and providence in the saints and more in 
Christ, in which dwells the plenitude of divinity. Borrowing the Evagrian language, he speaks about the 
knowledge of God in creation, the knowledge of the intelligible beings, by the elevation of soul above the earthly 
reality, so the contemplation of the corporals and intelligible beings and, finally, the knowledge of the Son, who 
surpasses all other knowledge by the unique knowledge of the Trinity, that we will see, but not in a vision. It is 
about the glory and the light of the face of Christ, mirror and image of the Essence of God. He also uses an 
apophatic language in the line of Pseudo Dionysius the Areopagite when he speaks about un-knowledge and 
union in the cloud with One who is unknowable. In fact, there is no knowledge, but a look without desire of 
knowing, a loving conscience of the absolute transcendence of God, constituting for human the supreme and 
beatific delectation (p. 423-440). I will add four important authors in matter of the mystics of vision: Evagrius, 
despite the fact that he clearly states that God in incomprehensible in Himself and his nature is unknowable, he 
also argues that the spiritual intellect is the visionary of the Holy Trinity and that a real theologian is the one who 
sees God (Evagre le Pontique, Les six centuries des Kephalaia Gnostica d’Evagre le Pontique, ed. Antoine 
Guillaumont, PO, Paris, Brepols, 1958, 5.51-52, 57, 63; 3.30 ; 5.26) ; Pseudo Macarius, in the Syriac translation, 
speaks about the vision of God, giver of life, with the hidden eye of our intelligence, safeguarding God’s 
transcendence that surpasses all vision; the cognitive eye of the inner man is fixed on the insatiable, splendid, 
unknowable and completely incomprehensible Beauty, so that soul is absorbed in love by this divine nature (cf. Robert 
Beulay, Jean de Dalyatha, p. 442); Gregory of Nyssa, using an apophatic language, points to the transcendence of 
God, while stating also the possibility of seeing him during the limitless progression in the union with God (Gregorio 
di Nissa, La vita di Mosè, a cura di Manlio Simonetti, Fondazione Lorenzo Valla, Arnoldo Mondatori Editore, 1996, § 
220, 227, 235); in the same way, the darkness, in the language of Dionysius, is not equivalent to the absence of divine 
vision. He speaks more about a super vision, bringing together the un-knowledge and the divine vision in the darkness 
(Mystical theology, I.1 PG 3, 997B, I.3, PG 3, 1000A; The divine names, I.4, PG 3, 592C). 
303 For details see Vittorio Berti, “Grazia, visione e natura in Nestorio di Nuhadra, solitario e vescovo siro-orientale”, 
in Annali di Scienze Religiose 10 (2005), p. 229-232. 
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 Advocating a divine vision means accepting a changing and transformation of the 
natures in Jesus Christ or the spiritualisation of the humanity, not acceptable for 
their theology; the human nature in Christ is simple and without composition;  
 In the mystical realm, there is no perfection in this world while being in the body 
and there is no knowledge or action out of the body304. 
We can easily observe that Nestorius’ abjuration and profession of faith reflects the same 
salient points problematic in Timothy’s council. These are the consequences of a Christological 
vision that, colligated to a specific anthropology, develops in a certain courageous and non-
official mystical school.  
Vittorio Berti, in the article dedicated to Timothy’s council, also addressed the 
anthropological vision of Timothy and, in a way, makes it responsible for his attitude. We will not 
analyse it in detail, but we will point to some conclusions of his research and try to apply them 
into our discussion. We consider there are mainly four important aspects to take into 
consideration. Firstly, for Timothy, human means body and soul, collaborating for the natural 
order of the human person. There is no pre-existence of the soul (as in Origen’s anthropology) or 
the spiritualisation of the post-Paschal body. The human knowledge reflects this unity and 
remains created all the time. 
The second important element refers to the intellect’s potentiality of knowing God. He 
reasoned saying that if, par absurd, the intellect had been able to encompass God partially or 
completely, it would be superior to the divine nature, as that which encompasses is better than the 
encompassed one. But God is not fragments, nor totality. Therefore, knowledge is possible only 
by faith.  
A third idea points to the bipartite structure of human (not tripartite as in Evagrius’ case). 
The intellect is not separated from soul as to be an intermediary between humanity and divinity. 
Therefore, it is a means for knowing creation and not divine things. 
And the fourth idea is colligated with the powers of the human being, soul and body. He 
speaks about five powers305, two of them of the soul (rationality and will), other two of the soul 
by the union with the body (concupiscence and irascibility) and the vitality. The first couple is 
active while the body is alive, but appears again after resurrection; the second couple remains as 
much as human is living, after it disappears; only vitality is always active. In this context he 
                                               
304 Cf. Oscar Braun, “Briefe des Katholikos Timotheos I”, in Oriens Christianus 2, p. 1-32 (here 301-309). 
305 Isaac of Niniveh also speaks about five powers, as we will later deal with: simple rationality, composed 
rationality, will, irascibility and vitality (II, 3.3, 77; II, 18,18). 
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speaks about the “sleeping of the soul”, which has no cognitive autonomy without the body306. 
The natural conclusion shows there is no vision or intellection outside the union between the body 
and the soul.  
All these observations applied to Christology generate some important consequences. The 
body remains composite, there is no transformation or change on what concerns the ontological 
dimension of the created beings. The difference appears at the level of corruption and sin, which 
were not inherent to Jesus’s body by Incarnation. Then deification is accomplished by the fact that 
the human hypostasis is established in the divine hypostasis and, in what he calls “natural person” 
of his filiation, is represented the image of his divinity. The simple conclusion of this 
demonstration is that there is no vision of the divine nature, but mostly achieving the royalty and 
the participation to the divinity in his dimension of sovereignty on the creation307. As Vittorio 
Berti states, behind this condemnation, in the frame of Timothy’s anthropology, stands the fear of 
becoming Monophysites – God is simple, the human nature of Jesus and of all human beings is 
composite. Therefore, accepting certain knowledge and, consequently, a divine vision, would 
bring the risk of affirming that, after resurrection, Christ’s human nature will dissipate into the 
divine nature. Therefore, faith308 remains the only means for knowing God. 
Besides the aspects already mentioned around Timothy’s perspective, we can also add that 
he accepts a kind of speculative and intellectual vision of God’s glory, by means of an experiential 
reading of Scripture, in order to achieve the knowledge of Christ’s royalty. The paradigm for this 
process is the transfiguration on Mount Tabor309. But still, this glory is created, as pertaining to 
the body of Jesus, and remains composite. This would be the nodal point with the mystical 
theology professed both by John Dalyatha and Joseph Hazzaya, as well as with Isaac’s, as we will 
show later on.  
It is important to remember that both savants mentioned above, Guillaumont and Beulay, 
after analysing the accusations, had demonstrated Catholikos Timothy’s misreading and 
misunderstanding of the mystics’ theology, arguing that he and his party maliciously interpreted 
their writings310. This idea might well be integrated into the general context of the opposition 
                                               
306 See Timothei Patriarchae Epistualae I, ed. Oscar Braun, CSCO 74, Paris Leipzig, 1914, p. 50-52 (Timothei 
Patriarchae Epistuale, latin by Oscar Braun, CSCO 75, Paris Leipzig, 1914, p. 32). 
307 Timothy, Timothei Patriarchae Epistualae, p. 176-177 (120); for details see also Vittorio Berti, Le débat sur 
la vision de Dieu et la condemnation des mystiques par Timothée Ier, p. 168-170. 
308 One should be attentive as in Isaac’s writings, faith has multiple meanings. Here `faith` expresses a common 
(ascetic) level of knowldge, out of any mystical dimension. 
309 We have already mentioned that Babai himself, interpreting Evagrius theology, speaks about the vision of 
God’s glory and light. He does not accept a vision of divine nature, but shows an open attitude regarding the 
mystics of light. 
310 Cf. Vittorio Berti, Le débat sur la vision de Dieu et la condemnation des mystiques par Timothée Ier, p. 156. 
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between the episcopal scholastic and mystical monastic institutions. Moreover, Alexander Treiger 
contextualised this event at a larger scale and stated that the condemnation might be a result of a 
hidden homologation by the cultural East Syriac elite of the Islamic culture, during a difficult 
period (the Arab spreading and the West Syriac proselytism), and, consequently, failed to accept 
any form of divine knowledge311. 
To support the thesis enunciated above (the misreading of the mystics’ texts), we consider it 
would be useful to take a short look at some key texts of the authors in discussion, that will help 
us to better clarify the context and to draw some final conclusion of this chapter. It is true that 
John of Dalyatha frequently uses the expression “vision of God” so as to describe the intimacy of 
human with his Creator. There are some important aspects to be mentioned in reference to this 
expression. Firstly, he uses an image common for eastern Mystics – the mirror and the “vision in 
the mirror” of the soul, spirit or being (intellect), which means the faithful reflection of the 
Prototype, safeguarding its transcendence. For a good vision, one needs to achieve the limpidity. 
This phraseology reflects what we call apophatic theology. In the same line, the divine vision 
occurs in what he calls “obscure light” and this builds a bridge with a very important theme for 
our analysis – the difference between the nature and the divine glory. Robert Beulay, in the 
monograph dedicated to this author, underlines that, eight times in his work, Dalyatha points to 
the difference between the nature and the glory of God312. In order to support this idea, he 
frequently borrows the image of the fire that is commonly ascribed to the Alexandrine authors and 
he states that as the operation of the fire is hidden, so is the nature of God, while the action of the 
fire is visible, so is the glory of God313. Therefore, divinity operates and makes itself visible by its 
glory. He also employs the image of the sun and its rays to express the same distinction314. 
Analysing Joseph Hazzaya’s mystical system, the same scholar shows that, when he speaks 
about the contemplation of God’s glory, he does not indicate a sharp distinction between the 
nature and the glory of Christ, nor does he make clear comparisons between the nature, the glory 
and the royalty of Christ315. But Isaac seems to be familiar with this difference. We will give a 
                                               
311 Could Christ’s Humanity See His Divinity?, p. 12.  
312 L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 447. 
313 “De même que le feu manifeste aux yeux son opération, de même Dieu montre sa gloire aux êtres rationnels 
qui sont purs” (Centurie 1.17, H. 31b, transl. Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 448). 
314 Centurie 1.27, H. 32a. 
315 L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 449. But, his biographer, Nestorius of Nuhadra, when speaking 
about the spiritual vision, clearly underlines that it is not about seeing the nature, but the divine glory. We will quote 
two short examples to support that: “rallegra il cuore dei giusti con una visione spirituale (¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ܬÎÏ) di cui per la 
loro volontà si sono privati… A questi saggi che dicono con furore, non sapendo: ‘Come si vede (¿ÎÏÿâ) la natura 
divina (¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙÜ)?’, risponderò: ‘O incredulo, non dico che è vista la natura, ma la gloria della sua grandezza 
(¾ÂüÍÏ)… luce (ÀܪܗÍå) della Santa Trinità” (“Sull’inizio del movimento della grazia divina”§7, 9, cf. Vittorio Berti, 
Grazia, visione e natura in Nestorio di Nuhadra, p. 237-238 (241-242). 
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suggestive example: “As a result of the practical discovery of the things that belong to him, a 
person is raised up in his thoughts to the contemplation of Him; this constitutes the true vision316 
of Him, not of his nature317, but of the dark cloud of his glory”318. 
It is interesting to point out a fragment where John describes the dynamics of the spiritual 
life by using these two terms in relation – the divine vision is limitless and at each degree brings a 
continual transformation and resemblance of this glory. Moreover, by the strong connection 
between the glory and the nature of Christ, he seems to approach the later definitions during 
hesychast disputes. It is worth quoting this paragraph: “Sa nature, en effet, est une lumière 
glorieuse aux multiples resplendissements; et la lumière de sa nature, il la fait voir dans tous les 
mondes à ceux qui l’aiment – je veux dire sa gloire et non sa nature – et il change la forme de 
ceux qui la voient en la forme de la gloire”319. He goes one step further by saying that, during this 
process, there is a clear conviction of seeing the glory, but nature as well. Only the posterior 
reflections bring forth the conclusion that it was about the vision of the glory and not of the 
essence. To doctrinally support the argument, he makes use of the comparison with the fire and 
the iron – while being together, they apparently seem to mingle, but, in fact, they exist with their 
own properties. And yet one can speak about a transformation at the resemblance or form level, 
while being penetrated by the glory. The glory, as an expression of God’s nature, does not touch 
at all the latter one320. This way, John gives generous space for the idea of unity with God321.   
Despite the bold expression on the possibility of knowing God, the authors in question place 
their perspective in the same East Syriac Christological frame. That means that the divine vision is 
possible in the mirror, but only by the means of Christ’s glorified body. Beulay quotes an 
interesting excerpt from Dalyatha’s work, to express this idea: “Le Père n’est vu que par sa 
Connaissance; donc dans l’Habitation de la Connaissance (l’humanité à laquelle le Verbe s’est 
uni) sont vus le Père e l’Esprit”322. Christ’s humanity is associated with the vision of the Father 
and the Spirit. The mystery of the Father is revealed in Christ’s union. We will quote another 
important paragraph that confirms Dalyatha’s East Syriac Christological phraseology:  
De même qu’il ne pas possible que la nature du feu se montre à la vue corporelle, mais 
que par le moyen d’une matière son opération se rend visible à la vue des yeux : de la 
                                               
316 ¾Øܪܘܬ. 
317 ÌæÙÜܕ. 
318 ÌÐÁÍüܕ āñûîܕ ; II, 10,17. 
319 Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 452.  
320 Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 454. 
321 It will be very interesting to try to compare Dalyatha’s mystical theology with that of the Hesychastes. We 
might arrive at very interesting conclusions.  
322 Homélie 25. V 33b, cf. Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 456. 
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même manière l’œil noétique ne peut voir la Nature divine sans le temple adoré de 
l’humanité de Notre Seigneur qui est L’image de l’invisibilité du Père, Image dans 
laquelle e par laquelle la Sainte Trinité e vue de l’esprit rational e pur323.  
The same idea is clearly expressed by Joseph Hazzaya when he states: “Pour tous les êtres 
rationnels, visibles et invisibles, l’humanité de Notre Seigneur sera un miroir dans lequel ils 
verront Dieu le Verbe qui habite en eux”324. Isaac of Niniveh goes along with this idea and shows 
that Christ is the key towards the Father: “By You, my Lord, I enter to the Father and I receive 
insights of the grace of Your Holy Spirit. O Christ, key of the mysteries and end of the 
mysteries: by You, my Lord, the door is opened for us to the mysteries which from of old 
were hidden in Your Father”325.  
By means of Christ’s body, the human is able to participate to God’s glory at the soul or the 
heart level. The theological fundament for participating at Christ’s glorified body is the so called 
concept “spiritual body” of Christ after his resurrection and consequently human’s body in the 
new life (according to 1 Corinthians 15:44). The same scholar evoked in the last lines identified 
the source of this concept in Evagrius’ theology, interpreted by the mystics in a spiritual sense – it 
pertains to the new world, already foretasted on earth, by the grace of God, the “light without 
form”, and everything is penetrated by it. Therefore, Christ’s body is free of the material limits 
and any composition and this is how he may dwell in human’s heart326. One may identify here a 
possible connection with the spiritual perspective of John the Solitary, analysed above. 
We can synthetize this debate into two observations: the mystics advocate a divine vision, 
not of the divine nature, but of the divine glory and the light “of the divine nature”. So, even in 
Christ, humanity participates to the light and the glory of divinity. And secondly, the doctrine of 
the divine vision is based on the “spiritualization” of the body after resurrection, and, in a way, in 
consequence, the body loses its composite structure, becoming simple327. These doctrines are 
associated either with Monophysism or with Messalianism.  
Nonetheless, the authors mentioned in our research, who dedicated serious studies to these 
issues, brought some nuances. As we pointed above, they speak mostly about the vision of divine 
glory and light, which are of the divine nature, but not the vision of the divine nature itself. 
Moreover, one can easily observe in that period that the phraseology was not yet well established 
                                               
323 Centurie I.2, H 31a, cf. Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 457.  
324 Centurie 6,8, cf. Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 457. 
325 III, 7,31. 
326 Centurie 1.30; 4.24. For instance, Joseph Hazzaya, when he speaks about the divine vision in the spirit, he places 
it during limpidity, and he shows that it is without form and figure, as he is all clothed in the unique vision of the light 
without form. In stating this idea, he refers to Isaac of Niniveh. And also the glory of the resurrected one is without 
form (see Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, p. 32-33).  
327 These two ideas are present in the abjuration and the profession of faith made by Nestorius of Nuhadra. 
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as it was, for instance, later on, in the Bysantine world, during the hesychaste disputes. Therefore, 
if they sometimes use indiscriminately the terms nature, glory or light, they do that as there was 
no clear precedent of this vocabulary. 
Then, as Beulay argues, the concept of “spiritual body” is of biblical origin, and has more 
connection with Evagrius theology than with Messalian perspective. If we are to accept Treiger’s 
thesis, we have to take into consideration the historical difficult times of this event, characterized 
by an eschatological imminence. That happened because of the conversions to Islam, which were 
rapidly increasing, then the Jacobite were also increasing their influence in the East Syriac 
territories as they were no longer discriminated by the rulers in the Sassanid time. In this frame, a 
“modalist” presentation of the Trinity and a strict dyophysite Christology seemed to be closer to 
the Islamic theology and, in consequence, this approach must have been more useful and immune 
to Muslim criticism regarding Christian doctrine. Therefore, Timothy must have regarded 
Messalianism as a dangerous phenomenon, based on at least three reasons. Firstly, if we accept 
the doctrine of the divine vision, there is the danger of merging the divine and human nature in 
Christ, therefore, vulnerable to the Jacobite and Chalcedonian doctrine, while the Nestorian 
version of Christology was much more immune and convenient to the Islamic theology. 
Secondly, Messalianism seemed to bring a kind of disdain for the Church hierarchy, one step 
forward towards apostasy and conversion to other faiths, in a time of great social pressure to 
convert to Islam. And, finally, the Catholikos could not have had another attitude but to frown 
upon a mystical system that seemed to attack and devalue their Church’s tradition. In 
consequence, his decision aimed to strengthen the ecclesiastical discipline and to achieve a better 
place for the ecclesiastical institution within the political and social landscape of the time328. 
 
2.4 Isaac of Niniveh and the theological disputes in the East Syriac community 
As we have learnt from the previous chapter, there are mainly two short notes around 
Isaac’s biography, due to Ishod’nah de Basra and an anonym author, published by Rahmani. The 
bishop of Basra offers us two interesting pieces of information around Isaac, which are most 
probably colligated. The first one refers to some of Isaac’s sentences that were contested by 
Daniel bar Tubanitha, bishop of Bet Garmai; the other one, located at the very end of the note, 
lists the name of Isaac next to that of John of Apamea, John Dalyatha and Joseph Hazzaya, while 
stressing the reason for his resignation from the see of Niniveh – the envy of the contemporary, 
the same attitude manifested against these three spiritual personalities. If the first source is dated 
                                               
328 For details see Could Christ’s Humanity See his Divinity, p. 12-13. 
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9th century, the second one15th century, but, as Paolo Bettiolo suggests, the latter one might have 
used information and material very close to the events it evokes, around Rabban Shabur 
Monastery, taking into consideration the details it gives concerning Mar Yozadaq in his 
correspondence with Bushir, from Rabban Shabur Monastery, and the pacifist tone of the text329. 
He places the sources of this text at the middle of the 8th century, in a time of a silent reception of 
Isaac’s writings, after the first polemic stage330. This text mentions Isaac’s subtle mind, to explain 
his resignation.  
In a third note, dated 9-10th century, Hanun Ibn Yuhanna Ibn as-Salt331 also evokes the 
contestations raised against some of Isaac’s sentences. He writes that one of his visitors, Abu al-
‘Abbas ‘Isa Ibn Zayd Ibn Abi Malik, “home connu pour ses sentiments religieux, son intelligence, 
sa bonté et son mérite”332, remembers that the Catholikos John Ibn Narsai, spent one day next to 
him reading the works of Isaac. Being asked about his opinion on Isaac’s theology and the 
contestation of Daniel, he had responded clearly that “Mar Isaac speaks the language of the beings 
in Heaven and Daniel speaks the language of the beings of earth”333. We do not know exactly 
what the three problematic ideas were, but we know from Abdisho of Nisibe (13th century)334 that 
Daniel addressed a work against the so called “The Fifth Part” of Isaac’s works. Sabino Chialà 
had published two homilies that possibly belonged to this collection, dedicated to God’s 
providence335. If their authenticity can be proven, one might get an idea about the argument of the 
contestation336.  
Around these items of information, Dana Miller advances two possible explanations: either 
the lofty teachings of Isaac shook Daniel’s theological conceptions, or the envy and the malice 
against the saint, as pointed in Isho’dnah’s notice337. Ibn as-Salt gives us some more information 
which might support these hypotheses. When speaking about the way Isaac’s writings were 
received and read during his time, he asserts: “This holy man wrote his epistles and works for 
                                               
329 For details see Paolo Bettiolo, Congetture intorno a un’assenza, p. 150. 
330 Paolo Bettiolo, Congetture intorno a un’assenza, p. 149-150. 
331 His monastery at that time was Mar Jonah ad al-Anbar, founded by a hermit with a homonyme name in the 7th 
century (for details see J. M. Fiey, Assyrie chrétienne III- Bé Garmaï Bet Aramayé et Maishan nestoriens, Dar 
El-Machreq Éditeurs, Bayrouth, 1968, p. 237-238). 
332 Cf. Traité religieux, philosophique et moraux, extraits des oeuvres d’Isaac de Ninive (VIIe siècle) par Ibn as-
Salt (IXe siècle), P. Sbath éd., Imp. ‘Al-Chark’, Le Caire, 1934, p. 109. 
333 Traité religieux, philosophique et moraux, p. 109. 
334 Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Catalogus, 1725, p. 104.  
335 “Due discorsi della Quinta Parte di Isacco di Ninive?”, in Orientalia Christiana Periodica, 79 (2013), p. 61-
112. 
336 It is about the very optimistic tone of the discourses up to expressing the idea of a final restauration. On this 
connection see S. Chialà, “Two Discourses of the Fifth Part of Isaac the Syrian’s Writings: Prolegomena for 
Apokatastasis?”, in The3 Syriac Writers of Qatar in the Seventh Century, Gorgias Press, 2014, p. 123-132.. 
337 Cf. “Translator’s Introduction: A Historical Account of the Life and Writings of the Saint Isaac the Syrian”, 
in Dana Miller, The Ascetical Homilies of St Isaac the Syrian, Boston, Holy Transfiguration Monastery, 1984, p. 
LXXXIII. 
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perfect monks in whom he perceived a pure intellect, abundant understanding, indeficient 
knowledge, and perfect worship of God. And they, in turn, worshipped his writings, 
acknowledged their truth, adhered to his path, and were aided by the excellence of his guidance. 
Then these monks unanimously agreed to withhold his writings from all who were unable to 
comprehend them”338. In one other place he stresses the same idea: “The reading of Mar Isaac’s 
writings is only suitable for a man who has plunged into the divine Scriptures, whose soul is apt 
for inquiries of the intellect and who has avoided the lust of the world in his thoughts and his 
mind… Youths have been rightly forbidden to delve into the secrets of the writings of this 
virtuous man, because wisdom is only known by its adherents”339.  
Another element that might help us in dealing with Isaac’s polemic themes can be found in 
the prologue of Ibn as-Salt collection. One can learn that there were six ideas not completely 
conformed to the opinion of some of the others. They are listed below synthetically:  
 Did God create Adam for life or for death? The opinion of some is that he was 
created for life, and death appeared because of his disobedience. Isaac’s opinion 
was that Adam was created for death and, consequently, his disobedience is part of 
God’s providence; 
 Is God incited at anger by the disobedience of his created beings? The opinion of 
some is that disobedience is the cause for God’s anger and that penitence may 
appease Him. Isaac argues that God is not provoked by human’s behaviour so as to 
change his attitude regarding human beings. God’s punishment is part of his 
providence; 
 Is it right for God to punish for a temporary sin in eternity? The opinion of some is 
yes, but Isaac insists that God’s bounty is unchangeable and above this sanction; 
 Will God’s mercy embrace the just and the sinners differentially in the world to 
come? Some argue that the just will be deigned to God’s mercy, but not the sinners, 
while Isaac argues that he will embrace them indiscriminately; 
 Are the goods of this world given proportionally with somebody’s ascesis and 
dignity, or by God’s providence? Some argue that according to their behaviour, but 
Isaac places them within the action of providence340; 
                                               
338 Traité religieux, philosophique et moraux, p. 109. 
339 Traité religieux, philosophique et moraux, p. 75-76. 
340 And yet, one can identify a kind of hierarchy of gifts corresponding to the different spiritual conducts of the 
people.  
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 Will the souls, separated by their bodies, be capable of the knowledge acquired in 
this world? The opinion of some is that there is no knowledge out of the body, but 
Isaac argues that the soul in itself does not separate from life, or knowledge341. 342  
One can observe in this list that the themes that are more controversial refer to the infinite 
mercy of God and consequently, his eschatological vision343. In addition, we can identify the 
Theodorian theory of the originary death and  the pedagogical dimesion of earthly life; God’s 
immutability, the reason of asserting that human’s sin cannot change God’s plan and, in 
consequence, there is no eternal punishment, as all will be embraced by God’s mercy; the 
negation of retribution, for everything moves within Providence and not directly as a result of 
human virtues; and, lastly, Ibn as-Salt advocates a continuity between the earthly and the heavenly 
life, for the soul does not lose the cognitive capacity upon the body’s death. Based on this, Sabino 
Chialà concludes that the stress on God’s love and eschatology were the problematic issues that 
provoked the contesters, especially Daniel bar Tubanitha, themes considered up to the 20th century 
“les défauts de l’ouvrage”344.  
There is a second interesting interrogation regarding Isaac’s place in the ecclesiological 
landscape of his time. It is focused on the reason of his resignation from the see of Niniveh, after 
only five months from his election as bishop of this city. Isho’dnah of Basra gives no explanation 
for his withdrawal, he mentions only that “he abdicated his episcopacy by a reason which God 
knows”, while the text of Rahmani names “the acuteness of his intellect and his zeal” as the main 
reason to leave the see of Niniveh. This might be an argument, taking into consideration the 
loftiness of his theology, as we have underlined above. A third simplistic explanation, this time 
evoked by Joseph Assemani and assumed by Nikephoros Theotokis, is found in Vatican’s 198th 
Manuscript. This short extract states that shortly after his election as bishop of Niniveh, Isaac 
faces a trite situation – he was asked to judge the cause of one man against his debtor. When he 
appealed to Scripture, by asking the one who had lent the money to forget about the debt or, at 
least, to prolong the loan refund term, the answer of the rich man was to lay aside the Scripture. 
The conclusion Isaac drew was that, if the gospel is not present, then his place is not there. And he 
                                               
341 It is not so clear expressed in Isaac’s writings the idea of the cognitive capacity of human after his death, 
during the separation from the body. He mentions the continuation of vitality, one of the five soul’s powers 
connected with life, but less with self conscience or knowledge.  Anyhow, after the reunification of the soul with 
the body, other two of the soul’s powers – simple rationality and natural desire, by which human “knows” and 
“feels” God. 
342 Cf. Traité religieux, philosophique et moraux, p. 16-19. The last idea might be easily connected to Patriarch 
Timothy’s anthropological vision.  
343 Ibn as-Salt synthetises the message of Isaac’s works in two salient themes – the love and the mercy of God 
(Traité religieux, philosophique et moraux, p. 11).  
344 Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica, p. 63 (P. Bedjan, Mar Isaacus Ninivita. De Perfectione Religiosa, p. 
XII-XIII). 
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decided to go back to his hermitical life345. This information might be correlated to an internal 
detail, where Isaac speaks about one hermit who left his solitary life and became bishop. The loss 
of divine grace is considered to be the result of changing his lifestyle. This recite might be an 
autobiographical piece of information346. This way of dealing is recurrent for monastics. 
Nevertheless, this last theory has no solid base to be accepted.   
Around this problem, Sabino Chialà advances three hypotheses: Isaac’s attachment to the 
solitary life, pointed above, a time of crisis for his church, and his difficulty to integrate in a 
region far away from his native land347. Among these three hypotheses, we believe the most 
consistent and valid one refers to the polemical atmosphere that characterised his timing. We refer 
here at two components – canonical and theological.  
We remember from the short biographies we have that Isaac had been taken by Catholikos 
George, when he came to his native region in 676 to convoke a council348 so as to solve an old 
conflict between the Metropolis of Rev Ardashir, which was at that time in schism with the See of 
Seleucia. He was ordained bishop in Bet Abe Monastery, in North Mesopotamia, where 
Isho’yahb III and George Himself received their monastic formation. In this context appears the 
“envy of those who dwelt in the interior349 for somebody coming from Bet Qatraye. Adjacently, 
stressing again Isaac’s pacifist attitude in a time of harsh proselytist West Syriac attitude350, we 
can easily understand that he might have been not very well welcomed and he did not feel at ease 
in this situation. Despite the fact that Isho’dnah does not condition Isaac’s abdication on “the 
envy” of his faithful, but on the contestation around his theology, one can easily argue that this 
element occupies an important place when dealing with Isaac’s position within the ecclesiastical 
landscape of his community.     
 There are still things to be clarified around Isaac of Niniveh and the internal tensions in the 
East Syriac Church of his time. In the subchapter above we have already evoked some new 
research directions that bring new information on this topic. Adjacently, an important observation 
refers to the rapid spreading of Isaac’s works and their influence from the northern Qardu to the 
southern Bet Aramaye and Eastern Bet Huzaye. Referring to Mar Yozadaq, the founder of the 
                                               
345 J. S. Assemani, Bibliotheca Orientalis Clementino-Vaticana I, Romae, Propaganda Fidae, 1725, p. 445. 
346 I, 35, p. 167 (B, 249); One may find occasionally this interpretation in different recites from the desert 
Fathers’ stories. 
347 Sabino Chialà, Dall’ascesi eremitica, p. 81.  
348 For the canons of the Council see J. B. Chabot (ed.), Synodicon Orientale, 1902, p. 215-226 (480-490). 
349 The territories around Tigris and Euphrates. The ecclesiastical provinces were divided into “internal”, the 
oldest ones, whose leaders participated to the patriarchal councils, and “external”, formed of territories recently 
evangelized, whose leader did not participate to the patriarch’s election and they were designated directed by this 
one (Cf. A. M. Eddé – F. Michau – C. Pirard, Communautés chrétiennes en pays d’Islam, 1997, p. 26). 
350 See the foundation of Metropolis of Tagrit (628-629).  
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homonym monastery (the first half of the 7th century), from the region of Qardu, he writes to 
Bushir, a brother in the monastery of Rabban Shabur (where Isaac spent his last period of life), to 
manifest his gratitude for sending Isaac’s writings to them, “his disciples”351. In the same frame, 
we remember that Ibn as-Salt, residing in Mar Jonah Monastery, gives evidence about the 
familiarity of his monastery with Isaac’s writings. 
Besides that, it would be of great importance to refer to Isaac’s possible connections with 
the so called Messalian polemics. It is useful to bring into discussion again the first biographical 
note of Isho’dnah, from where one can learn about Isaac’s three themes that produced reactions 
and the listing of his name next to the mystics condemned by Patriarch Timothy I. Fiey argues 
that the Metropolitan of Basra uses a neutral tone in his writings, except when he manifests a clear 
positive position regarding the three mystics – Isaac of Niniveh, Joseph Hazzaya and John 
Dalyatha352, demonstrating that his opinion was “not always according to the official doctrine of 
his Church”353. Paolo Bettiolo shows that this is due to the direct attitude against Timothy’s 
council and the sentencing of the three mystics. However, one can nuance Isho’dnah attitude – it 
reveals divergences with Timothy’s position, but, at the same time, convergences with his 
successor, Isho’bar Nun354. It is also true that Isaac was not condemned in the “process of the 
mystics”, and yet it seems Isho’dnah identifies a connection between him and them, adding his 
name on the list355.  
In the same frame, next to this information, we remember that during Isaac’s time there was 
a suspicion of Messalianism around a few important characters, who eventually had to leave the 
monastery, after a lot of contestation from their brothers. It was the case of Mar Afnimaran, who 
founded a monastery, which John Dalyatha frequented before joining the monastic life, and Jacob 
Hazzaya, both of them spiritual fathers of Blessed Steven, the master of Dalyatha, in Mar 
Yozadaq Monastery356. This monastery was also accused of Messalianism, if we remember 
that Nestorius of Nuhadra, monk in this convent, when elected bishop of Bet Nuhadra, was 
asked to do an anti-Messalian profession of faith, before his ordination. Then, the latter one 
                                               
351 See the note of Rahmani. 
352 Cf. Fiey, “Ichô’dnah, métropolite de Basra, et son œuvre”, in Orient syrien XI (1966), p. 431-450 (here p. 
450) ; “Isho’dnah et la Chronique de Seert”, in Mélanges offerts au R.P François Graffin – Parole de l’Orient 
6/7 (1975-1976), p. 447-459 (here 449-450). 
353 Ichô’dnah, métropolite de Basra, et son œuvre, p. 449. 
354 Paolo Bettiolo, Congetture intorno a un’assenza, p. 154. 
355 As Paolo Bettiolo argues, it is interesting to notice that Thomas of Marga, the historian who focused on 
Timothy’s itinerary and, in consequence, on Bet Abe Monastery, says nothing about Isaac of Niniveh. His 
hypothesis advocates that his interest was to justify Timothy’s activity and to put it under God’s providence. 
Therefore he takes the key-characters directly connected to his pastoral endeavour, while putting under silence 
some other ones, less important for his evolution (the case of Isaac). For details see Paolo Bettiolo, Congetture 
intorno a un’assenza, p. 161-162.    
356 Mar Yozadaq who declared himself disciple of Isaac of Niniveh. 
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was the disciple and biographer of Joseph Hazzaya, the third author condemned in the council. 
Therefore, at least hypothetically, one can advance the idea that Isaac was not foreign to this 
theological direction. If we recall the idea expressed by Vittorio Berti, the East Syriac Church 
knew in its monasteries and schools “divergences regarding the conception of union with God 
and, in consequence, divergences on the Christian life, in general”, generated by the contact 
between two different conceptions regarding spiritual life – one more mystical, and the other more 
institutional357. Hence, one speaks about a Christological perspective that allows an experiential 
theology. Isaac himself was a significant name in this polemical meeting.  
 
2.5 Conclusion 
The general obvious conclusion one can draw after this short analysis refers to the fact 
that in the East Syriac Church between the 7th and 8th century there was no unitary 
Christological doctrine. One can speak either about parties or, probably, more exact, about 
different perspective within the parties. If Alberto Camplani’s thesis is to be recalled, one 
might speak about two or three parties – the theological, the ecclesiastical and monastic 
authority, represented by theologians, clerics, respectively monks.  
To step forward, the goal of monastic spirituality was radically different from the 
intellectual practices. In this frame, the ascetics manifested an antinomian attitude, by an 
experiential theology that gives space to a direct contact with the divinity, at the level of the 
mind and heart. To justify their perspective many times they advocated a balanced and 
conciliatory position, or, maybe, sometimes, reformative attitudes, especially in terms of 
Christology, and so they didn’t always place themselves in the line of their Church theological 
tradition. This ecumenical position was seldom assimilated as Messalian by the 
representatives of the “philosophical” 358 party of their Church community. 
Speaking about Isaac of Niniveh, to recall the phraseology of Michael Morony, he “was 
an important transition figure, coordinating nearly the entire set of ideas associated with love 
of mysticism”359. The same author adds other two names next to Isaac’s name– Jacob 
Hazzaya and Joseph Hazzaya – in order to advocate the idea that a group of ascetics shifted 
the emphasis from ascetic mysticism, propelled by fear and induced by extreme forms of self-
denial, to an ecstatic mysticism, based on the love of God. Thus, he adopted a conciliatory 
                                               
357 Cf. Vita e studi di Timoteo I, p. 157-166. 
358 Cf. “The Culmination of Monastic Ideology: Isaac of Niniveh”, in A. H. Becker, Fear of God and the 
Beginning of Wisdom. The School of Nisibis and the Development of Scholastic Culture in Late Antique 
Mesopotamia, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 2006, p. 184-188 (here p. 187-188). 
359 Michael Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest, p. 464. 
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position, while advising believers to abandon all literature that could divine Christians360 and 
expressing his mystical theology in a language that avoids any polemic discussions. It is not 
about a simple quietism, so that to detach from the current evangelism, theological disputes 
and state intervention, but about liberation of the spirit from temporal authority361. He takes 
upon an “ecumenical mysticism”362 which has as direct consequence a type of patronizing 
toleration363.  
In consequence, his theology, and, in particular, his Christology is framed on the basis 
of his mystical position. When he adopts a conciliatory perspective in matters of Christology, 
he does not want to enter into theological disputes, but to justify his experiential vision. 
Therefore, he uses a courageous vocabulary in terms of spirituality, such as knowing God, 
feeling God, or even the problematic theme – seeing God, aspects that we are going to deal 
with in the next chapters. His perspective is not an isolated phenomenon as we have seen so 
far. From this point of view, he might be called a mystic more than a theologian. His radical 
anchoritism and implicit antinomianism made his influence be exceptional and fitted within 
the Church of his time and not only364.  
After this historical analysis of the theological problems of his time, we will continue 
the research by going straight to very core of the topic, the process of divine knowledge, 
developed within the pedagogical-historical vision of Theodore of Mopsuestia.  
                                               
360 Cf. Philip Wood, The Chronicle of Seert. Christian Historical Imagination in Late Antique Iraq, Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 2013, p. 162.  
361 Michael Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest, p. 450. 
362 Michael Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest, p. 380. 
363 “Deem all people worthy of bounty and honour, be they Jews or miscreants or murderers” (I, 4, p. 39)  
364 A. H. Becker, The Culmination of Monastic Ideology, p. 188. 
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3. The history of divine Economy from Creation to eschatological time. 
Incarnation as foundational event for divine knowledge  
 
3.1 General aspects  
From a theological point of view, divine knowledge depends on God’s revelation, on 
one side, and on human’s capacity to have access to it, on the other side. To put it differently, 
this process is conditioned by what we technically call divine Economy and theological 
anthropology. This is the general frame within which Isaac builds and develops his doctrine 
on knowledge. Therefore, before entering into the very core of the theme, one needs to dwell 
on these two chapters, by trying to identify Isaac’s perspective and his sources on which he 
builds a specific vision. 
The first observation to mention refers to the general historical framework of Isaac’s 
discourse. We refer here to Theodore of Mopsuestia’s historical-linear soteriology, developed 
in two stages / catastasis365 – the earthly period, subjected to mortality, corruption, passibility 
and mutability, and the future state or the life to come, characterised by immortality, 
incorruptibility, impassivity and immutability366. According to Theodore, the second state has 
been already inaugurated by Christ’s incarnation, who broke the history of humanity into two 
different qualitative periods.  
For Theodore of Mopsuestia salvation is a slow educational process designed by God 
even before creation and undisturbed by the events that followed the originary fall. 
Specifically, he sees salvation as a progress from the state of imperfection to perfection by the 
experience of opposites: human was not created perfect from the beginning, although destined 
for that, because he was not able to appreciate this gift. He was not able to know good by 
nature as God, but by its opposite. From this perspective, God acts pedagogically, by 
educating human through the experience of the opposite things, so that to freely receive his 
gifts and revelations. Death is not the result of the originary sin, but the natural condition of 
                                               
365 ¾æø̈ܘܬ; Cf. Paolo Bettiolo, “Introduzione”, Isacco di Ninive, Discorsi spirituali e altri opuscoli, Qiqajon, 
Bose, 1990, p. 36; Mary Hansbury, “ ‘Insight without sight’: Wonder as an aspect of revelation in the discourses 
of Isaac the Syrian”, in Journal of the Canadian Society for Syriac Studies, 8 (2008), p. 60-73 (here 67). 
366 Robert Macina advocates the hypothesis that the division of history into two periods in Theodore’s 
perspective is a positive response, in a linear and progressive sense, against the two Origenist stages of creation 
(Cf. Robert Macina, “L’homme à l’école de Dieu. D’Antioche à Nisibis”, Proche Orient Chrétien, 39 (1981), p. 
112; 33 (1982), p. 45.) According to Antoine Guillaumont, this is a good example to sustain the Syriac paradox 
of being simultaneously anti-Origenists and pro-Evagrians (Cf. Ioan I. Ică jr., “Sfântul Isaac Sirul necunoscutul – 
operă, profil istoric și gândire spirituală pe fundalul tradiției siro-orientale”, in Sfântul Isaac Sirul, Cuvinte către 
singuratici. Partea a doua recent descoperită, Sibiu, Deisis, 2004, footnote 92, p. 62). 
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human with the clear role to plant in him hatred against sin, belonging to the state of the 
created world367. 
After the fall, human’s knowledge becomes more vicious. So as human not to wander 
ceaselessly and enter into despair, God intervenes in the history by means of ambassadors and 
elected people, through angels and prophets, and, finally, through the Incarnation of his Son. 
By an active sacramental life, human may participate in the incarnation and resurrection of 
Christ, which represents the anticipation of the after death life, by means of the Holy Spirit. In 
this framework, Incarnation has a deep revelational role, being the ultimate event where God 
reveals Himself to the world as he is, anticipating the eschatological state he had prepared 
even before bringing creation into existence368. 
From this perspective, the soteriological process is interpreted as a gnoseological 
evolution regarding revelation. In this context, human journeys from infantile knowledge, 
pertaining to the first stage of existence, progressing towards deeper knowledge, and 
culminating, in the earthly world, with the event of the Incarnation, when God reveals himself 
to creation.  
In this chapter we will focus on three main aspects, as implied in Isaac’s theology – the 
revelation of God in creation, his anthropological system and the process of incarnation, as 
anticipation of the eschatological knowledge.  
 
3.2 God’s revelation in creation and the divine knowledge 
Isaac of Niniveh has no doubt arguing that God brings the world into existence from 
nothing by means of his love, so as to enter into dialogue with it and to reveal himself to it. In 
the Second collection he clearly stresses this idea: “you fashioned me in your will from the 
beginning, so that I may behold your eternal glory. For it is you who, even before we came 
into being, wished in your love that creation should come into being so as to become aware369 
of you”370. The direct source of his vision is Theodore of Mopsuestia, who explicitly quotes: 
“Quant’è bello e desiderabile riportare alla memoria la parola detta da qualche parte del beato 
                                               
367 Technically, this type of knowledge is called “creatural knowledge”. For the connection between Isaac’s 
anthropology and the Theodorian perspective see Nestor Kavvadas, “Some observations on the theological 
anthropology of Isaac of Niniveh and its sources”, in Scrinium IV (2008), p. 147-157. 
368 For more details see José Maria Lera, “Théodore de Mopsuestia”, Dictionnaire de Spiritualité XV, 1991, col. 
386-399; Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme. Introduction a l’étude de la mystique chrétienne syro-orientale, 
p. 184-198. 
369 þÄܪܬܕ. 
370 I, 4, p. 30. The term employed here goes on the line with Macarius’ terminology of “feeling”.  
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Interprete: È dunque chiaro che Dio è giunto alla costituzione della creazione (mosso) da 
grande bontà e profonda carità”371. 
In fact, divine love is the very fundament for divine creation and Economy as well372 
and the only key reading for human’s destiny. Creation – governance – eschatological 
fullfilment are the three chapters to describe Isaac’s linear history, within which he builds his 
gnoseological vision.  
We will quote another fragment where Isaac takes further this idea, specifically 
referring to human’s creation, arguing that he was brought into being in order “to know” God 
and to partake “divine glory”, referential terms for our debate. In the Second collection we 
read that “the soul was created by its fashioner for no other purpose except only so that it 
might take delight in knowledge of the divine glory373… to draw near the knowledge of the of 
that glorious nature374”375. As we have seen in the previous chapter, seeing the divine glory 
represents a common way of expressing mystical life in the East Syriac monastic writers, 
occasionally accepted even by Catholikos Timothy I and the radical conservative party376. 
With almost an academic precision, specific more to the 14th century theology, during 
Gregory Palamas’ time, Isaac employs a technical language, so as to safeguard God’s 
transcendence as well as his immanence: “As a result of the practical discovery of the things 
that belong to him a person is raised up in his thoughts to the contemplation of Him: this 
constitutes the true vision377 of Him, not of His nature378, but to the dark cloud of His 
glory”379. 
After mentioning the central idea of this subchapter, we will go further trying to detail it 
within the frame of the two Theodorian catastases380. According to the biblical recite speaking 
about creation means referring to two worlds: the invisible one, of the intangible spirits, and 
                                               
371 II, 3.3,70 (unidentified quotation). 
372 II, 38,2. 
373 ¿Ìßܐ ¾ÐÁÍüܕ ¿ÿîÊÙÁ. 
374 ¾ÐÂýâ ܘ̇ܗ ¾æÙÜܕ ¿ÿîÊØ ܬÍß. 
375 II, 2, p. 31. 
376 This theme will be later on part of the language used by hesychasts in the Byzantine theology. God is 
invisible in his being, but he reveals himself in his energies or works, by means of grace, granting human to 
participate to his glory. This is the fundament for the doctrine of deification which describes the process of 
salvation in the Byzantine tradition.  
377 ¿ܬûØûü ܗܬÎÏ ; See also I, 4, 36, p. 183; II, 14,29. 
378 ÌæÙÜ. 
379 ÌÐÁÍüܕ Ìàñûî ; II, 10,17; See also II, 10,24, based on Exodus 20:21, derived from Ps. Dionysius, rather than 
from Gregory of Nyssa, who does not seem to have been translated into Syriac in Isaac’s time (cf. M. 
Parmentier, “Syriac Translation of Gregory of Nyssa”, OLP 20 (1989), p. 149-193, here 173).  
380 καταστ£σεις. 
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the visible one, the material world. The angels and demons belong to the former, while to the 
latter the material universe, including human. 
Regarding the invisible world, Isaac is tributary to Pseudo Dionysius381 when he divides 
angels382 (created “out of nothing all of the sudden”383) in nine hosts and three triads384, 
depending on their service and the degree of knowledge of their Creator. We will emphasize 
some of their features:  
 they are created in God’s image385; 
 their mission is to glorify God without cease386; 
 the hosts represent different degrees of intimacy with God (at gnosiological 
level), which means that the outer hosts do not see those which are closer, but 
can see each other; but they cannot see “the cause of all”387. One speaks in this 
case of a top-down knowledge388. 
 the difference between hosts is not due to the place they occupy, but rather it 
comes from “their inner movements/ emotions”; their knowledge does not come 
from “their external distinctions”, as in the case of the bodily beings, but “out of 
the extent of the emotions”389; 
 angels are also subject to change, transformation, but only in good. Growth is 
related to their “intelligence”390 in the sense that each intelligence mysteriously 
receives its growth from other intelligences, not as in human’s case from body to 
body391. 
The angels play a crucial role in the revelation of God in the world. According to 
Isaac’s vision, the primary function of angels is “the mediation”392 of divine revelations393. 
                                               
381 On the Celestial Hierarchy, PG 3, 120 B-340B. Emiliano Fiori argues that Isaac did not really make a lecture 
of the Dionysian writings, but the angels’ hierarchy was a common tradition of his Church, present in more 
anthological sources which used to be read in his time (for details see Emiliano Fiori, “Dionysius the Areopagite 
and Isaac: An Attempt at Reassessment”, in Proccedings of the First International Conference: “Saint Isaac the 
Syrian and His Spiritual Legacy”, October 10-11, 2013, Moscow,/ Ss. Cyril and Methodius Theological Institute 
for Postgraduate Studies, Moscow, 2014, p. 288-304). 
382 ¾Üāâ. 
383 II, 10.24. 
384 I, 25, p. 126-127.  
385 II, 20,8. 
386 II, 12,1. 
387 áÜܕ ¿ÿàî. 
388 II, 3.2,69. 
389 ¾î̈ܘܙܕ ¿ܬÍÐýãâ ; I, 25, p. 124 (B, p. 183). 
390 ¾îÊâ. 
391 II, 3.2,71. 
392 ¿ܬÍÙî÷â ; I, 28, p. 254-255; See also Hilaryon Alfeyev, The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, Cistercian Publications, 2000, p. 227-232. 
393 I, 72, p. 334 (B, 497). 
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Mediated knowledge of angels remains valid only for earthly life, as in the after death life 
there will be a direct one. 
Regarding demons394, Isaac ranks them into three orders within the same chapter 25 of 
the First collection. They can see each other within the same host, but never the higher host, 
due to their impurity, because “spiritual sight395 is serenity396 of impulses. The impulses are 
their mirror397 and their eyes398. When they become darkened they do not see the orders that 
are above them”399 . 
We will continue with God’s revelation in the visible world. Isaac claims that God 
creates eight intelligible natures400, the first seven – the angels – in silence401 and the eighth 
one – the light – by voice402. Both Professor Paolo Bettiolo and Brother André Louf argue that 
Isaac’s position goes along the exegetical East Syriac tradition, which reflects a specific and 
original reading of the Bible403. We are dealing with a theory on the creation of light in stages. 
In this respect, chapters 6 and 7 of the second centuria on knowledge are illustrative. There, 
the bishop of Niniveh speaks of the “first light”404 which clothed the Incarnate Word and was 
proclaimed by the sensitive light405. This light darkened406 the light of human, “his second 
brothers”, and continued to be praised and contemplated by the angels. The same light will be 
the brightful dress of Christ at the Second Coming. This text is rather obscure and seems not 
to provide a clear perspective on the nature of primordial light and how, once being put on by 
the Incarnate Word, darkened the light of human. Based on the East Syriac exegetical 
tradition, Paolo Bettiolo’s opinion is that this primordial light is created, because it is 
assimilated to the body of the resurrected Christ, and later on, the same human body borrowed 
                                               
394 Àܕ½ü. 
395 ܚܘܪܕ ¾ØÎÏ. 
396 ¿ܬܘûÙòå. 
397 ¿ÿØÎÐâ. 
398 ¾æÙ̈î. 
399 I, 26, p. 241 (B, 184). 
400 ¾̈æÙÜ. 
401 ¾øÿü. 
402 āø. 
403 In his argumentation, Prof. Bettiolo quotes in his article “Avec la charité comme but: Dieu et création dans la 
méditation d’Isaac de Ninive” (Irénikon, 63, 1990, 3, p. 327), a fragment from the letter of Catholikos George, 
who ordained Isaac bishop of Niniveh: “Pendant de l’espace de douze heures les natures spirituelles demeurèrent 
dans les ténèbres, ansi que toutes les natures qui fuit créèes. Pour l’instruction des anges, notre Dieu bon dit: 
‘Que la lumière soit’, et aussitôt, en même temps que cette parole, la nature admirable de la lumière exista, et les 
natures spirituelles furent dans l’admiration, et furent excitées à la louange du créateur de la lumière. Comme 
Dieu lui-même l’apprend au juste job en disant: ‘Quand je créai les étoiles du firmament, toutes les anges 
s’exclamèrent et me louèrent’ ” (cf. J.B. Chabot, SO, p. 227-245, here p. 230; p. 490-514, here p. 494).  
404 ¾ÙâÊø ÀܪܗÍå. 
405 ¾æýÄܪÿâ ÀܪܗÍå. 
406 ÞýÏܐ. 
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by the resurrected people in eschaton. On the same line, some other scholars suggest an 
interpretation to the phrase “darkened the light of men” in a Christological key – the 
incarnated Christ becomes the epiphany (we will see below that the term used for incarnation 
follows the same theme of light407) of the Sun of justice, which goes beyond any other form of 
sensitive light408. One can speak here about an apophatic phraseology in the East Syriac 
variant. The light realises the contact between the creation of the invisible and the visible 
world. 
Isaac interprets the visible world as “the first book409 given by God to the rational 
beings. Written teachings have been added only after human’s falling”410. Scripture itself 
seems to help especially those who are not able to spiritually understand the mysteries of 
God’s creation. Interesting and useful for our analysis is a fragment that Ibn as-Salt attributes 
to Isaac, while arguing the mediation role of nature for the divine knowledge: “All things 
were created to proclaim the glory of God and to sing his praise: intelligible beings were 
created to know God, and the unintelligible to make him known”411. 
 
 
 
                                               
407 ¾Ðåܕ. 
408 Cf. Paolo Bettiolo, footnote 1 in Isacco di Ninive, Discorsi spirituali e altri opuscoli, p. 116-117. In the same 
frame, the author mentions two other representative names for the East Syriac tradition on the idea of the 
creation of light in two stages. These are: Isho’dad de Merw, in his commentary to the book of Genesis (CSCO, 
vol. 156, Louvain, 1955, p. 15-22), where he speaks about the creation of spiritual beings in silence and of the 
light by voice; and Teodor bar Koni, Libro degli scoli (CSCO, vol. 431, Louvain, 1981, p. 67-68), attributed to 
Theodore of Mopsuestia. The author identifies some other four theses beyond those quoted by the first author 
mentioned above. These are: the voice and the light invites angels to praising „the first light” of God (p. 18); the 
original light has no shade, similar to that which precedes the time of sunrise and sunset (p. 22-23); around the 
light of the fourth day of creation, God divides the original diffused light in three: the sun, the moon and the stars 
(p. 37); the diffused light characterises human bodies after the resurrection, as the body of Christ. It therefore 
remains a created light as it arises from Christ’s humanity (Commentary to Exodus 13,21, CSCO, Vol. 179, 
Louvain, 1958, p. 34, I.31-35, I.19; Commentary to 1 Cor. 15,35-53, CSCO, vol 432, Louvain, 1982, p. 160-
162). This might be a major difference between the Byzantine Chalcedonian doctrine and the East Syriac one. 
The former one bases its soteriological doctrine (deification) on the uncreated character of divine light, who, by 
participation, accomplishes the process of human’s adoption, while the created character of the latter one 
pertains more to the western Catholic doctrine, diminishing the communication between humans and God. The 
uncreated light will be the central theme of the hesycast disputes (see at large John Meyendorf, St Grégoire 
Palamas et la mistique orthodoxe, Paris, 1959; Antonio Rigo, “De l’apologie à l’évocation de l’expérience 
mystique. Evagre le Pontique, Isaac le Syrien et Diadoque de Photicé dans les œuvres de Grégoire de Palamas 
(et dans la controverse palamite)”, Miscellanea Medievalalia. Knotenpunkt Byzanz, 36 (2012), p. 85-108; George 
Maloney, S.J., A Theology of Uncreated Energies, Milwaukee, WI, Marquette, University Press, 1978). 
409 ¾ÁÿÜ ¾ÙâÊø . 
410 I, 5, p. 42 (B, 61). By this methaphor, Isaac is tributary to the East Syriac tradition, in the line of Ephrem the 
Syrian, called “the saint of ecology” (cf. Mark Mourachian, „Hymns Against Heresies: Comments on St. Ephrem 
the Syrian”, Sophia 37 (2007) 2, p. 30-31). 
411 Paul Sbath, Traités religieux, philosophiques et moraux, extraits des œuvres d'Isaac ee Ninive (VIIe siècle), 
par Ibn as-Salt (IXe siècle), Le Cair, 1934,  p. 70-78, 108-110.  
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3.3 Human and his ability to know God. Elements of anthropology 
The next step in our research aims to synthetically analyse Isaac’s anthropology in 
correspondence with protology. More specifically, we will refer to the event of creation of 
human and the place it occupies in relation to God – intelligible beings – the visible world. 
In his perspective, the ability to know God is due to the fact that human himself is 
created in God’s image. Speaking about the structure of the human being – body412, soul413, 
spirit414 – Isaac is tributary to the philosophical and patristic Greek anthropology. Then 
speaking about the three faculties of the soul415: concupiscence416 will/ irascibility417 and 
reason418, the same heritage is betrayed. Isaac borrows this system from Platonic 
anthropology419 or from Evagrius420, respectively John the Solitary421, as it is common to all 
three authors422. 
To better understand the structural relationship between the corporeal and the spiritual 
in the anthropological system of the bishop of Nineveh and its role in the process of knowing 
God we will make a brief comparative analysis of Isaac’s three mentors’ theological 
perspective, as present in his discourses. For this endeavour, we will use the synthesis Patrick 
Hagman did in his doctoral dissertation, which was devoted to Isaac’s ascetic doctrine423. 
Regarding Theodore of Mopsuestia, soul and body are two different natures, but human 
consists of both424. He argues that the soul has the ability to exist in itself, without the body, it 
is a hypostatic nature, and yet this is not its ultimate destiny. He asserts the idea that the soul 
has a substance based on the doctrine of its immortality. Advocating this theory, he makes a 
synthesis between Platonism, Aristotelian philosophy and stoicism. Bipartite division reflects 
the two catastases of creation425. In this framework, reason is an ethical ability, which means 
                                               
412 ÀûÅñ. 
413 ¾ýòå. 
414 ¾Ïܘܪ. 
415 II, 17.1. 
416 ¿ÿãÏܪ. 
417 ¾ææÒ. 
418 ¿ܬÍàÙàâ. 
419 Τò λογιστικóν, τò θυμοειδšς, τò ™πιθυμητικòν (Plato, Republica, IV.14). 
420 Gnostikos, §14, Praktikos §22; §89, SC 170-171. 
421 Dialogue sur l’âme e les passions des hommes 13-4, Orientalia Christiana Analecta, Roma, 1939, p. 26. 
422 The first term (the rational part – ¿ÿÙæàÜÿéâ ¿ÿæâ) – τò λογιστικóν – is regularly associated to ¾åܘܗ or 
¾îÊâ; ¿ܬÍàÙàâ with Evagrian āÙàâ āØܗ (KG 1.25); the second one (irascible part –  )¿ÿýýÏ ¿ÿæâ  – τò 
θυμοειδšς – with ¿ÿãÏ; and the third faculty (sentimental part – ¿ÿÙåܐÿÄܪ ¿ÿæâ) – τò ™πιθυμητικòν – with 
¿ÿãÏܪ; for details see Sebastian Brock, footnote 2 at II, 17,1, p. 91. 
423 Patrick Hagman, The Ascetism of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 56-63. 
424 For details see R. A. Norris jr., Manhood and Christ: A Study in the Christology of Theodore of Mopsuestia, 
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1963, p. 127-132. 
425 Cf. R.A. Norris Jr., Manhood and Christ, p. 143. 
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that it guides human to take moral decisions, and its completion is evidenced by the ability to 
discern right from wrong. Theodore attaches great importance to the freedom of choice and in 
consequence, the responsibility of one’s actions. The connection of the three elements 
(reason, freedom and responsibility) advocates the idea that human needs to be educated to 
acquire moral behaviour. Although acting morally is inherently to the rational soul, it needs to 
be supported as it is subject to mutability. Regarding sin, Theodore considers that bodily 
nature is the one responsible for it, particularly because of corruption and death that 
characterize it, but, at the same time, he insists that sin is an act of freedom of choice that 
pertains to the soul. Despite the fact the body has attraction towards sin, the soul is the forum 
that actually chooses. His vision closely resembles the dichotomous Pauline structure body – 
spirit, and salvation does not mean separation from the body (as in Platonism), but the 
transformation of the body, so as not to be subject to death anymore. This is human’s destiny 
and purpose, and the whole of creation. 
Speaking of Evagrius, Michael O’Laughlin argues that he significantly departed from 
his master Origen426. The latter one taught a hierarchy of σîμα, σ£ρξ and ψυχ», of which 
νοàς is the highest part, and πνεàμα. The soul is the centre of human personality, while the 
body and the spirit influence it in opposing directions427. A very important aspect is connected 
to the origin of the spirit – it does not belong to the human structure, it is sent by God to guide 
him. And yet, he considers it as part of the soul, this is why he does not support the 
thrichotomic structure. Before the fall, one speaks about pure nous, but after this event it 
became cool and expanded into an external soul, like an addition, where the nous is encased. 
Soul and body are part of a second creation, while the nous of the first. On the Platonic line, 
the soul comprises three faculties: the rational428, irascible429 and concupiscable430. The last 
two functions form the soul’s passionate part, and have a relatively negative dimension 
expressed in the nous’ distractions from its spiritual progression. To summarize, we will say 
that Evagrius theorizes a tripartite anthropological vision – the nous, the centre of human, 
which tends to God, the soul and body, which are neutral in themselves and yet tend to 
distract the nous from God431.  
                                               
426 “The Anthropology of Evagrius Ponticus and its Sources”, in Charles Kannengiesser and William L. 
Petersesn (eds.), Origen of Alexandria. His World and His Legacy, Christianity and Judaism in Antiquity, 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1988, p. 357-373 (here p. 357). 
427 Michael O’Laughlin, “The Anthropology of Evagrius Ponticus”, p. 359. 
428 λογιστικÒς. 
429 θÚμος. 
430 ™πιθυμία. 
431 Cf. Patrick Hagman, The Ascetism of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 60; See Isaac II, 17,1. The same perspective can be 
found in John the Solitary. Therefore, it is difficult to trace Isaac’s source while developing this idea. 
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For John the Solitary, the soul is the centre joined to the body432. While talking about 
the triad body – soul – spirit, the Syriac mystic does not support the existence of the spirit in 
human, but rather speaks of spiritual people and spiritual imitators. The soul distinguishes 
human from other creatures and its connection to the body affects it considerably433. The 
body–mind connection makes the latter component think through images434. Both body and 
soul reflect and participate to God’s glory. The human is not able to participate to the invisible 
reality except with the body; this is why the Creator put the soul in it. On the same line, 
despite the tripartite spiritual itinerary advocated by John, Patrick Hagman claims that the 
Solitary (and, in consequence, Isaac) expresses a dichotomical anthropology – body and soul 
– while the spirit is the innermost part of the soul, meaning not separated from the latter 
one435. One important detail in this discussion is related to the language used by John the 
Solitary to naming the body: ÀûÅñ and ¾ãüÍÄ. The author mentioned above argues that the 
Solitary in his works seems to make a distinction between the use of the two terms, the second 
refers more to the physical body, the “place” of “pagro”, while the first one has a rather 
symbolical dimension436. But he is not really systematic in stressing this nuance. However, it 
cannot be identified in Isaac’s anthropology437.  
Synthetizing the visions of the three authors mentioned above, one can say about 
Theodore that he expresses a tensionate relation between the body and the soul, Evagrius’ 
anthropology puts the nous above body and soul and in a continual tension, while the Solitary 
insists on the fact that both the body and the soul reflect God’s glory and greatness.   
In developing his anthropological vision, Isaac makes a synthesis of these different 
perspectives. As the thesis will detail below, the body is an instrument which is subjected to 
the soul, and has no negative connotations in itself. The body is absolutely necessary in the 
ascetic labours, but it might get a negative meaning when interpreted as a factor of distraction 
from God and an impediment to human’s spiritual progression, getting the sense of the 
symbol for the self that the soul and the mind have no complete control over. The identified 
                                               
432 Sven Dedering, Johannes von Lycopolis: Ein Dialog über die Seele und die Affekte des Menschen, Upssala: 
Arbeten utgina med understöd av Vilhelm Ekmans universitetsfond, 1936, p. 47; Werner Strothmann, Johannes 
von Apamea, Patristiche und Studien, 11, Berlin, Walter de Gruyter, 1972, p. 120.  
433 Sven Dedering, Johannes von Lycopolis, p. 3. 
434 Werner Strothmann, Johannes von Apamea, p. 121. 
435 Patrick Hagman, The Ascetism of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 61. 
436 Patrick Hagman, The Ascetism of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 62. 
437 See for instance I, 37, p. 288, where Isaac uses the two terms referring to the physical body. 
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solution refers to the spiritualisation or transfiguration of the body, so as to become 
transparent to God438. 
When it comes to the three functions performed by the noetic faculty, Isaac departs 
from John the Solitary and faithfully follows Evagrius’s perspective. The language he uses is 
typical Evagrian. We will refer mainly to II 19, 1-7, where Isaac synthetically develops this 
issue. He speaks about three powers439/ parts440 – desire441, zeal442 and reason443. To the first 
part he assigns “the yearning”444, “the incitement of all that is beautiful”445. This power, in his 
view, is specific to the rational nature446. To the second power, he assigns “alertness”447 and 
“diligence”448, along with “perseverance”449 in the face of afflictions. To these he adds a 
“strong disposition”450, “a courage and valour of heart”451 as well as “fortitude” against all it 
causes harm and fright452. And to the third power (reason) he ascribes four other virtues – “the 
heart’s luminous faith”453, “free control of the emotions”454, “hope and unceasing musing”455 
on divine wisdom. These three powers are classified into two categories: the first two are the 
active and the latter is called “divine contemplation”456, reckoned as the good use of the 
“intelligible portion”457, that is the mind. It is also important to note that the first two powers 
are assimilated to the bodily virtues, while the third one is associated with the contemplative 
work458, the quality of reason, which brings the mind close to peering the mysteries of God, to 
                                               
438 See the salvific role of the body, in the line of Theodore; it is the topos of God’s presence (the image and 
likeness). 
439 āØܗ. 
440 ¿ÿæâ. 
441 ¿ÿãÏܪ. 
442 ¾æåܬ. 
443 â¿ܬÍàÙà . 
444 ¿ܬÍÂØ½Ø . 
445 ¾ÄܪÍÄ . 
446 āÙàâ ¾æÙÜ. 
447 ¿ܬܘûÙî . 
448 ¿ܬÍÓÙòÏ . 
449 ¿ܬ÷ÙàÏ ¿ܬÍåûÂÙéâ. 
450 ¾æÙéÏ Àܪ÷Ø. 
451 ¾Âßܕ ¿ܬܘûÂæÄܘ ¿ܬÍÂÙÂß. 
452 ¿ܬÍæØÎïâ. 
453 ¾Âßܕ ¿ܬÍæãØܗ ܬÍÙòü. 
454 ¾î̈ܘܙ ¿ܬܘܪ½Ï. 
455 ¾éâܗܘ ÀûÂè. 
456 ¿ÿØÌßܐ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. Apparently it seems to be Evagrian (KG. IV.48), but it also appears in the Historia 
Lausiaca, in Dionysius, Sergius, Babai the Great or Gregory of Cyprus. For details see footnote 5, II, 18,3, p. 
104. 
457 ¿ÿÙåÿîܘÊØ ¿ÿæâ. 
458 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ ÿæâ. 
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reaching “the complete mingling with God”459. It is at this first stage that one achieves divine 
knowledge. 
In another context, describing the powers of the soul460, Isaac of Niniveh, classifies 
them into five categories: 
 natural desire (¿ÿÙæÙÜ ¿ÿÄܪ); 
 irascible power (¾åÿãÏ āÙÏ); 
 vitality (¿ܬÍÙÏܕ ¿ܬÍæïØܙܬÿâ); 
 simple rationality (¿ÿÓÙýñ ¿ܬÍàÙàâ); 
 composed rationality (¿ÿÂÜûâ ¿ܬÍàÙàâ)461. 
Not all of them have the same duration. Some are related to the earthly existence, others 
go beyond, into the after death life. Specifically, Isaac argues that two of them (irascibility 
and composed rationality) end their existence in the moment of death. In order to support this 
idea he uses an argument borrowed from the common teaching on the life to come – after 
death there is nothing to be transmitted by voice, and, similarly, as there will be no opposition 
from what is good, there is no need anymore for zeal. The third power (vitality) is the only 
one that remains active during the separation between the body and the soul, and justifies its 
existence so as to receive either joy or suffering from both body and soul, together, in the next 
life. And the other two (simple rationality and natural desire) will be the powers necessary for 
heavenly life – the first one for knowing God by means of contemplation, while the latter one 
for loving God. We will quote a short fragment where Isaac advocates the role of these two 
powers of the soul: “la razionalità semplice, che è l’intelletto gnostico462 in cui (l’anima) è 
mossa nella contemplazione di quell’Essenza che è tutto il fine del regno dei cieli… il 
desiderio della sua natura, da cui è mosso il piacere per la grande carità del Creatore…”463. 
Angels already live by these powers and people will be part of this mystery after 
resurrection. However, as we will see later, Incarnation already inaugurates the post-
resurrection heavenly life, actualised in the sacramental spiritual life. From this perspective, in 
the state of spiritual knowledge, human becomes similar to angels and can experience the 
                                               
459 ¿Ìß½Áܕ ÀûÙãÄ ¾æÓßÍÏ ; II, 19.6. 
460 ¾Ù̈æýòå āÙ̈Ï. 
461 II, 3.3, 76-77. 
462 ܗ¾åÿîܘÊØ ¾åܘ . 
463 II, 3.3,77. Catholikos Timothy I speaks too about five powers, but he describes their role differently: two of 
them are of the soul – rationality and will, other two of the soul by the union with the body – concupiscence and 
irascibility, and vitality. The first couple is active while the body is alive, but appears again after resurrection; the 
second couple remains as much as the human lives, after it disappears; only the vitality is always active. For details 
see Vittorio Berti, “Le débat sur la vision de Dieu et la condamnation des mystiques par Timothée Ier: la perspective 
du patriarche”, in Études Syriaque 8, Les mystiques syriaques, p. 151-176. 
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stupor accompanied by silence, as forms of life in the kingdom of heaven, even during earthly 
life. Then the mind receives the ability of contemplating464 the Prototype465. 
This possibility of “knowing” and “feeling” God, reflected in Isaac’s anthropology, 
illustrated above, is due to the human’s divine image, located into the noetic part of the soul. 
It is evident that this time Isaac is tributary to Evagrius and not to Theodore of Mopsuestia, 
who identifies the image of God in human at the representative level. According to the latter 
one’s vision, human is created to represent God in creation, to be a true king of the visible, as 
the statue of the emperor in the Roman cities represents the king himself466. 
One can intuit that Isaac makes a synthesis between the two authors belonging to two 
different schools (the Antiochene and Alexandrian), borrowing the soteriological schema of 
Theodore and the ontology of the intellect specific to Evagrius, but omitting his theory of the 
intellects’ initial fall, the history of Being, as well as the ontological-anthropological 
Theodorian position. Thus, Isaac supresses two holistic closed systems, uniting them in his 
own synthesis – from Theodore the salvation history as anthropology “from down to up” and 
from Evagrius his ontology as anthropology “from up to down”467. 
In the Syriac tradition, the image of God in human was often compared with a metal 
mirror468. In order to accurately reflect the reality, it needs to be constantly polished and 
cleaned. The image of God in human was connected with the history of salvation, which is 
conducted in stages – at the beginning the mirror was clean and functioned as such; after the 
fall, the mirror gets filled with rust; in the incarnation, the situation is remedied in potency, 
since Christ is the prototype image or the mirror that perfectly reflects the Father; in 
consequence, by asceticism and sacraments it becomes possible for human to clean the image 
/mirror, requiring a free will469. 
In the same frame, one can add that the world (material creation) was originally a mirror 
of God and the human could read in it the divine presence as in a book. He used to rule and 
humanize it. It was transparent to God. The fall meant a fundamental change to the world as 
well (Romans 8:29), it became less transparent and more and more foreign to human, even a 
hostile enemy470. We understand that the initial harmony was destroyed and the power human 
                                               
464 ¾Øܪܐܬ. 
465 II, 3.2,72. 
466 Cf. Nestor Kavvadas, “Some observations on the theological anthropology of Isaac of Niniveh and its 
sources”, Scrinium IV (2008), p. 154. 
467 Nestor Kavvadas, Some observations on the theological anthropology of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 155-157.  
468 ¿ÿØÎÐâ. 
469 See Sebastian Brock, “Humanity and the natural world in the Syriac tradition”, Sobornost, 12 (1990) 2, p. 
131-142 (here 131). 
470 I, 35, p. 153. 
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had over it turned into fight. And creation is suffering from falling and salvation of human is 
expected to come through Christ. 
From this perspective, the whole ascetic struggle aims at cleansing the mind, so as to be 
able to read again the presence of God in the world as in a book. We will quote a short 
fragment where Isaac advocates that a purified mind can read the divine mysteries in the 
world even better than in the Bible: “when the intellect has been illumined... for 
contemplation… the nature of created things can serve for mind instead of writings… and 
receives the ability to be stirred on its contemplation concerning the revered Creator;… and 
peers inside the divine Holy of Holies”471 
Human was created to be God’s temple, the dwelling of the divinity. As the image of 
God, he was in potency immortal, as far as ontologically he would have remained close to his 
Creator, endowed with the five faculties of the soul and five great gifts (life, sense perception, 
reason, freewill and authority). These five powers doubled by the five gifts target the same 
process “to become aware of and enjoy the delight of intelligence472 and the pleasure473 of the 
vast gifts of insights474”475. Based on the divine image, these five faculties allow the human 
grow constantly and to come closer to God in his knowledge, trying to achieve the ultimate 
goal – the likeness of God, actualised in what Isaac calls deification – that is becoming “gods 
by the means of grace”476. This was the initial purpose – to bring the entire nature of rational 
beings to unity and equality.  
But human has not achieved this state suddenly, according to Isaac, because God 
wanted to create the world into two stages, specifically “to achieve (salvation) within a history 
that does not develop only gradually”477. According to his theology, at the beginning of 
creation, human, despite the fact he could be immortal and perfect, he was still a child and 
mortal, but, nonetheless, he was designed to reach maturity. He was not able to receive perfect 
                                               
471 II, 36,2. 
472 ¿ܬÍåÿîܘÊØܕ ¾ãèÍÁ. 
473 ¿ܬܘ½Ùåܗ. 
474 āÜÍè. 
475 II, 18.18. One can observe here the two directions – by the way of heart and senses (Macarius) and by noetic 
discipline (Evagrian) – joined in a synthesis in Isaac’s gnoseological perspective – “feeling” (þÄܪ), the divine 
mysteries and the participation by “knowing” (ܥÊØ) God’s revelation. 
476 II, 3.1,62. One can observe the different meanings the concept of deification takes. As mentioned above, one 
can identify, at least, two different types of understanding – Alexandrine (“from up to down”) and Antiochene 
(“from down to up”). Isaac highlights the knowledge of God’s glory and light and not the divine nature. One 
may find here also a connection with Diadochus of Photice, Gregory Palamas (and Symeon the New 
Theologian), cf Antonio Rigo, De l’apologie à l’évocation de l’expérience mystique. Evagre le Pontique, Isaac 
le Syrien et Diadoque de Photicé dans les œuvres de Grégoire de Palamas (et dans la controverse palamite), p. 
85-108. 
477 André Louf, “L’homme dans l’histoire du salut selon Isaac le syrien”, Connaissance de Pères de L’Eglise, 88 
(2002), p. 49. 
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knowledge without first being prepared for it478. We are dealing with a pedagogical vision of 
history, which assumes a linear trend without end. From this perspective, the world has a 
particularl important role, it is a school479 in which one can make progress, grow, or prepare 
for the world to come480. 
In a certain sense it can be said that the human’s disobedience brought no direct 
repercussions in his itinerary of maturation, existing in God’s plan before creation. From here 
we enter the space of original sin and its results. In this chapter the author draws again 
inspiration from Theodore of Mopsuestia’s Protology. Originality occurs mostly when it 
comes to death, typically understood by the other Fathers of the Church as an effect of sin. 
For Isaac, death is part of the original destiny of human and the fruit of the love of God, who 
knew from the beginning that human would fall. This idea is supported with the structure of 
human itself481. So death is not the direct repercussion of sin482, but sin arises from the fact 
that human is mortal483. Then God, “through a trick”, an expression often used to describe the 
wonderful destiny constructed by God from human’s sin and death, shows His unchanged 
love regarding him. We might summarize this in three synthetical ideas: 
 weakness is used for the benefit and human’s growth: the knowledge of God’s 
patience, power and especially his love484; 
 the expulsion from paradise is not the repercussion of sin, but the gift of divine 
mercy, for God would not confine the dominion which he gave to human only 
on Eden, but he wanted to put him ruler over all creation485; 
 death is not simply a retribution for sin, but becomes the passage to a wonderful 
and glorious life, part of the destiny of God’s merciful attitude towards 
humanity486; by the Incarnation, death is not something frightening, but a short 
passage to the second catastasis487. 
                                               
478 II, 2,3. 
479 ¾æòßÍØ ÿÙÁ. 
480 II, 3.3,71. 
481 II, 3.4,89. 
482 Here one can clearly find Theodore’s idea, based on the fact that even the demons who have sinned have not 
been punished with death. For details see: Arthur Vööbus, “Regarding the theological anthropology of Theodore 
of Mopsuestia”, Church History, 33 (1964) 2, p. 117-118. 
483 II, 3.3,2 (The natural character of death was one of the six teachings on the list of Ibn As-Salt, which make 
the difference between Isaac and the traditional opinion of the Church Fathers, in P. Sbath éd., Traité religieux, 
philosophique et moraux, extraits des oeuvres d’Isaac de Ninive (VIIe siècle) par Ibn as-Salt (IXe siècle), Imp. 
‘Al-Chark’, Le Caire, 1934, p. 109). 
484 II, 3.4,89. 
485 II, 39,4. 
486 II, 39,4. 
487 II, 3.3,75. 
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Adam’s sin did not consist in the fact that he wished to become “a god”, because this 
was the destiny that God himself had prepared for him, but that he wanted this without 
reaching maturity of knowledge and under the instigation of the devil. Then, what initially 
failed in Adam’s case in paradise, God has committed in the new man in the Incarnation488. 
This was the greatest honour that could partake human in Christ’s Incarnation489. 
One can say that Incarnation brings another qualitative gnosiological period. This 
pertains to all rational natures (angels and humans)490. To underline the progressive revelation 
of God and the qualitative epistemological difference between the two catastases, we will 
quote one paragraph where Isaac advocates that incarnation represents the revelation of God’s 
plan, that had been hidden to the generations before, foretold by the prophets, which will be 
completed at the end of time: 
Tutto quanto egli avrebbe eccellentemente compiuto in seguito, presso tutta la 
creazione, non è stato visto da Dio alla fine, ma è stato disposto e preparato da 
Dio per essere operato fin dal principio, da prima di tutte le generazioni. Esso era 
nascosto e celato in lui, e non detto. Il suo mistero da ultimo è stato manifestato 
tramite le profezie e ha ricevuto attuazione tramite l’ economia del Cristo, nostro 
Signore. Ogni cosa poi riceverà compimento quando nostro Signore sorgerà dal 
cielo, su tutto, e ci farà risorgere dalla polvere e darà rinnovamento e liberazione 
dal dolore con noi a tutta la creazione, e farà salire con sé tutto alla dimora 
celeste491. 
 
3.4 The Incarnation of Christ – the inaugural event of eschatological knowledge 
In the Byzantine tradition, the term used to express the manifestation of God in the 
world through incarnation is Epif£neia. This term is not used in the Syriac tradition. To talk 
about incarnation, the authors use either the Syriac ¾Ðåܕ (denho), a term related to sunrise, or 
ÀܪܗÍå (nuhro), which designates the festival of Epiphany in the Chaldean liturgy, much closer 
to the Greek term492. 
In this chapter we will try to answer to three questions. Firstly, we will focus on 
identifying the reason for the Incarnation of the Son of God, as expressed in Isaac’s writings; 
secondly we will highlight the novelty of incarnation concerning the relationship between 
                                               
488 III, 5,9. 
489 III, 5,2. 
490 II, 3.3,79. 
491 II, 3.3,82. 
492 Cf. André Louf, “Pourquoi Dieu se manifesta, selon Isaac le Syrien”, Connaissance de Péres de l’Église, 80 
(2000), p. 38. 
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God and creation; and thirdly, we will focus on the type of knowledge inaugurated by the 
event of the incarnation. 
One can say from the outset that the reason for the existence of the world and the 
coming of Christ in the world are one and the same: the manifestation of God’s great love493. 
When asked “why did Christ incarnate?”, Isaac responds punctually and without doubt – the 
only reason for incarnation is God’s will to be made known to people in a supreme act of 
love. I will quote a short paragraph where the author clearly points to this idea: “Questo è ‘lo 
svuotamento’di cui parla la divina Scrittura; questo è quello ‘svoutò se stesso’ di cui ha 
parlato beato Paolo con ammirazione indicibile, la cui esegesi è la comprensione della storia 
dell’ amore divino”, and the highest level of this love is the fact that “the visible creation 
might be called ‘God’494… God crowned with the name of the Trinity the creature… He has 
set the glorious name which even the mouths of the angels are not pure enough to utter”495. In 
another paragraph, while speaking about Christ’s crucifixion, Isaac advocates that the main 
reason for that is to revealing his love “more abundant than the sea”: “Dion non ha fatto 
questo per altra que (quella) di far conoscere496 al mondo la carità che ha, perché fossimo resi 
prigionieri della sua carità”497. 
In the Economy of incarnation and of the cross498, God’s love becomes a teacher and a 
means of bringing closer creation to divinity, in total freedom of conscience. The divine love 
manifested in Christ’s passion gets a pedagogical role499 and in consequence becomes a 
means for foretasting the second catastasis. In this frame, he argues that salvation refers to the 
free communication between God’s and human’s love500. Isaac calls the cross a symbol of the 
two testaments and the seal of Christ’s Economy, because it was through it that the human 
race received the accurate knowledge of the Creator. The glory and the power that 
overshadowed the Old Ark were transferred to the image of the cross, which becomes a 
means of knowledge of his nature and memory of his providence to all generations throughout 
the history of salvation501. 
                                               
493 II, 3.4, 79-80. 
494 Àûøܬܬ ¿Ìßܐ ¿ÿØûÁ. 
495 III, 5,14-15. 
496 ܥܕÍå. 
497 II, 3.4,78. 
498 One can intuit the great significance of the cross in the personal ascetic life. Isaac of Niniveh dedicates one 
entire chapter to the prayer before the cross, describing the process of veneration he used to practice (II, 11). See 
the article by Fitch Fairaday, “Isaac of Nineveh’s biblical typology of the Cross”, Studia Patristica 35 (2001), p. 
385-390.  
499 See the verbs çîܕÍýåܕ (make known) and ܗܬÍß çÁûùå (bring closer). 
500 I, 74, p. 342-343 (B, 509). 
501 II, 11, 25, 22, 31. 
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The most significant paragraph that synthetically deals with this subject is found in the 
third centuria of the Second collection. There, Isaac establishes a primate of reasons for 
incarnation. While arguing that the consideration of salvation from sin as the main argument 
for God’s descending in the world is tantamount to minimising the significance of Christ’s 
Economy, he stresses that the Son of God incarnated so that “the world may feel502 the charity 
of God regarding creation”. This describes the “Economy of renewal”503. 
Based on this statement, Isaac systematically lists more arguments in a speech to 
challenge the view that the coming of Christ into the world was due to sin, opposing the idea 
mentioned in the paragraph above – the only reason for his incarnation is to communicate his 
love to creation. Isaac’s objections against such a theory could be summarized in three points:  
 if the purpose of incarnation had been forgiveness of sins, then Christ would 
have done it in another way, through a “simple death” and without accepting so 
much suffering in his death on the cross; 
 interpreting the incarnation as redemption of sins means minimising the 
significance of Christ’s death and his coming into the world, and therefore 
calculating the power of sin as greater than God’s power to destroy it, requiring 
the death of Christ; and hence the third argument 
 through a superficial reading of the Holy Scriptures, one can say that if man had 
not sinned, Christ would not have come into the world and, in consequence, both 
humans and angels would have been deprived of his light and knowledge504. 
Stemming from the third argument a full apology is developed, evidenced by the 
rhetoric interrogation: “Shall we really be grateful to sin for we owe it the gift of all these 
goodies, and could it be ascribed to it all these mysteries?” His response calls for a spiritual 
reading of Scripture, to the detriment of an infantile reading505 of God’s Economy, which 
supposes to surpass the “external part of it”506. A mature reading of the Scriptures is 
accomplished as a work of grace, while remaining within the borders of human nature507. The 
                                               
502 þÄûå. 
503 ܗܬܕÍÏ óàÏܕ ¿ܬÍåûÁÊãß. 
504 Professor I. Hausherr, in a short article, calls Isaac precursory of John Scottus regarding his perspective of the 
reason for Christ’s incarnation, on the base of this fragment. For details see “Un précurseur de la théorie scotiste 
sur la fin de l’incarnation – Isaac de Ninive”, Etudes de Spiritualité Orientale, Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 
183, Roma, 1969, p. 1-5. 
505 ܐÀ̈ܕÍàØ ÞØ . 
506 ¾ÁÿÜܕ ܗܬÍÙåûÁ. 
507 II, 3.4,78. 
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end of this process is the meeting with God – the Trinity, with its distinct hypostases “in the 
mystery of love”508, revealed in human’s body by incarnation. 
One may argue that, by emphasizing the role of love in incarnation so much, Isaac risks 
to undermine the soteriological dogma’s central place within Christian teaching509. However, 
Metropolitan Hilarion Alfeyev advocates that with Isaac, the doctrine of salvation is 
interpreted in a particular manner: the soteriological act of Christ is, above all, the restoration 
of the primacy of love that originally existed between God and the world, destroyed by 
human’s fall. During this time, God, as a father, did not leave them along, but, by the means 
of his love, reminded the people of this originary state. And because he wanted them to return 
to him as to their father and have direct knowledge of the future life, incarnated, and, taking a 
human body510, forgot their sins and revealed his mysteries511 512.  
 The fall of the first man brought a separation, a distance, between creator and creation, 
sin itself made this distance increase and, in consequence, God was experienced more as a 
despot. From this point of view, incarnation opens a new path. Not only does Christ meet 
creation, but, moreover, he unites with it, and the latter one gets another dimension: the union 
in Christ between the divine nature and human nature has revealed to people the secret union 
of all things and matters; humanity becomes spiritualized and transparent to God, the mirror 
(image) thus regains God’s presence. Christ assumes matter, and creation is “mingled” with 
God. We will quote a significant short passage to support this idea: “The world has become 
mingled with God and creation and Creator have become one”513. 
The use of “mingling”, denoting the relationship Redeemer – world overcomes the 
boundary of a strictly diophysite East Syriac language514, which does not allow at all the use 
of this terminology when referring to the union of natures in Christ515. The intimacy of 
                                               
508 ¾ÁÍÏܕ ¿ܙܪܐ. 
509 The most common vision at the Church Fathers became an axiom – “If man had not died, Christ would not 
have incarnated” (Irineus of Lyon, Adv. Haer. IV,14; V,1; Athanasius the Great, De Incarnatione 80; Augustine, In 
Evangelium Ioannis II, 4). Isaac clearly excludes here the felix culpa of Augustine. See Brenda Fitch Firaday, “Isaac of 
Niniveh’s typology of the cross”, Studia Patristica 35 (2001), p. 385-390. 
510 ¿ÌÓÏ̈ áÜ ܢÍåܗ ܢܘÌß úÂü. 
511 ܗܘܙĂܐܕ ¾æÙ̈àÄܝ . 
512 II, 40,14 (See Evagrius, Capita Cognoscitiva, ed. J. Muyldermans, “Évagre le Pontique: les Capita 
Cognoscitiva dans les versions syriaques et arméniennes”, Les muséon 47 (1934), p. 73-106 (here 89); 
Supplement to Kephalaia. Gnostica, in Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, 422-70 (§ 43); John the Solitary, 
Dialogue sur l’âme, p. 7, 56). 
513 ÊÏ ¾ØܘûÁܘ ¿ÿØûÁ Ìܿß ܬܘܗܘ ¿Ìß½Á ¾ãàî ÔàÏܬܐ; II, 5,18. 
514 Cf. Hilarion Alfeyev, The spiritual world, p. 73. 
515 The theme of “mingling” of God with creation is characteristic also to Ephrem referring to Incarnation and 
Eucharist; John of Apamea also uses the term ‘mingling’ referring to Christ, to describe the mystery of 
communion, as a model of Christ’s association with us (for the use of “mingling” in the Syriac tradition see C. 
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creation with Creator described by this mingling reveals the mystery of the union of all, each 
one maintaining its characteristics and its personality, fulfilled in the eschatological time. This 
union is called by Isaac “deification”516, which is also typical for Byzantine terminology. In 
the fifth discourse of the Third collection, the bishop of Niniveh develops this topic at large. 
This chapter talks about three qualitative stages while approaching the relation of creation and 
God: the beginning of creation, the time of incarnation and the eschatological state. It will 
perhaps be useful for the discussion to quote a paragraph which summaries the main elements 
to understand this gnoseological evolution: 
One may know the true love of God for creation from this that after He had finished its 
structure in all its parts, He brought it altogether into one unity517: sensible realities 
and spiritual ones into one bond and He joined it to His divinity518 and He raised it 
above all the heavens and set it on an everlasting throne and made it ‘God’ over all… 
“The union of Christ in the divinity519 has indicated to us the mystery of the unity of all 
in Christ” 520.This is the mystery: that all creation by means of one521 has been brought 
near to God in a mystery522. Then it is transmitted to all. Thus all is united in Him523 as 
the members in a body524; He however is the head of all. This action was performed for 
all creation. There will, indeed, be a time when no part will fall short of the 
whole525…526 
One could observe in this quotation the idea of a progressive gnoseological journey 
constructed on the vision of the two Theodorian stages. The unity of God and the world, made 
from the moment of creation, develops and finds its fulfilment in Christ’s union with creation 
                                                                                                                                                   
Stewart, “Working the Earth of the Hearth”. The Messalian Controversy on History. Texts and Language to 
A.D. 431, Oxford, 1991, p. 169-203).  
516 ¿ܬܘÌßܐ; becoming god – ¿ܘܗܬ ¿Ìßܐ (III, 5,4). 
517 ¿ܬܘܙÊÏ ÊÏ. 
518 ܬܘÌßĀ Ìܿòøܐ. For the unity of creation and God in one entity see also II, 3.3,81, II, 3.2,19; on becoming gods 
II, 3.1,62, II,3.3,70, III, 3,15, 38, III,7,29. The terminology envolved in this fragment is similar with that of 
Evagrius , Letter to Melany, in G.Vitestam (ed.), Seconde partie du Traité qui passe sur le nom ‘La grande lettre 
d’Évagre le Pontique à Mélanie l’Ancienne’, publiée et traduite après le manuscrit du British Museum Add. 
17192, Lund, 1963, p. 25-27 and A. Guillaumont, Les six centuries des ‘Kephalaia Gnostica’ d’Évagre le 
Pontique, Paris, 1958, PO 28/1, p. 158-159.  
519 ¿ܬܘÌß½Áܕ ¾ÐÙýâܕ äß ܗܬÍØÊÏ. 
520 ¾ÐÙýãÁܕ áÜܕ ¿ܬÍØÊÏ ܙܪܐ; One can identify similarities between this language and Evagrius’ terminology. See 
J. Muyldermans (ed.), Evagriana Syriaca. Textes inédits du British Museum et de la Vatican, Louvain, 1952, 
(BM 31), p. 127. 
521 Rom. 5:17-19. 
522 ¿ܙܪ½Á ÿÁûøܿܬܐ ¿ÌßĀ ÊÏ ÊÙÁ ¿ÿØûÁ ÌܿàÜܕ. 
523 ÊÙÏܿÿâ. 
524 Rom. 12:5; 1 Co. 12,12; Eph. 5:30; see also Evagrius, Letter to Melany, in W. Frankenberg, Evagrius 
Ponticus, Berlin 1912, p. 616 and F. S. Marsh (ed.), The Book which is Called the Book of the Holy Hierotheus, 
Oxford, 1927, p. 120.  
525 Here Isaac expresses the idea of the final unity, while quoting Evagrius, Theodore of Mopsuestia or Diodore 
of Tarsus, that pertains to the highest gnoseological level. See also III, 6,18,62; II, 3.1,10 (quoting Evagrius), 19 
(quoting Theodore), 61, 68, 91-91; II, 3.3,77, 81-82; and especially II, 38-41.  
526 III, 5,2,10. 
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in the incarnation, which represents the inauguration of the second catastasis, called 
eschatological.  
There are few expressions to underline now, that describe the degree of intimacy 
achieved in the process of incarnation. First of all it would be interesting to mention the idea 
of one entity527, ccomplished by putting together the intelligible528 and the sensible realities529 
with God’s divinity530. Analysing from an East Syriac Christological perspective, this would 
be a courageous expression of the unity of all in Christ. As we have already argued, while 
using this phraseology, Isaac is not really interested in being faithful to his own theological 
tradition, but rather to express his ascetical doctrine which culminates in this case with the 
process of divinisation – by the means of this unification, creation is lifted up to the eternal 
throne and designated god above all531. Christ is not only the model of unity, but more he is 
its source and the means of creation, and in particular, of humans to knowing God and, 
consequently, to partaking his mystery.  
In the process of knowledge, in general, one can speak about what is in appearance, 
what is above it, or what is below it. When analysing divine knowledge, one can pertain only 
what is “below Him”532. In this frame, knowledge is limited, because, despite the closeness 
achieved in incarnation, Isaac maintains the distance and the difference between creation and 
Creator. In this line he clearly asserts: “La verità é celata nel suo essere a tutto quanto ha 
creato e gli esseri dotati di ragione, divenuti per sua causa, abitano lungi da essa, a grande 
distanza”533. He successively adds that later on, creation will be gifted with the ability of 
partaking the truth, but only partially, as the exact knowledge pertains only the essential 
Nature, which is guarded by silence. Isaac supports the idea of a dynamic and endless 
gnoseological progress534, and yet partial.  
However, the knowledge inaugurated by incarnation brings a broad perspective and this 
happens especially in comparison to the knowledge available to previous generations of this 
event. It can be said with certainty that the incarnation of Christ represents a radical “new” 
epiphany of God535. It is clearly stressed here the idea of progressive revelation invoked by 
                                               
527 ¿ܬܘܙÊÏ ÊÏ. 
528 ¿ÿÙ̈æîÊØÿâ. 
529 ¿ÿÙæýÄĂÿâ. 
530 ¿ܬܘÌßܐ. 
531 áÜ áî ¿Ìßܐ (III, 5, 2). 
532 II, 3.1,3. 
533 II, 3.1,2. 
534 Arguing this idea he brings together two mystical authors – Gregory of Nyssa and Pseudo Dionysius, as I will 
underline later on. 
535 Cf. André Louf, Pourquoi Dieu se manifesta selon Isaac le Syrien, p. 46. 
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Isaac, while trying to explain the history of salvation. For the bishop of Niniveh there is an 
obvious qualitative difference between the level of knowledge before the incarnation of Christ 
and after this event: if before incarnation, one could hardly hear the voice of God, and only by 
those elected by divine calling, after incarnation, by means of divine grace, the human is able 
to see God face to face. In ancient times, God’s people were only able to experience a 
mediated knowledge, through intercession, in and with creation, after incarnation God 
inaugurated a direct noetic knowledge, by means of the divine grace536. 
In this framework, Isaac provides a chronology of the history of salvation from Adam’s 
falling time in three generations: the “first generation” of mankind, which lost the memory of 
God in their lives and hardly remembered him; the “middle generation”, that enjoyed a 
limited knowledge; and, thirdly, ‘the new generation”, which received the revelation of God 
in his incarnation. The image of God in these three generations bears qualitative changes 
upwardly, in the sense of a progressive history. In the first generation, God revealed as a 
“judge”537, in the next generation, for the rights of the Old Testament, as a “master”538, and to 
the generation inaugurated by incarnation, he revealed as “father”539 540. 
The fragment quoted above marks an evident qualitative difference in the knowledge of 
God between the third generation and the first two ones. A father comes closer to his children. 
Children do not need intermediaries to communicate with their father, as their relationship 
implies a direct dialogue. In this framework, Isaac claims that any revelation before 
incarnation is done either through material visions or by angels, and nobody can speak of God 
as direct author, and all refer to earthly life. Instead, the revelation after incarnation has been 
actively generated by the Holy Spirit and refers to the eschatological reality, to the 
“knowledge of those hidden”541 and the “future world542”543.  
At the same time, if the knowldge of the ancient times was mostly exterior, the new 
knowledge pertains to the inner part of the new human, it is a noetic knowledge. In the next 
paragraphs, Isaac systematically advocated this idea, using as example the revelation received 
by Moses on Mount Sinai – the sound of trumpets and “the terrible sight” was due to angelic 
revelation (§ 30). And this revelation had a visible and sensible character. The new 
                                               
536 I, 82, p. 384-385. 
537 ¾æØܕ. 
538 Àûâܕ ¾éÝÒ. 
539 ¾Áܐܕ ¾éÝÒ. 
540 II, 3.1,17. 
541 ¿ÿÙéÜܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
542 ÊØÿîܕ ¾ãàïß ¿ÿîÊÙÁ. 
543 III, 9, 29-30. 
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knowledge, pertaining to the eschatological reality, does not simply flow from sounds and 
sight, but in the intelligible part544, which is in the mind545, and refers to the knowledge of the 
intelligible reality546 and the delight of silence547, in which “in this a mirror (1 Corinthians 
13:12) of the new world (Matthew 19:28) is received, making us taste, by means of the Spirit, 
that life beyond, which we shall receive (1 Corinthians 2, 10-11)” (§ 31). 
The people of the new generation are “renewed in their minds” by a “new 
knowledge”548, that has not been revealed to the ancient generations, which had a childish 
thinking. One short paragraph is worth quoting, where Isaac clearly delineates the two 
different qualitative types of knowledge: “For we have known this Being who has no 
beginning nor end. And again, they had a childish way of thinking about God549,… we 
possess a greater sense of God550, and we have an elevated knowledge of Him551”552. This 
occurs by the revelation of God in Christ, who is “the key of the mysteries553 and the end of 
the mysteries”554. In Christ’s Economy555, God opened the “door of the secrets hidden for 
centuries in him”556. 
The new knowledge, generated and inaugurated in incarnation is carried out at noetic 
level. This feature is the fundamental difference between the new knowledge and the 
knowledge of the ancient generations. Faithful to the symbolic language specific to his Syriac 
tradition, Isaac interprets “Mount Zion” as the image of the heavenly Jerusalem, the City of 
God, where one can enter only by the faith557 and the knowledge558 in/of Christ, by divine 
contemplation of mind, along with the heavenly powers. One should emphasize that here it is 
not about a dogmatic faith, but about an experiential faith, described as participation in the 
eschatological reality, that stands in close connection with the sight/contemplation559 of the 
mind560. At this stage, one anticipates the experience of eternity. Such knowledge is treated by 
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547 ¾øÿýÁܕ ¾ãèÍÁ. 
548 ¿ܬÊÏ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
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551 ¿ÿâܪ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
552 III, 11, 4-5. 
553 ¿ܙĂܐܕ ÀÊÙàø. 
554 ¿ܙĂܐܕ ¾Ýè. 
555 ¿ܬÍåûÁÊâ. 
556 III, 7,31. 
557 ¿ܬÍæãØܗ. 
558 ¿ÿîÊØ. 
559 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
560 III, 7,17. 
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Isaac as the true resurrection, which is closely related to the sacramental ministry of the 
Church and, at the same time, designates the spiritual resurrection in the ascetical life, on 
which we will dwell at large in the next chapter. A very representative paragraph from the 
Third collection must be indicated to support this idea: 
This is therefore the true resurrection which ‘occurs’ by knowledge, by an assured faith 
and the renewal of the mind. Those who were baptized in Christ have received it in the 
hope of the future world. The blessed Paul says: ‘Christ’ raised us up and made us 
ascend and sit with him in heaven. Whoever has entered the thick darkness of the 
knowledge of faith561 and has known the power of its mysteries is always in heaven in 
his intellect, and sits with Christ by means of the continual appearance562 of His 
marvelous Economy… signify that our belief in the knowledge of truth is a gift of 
God563…564.  
This fragment clearly points to the connection Isaac makes between baptism, 
pneumatology and eschatology, a fundamental characteristic for the East Syriac mysticism565. 
The second stage inaugurated by incarnation is eschatologically oriented. The unification of 
creation with divinity in the event of incarnation is the icon and the guarantee of the final 
unity of God566. 
Nothing will be lost, everything will be united with Him, everything will be saved, and 
everything is one567. The connection that has already been initiated with Adam, potentially 
achieved in Christ, is perfected now. This unity also refers to sinners and even to demons568. 
All creation will be in solidarity with God, in “one single love569/ perfection of love”, “a 
single purpose570”, “single will571”, “an excellent state of knowledge572/ single knowledge”, 
“with the desire of an insatiable love573”574. 
The great final landscape, in the unity of God’s love, when He “will be all in all” (1 
Corinthians 15:28), is the very purpose that God had in his initial plan. Mutual sharing of 
                                               
561 ¿ܬÍæãØܗܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
562 ¾æÙâܐ ÀܪÍÏ. 
563 Àܪûüܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. See also I, 62, p. 430; I, 72, p. 494; II, 8,1; II, 3.3,59,99; 9, title, 2,4; X, 15,16 ; 13,1; 14, 33,44; 
25, title; 35,5; 37, 3-4; this expressions occurs frequently in Evagrius (KG I.14, 52, 89; II.10,19). 
564 III, 11, 31-32. 
565 For details see Antoine Guillaumont, „Syriac (Spiritualité)”, DS XIV, 1990, col. 1429-1442. 
566 III, 5,10. 
567 Cf. Paolo Bettiolo, Avec la charité comme but, p. 338. 
568 II, 40,4. 
569 ¾ÁÍÏ ÊÏ. 
570 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ ÊÏ. 
571 ¾æÙÁܨ ÊÏ. 
572 ¿ÿîÊØܕ ¿ܬܘûÙãÄ ÊÏ. This expression also occurs in Evagrius (KG III.72; IV.72); John Solitary (L.G. Rignell, 
Briefe con Johannes dem Einsiedler, Lund, 1941, p. 62); Theodore of Mopsuestia (A. Mingana, Commentary of 
Theodore of Mopsuestia on the Nicene Creed, 1930, p. 130).  
573 ¾ïÁÿéâ Āܕ ¾ÁÍÏ. 
574 II, 40,5. 
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love, along with partaking of divine knowledge in contemplation of the Divine Being, describes 
the eternal happiness. Of the five spiritual powers with which human is endowed, only two will go 
with him in eternity – the simple rationality and the natural desire – corresponding to the knowledge 
of God and the communion of love, the only ones necessary for the eschatological life. We will 
quote a short text where Isaac expresses this idea, arguing the role of both in the life to come:  
Due di loro sono custodite senza fremito fino al tempo successivo alla resurrezione, 
cioè fino all’uso del mondo futuro. Tutto l’uso della condotta che (è) nei cieli risiede 
infatti in esse: una è la razionalità semplice575, che è l’intelletto gnostico576 in cui 
(l’anima) e mossa nella contemplazione di quell’Essenza che è tutto il fine del regno 
dei cieli ed entro il cui stupore è serbato l’intelletto di tutti gli esseri dotati di ragione, 
primi e ultimi; (l‘altra è) il desiderio della sua natura577, da cui è mosso il piacere per 
la grande carità578 del Creatore, da cui allora sarà (resa) perfetta tutta la natura degli 
uomini e insieme degli angeli e (dei) demoni579.   
This final unity requires a renewal, a transfiguration of the body and soul together. The body, 
renewed in the image of his Creator580, and the soul, with its two functions, will continue its history 
in the process of knowledge of the reality of God’s kingdom, doubled by a simoultaneous 
progressive participation in divine love. These two works, according to the bishop of Nineveh, 
describe the content of the after death life. 
 
3.5 Conclusion 
To make a short summary of the analysis we developed in this chapter, it must be mentioned 
that along the line of Theodore of Mopsuestia’s thinking, Isaac of Niniveh starts the history of 
salvation from the premise that death is related to the natural condition of human, and yet, the fall of 
Adam acquires the character of a punishment for sin, serving to maintain the human hatred 
regarding evil. In this context, salvation is seen as a linear educational process, meant to make 
humans feel the need for God’s law. As a result, God gradually reveals his commandments through 
the prophets, so that humans would not fall into despair. Objectively, the maximum revelation has 
been achieved in Christ’s incarnation and resurrection, and, subjectively, it occurs along with the 
calling of humans to participate in baptism and sacramental life, in general, interpreted as cognitive 
experience and anticipation of the eschatological future state581. 
                                               
575 ¿ÿÓÙýñ ¿ܬÍàÙàâ. 
576 ¾åÿîܘÊØ ¾åܘܗ. 
577  Ì̇æÙÜܕ ¿ÿÄܪ. 
578 ¾Áܪ ÌÁÍÏܕ ¿ܬܘ½Ùåܗ. 
579 II, 3.3,77. 
580 II 3.3,74. 
581 For a good summary of Isaac’s very soteriological dynamism, binded to God’s eternal plan see II, 3.3,82. 
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4. The cognitive terminology  
As a natural continuation of the research one finds necessary to dwell on the vocabulary 
Isaac uses to express his gnoseological perspective. The first observation egarding this issue 
refers to the process of “knowledge” itself. When using this concept, the bishop of Niniveh 
refers to a synthetic process described as the aim of the ascetical life. In his view, the mystical 
path merges with the process knowledge, from one stage to a superior stage up to spiritual 
knowledge. One can assert without exaggeration that, for Isaac, talking about “knowledge” 
means referring to a complex ascetical-anthropological system. His work can be read as an 
evolution from bodily asceticism (above the material knowledge), the asceticism of the soul 
(psychical) and, finally, entering in the world of incorporeal, the level of the spirit, where one 
contemplates the Holy Trinity (spiritual knowledge or divine theoria). These three stages 
correspond to the two dimensions of human: physical (body582) and the spiritual, with the two 
components (soul583 and spirit584, I Thessalonians 5:23).  
We will refer firstly to the terminology colligated to the three stages mentioned above, 
then the powers directly involved in the process of knowledge. The next section will be 
dedicated to the forms of knowledge and, finally, the last part will focus on some adjacent 
terms in the process of knowledge.  
 
4.1 Three ascetical stages  
We will synthetically refer to the three ascetical stages, as, in the next section, the 
subject will be dwelt at length. From the very beginning, it has been mentioned that each of 
these stages corresponds to a certain knowledge which uses specific faculties/ powers and 
develops certain gnoseological forms. At this point, Isaac makes an interesting synthesis 
between the Semitic-biblical vision of John the Solitary and the philosophical-ascetical 
system of Evagrius of Pontus. In short, we will say that John the Solitary, while interpreting 1 
Thessalonian 5:23, speaks of three stages: the somatic state (of the body), dominated by 
carnal passions, contrary to nature; the noetic state, according to nature/ natural, transitory to 
the spirituality of angels, which presupposes a rough physical and intellectual asceticism; and 
the spiritual state, above nature585, which is communion with God, a foretaste of the future 
                                               
582 ÀûÅñ. 
583 ¾ýòå. 
584 ¾Ïܘܪ. 
585 I, 3, p. 16 (B, 23). 
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world586. Isaac summaries this vision and places the first stage under the spectrum of fear of 
death, the second under the fear of judgment, and the third in the experience of love. The 
following paragraph is meant to illustrate this idea:  
While his knowledge and his behaviour are of bodily nature587, he is frightened by 
death. But when his knowledge is of psychic nature588 and his behaviour is steadfast, his 
mind is moved by the thought of Judgement every moment. In the first state he belongs 
wholly to nature; in the psychic state he is moved and guided by his knowledge and his 
discipline. And he is happy in the neighbourhood of God. But when he reaches true 
knowledge589 by the motion of the apperception of God’s mysteries590 and becomes 
confirmed in future hope, he is consumed by love. He, that is bodily591, as an animal 
fears being slathered; he who is rational592 fears the Judgement of God. He that has 
become a son is pleasing to love… for love annihilates fear593. 
In other places, however, when describing the process of knowledge, Isaac of Niniveh 
goes along with Evagrius, who speaks about two periods and two stages: practical594 and 
gnostic595. In the first stage, humans fight against the passions (so called eight evil spirits), 
demons and thoughts; it represents the active stage, as the name suggests, leading to what 
Evagrius names apathy596. The second phase develops itself into two stages: natural 
contemplation597 and the knowledge or the vision of God598. Natural contemplation, in its 
turn, divides into two stages: secondary natural contemplation of the material reality and the 
inner logos, within the visible beings, and the primary natural contemplation, which aims to 
the vision of the spiritual beings. The second phase is already a spiritual science that goes 
beyond the mere sight of bodies, in understanding their logoi and the wisdom of the Creator in 
the hidden invisible beings. Therefore it makes the effective transition towards the theological 
knowledge, the spiritual contemplation, or the vision of the light of the Holy Trinity. Evagrius 
does not admit the vision of God on earth, but only the “place of God”, “the formless light”, 
                                               
586 Dialogues sur l’âme e les passions des hommes 13-4, “Orientalia Christiana Analecta”, Roma, 1939; See 
also: Bruce Bradley, “Jean le Solitaire”, Dictionnaire de Spiritualité VIII, col. 765-772 ; Paul Harb, “Doctrine 
spirituelle de Jean le Solitaire”, Parole de l’Orient, 2 (1971), p. 225-260.  
587 ÀûÅñܕ ÀăÁܘܕ ; Literally – bodily conduct.  
588 ¾Ùæýòå ¾éÝÒ; Literally – order/ stage of the soul. 
589 Àܪûüܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
590 ܝܗܘܙĂܐܕ ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ. 
591 ¾åûÅñ. 
592 āÙàâ. 
593 I, 3, p. 288 (B, 429-430); the tripartition of the spiritual life occurs also in Evagrius (Letter to Melany). 
594 prktik». 
595 gnwstik». 
596 ¢p£qeia. 
597 fusik». 
598 qeologik». 
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“the light of the intellect”599. So as to support Evagrius’ influence on Isaac gnoseological 
system, a short fragment of his discourses is shown below:  
The service of the cross is a double one. And this is in accordance with its twofold 
nature which is divided into two parts: patience in face of bodily troubles, which is 
accompanied through the instrumentality of the anger600 of the soul; this is called 
practice (praxis601). And: the subtle intellectual service, an intercourse with God, 
constant prayer and so on, which is performed with the desiring part602 and called 
theory (theoria603). The one purifies the affectable part604 by the strength of the zeal605; 
the other clears the intellectual part606 by the influence of the love607 of the soul which is 
the natural appetite608.  
For a concise summary, we will use a table describing in parallel Isaac’s gnoseological 
itinerary and that of John the Solitary and Evagrius of Pontus, noting the differences between 
the three stages at these three authors. The conclusion one can draw is that Isaac gives a 
personal interpretation of the system of the two authors to whom is indebt.  
 
                                               
599 For a synthetical vision see Antoine et Claire Guillaumont, “Evagre le Pontique”, DS IV, col. 1731-1744. 
600 ¿ܬÍåÊÂïâ ; Gr. tÕ qumikÕn mšroj.  
601 ¿ܬܘܪÍïè. 
602 ¿ÿÙåÿÄܪ ; Gr. tÕ ™piqumhtikÕn mšroj.  
603 ¾Øܪܐܬ. 
604 ¿ÿüÍýÏ ¿ÿæâ. 
605 ¾ææÒܕ ÌàÙÏ. 
606 ¿ÿÙæàÜÿéâ ¿ÿæâ. 
607 ¾ÁÍÏ. 
608 ¿ÿÙæÙÜ ¿ܬÍæÁ½Øÿâ; I, 2, p. 10 (B, 15). 
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This is the frame within one should interpret the three elements: the body pertaining 
either to unnatural condition or bodily asceticism; the soul (psyche) as the state according to 
nature or the noetic asceticism; and the spirit with direct reference to the vision of God or the 
supernatural state.  
One observation should be made: it is easy to understand, both from the original text 
and the translations that Isaac of Niniveh uses a technical language, inherited from previous 
Syriac authors and the translations into Syriac of some ascetical and theological Greek 
writings. Generally, he is faithful to his Church’s linguistic tradition, but sometimes he re-
interprets some concepts. Interpreting his doctrine of knowledge requires firstly an 
understanding of the specific technical terms involved to express it. And here we refer to the 
terminology that describes the process of knowledge itself, the forms and the powers 
(anatomical and spiritual) that are directly responsible with this process. The German 
 Bodily stage The stage of the soul Spiritual stage 
John the 
Solitary 
Against nature, subject to 
matter, passions, the 
intellect incapable of 
feeling the spiritual 
realitiy; stage of servants; 
According to nature, 
transitory to the 
spirituality of angels, 
a dynamic ascetic 
life; stage of 
mercenaries; 
Beyond nature, purity, 
limpidity, spiritual 
mysteries of the world 
to come; perfection; un-
knowledge; stage of the 
sons; 
Evagrius Both of them form the practical stage: bodily and 
noetic asceticism; is extended up to the secondary 
natural contemplation, which anticipates the 
gnostic stage; 
Inaugurated by the 
primary natural 
contemplation; 
theological knowledge 
or the vision of the light 
of the Holy Trinity; 
Isaac of Niniveh Against nature; subject to 
passions. 
Bodily conduct 
(according to nature) 
– bodily asceticism 
(purification of the 
body); 
The conduct of the 
soul (psychic) – 
noetic asceticism 
(purification of 
thoughts); 
Contemplation of the 
the judgment and 
providence, and the 
primary and 
secondary natural 
contemplation (the 
latter one inaugurates 
the spiritual stage); 
purification of the 
intellect; 
 
Spiritual conduct 
(above the nature) – the 
intellect is clear, so the 
heart; 
Beyond any movement, 
prayer, or weariness; 
wonder and theoria 
(contemplation) of 
Christ and the Holy 
Trinity. 
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translator of Isaac’s writings, Gustav Bickell, notes the difficulty of understanding the 
terminology that describes Isaac’s spiritual itinerary. That is why he underlines the limitations 
of a translation into German, idea that can be enlarged to other modern language as well: “We 
must ask special indulgence for this translation, not only because Isaac of Niniveh is one of 
the most difficult Syriac authors, but also because of the many psychological and mystical 
terms which are extremely difficult to translate into German, since German often has no 
equivalent term, or one which would not be understood by most readers”609. For this reason, 
as we will see later on, in the contemporary translations, there is no terminological uniformity 
while describing the process of knowledge.  
 
4.2 The cognitive faculties  
The first term to which we will refer is the one that names the gnoseological process 
itself – “knowledge”610 (it occurs in the First collection 83 times, in the second 178 times, and 
in the third 78 times). At this point, the method used is to analyse the way in which Isaac 
understands and uses this concept.  
One of the classic places where the bishop of Nineveh speaks about the process of 
knowledge is chapter 53 of the First collection. There, he highlights the uniqueness and unity 
of the process itself and, at the same time, evokes the changes or the continuous developments 
that it entails. There is one process that follows three evolutive phases, according to the same 
number of ascetical stages:  
There are three stages611 in which knowledge ascends and descends in an intelligible 
way, and where it receives its variations according to variations of the places in which 
it moves… The three stages are: body, soul, spirit. And though knowledge is one in each 
nature, it becomes condensed or subtilance in accordance with its abiding in this 
intelligible places…It is a gift presented by God unto the rational beings… it is simple 
in nature, not divided…but has variations and divisions in connection with its 
service612.  
One may understand that, when describing this process, Isaac refers mostly to two 
dimensions of knowledge, correspondant to the three progressive levels evoked in the 
quotation above – the worldly knowledge (philosophical, natural, discursive, deductive, 
intellectual), corespondant to the first two ascetical stages, and the spiritual knowledge 
(theological, supernatural, intuitive, inductive, experiential), correspondent to the third stage. 
                                               
609 Bibliothek der Kirchenväter, fasc. 204, p. 290. 
610 ¿ÿîÊØ. 
611 ÿØ½æîÊØÿâܕ ¾é̈ÝÒܐÿßܬ. 
612 I, 51, p. 248 (B, 369). 
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In this frame, his work can be read in this key – the superiority of the spiritual to the worldly 
knowledge. If the former refers to the process of knowledge by research613, by virtue614, and is 
called simple615, sensitive616 and, finally, natural knowledge617, the second, in contrast, refers 
to a knowledge out of faith618, by love619, supernatural620, spiritual621, and, ultimately, it 
develops into spiritual vision622. We will stop here for the moment with this issue as the next 
chapter will be dedicated at length to the definition of this process and the analysis of its 
different types.  
The next step is to submit to a philological analysis the Syriac terms that Isaac employs 
to describe the mental and spiritual powers that participate and generate the knowledge. To 
each of the two types or modes of knowledge623 there are certain corresponding spiritual 
powers to perform this process. At this moment we will dwell only on four terms Isaac mostly 
employs, borrowed from the ascetical literature to describe the modes of manifestation of the 
soul’s mental and spiritual faculties, as later on we will focus at large on the powers, modes, 
forms and acts of knowledge, in the frame of the theological-anthropological tradition of his 
time. These terms are: ¾åܘܗ, ¾îÊâ, ¾æÙîܪ, ¿ÿÙîܪܬ, by which human “knows”. The 
translation of these terms into modern languages created difficulties, because, on the one 
hand, modern speakers are not familiar with the exact epistemological definitions of the 
ancient world, and, on the other hand, the terminology used is complex and sometimes 
flexible. Difficulties have occurred upon the translation into Greek of the First collection, 
since the first two terms (¾åܘܗ, ¾îÊâ,) expressed almost the same meaning. This is why the 
Greek translator chose one word for both of them, on the line of the ascetical tradition – noàj.  
However, we think it is absolutely necessary to try to explain the nuances or even the 
differences between these four terms involved directly in the analysis. Professor Sebastian 
Brock argues that there is enough fluidity in Isaac’s technical speech, as the author did not 
want to picture a systematic guide on the inner life, but his works are directly related to the 
                                               
613 I, 51, p. 242 (B, 360). 
614 I, 3, p. 21 (B, 30). 
615 II, 3.2,77. 
616 I, 3, p. 21 (B, 31). 
617 I, 52, p. 253 (B, 378). 
618 I, 51, p. 242 (360). 
619 I, 3, p. 21 (B, 31). 
620 I, 52, p. 253 (B, 378). 
621 II, 3.2,77. 
622 I, 3, p. 21 (B, 31). 
623 For them we will use mostly the term „faculty”. The concept is quite new, referring to Isaac’s writings. We 
decided conventionally to use it so that to point to the difference between the soul’s cognitive power, on which 
we will dwell at large in the next chapter, and its modes of acting, comprised mostly in the four terms in 
discussion. 
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specific practical requests of the audience he addressed. The Syriac scholar speaks about the 
interchangeability between some technical terms and, to support this idea, he gives as 
example the very ones that we are analysing here: ¾åܘܗ (intellect), ¾îÊâ, ¾æÙîܪ (mind) and 
¾Âß (heart)624. The other translators, whilst acknowledging the difficulty of an accurate 
translation of these terms into a foreign language, sought to play with a specific term, 
comprensive to contemporary language. Thus the first term (hauna) is rendered by “intellect”, 
the second (mad’a) by “mind”, the third one (re’yana) by “thinking/ reflection” and the last 
one (tar’itha) by “intelligence” or “conscience”. But nonetheless there is no perfect uniformity 
among contemporary translators, as one can see from the glossariesof the translations625.  
The first term to deal with is ¾åܘܗ (intellect)626, trying to grasp the specific meaning 
Isaac himself gives. In this frame, André Louf, in the glossary of his translation of the second 
and Third collections of Isaac’s discourses, shows that “hauna” – the intellect is the superior 
faculty of knowledge, pertaining directly to divinity, the most intimate to human. And he adds 
an observation – the term should not be understood in the modern sense (as simply describing 
a rational activity), but explicitly, as it refers to what one calls spiritual knowledge, beyond 
the intellectual or psychological sentimentalism. Following the philokalic traditional 
language, occasionally, one argues that a more suitable translation would be “spirit”, but, in 
practice, this would bring more confusion, for Isaac also uses the term “spirit” (¾Ïܘܪ ) in other 
contexts and sometimes even together with “the intellect”627. Taking into consideration this 
important aspect, Sabino Chialà, the Italian translator, opts for the term “Intellect”, with 
capital “I”, so as to avoid confusion with the intellect of the rational process of thinking. 
Sabino Chialà shows that for Isaac the “Intellect”, in the Evagrian theological line, represents 
the highest place of human being, almost the inner man, where the Holy Spirit is revealed, 
works and dwells and it is there where human gets into contact with God628. Some fragments 
from Isaac’s discourses will be cited below to illustrate the ideas mentioned above.  
One of the most relevant paragraphs in this respect can be found in the second centuria 
of the Second collection. There Isaac speaks about “the revelation of the divine mysteries in 
                                               
624 S. Brock, “Introduction”, Isaac of Niniveh, The Second Part. Chapters IV-XLI, CSCO, vol. 555/225, p. XVII.  
625 See S. Brock in Isaac of Niniveh (Isaac the Syrian), The Second Part. Chapters IV-XLI, ed. by Sebastian 
Brock, Lovanii, In aedibus Peeters, CSCO 224, 1995, p. XVII-XVIII; A. Louf in Isaac le Syrien, Œuvres 
complètes. 41 Discours récemment découvertes, Spiritualité Orientale, 81, Abbaye de Bellefontaine, 2003, p. 77-
87 ; A. Louf in Isaac le Syrien, Œuvres spirituelles d’après un manuscrit récemment découvertes, Spiritualité 
Orientale, 88, Abbaye de Bellefontaine, 2009, p. 25-35; S. Chialà, in Isacco di Ninive¸ Terza collezione, edito da 
Sabino Chialà, Lovanii, In Aedibus Peeters, 2011, CSCO, 346, p. XXVI-XXXIV. 
626 For the sake of uniformity, occasionally, we will modify the translations cited in our research so that to be 
consequent, as follows: hauna – intellect, mad’a – mind, re’yana – thought and tar’itha – thinking.   
627 A. Louf in Isaac le Syrien, Œuvres complètes. 41 Discours récemment découvertes, p. 78-79. 
628 S. Chialà, in Isacco di Ninive  ¸Terza collezione, p. XXVI. 
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the intellect”629, when the process of purification by the work of the Holy Spirit is fulfilled 
and where the intelligible delight is tasted by those who are progressing in knowledge630. This 
knowledge is possible through the Holy Spirit who “cloths631 the intellect”. Isaac speaks about 
the “knowledge of the Spirit”632, “the meditation of the Spirit”633 and, finally, “the vision of 
the Spirit”634.  
Using an Old Testament imagery, the bishop of Niniveh argues that the intellect is the 
place where humans can see the spiritual realities, the mysteries of the Spirit635, and he is able 
to go beyond the Wall of the Holy of Holies, in the “spiritual prayer”636. This is the foretaste 
and the guarantee of the life to come637. The eschatological aspect of the spiritual knowledge 
and the role of the Holy Spirit will be an essential element in Isaac’s gnoseological doctrine, 
as we will detail later on. 
The intellect steps on the “divine scales”638 to feel the knowledge of the realities of 
God639; in the intellect he searches to grasp what is “his nature”640, that is his wisdom and the 
richness of his mysteries”641. In chapter 71 of the First collection, Isaac conditions the 
spiritual state of human by the cognitive changes that happen in the intellect: “You canst 
recognise the degree of thy behaviour, not by the discrimination of the labours, but by the 
varying states to which the intellect (mind)642 is subject. The body is then wont to swim in 
tears, as the mind (intellect)643 gazes644 at spiritual things645”646. 
The intellect is the ultimate forum determining the knowledge – according to the 
movement taking place in it one can determine the type of certain knowledge. Isaac speaks of 
                                               
629  çÙàÄ¾ØÌ̈ßܐ ¿ܙĂܐ¾åܘÌß ܥÊØÿâ ... . 
630 II, 3.2,14. 
631 þÂß. 
632ܚܘܪܕ ܗÿîÊØ; I: 3, p. 30; 34, p. 221; 47, p. 337; 48, p. 445; 57, p. 527; II: 3. 2, 75,85; 18, 16; 39, 18; III: 4, 21; 
7,8; 9,18; see also “spiritual knowledge” (¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ÿîÊØ), I: 32, p. 217; 44, p. 318-320; 52, p. 377; 47, p. 473; 
56, p. 522; 57, p. 525-527; II: 3.2,75, 77; 3.3,49; 3.4,17. 
633 ܚܘܪܕ ÌÙåܪ ; III, 9,18; III, 10,27. 
634 ܚܘܪܕ ܗܬܙܗ ; III, 9,18. 
635 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ܙĂܐ. 
636 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
637 I, 75, p. 349 (B, 519). 
638 ¾Ø̈Ìßܐ ¾æù̈éâ III, 3,29; “The ladder unto the kingdom is hidden within thee and within thy soul. Dive into 
thyself (free) from sin. There thou wilt find steps along thou you canst ascend”/ I, 1, p. 12; 40, p. 306;  
639 III, 6,2. 
640 ÌæÙÜ áîܕ ¿ÿîÊÙÁ. 
641 III, 13,16. 
642 ¾îÊâ. 
643 ¾åܘܗ. 
644 ܪÍÐå. 
645 ¿ÿÙæÏܘĂ. 
646 I, 71, p. 330 (B, 492). 
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the “distraction of mind/ intellect”647, specific to the training or instruction, and the 
“crucifixion of the mind”648, which refers to a spiritual knowledge, when the human goes 
beyond the mundane and gazes at spiritual realities. He encloses within these two types of 
knowledge three cognitive stages – against nature, natural/ according to nature (worldly 
knowledge), and a third stage, supernatural (spiritual) knowledge: “one knowledge in these 
three degrees (natural, praenatural and supernatural). Within these, it is all movement of the 
intellect649 that ascends or descends, moving in good things and between these”650. 
We can summarize by saying that the intellect is an active faculty that beholds spiritual 
things, being directly connected to spiritual prayer and able to experience the divine vision. It 
is the steward of the senses and thoughts and is purified by the divine revelations. It targets 
the top of ascetical life – the knowledge of God Himself, by the work of the Spirit, who 
dwells in it. Additionally, it comprises also a deep eschatological connotation.  
Related to the first cognitive faculty stands a second term generally translated with 
“mind” – ¾îÊâ. For this reason the Greek translator rendered both of them with a single term, 
namely noàj. There are opinions arguing that the first two terms (hauna and mad’a) refer to 
what we might call “intuitive knowledge” (spiritual), while the second couple (re’yana and 
tar’itha) to the discursive knowledge (intellectual). Actually, in Isaac’s perspective, there are 
two levels within one general process of knowledge – worldly (natural) and spiritual 
(theological). However, there is also a lack of consistency between the translators in modern 
languages: the term “mad’a” is rendered either by “intellect”, “mind”, “intelligence”, or by 
“understanding”. In the current paper, the term “mind” will be employed. Firstly, we will try 
to point out to the kinship with the previous faculty, applied to the divine knowledge, then to 
the possible semantic differences between the two.  
Isaac defines the mind as “a spiritual sense651 which is made the recipient of the visual 
power652, as the pupil of the fleshly eyes into which perceptible light is poured”653. Through 
intellect, the mind goes towards the divine Being and Cause of all. By the discipline of 
thoughts, the body changes its carnal characteristics and the intellect (¾åܘܗ), while being 
united to the divine essence, “changes abodes and is brought from one to another, not of its 
                                               
647 ¾åܘܗܕ ÀܕÌßÍñ ; I, 34, p. 151 (B, 223). 
648 ¾åܘܗ ܗܬÍÂÙßܨ ; I, 34, p. 151 (B, 223). 
649 ¾åܘܗܕ ¿ܬÍæïØܙܬÿâ ÌßÍÜ. 
650 I, 51, p. 374 (B, 251); one may identify this idea in Evagrius’ thought. 
651 ¾æÏܘܪ ¾ýÄܪ. 
652 ¾ØܘÎÏ āÙÏ 
653 I, 67, p. 316 (B, 472). 
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own will. In its course, however, it remains gathered and united to the Divine Essence654; and 
the mind (¾îÊâ) at the end of its course, turns to the first cause and origin”. This aspect stands 
at the very base of the possibility for human to intuit “something about the divine essence”655. 
It is able to search “in wonder” the mysteries of his nature: “here is nothing which lifts the 
mind in wonder, beyond all which is visible, to abide with Him far off from the worlds, as 
searching656 the mysteries of His nature”657, so that to come closer from “the darkness of 
ignorance to the truth”658. Following the same pattern as in the case of the linguistic analysis 
of the first faculty, we will emphasise that “the mind” is the faculty able to know the divine 
mysteries, not intrinsically, but depending on the presence of the Spirit, who “clothes the 
mind in prayer”659. Isaac of Niniveh clearly develops this idea: “la rivelazione relative alla 
Natura santa e la percezione della contemplazione del mondo futuro… ed altretali misteri è 
disegnata nascostamente, entro la nostra mente, dallo Spirito di santità”660. 
 In addition to this first dimension, one can also observe the state in which the mind, as 
well as the intellect, determines the state of the knowledge. In this sense, Isaac argues that the 
mind is capable of an earthly, as well as a heavenly knowledge661. But in order to do that, one 
requires a discernment to perceive “what is natural and what it comes from the body”662, 
because the purpose that was raised by Incarnation is that of stepping on “the divine 
scales”663, which go beyond the earthly world. Even the eschatological state is closely linked 
to the mind, as the resurrection means “the renewal of the mind”664, and those who have 
achieved it, by the exit of the mind beyond the world, rejoice in an ineffable communion with 
God665. The Spirit is the one who, within the intelligible part of the mind – the knowledge of 
the intelligible things and the enjoyment of silence – makes the human able to taste the life to 
come666.  
                                               
654 ¿ÿØÌßܐ ¿ܬܘÿØܐ. 
655 III, 1,9; Love, as God’s most important attribute, represents the means of approaching and knowing God, not 
His essence, which is invisible, but by means of his mysteries (III, 1,17).  
656 ¾ÂøÍî Investigation not of His nature/ Essence, but of the mysteries of his nature. One can identify here the 
difference between God’s transcendence and immanence (I: 5, p. 72; 51, p. 367-368; II: 10,4,14,28,45; 35,5; 
39,7; III: 3, 35; 7,5; 9, 8-9).  
657 ÌæÙÜ ܝܙĂܐ ; III, I,16. 
658 ܕ ¾ÝýÏ çâ Àܪûüܕ ¿ÿîÊØ ܬÍß¿ÿîÊØ Ā  ; II, 3.3,52. 
659 III, 3,13. 
660 çîÊâ ÍÅß ÿØ½ÙéÜ ûØܨܬÿâ ¾üܕÍøܕ ¾Ïܘܪ çâ ; II, 3.3,56. 
661 III, 3,18. 
662 III, 3,25. 
663 ¿ÿØ̈Ìßܐ ¿ÿù̈éâ. 
664 III, 9,3; see also I, 35,p. 246; 46, p. 469; II, 3.4,54; III, 9,1. 
665 ¿ܬܕÍÏ ¾îÊâܕ ; III, 6, 48, 51. 
666 III, 9,31. 
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In the analysis of the second term (mad’a), we followed the same paradigm as in the 
case of the former one (hauna). The conclusion one can draw shows that the two terms are 
used to refer mostly to the same state, the one we have called “spiritual knowledge” or 
“intuitive knowledge”. It is necessary however to observe the distinctions that exist between 
these two terms, because, although there is a certain fluidity in Isaac’s writings, the use of the 
two terms to express the same cognitive faculty implies two relatively distinct dimensions. 
Sabino Chialà defines “mind” (mad’a) as the faculty where the process of thinking occurs667. 
Another perspective is that of André Louf, who argues that “the mind is the faculty of 
knowing, which receives material, immaterial and spiritual impulses668. On the same line, 
Dana Miller advocates that “mad’a”, taking into consideration its etymology, is the faculty of 
knowing; it is the pupil of spiritual eyes, whereas the faculty that allows these pupils to see is 
“hauna”. If we join the two faculties in one, we arrive at the Greek noàj”669. He adds that, 
although this distinction is obvious, Isaac occasionally employs the first term where it would 
be natural to use the second and vice versa. The idea of the relative fluidity Sebastian Brock 
talked about occurs here.  
The difference between the first two terms, united into the Greek noàj, and the third – 
¾æÙîܪ 670– mind671/ thinking is apparently obvious. According to Professor Dana Miller, the 
latter one672 is a “man’s faculty of conscious thinking and cogitation which he employs 
continuously for deliberating and reflecting”. There are some examples where we can identify 
this distinction. For example, in the 22rd discourse of the First collection, we read: “the 
intellect (¾åܘܗ), the governour of the senses, the daring spirit (¾æÙîܪ)673, that swift bird”674, or 
“those solitaries who have earnestly chosen to be free from the world in body and in spirit 
(¾æÙîܪ) in order to establish in their mind (¾åܘܗ) the prayer of solitude”675. The same relation 
also regarding the term “mind” (¾îÊâ) – the release of any worldly thoughts leads to purity of 
mind: “It makes the soul as if insane with joy, freeing it entirely in the mind’s (¾æÙîܪ) flight to 
                                               
667 Sabino Chialà, “Introduzione”, Isacco di Ninive, Terza collezione, p. XXVI. 
668 André Louf, “Introduction”, Isaac le Syrien, Oeuvres spirituelles II, p. 84. 
669 “Introduction”, Ascetical Homilies, p. cix. 
670 Gr. di£noia. 
671 S. Brock employs the same term either for “mad’a”, or “re’yana” (S. Brock in Isaac of Niniveh, The Second 
Part. Chapters IV-XLI, p. XVII). 
672 He translates it with “mind”.  
673 Thinking. 
674 I, 22, p. 112 (B, 165). 
675 I, 18, p. 100 (B, 148). 
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make it a sharer with that One who is above all, while nothing at all is mingled with the mind 
(¾îÊâ)”676. 
We understand that the faculty of “thought” is mobile, changeable, by means of 
thoughts, either to the world or to those heavenly, when it is unified. Isaac asserts that, in the 
first case, the thought “wanders”677 through carnal and worldly thoughts. From this 
perspective, spiritual warfare involves an escape from the mundane, at the level of thought, by 
Scripture reading678, meditation on God’s laws679, pure prayer680 and, in general, any ascetic 
work that will lead to “the unification of thought”681 or, more suggestive, “unique/unified 
thought”682, fixing the thought in God683. In this case, where thought is also able to ascend to 
the heavenly, it apparently refers to a discursive knowledge rather than an intuitive one.  
Speaking about the three stages of spiritual life, the bishop of Niniveh affirms: “The 
way of life is the body, prayer is the soul, but the vision of the thought684 is of the spiritual 
order. Vision of the thought685, I call revelation of hidden things686, and the understanding of 
incorporeal things687, and that certain understanding which is ‘given’ by the Spirit688”689.  
This is why an earlier statement refered to the fact that the distinction between this last 
term and the other two analysed above is “seemingly” obvious. This idea is supported by the 
way in which Sabino Chialà defines the latter term (¾æÙîܪ) as to the power/organ of thinking, 
in most situations, and in others, as the effect, the result of thinking itself 690. For this reason it 
renders it either with “pensiero” or “opinione”, depending on the context. André Louf states 
that “re’yana” is the place of the intellectual activity with an important role in the elementary 
stage of spiritual life, before the “intellect” (hauna) is attracted to stupor before the divine 
mysteries691. We note that this view goes in the direction we have mentioned at the beginning, 
that of Professor Miller – “re’yana” refers to a primary and elementary knowledge, which 
                                               
676 III, 1,13. 
677 II, 3.4,42. 
678 II, 3.2,60. 
679 II, 3.3,11. 
680 II, 3.3,42. 
681 II, 3.4,34. 
682 ÀÊÏÍýâ ¾æÙîܪ ; II, 3.4,53. 
683 III, 4,6. 
684 ¾æÙîܪܕ ¿ܬÎÏ;. 
685 See also (¾æÙîܪܕ ¿ܬÎÏ): I, 4, p. 34-35 (B, 49); II, 14,2; or vision of the intellect (¾åܘܗܕ ¿ܬÎÏ): II, 18,4; III, 
13,22. 
686  ̈ÙéÜܕ ¾æÙàÄ¿ÿ . 
687 ¿ÿÙ̈æîÊØÿâܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
688 ûÁܕ ܡÊâ ¿ܬÍæåܘܗÿâܕܚܘ . 
689 III, 9,5. 
690 Sabino Chialà, „Introduzione”, in Isacco di Ninive, Terza collezione, p. XXVI. 
691 André Louf, „Introduction”, in Isaac le Syrien, Oeuvres spirituelles II, p. 79, 84. 
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precedes the spiritual knowledge of divine mysteries in the “intellect” and “mind”. And yet, 
one can identify the direct dependence of the activity of the three faculties – purity of thought 
(re’yana) of all worldly (passionate thoughts as well as those called positive thoughts) up to 
unification, ensures the necessary space for the “intellect” (hauna) and “mind” (mad’a) to be 
able to go beyond the worldly things to the heavenly ones. The paragraph below pictures this 
close relationship:  
Doest thou find with absolute certainty, that the deliberations692 have become clear? 
Does distraction desist from the mind (¾îÊâ) at the time of prayer? Which affection 
troubles thee when the thought (¾æÙîܪ) approaches unto prayer? Does thou perceive 
that the power of solitude envelops with the quiet and unusual peace which it engenders 
in the thought (¾æÙîܪ)? Is the intellect (¾åܘܗ) continually snatched away spontaneously, 
by immaterial emotions, towards those things it is not allowed to interpret to the 
senses?... Does there constantly flow from the heart (¾Âß) some enjoyments which 
develop the whole being in rapture without thy perceiving it?693 
At a careful reading of the paragraph above one can discern the dynamism of the 
process of knowledge involving all three gnoseological faculties analysed up to now, plus the 
heart. The first step is the cleansing of thoughts, which is done, as we have already pointed 
out above, by “forgetting the world” and the fixation of the thought (re’yana) in God. In this 
way, the thought is overshadowed by the peace from above, and the mind (mad’a) is no 
longer dissipated. Finally, this creates the necessary space for the intellect (hauna) to 
experience the rapture/ the ecstasy (better, the enstasy). The result, at the level of heart (leba), 
is the sweetness of the Holy Spirit, which attracts human altogether.  
We will continue with the fourth gnoseological faculty, closely related to the previous 
one –¿ÿÙîܪܬ (thinking/ intelligence)694. Things get complicated at this level. There is no 
unanimity regarding the rendering of this faculty into modern languages. Moreover, it seems 
that this term engendered most numerous translation variants. Sabino Chialà advocates that 
the term indicates “understanding something” and he translates it with “intelligenza”695. 
Professor Miller interprets this faculty into two ways: either supposed to mean what is going 
on within the thought or the appearance of one’s thoughts (mentality) or a type of “reservoir” 
of these thoughts696 , and usually translates it with “thinking”. In order to justify his choice he 
quotes Isaac’s following paragraph: “Purity of soul is freedom from the secret passions 
                                               
692 ¾ÂüÍ̈Ï. 
693 I, 70, p. 326 (B, 486). 
694 Gr. frÒnhma. 
695 Sabino Chialà, “Introduzione”, Isacco di Ninive, Terza collezione, p. XXVI. 
696 Cf. The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, p. cviii-cviv. 
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concentrated in one’s thinking (¿ÿÙîܪܬ)”697. Isaac talks about “carnal intelligence/ 
understanding”698 or “childish intelligence”699 that needs to be cleansed by reading the 
Scripture700, meditation701, prayer 702 and the remembrance of God703 within himself, to “go 
beyond oneself” 704, to achieve limpidity705, to follow it through the thought (¾æÙîܪ) of the 
Holy Spirit706, becoming itself heaven707. 
In this case too, the tripartite evolution inherited from John the Solitary is visible, as 
Isaac speaks about the “carnal intelligence”708, “psychical intelligence” (of the soul709) and 
“spiritual intelligence”710. Despite its preponderant use when it comes to discursive 
knowledge, thinking/ intelligence is also connected with the after death state, as a gift of the 
Spirit, when all will understand the mystery of the unity of all acomplished in the Incarnation 
of Christ711. 
The following cited paragraph quotes “thinking” next to two other faculties –intellect 
and mind – in an attempt to identify its specificity. Isaac shows that while the “intellect” 
enters into the supernatural motion712, the “mind”, far away from the world, experiences 
stupor. And this is due to the “limpidity of intelligence/ thinking”: “the ‘intellect’ (¾åܘܗ) 
penetrates what is above nature… the mind (¾îÊâ) is lifted from the passions and the battles, 
                                               
697 In Wensinck: “Psyhic purity is to be free from hidden affections in the spirit” (I, 40, p. 204/ B, 306). 
698 ¿ÿÙåûÅñ ; II, 3.2,25. 
699 ¿ܬûÂü ¿ÿÙîܪܬ ; III, 4,9; See also I, 51, p. 361; II, 24, 5; II, 39, 17; Similar expression: ܬܘûÂü ¿ÿÙîܪܬ  
( ¿ܬܘûÂü ¿ܬÊîܪܬܕ ): I, 76, p. 527, 529; II, 39,2; with ¾æÙîܪ : II, 14,39; 39,14; with ¾îÊâ: II,8,9. 
700 ¾Ùåܬ. 
701 ¾Äܪܗ. 
702 ¿ܬÍßܨ ; II, 3.1,63. 
703 ÌßĀ ÊØÌî¿  ; III, 8,1. 
704 III, 1,8 ¾ÙåÍü – migration refers both to separation from the world as well as from the body. It has physical 
connotations as well as interior ones. Isaac defines the concept: “No one is able to come near to God save only 
he who is far from the world. For I do not call separation (¾ÙåÍü) the departure from the body, but from the 
bodily things”. See also I, 2, p. 12, 15; I, 2, p. 25,28; II, 3, 2.5; II, 3.22; II, 3.4,66; II, 8,13; II, 10, 26; II, 20, 8, 
20; III, 12, 1-4. Synonim expressions: â¿ܬÍæÙæý  III, 6, 51; ¿ܬÍæÙåÿýâ (transmigration) III, 3,18. Evagrius lists 
four types of migration (KG, II. 4). 
705 ¿ܬÍÙòü ; III, 13,11; It designates the highest form of purity, the original state of the soul. Brock identifies the 
origin of this expression at John the Solitary (S. Brock, Isaac of Nineveh (Isaac the Syrian). ‘The Second Part’, 
Chapters IV-XLI, p. 29-30; John the Solitary – S. Dedering, Johannes von Lykopolis. Ein dialog über die seele 
un die Affekte des Menschen, Leiden, 1936, p. 6); See also I, 76, p. 526; II, 3.2,38; II, 3,4.33; the limpidity of 
mind (¾îÊâ) I, 15, p. 128; II, 22, 7; the limpidity of thinking (¾æÙîܪ) I, 9, p. 113; I, 27, p. 527; II, 3.2,31; II, 
3.4,72. For details see G. Bunge, “Le « lieu de la limpidité». A propos d’un apophtegme énigmatique: Budge II, 
494, în Irenikon, 1 (1982), p. 7-18. 
706 III, 4,31. 
707 III, 8,17; See also III, 8,1; cf. Nil the Solitary – P. Bettiolo (ed.), Gli scritti siriaci di Nilo il Solitario. Perle 2, 
Louvain-la-Neuve, 1983, p. 10. 
708 ¿ܬÍåûÅñ. 
709 ¿ܬÍæýòå. 
710 ¿ܬÍæÏܘܪ ; II, 3.3,51. 
711 III, 5,10. 
712 ¾æÙÜ çâ áïßܕ ; See the threefold spiritual knowledge: natural, against nature and supernatural. 
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likewise from labor, … This takes place in freedom from all the things of this life and in 
limpidity of the intelligence713”714. 
The text cited above suggests that all these faculties participate in what we call 
supernatural knowledge or spiritual knowledge: the cleansed and limpid thinking makes the 
mind go beyond passions and the intellect to overcome the flesh, penetrating the things of the 
Spirit.  
The following passage reunites all four noetic faculties in order to identify the 
connections between them and the differences that individualize the process of knowledge: 
“For the (vigil) is the light of the thinking (¿ÿÙîܪܬ). By it the mind (¾îÊâ) is elevated and the 
thought (¾æÙîܪ) concentrated, the intellect (¾åܘܗ) flies (on hight) and gazes at spiritual things 
and becomes yound and illuminated in prayer”715. This passage seems to clearly identify the 
role of each noetic faculty in the process of knowledge. Starting in reverse order of the 
analysis that we have done above, it may be asserted that in Isaac’s vision, through clear 
“thinking” (¿ÿÙîܪܬ), generated by the vigil and, generally, by the ascetic endeavour, the 
thought (¾æÙîܪ) becomes unified, “the mind/understanding” (¾îÊâ) rises, and the “intellect” 
(¾åܘܗ) shines, rejuvenates and streches toward the spiritual things.  
Following this philological analysis, despite that flexibility in terms that we mentioned 
at the beginning, one can advocate the idea that the last two terms – “thought” and “thinking/ 
intelligence” – refer mostly to a natural (discursive) knowledge, while the first two – the 
“intellect” and the “mind” – to an upper cognitive stage, an intuitive/spiritual knowledge.  
In the second part of this chapter we will focus on some other key terms around the 
process of knowledge, which will enable a more accurate understanding of the gnoseological 
itinerary Isaac of Niniveh describes. The following terms do not imply same degree of 
difficulty as those discussed above, but still require some individualization and contextual 
explanations.  
 
4.3 Secondary terms  
The first term that we will refer to, in connection with the “thought” (re’yono) is ¾ÂüÍ̈Ï. 
Usually used in plural, it was translated into Greek by logismοι. In the spiritual life, it often 
has a negative connotation. It has been argued that it is closely associated with the faculty of 
“thought” (¾æÙîܪ) that is the process, while the “thoughts” its effect or outcome. For this 
                                               
713 ¾æÙîܪܕ ¿ܬÍÙòýÁ.. 
714 III, 13,11. 
715 I, 80, p. 375 (B, 560). 
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reason, both Chialà and Louf use many terms to render its meaning as accurately as possible, 
depending on the context: idea, opinion, intention, project or temptation.  
The thoughts also have an important role in the spiritual knowledge. Ascetic labor 
envisages firstly the purification of thoughts in order to achieve the unity of mind up to 
reaching its indwelling into the heavenly things. A few examples will be given to support this 
idea. The thoughts dwell in human’s “thought” (¾æÙîܪ)716. In consequence, human cannot 
approach God until this faculty is not purified from sinful impulses. In the third centuria we 
read the following admonition: “Manda la tua mente/ thought (¾æÙîܪ) dai pensieri corporei717 
per gustare quella soavità che non cade sotto composizione di lingua”718. The purification of 
thoughts, which is done by abandoning the world and unification of thoughts719, brings the 
light of thinking/intelligence (¿ÿÙîܪܬ)720. A purified thinking does not mean the lack of 
thought, which is naturally impossible, but freedom from them. In the First collection, the first 
discourse, Isaac clearly explains this idea: “Not that one is chased721 from whom evil impulses 
that intended to combat him are withheld, but he whose uprightness of heart renders chase the 
gaze of his mind722, so that he does not audaciously enter upon lascivious thoughts”723. 
The eschatological state is directly related to the movement that is taking place in the 
noetic faculty. In this frame, in the Evagrian line724, Isaac lists among the utmost important 
ascetic labors, as a continuation of the purification of thinking, the reflection on the heavenly 
things, which can be done only after carnal thoughts disappear or at least decrease at the level 
of thinking. The renewal of the inner man725 consists in meditation726 and constant 
reflection727 on the things to come that brings human to purification of earthly impulses. 
Accordingly, as much as the thought is purified of bodily thoughts728 the reflection on 
                                               
716 II, III,4.49. 
717 ¾ÙåăÅñ ¾ÂüÍ̈Ï. 
718 II, III,3,27. 
719 II, III,4,48. 
720 I, II, p. 12 (B, 17). 
721 ¾òÝå/ sèfron. 
722 ÌæÙîܪܕ ÀܪÍÏ. 
723 ÏāÙ̈ßܙ ¾ÂüÍ̈  ; I, I, p. 3 (B, 4). 
724 II, VIII,15 (Capita cognoscitiva 99 in J. Muyldermans (ed.), “Evagre le Pontique: les capita cognoscitiva dans 
le versions syriaque et arménienne”, Le Muséon, 47 (1934,) p. 73-106, p. 99). 
725 ¾ØÍÄ ¾ýåûÁ. 
726 ¾Äܪܗ. 
727 ¾Ùåܪ. 
728 ܢܙÌÙàîܕ ¿ÿñܨܘ ¾ÙåăÅñ ¾ÂüÍ̈Ï. 
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heavenly729 things may spring out, giving to the mind the possibility to gaze on the things to 
come730.  
So, thoughts are movements within “the thought”, oriented either towards the earthly or 
the heavenly things. Their existence is strictly bound to what is called discursive knowledge, 
natural knowledge, but they also condition the entrance into the spiritual state, when, 
according to Isaac, there is no movement of any kind, including that of thoughts.  
Another spiritual faculty, particularly important in Isaac mystical system, this time on 
the line of John the Solitary and Pseudo Macarius, is the heart (¾Âß)731. The bishop of Niniveh 
defines it as the spiritual center of the human that embraces and encompasses all other 
faculties in the field of spiritual knowledge. This is clearly expressed by Isaac when 
comparing it with “re’yana”: “The thought (¾æÙîܪ) is one of the senses of the soul. The heart 
(¾Âß) is the central organ of the inner senses732, because it is the root”733. 
Isaac goes further and argues that the heart represents the boundary between the senses 
of the body and those of the soul, ruling both of them. It is “in the middle between 
psychical734 and bodily735 apperceptions; to the former it belongs organically736, to the latter 
naturally737. And the recipient directs the taste of its actions towards both sides”738. The 
journey starts with the purification from the passions and bodily thoughts739, but achieves its 
perfection by God’s grace, in the spiritual stage740, when it becomes the altar of God741. In the 
heart occurs the remembrance of the Resurrection and Judgement and the future life742 and 
here one may even experience some apperceptions of the knowledge of the future order743. 
Based on this, one can argue that the heart is the faculty that integrates all other cognitive 
faculties and fully participates in the spiritual knowledge. We cannot confine it to a sense, as 
might contemporary psychology allege, but it is the superior human spiritual function, 
lectured as a link between the material and the spiritual dimension, between body and soul, 
                                               
729 ¿ÿæÙ̈ãüܕ ¾Ùåܪ. 
730 ¿ܬÊØ̈ÿïÁܕ ÀܪÍÏ ; II, 8,16. 
731 On the role of the heart in spiritual life see Antoine Guillaumont, “Les sens des noms du coeur dans 
l’antiquité”, in Le coeur (Etudes carmélitaines), Paris, 1950, p. 41-81. 
732 ܐÊÙÏ Ă¾ýÄ  ̈ØÍÄ¾ . 
733 I, 3, p. 20 (B, 29). 
734 Literally – of the soul: Ă¾ýÄ ¾Ù̈æýòå . 
735 Of the body – ¾ãüÍÄܕ. 
736 ÿØ½æÄܪܐ. 
737 ÿØ½æÙÜ. 
738 I, 33, p. 148 (B, 219). 
739 I, 1, p. 4-5 (B, 5-6). 
740 II, 3.4,15. 
741 I, 22, p. 113 (B, 167); III, 14,5. 
742 I, 65, p. 297 (B, 443). 
743 I, 65, p. 304 (B, 454). 
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and, especially, between man and God. Therefore, the last stage before entering the kingdom 
of heaven’s delights is achieving a pure heart744 that is the completion of a holistic process745. 
Isaac describes this limit, in a language similar to that describing the purification of mind, not 
being totally without thoughts, reflection or stirring, but free of all evil and favourable to 
everything746, having the same attitude as God has747. In this way, it becomes what Isaac calls 
“an intelligible altar”748 of God.  
We will now turn to another cognitive faculty that relates directly to the intellectual 
sphere, rendered this time unanimously by “conscience”749. This is the inner forum that makes 
human responsible750, but also generates the audacy towards God, as a result of sincerity, 
humility and trust that the human achieves751 in the grace of faith752. A right conscience is 
given by a pure prayer753, and, eventually, purity and limpidity are not simply the result of 
human action, but rather, the effect of the work of God’s grace (grace of faith)754.Conscience 
stands at the very base of the spiritual progress755.  
 
4.4 Forms of Knowledge  
In the fourth part of this chapter we will refer to certain forms of experiential knowledge 
present in Isaac’s discourses, which are part of his regular language to express the dynamism 
of spiritual life.  
The first concept, of fundamental importance for his theological system, is the term that 
was inherited from the Byzantine Mystics – qewr…a756, simply transliterated into Syriac 
language. Isaac borrows this term from the mystical language of Evagrius and Dionysius757, 
since Syriac writers do not normally employ it. Professor Sebastian Brock argues that this 
term only appears in those authors who have known and used the Syriac writings of Evagrius, 
                                               
744 ¾Âß ܬÍÙÜܕ; See this concept also at Evagrius, KG IV.33, 49, 52. 
745 I, 3, p. 20 (B, 29). 
746 See also I, 35, p. 168 (B, 250). 
747 II, 15,2. 
748 ¿ÿÙæîÊØÿâ ¿ÿãÙø; I, 22, p. 113 (B, 167). 
749 ¿ܬܪܐܬ. 
750 II, 18,9. 
751 II, 37, 1-2; III, 2,6. 
752 III, 6,7. 
753 II, 3.4,73. 
754 III, 6,8-9. 
755 I, 36, p. 279; I, 59, p. 418; III, 6, 11-12; III, 7, 23. 
756 ¾Øܪܐܬ. 
757 See S. Brock, “Discerning the Evagrian in the writings of Isaac of Niniveh: a preliminary investigation”, 
Adamantius, 15 (2009), p. 62-63, 66-67; Idem, “Some Uses of the Therm theoria in the Writings of Isaac of 
Niniveh”, Parole de l’Orient, 20 (1995-6), p. 407-419. 
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from John the Solitary onwards758. In the modern translations, the term is rendered either by 
“theoria” itself, by contemplation (Sebastian Brock) or “divine vision” (Dana Miller). Isaac 
himself explains the terms to his readers as “vision of the spirit”759, or “non apperceptible 
mental760 revelation”761, “apprehension of the divine mysteries762 which are hidden in the 
things spoken”763. In this frame, some of the Western translators, opting for the term 
“contemplation”, are forced to acknowledge its inability to play the entire contents of the 
original term. For instance, André Louf claims that “theoria” Isaac speaks about refers to the 
highest stage of spiritual knowledge, while “contemplation” presuposses human’s ascetical 
labour of the noetic faculty764. Dana Miller continues this analysis and states “contemplation” 
bears a deep psychological connotation, referring to the creation of images in the imagination 
or reflections, in connection to specific meditations on creation and the divine things, while 
“theoria” describes the work of the Spirit in the intellect, which makes human deepen the 
mysteries of God and creation, hidden to the rational human mind. He calls this knowledge 
supra-conceptual and defines it as revelation from above. For this reason he renders the term 
“theoria” by “divine vision”765. Placide Deseille tries to describes this concept by using J. 
Maritain’s phrase “knowledge by connaturality”, having as starting point Isaac’s description 
as “divine vision in the mirror of human’s soul”, a concept familiar to some other Church 
writers, in particular Gregory of Nyssa766. The soul is able to know God by going deep into 
itself, as within it one identifies the divine image. To do that a purification of the intellect is 
also deemed necessary. In consequence, love is intellection. In Isaac’s case, this connaturality 
of the soul with God (not in a platonic sense) resides in the love of the neighbour, up to 
adopting his suffering, as well as his corrupted state767. Finally, he defines it as intuitive and 
                                               
758 S. Brock, Some Uses of the Therm „theoria”, p. 407-408 
759 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ܬÎÏ ; “spiritual sight” (Wensinck); I, 35, p. 175 (B, 260). 
760 Literally – “of the intellect”. 
761 ¾åܘܗܕ ¾æýÄܪÿâ Ā ܝܗ ¾æÙàÄ ; I, 20, p. 109 (B, 161). 
762 ¾Ø̈Ìßܐ ¿ܙĂܐܕ ¿ÿýÄܪ. 
763 I, 2, p. 12 (B, 17). 
764 “Contemplation n’est pas le sommet de l’expérience spirituelle, mais un regard de plus en plus pénétrant à la 
fois sur le sens spirituel des réalité créées et sur celles de Dieu. Elle est souvent accordée à partir des Ecritures, 
ou grâce à quelque réflexion ou méditation sure les mystères de la Crèation et du Dessein du salut. Tous les sens 
spirituels ou intérieurs sont ainsi appelés à contempler, chacun selon ses particularités : l’entendement, la Pensée, 
la conscience, et finalment l’Intellect en lequel la contemplation trouve son accomplissement et est rendue 
parfaite dans un regard ou une vision immateriéls” (André Louf, „Introduction”, Isaac le syrien, Oeuvres 
spirituelles II, p. 83). 
765 Cf. Dana Miller, “Translator’s Introduction”, The Ascetical Homilies of Saint Isaac the Syrian, p. cx-cxi. 
766 For details see Jean Daniélou, Platonisme et théologie mystique, Paris, 1944, p. 211. 
767 P. Deseille, “Introduction”, Saint Isaac le syrien, Discours ascétiques, Monastère Saint-Antoine-le-Grand, 
Monastère de Solan, 2011, p. 48-49. 
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delightful perception of the divine realities by the hidden eyes of the heart, in the grace of the 
Spirit, a lively communion with them768.   
We are now going to identify how Isaac himself describes this cognitive form, which is 
named by the term “theoria”. Perhaps the most suggestive text where he deals with this 
concept is the excerpt from the First collection, the 35th discourse, where, while describing the 
spiritual prayer, he defines the experience of “theoria”. He argues that  
(Spiritual prayer) is psychic impulses which partake of the influence of the Holy Spirit, 
on account of veracious purity… it is a symbol of the future way of existence, for nature 
is elevated and exempt from all the impulses from the recollection of things in this 
world. It does not pray, but the soul perceives the spiritual things of the world beyond 
(which is something greater than the mind769 of man); the understanding770 of these is 
kindled by spiritual force; it is inner sight771 and not the impulse and the beseeching of 
prayer… and from there it will conduct them by contemplation772, which is interpreted 
spiritual sight773 774. 
Isaac also speaks about “angelic theoria”775 and the “heavenly theoria”776, when the 
intellect is moved without senses by the spiritual powers. And finally, “theoria” generically 
describes the stage of spiritual living, characterized by the participation in the kingdom of 
God or the experience of eschaton already on earth777. It can be inferred that “theoria” is the 
anticipatory knowledge of the life to come. Isaac actually describes what happens in that state, 
when the intellect becomes naked and the mind rises above the worldly things and 
experiences the vision of those immaterial, which runs without the senses, and the hypostatic 
vision and stupor of God. The bishop of Niniveh calls this “monadic778 knowledge”. A brief 
excerpt will be quoted on this theme to render in detail this transformation. If bodily conduct 
                                               
768 P. Deseille, “Introduction”, p. 56. 
769 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ. 
770 āÜÍè. 
771 ¾Ùæåܘܗ ÀܪÍÏ. 
772 ¾Øܪܐܬ. 
773 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ܬÎÏ. 
774 I, 35, p. 174-175 (B, 160). 
775 ¿ÿÙÜāâ ¾Øܪܐܬ ; II, 3.3,90; The angels fills human with “spiritual visions” ( ¿ܬÎÏ ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ) – Evagrius, 
Praktikos 76 –, illuminations (¿ܬܘûØÌå), intuitions and contemplations of all kind ( āÜÍ̈èܘ ¾Øܪܘܐܬܕ ܡÊâܕ ), II, 
3.3,92. 
776 ¿ÿÙæÙãü ¾Øܪܐܬ ; I, 43, p. 345 (B, 307). 
777 One can observe that the concept follows for Isaac two qualitative stages, one pointing to the anthropological 
primate, while the other to the divine intervention. To point to this difference, occasionally we will use 
“contemplation” for the first stage, and “theoria” for the second one. 
778 Unitary. 
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purifies the body from material elements779, mental discipline purifies the soul from material 
impulses780 and changes their affectible nature into motions of contemplation781. And this  
will bring the soul near to the nakedness of the mind782 that is called immaterial 
contemplation783; this is spiritual discipline784. It elevates the intellect (¾îÊâ) above 
earthly things and brings it near to the primordial spiritual contemplation785; it directs 
the intellect (¾îÊâ) towards God by the sight786 of unspeakable glory and it delights 
spiritually in the hope of future things… Spiritual discipline is service without the 
senses…when the mind of saints was given with personal contemplation787 and further 
sight788 will be spiritual789 sight… from there one easily is moved onwards toward what 
is called solitary knowledge790, which is ecstasy791 in God; this is the order of that high 
future state that will be given… after resurrection792.  
From the text above, one can make some general observations around this concept. 
Firstly, “theoria” refers to the spiritual conduct, when both intellect and mind are purified and 
above earthly things. Isaac joins the attribute “immaterial”, as reffering to the noetic faculties 
as well as to the absence of any material thoughts. Successively, he underlines that “theoria” 
is of the Spirit, indicating the source, and adds the attribute “primordial”, which probably 
refers to an originary state793. This spiritual theoria means partaking God’s ineffable glory794 
and the spiritual delights are seen as anticipation of the life after resurrection. One can 
identify here the eschatological character of Syriac mystics. The highest form of theoria is the 
“monadic knowledge”795, described as stupor796 in God, which is at the top of spiritual life in 
Isaac’s perspective.  
                                               
779 By bodily labours, personal work. 
780 It is the work of the heart, the incessantly meditation on the judgement and providence, inccesant prayer of 
heart and the domain of inner affections.  
781 ܘܐܬܢÍïØܙܬÿå çØÌàØܕ ¾Øܪ . 
782 ¾åܘܗܕ ¿ܬÍÙßܬûî. 
783 ĀÍ̈Øܗ Āܕ êØĂܘܐܬ. 
784 ¾æÏܘܪ ÀûÁܘܕ. 
785 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ÿÙâÊø ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
786 ¾Øܪܐܬ. 
787 ܢܘÌâÍæøܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ ; Concerning the primordial creation of nature. 
788 ¿ܬÎÏ. 
789 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ. 
790 ¿ÿØÊÙÐØ ¿ÿîÊØ; in Evagrian terms – monadic knowledge. 
791 Àܪܗܬ. 
792 I, 50, p. 202-203 (B, 303-304). 
793 Despite the fact that Isaac does not support the idea of perfection in Paradise. 
794 Salient theme of the theological contemporary dispute. 
795 Solitary, unitary. 
796 Wensinck translates “temha” with “ecstasy”, but, as we will detail later on, more proper is stupor/ wonder, as 
Isaac does not really accept the concept ecstasy, but more enstasy.  
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Another form of knowledge, related to the previous one, is what Isaac calls “vision”797 
in connection with “revelation”798, sometimes regarded as synonymous, both referring to an 
immediate contact with heavenly realities. There is still one semantic difference highlighted 
by the author. The revelation, a larger concept which encompasses the vision, is always 
colligated with the intelligible things and achieved by the mind, while the vision is colligated 
more with the senses and occurs in similitudes. The latter one is achieved in the depth of sleep 
or in the state of wakefulness, sometimes clearly, other times dimly, as a voice or symbolic 
representations, as a clear apparition, sight or speech799. But the revelations occur only to the 
initiated and perfect. 
Thus, “revelation” is greater than “vision” since it refers to the inner mystical 
experience, involving the spiritual-cognitive faculties, while the latter refers to the revelation 
of the immaterial world (angels, saints). As in the case of “theoria”, “revelation” means 
participation in the kingdom of heaven, the new reality800 and is described as wonder before 
the Divine Nature801. Isaac identifies two types of revelations colligated to the new reality: 
about the New World – which concern the wondrous transformation that creation will 
experience, revealed to the intellect by various insights802, as the result of continual reflection 
on them and, consequently, illumination –, and of the New World, which concern the divine 
nature of the divine majesty. The first category of revelations comes close to what Isaac calls 
vision. This common territory is also suggested when he speaks about revelations with images 
for simple people803 and without images for perfect people, but by intelligible 
apperceptions804. Again the former category can only give a sense about divine action, but it is 
not the exact truth, while the latter, by means of insights, points to the knowledge of the 
divine nature.  
From a semantical point of view, very close to the two terms analysed above and mostly 
used in plural, there is also what Isaac calls  ̈ÍèāÜ  – insights. The translators have faced 
difficulty when trying to render this term into a modern language, because, in fact, it 
embraces a whole semantic spectrum, such as: intuition, sense, understanding, not referring to 
                                               
797 ¿ܬÎÏ. 
798 ¾æÙàÄ. 
799 I, 35, p. 167-168 (B, 249). 
800 II, 8,1,4-7 
801 See also II, 9,35; II, 14,42; I, 37,4; II, 39,22; 40, title. 
802 āÜÍè.  
803 Within the first category, Isaac lists six types of revelations: by senses, by the psychic sight, by rapture of the 
spirit, by rank of prophecy, in an intellectual way and in a dream (I,19, p. 106/ B, 156). All these are partial, 
some glimpses of truth, according to the personal spiritual state. I will analyse them at large later on.  
804 I, 19, p. 108 (B, 118-119); one may find here a kinship with the Platonic philosophy.  
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a strict rational knowledge, but rather involving the direct action of the Holy Spirit. One 
particularity of this form of knowledge is that it stems from a material reality (meditating on 
Scripture or the mystery of salvation805) and meets either the revelations of angels or those of 
the Holy Spirit806. In French, the translator preferred the term “intuitions” (insights), while in 
Italian, although with a lack of perfect synonymy, he opted for the term “comprensione” 
(understanding). One can say that the “insight” is a short immediate contact with the 
eschatological reality. According to Isaac’s perception, this occurs when one reaches 
perfection in the stage of the soul, as a foretaste and guarantee of the spiritual stage. In the 
paragraph below Isaac describes this kind of experience:  
When he is fully in the mode of life of the soul, every now and then it happens that some 
stirrings of the spirit arise indistinctly in him, and he begins to perceive in his soul a 
hidden joy and consolation: like lightning flashes and by way of example particular 
mystical insights807 arise and are set in motion in his mind. At this his heart at one 
bursts out with joy808. 
A second important characteristic of this experience is its shortness. What lasts for a 
long period of time is joy, serenity, sweetness, peace and hope, at the level of the mind. A 
third particularity seems to be the effect it generates upon the mind – it becomes motionless 
and from here, there is only one step up to spiritual contemplation809. One can identify the 
anticipatory character of the spiritual state in this experience by looking at the role of grace, 
which descends on human while being in prayer or meditation (on Scripture or Christ’s 
Economy), and leads the intellect into the “Holy of Holies” of the mysteries810. 
 In direct relation to the previous form of knowledge we will analyze another intuitive 
cognitive form, typically described by two quite synonymous terms – ¿Ìâܬ and Àܪܗܬ, 
rendered with “wonder” (awe, stupor). They refer mostly to the highest stage of spiritual life – 
the spiritual stage, contemplation in silence of the divine mystery of God, when the senses are 
suspended, as well as any type of movement. Isaac argues that this condition involves the 
intellect as well as the mind or thinking. For example, in what he calls mystical 
“overshadowing”811 of the Holy Spirit, the intellect “is sized and dilated in a sense of 
                                               
805 II, 3.2,14. 
806 II, 3.3,91. 
807 ¾Ùå̈ܙܪܐ ܡÊâ āÜÍè. 
808 II, 20, 19. 
809 II, 7, 1. 
810 II, 30, 8-10. 
811 ¿ܬÍææÅâ ; On the sense of this shadowing see the study of Sebastian Brock, “Maggnanuta: a Technical Term 
in East Syrian Spirituality and its Background”, Mélanges Antoine Guillaumont - Contributions à l’étude des 
christianismes orientaux, Genève, 1988, p. 121-129. Isaac speaks about two types of shadowing: the first one 
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wonder812 in a kind of divine revelation813. As along as this divine activity overshadows the 
intellect, the person is raised up above the movement of the thoughts of his soul, thanks to the 
participation of the Holy Spirit”814. Wonder occurs as a consequence of the fact that divinity 
cannot be grasped by human’s natural faculties and requires the revelation of the Holy Spirit. 
It is the way by which human may apophatically experience the divine knowledge. In the 
Third Collection we read that “ as often as the mind (¾îÊâ) seeks to look on what is hidden 
but falls short of it because of its being concealed ‘the mind’ may, with these ‘properties’ 
observe as in wonder (Àܪܗܬ) that Nature which cannot be comprehended naturally, whether 
by vision (¿ܬÎÏ), intellect (¾åܘܗ) or thought (¾ÂüÍÏ)”815. This time, Isaac associates 
“wonder” to “intellect/ mind”, and some other times to “thinking”. He connects the 
knowledge of the truth to the mind’s state of wonder, as illustrated in the next pragraph: “we 
call ‘truth’the right reflection on God, which stems from Him, upon which someone stumbles 
in their thought/ mind (¿ÿÙîܪܬ), in a kind of state of wonder (¿Ìâܬ) – at spiritual 
mysteries”816. 
As in the case of “insights”, “wonder” is directly connected with prayer817 or meditation 
on the future things and God’s Nature818, on the providence819 or God’s mercy820. It turns 
itself into spiritual contemplation when there is no prayer, no meditation, or any other kind of 
movement. This stage refers to what Isaac calls “spiritual man”821, “prisoner” of God’s 
grace822 and love823.  
And “amazement” (awe/wonder) (Àܪܗܬ) follows the same path: involves the 
intellect824, the mind825, and thinking826; begins from prayer and meditation on God827, 
creation828, Economy829 and providence830; it is an action of the Holy Spirit831, who makes the 
                                                                                                                                                   
described as a divine protection (practical sense), and the second one, much more important for our debate, the 
mystical, occurs at the noetic level, by divine revelation (II, 16).  
812¾åܘܗ óÓÏÿâ ¿Ìâܬ ÊÙÁ ; óÓÏ -means to take by force, seize, with a fairly violent sense. 
813 ¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙàÄ. 
814 II, 16,5; II, 22,6; In II, 3.3,60, Isaac uses ¿Ìâܬ, Àܪܗܬ and ¿ܬÍòÙÓÏ without any distinction between them. 
815 III, 4,3. 
816 II, 8,1. 
817 II, 35,1; I, 22. 
818 II, 3.3,49. 
819 II, 35,3. 
820 III, 11,27. 
821 ÀûÂÄ ¾æÏܘܪ  ; II, 3.3,92. 
822 II, 1,32. 
823 II, 20,20. 
824 III, 2,27. 
825 II, 3.2,10; II, 14,24. 
826 II, 3.2,89; 4.66. 
827 II, I,42; II, 3.1,86; III, 3,6. 
828 II, 36,1. 
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heart “prisoner”832 and silences all the emotions. Occasionally, one can identify a qualitative 
succession of two states described by the two terms. If “amazement” (Àܪܗܬ) remains linked 
to a perception that comes from the meditation on the work of God, creation and providence, 
“wonder” (¿Ìâܬ) would be a fruit of the direct intervention of the Holy Spirit, as anticipation 
of the future reality, prepared by the former833.  
Isaac of Niniveh proposes a gnosiological itinerary that involves a full participation of 
the human as subject in this process. In consequence, this means that in addition to the strict 
gnoseologic powers (of intellectual nature), he involves the sensitive-spiritual power as well, 
that being the heart, in the line of Pseudo Macarius and John the Solitary, as argued above. 
Isaac renders this form of knowledge with ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ, “feeling”/ “perception”. Sabino Chialà 
includes this form of knowledge in the spectrum “knowledge – experience” and claims that it 
relates to real and practical knowledge. Therefore he opts for the modern term 
“perception”834. In parallel, André Louf enlarges the spectrum of this term and argues that it 
describes an experience of sensorial, mental, intellectual or spiritual nature. And yet, because 
the root of the term refers directly to a specific sensorial experience, he opts for the term 
“feeling”835. We will point to some examples to emphasize that this form of knowledge 
rendered by “feeling” does not refer to bodily or psychic senses, but to the spiritual cognitive 
ones. First, the “feeling” that generates “spiritual prayer” is beyond the knowledge of created 
beings836, when grace dwells in the thought (¾æÙîܪ)837. It is the experience of God’s 
Kingdom838, “the feeling (¿ܬÍæýÄûâ) of what is in God… as is stupor (¿Ìâܬ), in the 
fullness of God’s love839”, referring to what pertains to his nature (¾æÙÜ)840.  
There is also another example where Isaac lets us glimpse into what he means when 
speaking about “feeling” what is in God. This time, in a very clear way, he points out that this 
process is not limited to intellectual activity, but rather that it is accomplished by the junction 
                                                                                                                                                   
829 II, 3.4,48; 21,13. 
830 II, 30,7; III, 12,20. 
831 II, 3.2,89. 
832 II, 3.1,88; II, 3.4,48. 
833 For details see: A. Louf, “Temha – stupore e tahra – meraviglia negli scritti di Isacco di Ninive”, La grande 
stagione della mistica siro-orientale (VI-VII secolo), Centro Ambrosiano, 2009, p. 93-117 and S. Seppälä, In 
Speechless Ecstasy: Expression and Interpretation of Mystical Experience in Classical Syriac and Sufi 
Literature, Studia Orientalia 98, 2003, Helsinki, Finnish Oriental Society, p. 77-80. 
834 “Percezione”; Sabino Chialà, „Introduzione”, Isacco di Ninive, Terza collezione, p. XXVII. 
835 “Ressentir”; André Louf, „Introduction”, Isaac le syrien, Oeuvres spirituelles II, p. 86. 
836 ÀÊÙ̈Âîܕ ¿ÿîÊØ ; III, 14,3. 
837 III, 13,24. 
838 III, 3,18. 
839 ¾ÁÍÏܕ ¿ܬܘûÙãÄ III, 4,1, 5-6; II, 62, p. 430. 
840 III, 4,1,7; III, 11,2; III, 13,15; II, 15, 11; II, 3.4,48. 
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of the cognitive faculties and the “feeling”of the heart. Rational power is swallowed up by the 
sweetness of feeling:  
By knowledge I do not intend a rational motion or what is of the cognitive part841, but 
that perception (¿ܬÍæýÄûâ) which assuages the rational power842 with a certain 
pleasure of wonder and it brings to the sweetness of stillness, ‘away’ from the course of 
all thought… This is the taste of the future perfection843 mystically foretold in this life, 
and also in a mystic way about the joy which is the taste of the pledge of the 
Kingdom844. 
The last form of knowledge to which we will refer in this introductory chapter is called 
by Isaac “spiritual prayer”845. The 22th discourse of the First collection is dedicated entirely to 
this concept. Moreover, this chapter explains not only Isaac’s vision on prayer and, in 
particular, spiritual prayer, but also reveals the general principle that stands at the very base of 
his mystical vision. In this framework, he clearly points to a qualitative difference between 
pure prayer846, which is the boundary between the stage of the soul and that of the spirit, and 
spiritual prayer, which occurs in the spiritual conduct. The first type describes what prayer is 
by definition, while the second is improperly called by this name, for, although it is generated 
during prayer, it is rather a “divine vision during prayer”847, when “from prayer certain 
contemplation is born which also makes prayer vanish from the lips. And he to whom this 
contemplation happens becomes as a corps without soul, in ecstasy848”849. At this stage, the 
mind no longer prays and there is no movement whatsoever. Isaac speaks about prayer and 
vision during prayer, the first state generating the second, and yet in a completely different 
manner.  
Spiritual prayer is a name for spiritual knowledge. Isaac clearly points to this aspect 
when he mentions that this state is sometimes called “theoria”850, or “knowledge”851, or 
“revelation of intelligible things”852. All these names partially describe the meaning of 
participation in the divine mysteries, based on God’s revelation, but the exact reality remains 
                                               
841 ¿ÿàÙàâ ¿ܬÍæïØܙܬÿâ. 
842 ¿ܬÍæÂýÏÿâ ¿ÿæâ. 
843 (ÀÊØÿîܕ ¿ܬܘûÙãÄ) I, 51, p. 367; II, 3.4,34; III, 3,10-11; III, 13,17. 
844 See the two stages: of the right and the perfect people; ¿ܬܘûÙãÄܕ ¾éÝÒ(I, 3, p. 31; II, 12, p. 121,123; II, 
3.1,67; II, 3.3,48; III, 2,7; III, 13, 13,17). 
845 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
846 ¿ܬÍÙÜܕ ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
847 ¿ܬÍß÷Áܕ ¿ܬÎÏ. 
848 ¿Ìâܬ. 
849 I, 22, p. 112 (B, 164). 
850 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
851 ¿ÿîÊØ. 
852 ¿ÿÙ̈æîÊØÿâܕ ¾æÙ̈àÄ ; I, 22, p. 114 (B, 168). 
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transcendent. During spiritual prayer, the mind, “the treasurer of the senses” is swallowed up in 
the Spirit, in rapture and stupor, when there is no movement anymore. Stressing the idea that the 
generator of such a state is the Holy Spirit, Isaac condemns those “ignorants” (Messalians) who 
argue that they can experience spiritual prayer whenever they like853. Quoting Evagrius, he states 
that prayer ends the moment when, under the light of the Holy Trinity, one experiences stupor854. 
This condition goes beyond what is called knowledge, in the “knowledge behind knowledge”855.  
In the last part of this chapter I will deal with two related terms that refer to the ascetic 
condition required to reach spiritual knowledge. It is about ¿ܬÍÙÜܕ (purity) and ¿ܬÍÙòü 
(limpidity). When it comes to the use of the two terms, according to Robert Beulay, Isaac makes a 
personal interpretation of John the Solitary’s vision, as the two terms are related to the tripartite 
order of spiritual life, inherited from this author856. The scholar states that Isaac makes a 
reinterpretation because there is a disparity857 between the timing of using the two terms vis-à-vis 
the tripartite spiritual order at John and the bishop of Niniveh. Specifically, if John the Solitary 
places both purity and limpidity during spiritual stage, which culminates with perfection, Isaac 
mentions them during the stage of the soul, the latter being the boundary between the psychic and 
spiritual conduct, when the prayer is clean and continuous. For Isaac, as we have shown above, 
spiritual conduct implies the absence of any movement, including prayer, which turns into wonder 
before hidden things. This reinterpretation is strictly related to the synthesis between the Syriac 
tradition, eminently represented by John the Solitary and his tripartite spiritual itinerary, and the 
Greek tradition, in Evagrius’ line, for, as it was argued by Gabriel Bunge, Isaac employs a 
typically Evagrian language. The two terms refer, in his view, to the same reality, but the former – 
purity – denotes the means (cleaning) of reaching the state designated by the second – limpidity – 
which is the gateway to the reality of the new human, the state of grace, the holy rest, in Isaac’s 
words858. To put it differently, the two terms represent different degrees of the same progressive 
                                               
853 On the relation between Isaac and the Messalians see Patrick Hagman, “St. Isaac of Niniveh and the 
Massalians”, N. Tamcke (ed.), Mystik – Mataphor- Bild. Beiträye des VII. Makarios –Symposiums. Göttingen 
2007, Universitätsrerlag Göttingen, 2008, p. 55-66; Nestor Kavvadas, “Theodore of Mopsuestia as a Source of 
Isaac of Niniveh’s Pneumatology”, Parole de l’Orient, 35 (2010), p. 1-13. 
854 Gnostikos 30, J. Muyldermans, “Note additionelle à: Evagriana”, Le Museon, 44 (1931), p. 377 (see the 
debate between Irinée Hausherr, “Par delá l’oraison pure grâce á une coquille. A propos d’un texte d’Evagre”, 
Hésychasme et prière, Orientalia Christiana Analecta, 176, Roma, p. 8-12 and Elie Khalifé Hachem, “La prière 
pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac de Ninive”, Mémorial Mgr Gabriel Khouri-Sarkis, Louvain, 1968, p. 157-
176. 
855 Evagrius, KG III.88.  
856 Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, p. 117-125. 
857 See the synthetical table of Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, p. 118. 
858 Cf. Gabriel Bunge, “Le « lieu de la limpidité »”, Irenikon, 1 (1982), p. 7-18. Limpidity is describes as a place 
where God Himself dwells and, in consequence, here one can see him. 
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itinerary: if the former still refers to passions and thoughts in the form of temptations, the second 
inaugurates the entry into the spiritual state, which excludes all of these859.  
Isaac describes the dynamics of the spiritual ascent in the following terms:  
Compimento della penitenza (è) l’inizio della purezza (¿ܬÍÙÜܕ); compimento della purezza 
(è) l’inizio della limpidezza (¿ܬÍÙòü); via della purezza (sono) I lavori della virtù860; essere 
resi limpidi (è) invece opera delle rivelazioni861. La purezza è spogliazione delle passioni862; 
la limpidezza, spogliazione delle opinioni e mutazione delle intelligenze863 nella conoscenza 
esatta dei misteri864 865.  
Limpidity is the original condition of which man fell and needs to be restored866. This 
dynamic ascent to limpidity, on a Semitic background, is symbolically identified with the Jewish 
people fleeing out of Egypt (purification) and entering the Promised Land (limpidity)867. One can 
see that limpidity refers firstly to human’s original condition and, yet, it also describes the final 
condition, superior to the edenic state.  
 
4.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter we have tried to make a direct reference to the main gnoseological vocabulary 
employed by Isaac of Niniveh. Quite different from our contemporary language, be it within the 
space of spiritual life, as we could see, one faces numerous subtleties and phrases, inherited from his 
spiritual mentors and frequently used in a personal manner. To this, one may add another key aspect 
related to the language Isaac uses – the Syriac language has a very rich vocabulary bank and, for this 
reason, different Syriac terms appear in modern languages almost as synonyms, and that may cause 
confusion when aiming to make an accurate reading. The concepts analysed above (the basic 
cognitive language) will come back in the next chapter at large, while trying to identify the doctrine 
of knowledge as expressed by Isaac within his mystical theology, in correspondence to the 
theological context of the East Syriac Church of his time.   
 
                                               
859 III, 13,11. 
860 ¿ܬܘܪÿÙâܕ āã̈î. 
861 ¾æÙ̈àÄܕ ÀÊÁ. 
862 ¾ý̈Ï. 
863 ¿ÿÙîĂܬ ܬÍòàÐýâܘ ¿ܬÍåăÂéâ. 
864 ¿ܙĂܐܕ ¿ÿîÊØ ܬܘÿØÿÏ. 
865 II, 3.4,1-2. 
866 I, 3, p. 15 (B, 22). 
867 II, 3.3,64. 
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5. The process of knowledge 
The divine knowledge is one of the key themes in Isaac’s work. Every subject he 
analyses envisages the exercise of penetrating God’s mysteries more profoundly, finally 
described as a progressive divine cognitive process of the creation and regarding God 
Himself. 
There are scarce studies on the process of knowledge according to Syriac writers. One 
should remember an important and yet partial study of the last century, dedicated to Isaac’s 
gnoseologic vision in comparison to Pseudo Macarius’ and Simon the Theologian’s, written 
as doctoral thesis by Fr. Justin Popovitch – Les voies de la connaissance de Dieu: Macaire 
d’Egypte, Isaac le Syrien, Syméon le Nouveau Théologien868 – using the Greek translation of 
the First collection. The perspective is very theological and, in particular, constructed in a 
mystical frame. A second important study on this issue, more contemporary, is conducted by 
Serafim Sepälä, The idea of knowledge in East Syrian Mysticism869 and, tangentially, his 
doctoral thesis, In Speechless Ecstasy: Expression and Interpretation of Mystical Experience 
in Classical Syriac and Sufi Literature870, where in a systemathic manner, from a theological 
and philosophical point of view, he tries to grasp the place of knowledge within the mystical 
East Syriac context. One can add some other works that, while dealing with East Syriac 
mystics, focus tangentially on the gnoseologic topic too. Among these, the most important is 
the introduction of Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme. Introduction à l’étude de la 
mystique chrétienne syro-orientale871, followed by Sebastian Brock’s Spirituality in the Syriac 
Tradition872, Sabino Chialà and his Dall’ascesi eremitica alla misericordia infinita. Ricerche 
su Isaaco di Ninive e la sua fortuna873, Patrick Hagman with The ascetism of Isaac of 
Niniveh874 and some other authors who dedicated studies to specific mystical themes in Syriac 
literature. Two very important studies, tangentially focusing on this issue, have been 
published recently – Vittorio Berti dedicated a study to the East Syriac anthropology, L’au-
delà de l’âme et l’en-deça du corps. Morceaux d’anthropologie chrétienne de la mort dans 
l’église syro-orientale875, and Nestor Kavvadas a volume on Pneumatology in Isaac’s 
                                               
868 Lausanne, Age d'Homme, 1998. 
869 Studia Orientalia 101 (2007), p. 265-277. 
870 Studia Orientalia 98 (2003). 
871 Chevtogne, 1987. 
872 Kottayam, St. Ephrem Ecumenical Research Institute (SEERI), 1989. 
873 Biblioteca della rivista di storia e letteratura religiosa XIV, Firenze, Olschki, 2002. 
874 Oxford, University Press, 2011. 
875 Paradosis 57, Paris, 2014. 
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writings, within the East Syriac theological polemics in the seventh century – Isaak von 
Ninive und seine Kephalaia Gnostika. Die Pneumatologie und ihr Kontext876. 
 
5.1 General aspects  
After these technical aspects, the first observation refers to the way Isaac understands 
the concept of knowledge, quite different from the manner in which this concept is interpreted 
in Post-Cartesian thought. Serafim Sepälä, using an Aristotelian division, argues that the 
modern understanding of the concept is quantitative and needs criteria for verification, that 
the process of knowledge deals with the content of knowing and questions its basis and 
premises, while in Isaac’s case, knowledge is experiential/ empirical and mystical by its 
nature, it goes beyond ordinary contents and the way of knowing is qualitative877. Knowledge 
is considered experiential, for it is connected to experiences that occur suddenly and mystical, 
since these are interpreted as being of divine origin. To briefly explain this difference, we may 
refer to a short fragment where Isaac himself deals with this process. Ascetic exercises are 
able to generate a state over passions, physical mortification or silence of thoughts, but they 
are not able to produce mystical knowledge. Isaac underlines that knowledge is not the result 
of investigation: “By zealous efforts878 and human thoughts879 no one can imagine that he has 
found knowledge; this happens by spiritual power880 so that he to whom the revelation is 
imparted, at that time is not aware of any thoughts of his soul881, nor of those things which 
present themselves to his senses; neither does he use them nor he is acquainted with them”882.  
The second observation refers to the cognitive finality. As any process of knowledge, 
Isaac’s concept aims at the Ultimate Truth, ultimate realities, beyond the ordinary level. In 
particular, he refers to God’s works in creation, his revelations, and not his essence. 
Explicitly, he speaks about “knowledge of everything concerning God”883. This knowledge is 
simple, without any psychological intervention or the mind’s imaginative function884.  
From an epistemological point of view, this implies two elements: the object and the 
way. While the Ultimate Truth is hardly definable, the object refers to God as revealed in 
creation, in Scriptures and in different spiritual forms of revelation, and the way points 
                                               
876 Leiden-Boston, Brill, 2015. 
877 Serafim Sepälä, The idea of knowledge in East Syrian Mysticism, p. 266. 
878 ¾ÓñÍÏ. 
879 ¾Ùýåܐ ¾Ùåܪ. 
880 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ܬÍåÊÂïâ. 
881 ¾Ùæýòå ¾ÂüÍÏ. 
882 I, 19, p. 105 (B, 155). See also II, 18, 20; I, 6, p. 84 (B, 124). 
883 ¿Ìßܐ áîܕ áÜܕ ¿ÿîÊØ; I, 19, p. 108 (B, 160). 
884 I, 77, p. 354 (B, 527). 
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directly to intuitive methods, rather than discursive ones. This is why, sometimes, the term 
¿ÿîÊØ is rendered with “understanding”885. Based on this, one can argue that, from an 
epistemological point of view, mystical knowledge goes beyond what is naturally called 
knowledge. 
Isaac admits both ways of knowing, discursive as well as intuitive, only that the latter 
one represents a superior level of the former and it is its very aim. Even mystical knowledge 
has a descriptive content, but it is part of what he will call the “knowledge of philosophers”. 
The former is more reflexive and constituted, it “handles” information, while the latter is 
immediate, internalized, personal and active, and “is produced” by what Isaac calls 
inspiration, revelation.  
It is difficult to speak about methods in Isaac’s discourses and yet one can identify a 
kind of mystical epistemology in the line of Evagrius and John the Solitary, as I have already 
mentioned above. Simon Taibuteh seems to be more systematic, clearly pointing to six modes 
or stages886. These stages will be listed in parallel with Isaac’s stages, trying to intuit a valid 
correspondence between them. 
 
ISAAC of NINIVEH SIMON TAIBUTEH 
Against nature – subject to passions 
 
 
First natural knowledge (by scientific 
investigation) 
Unnatural knowledge/ defective knowledge 
(inclination towards evil; entangled with passions) 
According to nature – virtuous life Natural knowledge (within human nature; virtuous 
life) 
Second natural knowledge – moral good 
Primary natural contemplation – 
contemplation of God in creation 
Intelligible knowledge/ theory – spiritual content 
of physical beings 
Secondary natural contemplation – 
contemplation of the spiritual powers 
Spiritual knowledge – contemplation of the 
spiritual powers, angelic activity 
Supernatural knowledge (True knowledge; 
Spiritual knowledge) – Theoria (divine 
vision) 
Knowledge of the world to come – contemplation 
of the Divine nature, the three Divine Persons 
(Essence of the Holy Trinity) 
Un-knowledge (faith) – no movement, 
drunkenness, spiritual prayer, stupor, divine 
love 
Supernatural knowledge or no-knowledge – loss 
of identity; merging into grace and knowledge 
  
                                               
885 See I, 51, p. 249 (B, 371); II, 22,4; II, 31,6. 
886 Cf. A. Mingana, Early Christian Mystics, Woodbrooke Studies 7, Cambridge, 1934, p. 47-48 (commentary p. 
2); See also Serafim Sepälä, The idea of knowledge in East Syrian Mysticism, p. 269. Simon speaks also about 
three types of knowledge: natural, implanted in the nature of our creation, which grows and is illuminated by 
good things. The same knowledge, by inclining towards evil things, entangled with material passions, becomes 
knowldge outside nature, and risen above the earthly things, toward the Essence of the Holy Trinity, becomes, 
above nature or no-knowledge. 
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Looking at this table, one can mainly draw three conclusions, extremely important for 
our research. Firstly, there is a transformative and progressive evolution in the process of 
knowing. This means a mystical experience, due to the external and inner purification and, 
especially, to God’s intervention, creates spiritual eyes, spiritual faculties, capable, in 
consequence, to spiritually see God’s rationality in creation and finally God himself. It 
implies a kind of spiritualization or transfiguration. The reality is the same, but the 
perspective is different as attaining what Isaac calls “true knowledge”.  
Secondly, a spiritual person is able to identify the mutuality and dependency between 
the external and the inner phenomena, as he achieves a unitary way of regarding the reality – 
as a totality. It is here that the connection between the emotional and cognitive dimension of 
knowledge appears. The cause of this transformation of vision is the hidden light, the divine 
grace. 
Thirdly, there is a strong connection between present and eschatological times. This 
means, in other words, there is a passage between chronos and kairos. The spiritual 
knowledge always aims at foretasting the life to come. That means a mystic is not in search of 
spiritual experiences, but aims to enter a new reality and, in consequence, to transform his 
whole life. 
This chapter will be constructed in three sections and eleven subchapters. The first 
section will be dedicated to the progressive spiritual itinerary and the evolution of knowledge 
according to this spiritual journey. In parallel, there will be an analysis of Isaac’s perspective 
with some of the contemporary writers, within the frame of the theology of two of his main 
mentors, John the Solitary and Evagrius. As a natural consequence, in the next section we will 
focus on the anthropology Isaac proposes when describing his gnoseologic system, in 
particular on the cognitive powers of the soul. The thirdly and the most consistent section will 
be dedicated specifically to Isaac’s epistemological premises, dealing with the causes, effects, 
characteristics and, especially, the forms, analysed in five patristic binoms: wordly knowledge 
and spiritual knowledge, knowledge and faith, knowledge and un-knowledge, knowledge and 
vision and knowledge and spiritual prayer. 
 
5.2 Ascetical itinerary    
Patrick Hagman, in his study mentioned above, focuses specifically on Isaac’s ascetical 
itinerary. In his large introduction he traces the general lines while scientifically dealing with 
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this concept887. He quotes different possible definitions and interrogates them within the 
eastern theological frame so as to finally interpret them within Isaac’s own way of 
understanding the process. He tries to follow the path from text (theory) to context (concrete 
practice). On what concerns our interest in this study, we will use asceticism in a holistic 
sense, both negative, as self-denial and renunciation, considered as formative, as well as 
positive or functional, aiming at spiritual transformation and a good communication between 
inner person and outside world. 
Dealing with this process means referring to a path, an aim (ultimate and immediate) 
and a practice. It is also true that the three elements are indissolubly connected. The path 
describes a progressive evolution of human from an inferior to a superior stage that, generally, 
in the eastern tradition is interpreted as a flight from the world (anachoresis), so as to offer 
the space for an essential preparation for service in the world888. The ultimate aim refers to 
inheriting the life to come, while the immediate one points to the physical, psychological and 
spiritual experiences, symbolically described as joy, peace, love, vision, drunkenness, un-
knowledge, faith, as we will detail below. And, finally, a practice, that includes acts and 
attitudes, forms of renunciation (expressed in a negative language), as well as positive 
manifestation of divine grace (affirmative expression) in concrete positive experiences.  
In the line of Hagman, we will point to six ideas-premises regarding the analysis of 
asceticism in Isaac’s writings. Firstly, Isaac understands asceticism in positive terms and, in 
consequence, it is a free choice and response to face different situations. Then asceticism is 
rational, based on a choice that makes sense, and not on faulty conceptions of the world or the 
self. Asceticism presupposes a performance, involving both the ascetic and an audience – a 
text and a message. In the same line, asceticism is transformative, regarding the self, the 
world and the society. And lastly, it involves both body and soul and their own faculties889. 
The last three elements will be fundamental issues of the discourse on ascetical path.  
Up to Isaac’s period, two main ascetic patterns emerged – two stage or three-stage 
itineraries. The Antiochene School used to refer to a two-stage pattern. This two-stage pattern 
is to be found in “The Book of Steps”. Its unknown author makes a sharp distinction between 
two different kinds of commandments to be found in the Gospels, the minor commandments 
and the major commandments, the latter being more radical, such as, in particular, in Matthew 
                                               
887 Patrick Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 3-24. 
888 Kallistos Ware, “The Way of Ascetics: Negative or Affirmative?”, in Vincent L. Wimbush and Richard 
Valantasis (eds.), Asceticism, Oxford University Press, 1998, p. 3-15 (here 4-6). 
889 Patrick Hagman, The Asceticism of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 20-21. 
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10:38. In the author’s Christian community the minor commandments are kept by “the 
upright” (¾æ̈ÙÜ), while the major ones are observed by the mature or “perfect” (ÀăÙãÄ). 
The bipartite pattern is also to be found in the discourses of Philoxenos of Mabbug, but 
with a different emphasis and terminology. For him the minor commandments correspond to 
those followed by Christ before his Baptism (Mosaic Law), while the major commandments 
are those which he observed after his Baptism and during his public ministry. This effectively 
meant that to take up the greater commandments was the same thing as to enter into monastic 
life. 
The tripartite itinerary890 follows more the Alexandrine pattern. The psychic stage 
would describe the normal state of a monk, the corporeal stage his former life, while the 
spiritual stage his goal, foretasted already in the earthly life. In the Syriac milieu, Ephraim the 
Syrian offered for the first time a tripartite pattern and yet incipient and quite different from 
the successive developments, when speaking about “the penitent”, “the righteous” and “the 
resplendent”. But the most important voice, considered as the father of the East Syriac 
spirituality is John the Solitary. Using as starting point Saint Paul’s anthropology (1 
Thessalonians 5:23), he counterparts the Greek terms sarkikos, phychikos and pneumatikos 
with the Syriac pagrana, naphshana, and ruhana, translated as “on the level of the body, soul, 
respectively, of the spirit”891. Adding the suffix “utha”, he points to three stages: somatic 
(against nature), dominated by carnal passions; noetic, according to nature/ natural, transitory 
to the spirituality of angels, which presupposes a rough physical and intellectual asceticism; 
and spiritual, above nature, which is communion with God, a foretaste of the future world. 
Here one deals with what John calls purity, limpidity and perfection. In other words, the 
progress from the level of the body to that of the soul can be interpreted as interiorisation (the 
birth of the inner person). The border between the level of the soul and the spiritual level is 
marked by what he calls “limpidity” (shaphyuta) that describes the self-emptying of the 
interior and combines the purity with clarity and lucidity.  
The practical stage of Evagrios, which presupposes an ascetic lifestyle, does not 
correspond to John’s bodily stage, used to describe those who have no divine knowledge, but 
refers already to the psychical stage, or the bodily and, partially, the noetic conduct. For John, 
escaping bodily life means turning towards the other world and transforming jealousy, 
characteristic for the bodily stage, into a sense of justice. The psychic person turns from an 
                                               
890 For the Latin tradition (in particular Thomas of Aquino) there are three categories of ascetics too: incipientes, 
proficientes and perfecti.  
891 Dialogues sur l’âme e les passions des hommes 13-14.  
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excessive concern of the body towards the soul, and is concerned with the practice of virtuous 
acts and penitence. And, finally, perfection consists in the knowledge of the spirit892. 
Before turning to Isaac it is important to mention other several writers, translated into 
Syriac from Greek, with which these East Syriac monastic authors were familiar. Chief 
among them was Evagrius of Pontus. Isaac was certainly, as emphasised above, familiar with 
Evagrius’ tripartite schema (praktiki, gnostiki and theologiki)893. Then comes Dionysius’ 
tripartite schema of purification, illumination and unification, which must have been known to 
Isaac, though he never specifically refers to it. A third Greek author with a tripartite schema 
was Abba Isaiah, whose writings were much read in Syriac monastic circles, even receiving a 
commentary on them by Isaac’s contemporary, Dadisho‘. He describes the mode of life of 
solitaries divided up into three distinct elements: bodily labours, the mode of life of the mind, 
and spiritual contemplation (theoria)894.   
Robert Beulay, in his mentioned work on East Syriac Spirituality, pictures the tripartite 
stages at the most important Syriac spiritual authors, tributary to John the Solitary, and shows 
the slightly different significance of each moment. There, he synthetically describes the 
evolution of the three stages in Simon Taibuteh, contemporary with Isaac. In his system, the 
corporeal stage refers to a passionate state, while the physical and mental conduct reflect the 
psychical order, having its correspondence in what he calls “natural knowledge”. The last 
stage points to perfection, spirituality, and is characterised by spiritual contemplation of the 
corporals, of providence, of the incorporals and the life to come, aiming at what he calls un-
knowledge895. In parallel, he proposes a way of the ascetic consisting in seven phases: the 
noviciate (complete obedience); change of habits and way of conduct; struggle against 
passions by observing the commandments; labours of discernment; contemplation of the 
incorporeal beings; contemplation and wonder at the secrets of the Godhead; mysterious 
works of grace, submersion in divine love896.  
The different dimensions of mystical knowledge give space to different expressions. 
The same author argues a tripartite division of spiritual life as “three intelligible altars”897 of 
                                               
892 S. Dedering, Johannes von Lykopolis, p. 66. 
893 Practikos, PG XL, 1233ab; Letter to Anatolios, PG XL, 1221c. 
894 Cf. Dadisho, Commentaire du Livre d’Abba Isaïe (I-XIV) par Dadišo Qatraya, CSCO 145 (227), XI.17, p. 
117. 
895 For details see Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, p. 118. 
896 Cf. A. Mingana, Early Christian Mystics, Woodbrooke Studies 7, p. 287 (17). 
897 See also Evagrius¸ Kepalaia Gnostica (KG II.57-58; V.84). There the three stages of contemplation: the third 
altar is the contemplation of the Holy Trinity, the other two are the first natural and second natural 
contemplations. The wisdom which concerns the second altar makes known the wisdom of the third, and that 
which concerns the first altar is anterior to that which is in the second (II.57-58). The wisdom of the 
contemplation of the angels (second altar) leads to the contemplation of the Holy Trinity (third altar), whereas 
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mystical knowledge pertaining to the mysteries of Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
(corresponding to Christ’s passion, descent to Sheol and Resurrection). The first altar refers to 
the knowledge out of works, in correspondence with Friday, that is observing the 
commandments; the second altar, of Saturday, names the knowledge out of contemplation, 
illuminative, pictured as the key to the divine mysteries hidden in creation; the third one, the 
living altar of Christ, corresponding to the mystery of Sunday, is the mystical knowledge of 
hope, when the mind of the hermit is united with Christ just as Christ is united with the 
Father898. The highest level of mystical knowledge is the experience of “shapeless eternal 
light” that transcends all intelligence. Using a language that comes very close to that of 
Timothy I and the other East Syriac contemporary mystics (as well as to that of Gregory 
Palamas, later on), Simon shows that this mystical knowledge occurs: “when the grace will 
dwell in that impassibility and the mind will be conscious of the sublime and endless 
mysteries which are poured out by the Father and Source of all lights, which shine mercifully 
on us in the secret likeness of His hidden Goodness; and the mind be impressed by them with 
the likeness of the glory of goodness, as much as it can bear, according to its expectations, its 
eager longing and the measure of his growth in spiritual exercise”899. 
Another important author, when dealing with the ascetic path in three stages, is John of 
Dalyatha. In summary, in his conception, while the corporeal stage presupposes the denial of 
the physic comfort, the psychic stage entails penitence, the intention of renewing life by 
means of inner and outer asceticism. The spiritual stage refers to purity900 – complete 
liberation from passions, and limpidity901 – a transparence to God that makes human able to 
receive the revelations of God’s mysteries and the new world902. As the other Syriac mystics, 
Dalyatha is not very consistent with the identification of the moments in the ascetic itinerary. 
This is why one can observe a quite different division of the three stages. This time, he 
describes the cognitive progress implying a schema of three spheres: the first one refers to the 
impassible purity of the soul, which is characterized by the contemplation of the corporeal 
beings and symbolized by the light of the moon; the sphere of serenity of the intellect pertains 
to the contemplation of the incorporeal and is symbolized by the light of the stars; and the 
                                                                                                                                                   
the contemplation of the reasons (logoi) of created things (first altar) leads to the contemplation of the angelic 
powers (second altar). Of the three altars of gnosis, two have circle and the third appears without a circle 
(IV.88). The altar without a circle is the contemplation of the Holy Trinity and the other two altars the first and 
second natural contemplation. 
898 Cf. A. Mingana, Early Christian Mystics, Woodbrooke Studies 7, p. 303 (41-42). 
899 A. Mingana, Early Christian Mystics, p. 286 (15). 
900 ¿ܬÍÙÜܕ. 
901 ¿ܬÍÙòü. 
902 Cf. R. Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 35. 
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third one, without a specific name, characterized by the vision of the Light of the Holy 
Trinity, symbolically assimilated by the light of the sun. One can identify here a qualitative 
progress of the light that accompanies the experience – if in the first sphere the mind is 
clothed in shapeless light, in the second sphere the sight is a fiery one, and in the third sphere 
the vision is of crystal light903. John defines the ultimate state of the spiritual progress as 
unification and likeness, when one who becomes “divine” and “alike with God”904, or “a 
mirror” that reflects the invisible and where Christ shines forth in him905. The Syriac term for 
unification is ¿ܬÍØÊÏ906 or even the bold expression discussed above, mingling (¾æÓßÍÏ)907. 
We will evoke one last important author when dealing with the ascetic path, following 
the same tripartite division, Joseph Hazzaya. He portrays the ascetic path in three moments 
called “stages”, “orders”, “levels” or “places/ spheres”, expressed in two different series that 
interpenetrate and overlap each other: 
 Corporeal stage (¿ܬÍåûÅñ) – sphere of purification (¿ܬÍÙÜܕܕ Àܪܬܐ) 
 Psychic stage (¿ܬÍæýòå) – sphere of limpidity/ serenity ( ܬܐ¿ܬÍÙòüܕ Àܪ ) 
 Spiritual stage/ spirituality (¿ܬÍÏܘܪ) – sphere of perfection ( Àܪܬܐ
¿ܬܘûÙãÄܕ)908. 
The first stage assimilated to the novitiate in coenobitic life, includes vocal prayers, 
ascetic labours in order to free from passions, (purification) and aims at attaining a “natural 
state” and the vision of natural knowledge hidden in creation. The sphere of limpidity, that 
presupposes a hermitical life, includes the practice of the inner virtues, unceasing prayer, 
peace and certainty that generates compassions towards all. In the cognitive plan, the 
contemplation takes higher forms – of the incorporals, judgment and providence and, finally, 
the spiritual contemplation as the border with the last stage. The spiritual stage pertains to the 
intellect’s activity, beyond all kind of works. It is the place of perfection and the highest level 
of contemplation – the vision of Christ and the Holy Trinity in the shapeless light. 
The tripartite schema of “the workings of grace of the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ” 
is detailed by the same author in eleven stages that are not really given actual names so as not 
to engage too much in theoretical speculation, but to give space to the reality of experience. I 
will evoke them at short, using the synthesis done by Serafim Sepälä: 
                                               
903 Cf. R. Beulay, La collection de lettres de Jean de Dalyatha. Edition critique de texte syriaque inédit 
traduction française, introduction et notes, PO 39, Turnhout-Brepols, 1978, 48 : 4-13, p. 500-507. 
904 R. Beulay, La collection de lettres de Jean de Dalyatha, 13:1, p. 342-343. 
905 R. Beulay, La collection de lettres de Jean de Dalyatha, 14:2; 4:9, p. 344-345; 318-319. 
906 R. Beulay, La collection de lettres de Jean de Dalyatha, 29:1; 40: 1, 6, p. 390-391; 422-423; 424-425. 
907 At Isaac “complete mingling with God” (¿Ìß½Áܕ ÀăÙãÄ ¾æÓßÍÏ), II, 19,6. 
908 Cf. A. Mingana, Early Christian Mystics, Woodbrooke Studies 7, p. 263-269 (150-158). 
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 The stage of complete physical and psychical rest – maximum of quietude; 
 The stage of workings of intuitions – against distraction of mind; the recitation 
of Psalms and prostrations before the Cross are recommended; 
 The stage of the love of Psalms and of recitation – freeing the mind from vain 
glory; 
 The stage of the flow of tears and continual prostrations before the Cross. This is 
the boundary between purity and limpidity; 
 The stage of contemplation of divine judgement and providence, continual 
prayer. Christ is identified in all; 
 The stage of impulses of light and fire stirrings in the heart, while the Spirit 
operates in the senses of smell and taste; 
 The state of hearing the voice of glorification – stirrings of the world to come; 
the mind participates to the Cherubim’s praise; 
 The stage when the mind is silenced and swallowed up in the light of the vision 
of lofty and sublime contemplation; the mind is mingled with the divine 
visitation; 
 The stage of clothing oneself with fire in which one sees oneself as fire and 
receives knowledge concerning the world to come. The affected senses are sight 
and touch; 
 The stage “inexpressible in a letter”, in which one feels joy and sheds tears 
without knowing why; the active senses are touch, sight and smell, but the 
distinctions between them are, in a way, blurred; 
 The stage of flow of spiritual speech, during which the hearing is active909. 
 
Turning to Isaac’s ascetic vision, one can identify few passages where he employs the 
tripartite schema described above at some East Syriac authors. He uses terms such as ranks910, 
or measures”911, so as to describe the cognitive and spiritual progress. In the discourse 45 of 
the First collection, Isaac expresses the dynamism and the qualitative cognitive progress 
employing his own experience of navigator in the Persian Gulf from Beth Qatraye to 
Mesopotamia:  
                                               
909 For details see Serafim Sepälä, In Speechless Ecstasy: Expression and Interpretation of Mystical Experience 
in Classical Syriac and Sufi Literature, Studia Orientalia 98/ 2003, p. 128-129. 
910 ¾éÝÒ; Gr. τ£ξις, I, 35, p. 247 (B, 369); II, 9,11; 20,3. 
911 ¿ÿÐüÍâ; I, 6, p. 87 (B, 128); II, 22,1. 
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The sailor, when he is travelling in the midst of the sea, keeps his eyes on the stars as he 
steers his vessel, using them to indicate the harbour for which he is aiming. Similarly 
the monk keeps his eye on prayer as he directs his course to whatever haven his mode of 
life directs him: the monk keeps his eyes on prayer at the time so it may show him the 
island where he can moor his ship without fear, and from there take on provisions, and 
then continue on to the next island. Such is the course of life of the solitary as long as he 
is in this life, moving on from one island to another, from (one kind of) knowledge to 
another912; just as with the change of islands, he encounters changes of kinds of 
knowledge913 – until he goes ashore, and his voyage ends up in that true city whose 
inhabitants no longer engage in commerce, but everyone rests on the wealth (he has 
gained) 914. 
 One can identify two important aspects in the paragraph quoted above. One first 
important aspect refers to the cognitive path – there is a qualitative evolution that is 
conditioned by active participation, mostly described here by the concept of prayer. And 
secondly, this progress has as its ultimate aim the rest, described in some other places as 
silence, non-prayer, ignorance, drunkenness, or un-knowledge.  
In the discourse 51 of the same collection, he specifically introduces the “three 
rankings” of knowledge and he describes them in detail915. First of all, Isaac explains what he 
means by knowledge – “the ladder on which man ascends the height of faith”916. At the same 
time, knowledge is a gift that pertains to the intelligible beings, simple917, undivided in 
nature918, despite the variations919 and divisions920, in connection with their service. So, 
knowledge is one, but differs in variations ascending and descending according to its 
transformations into states that are more condensed or more subtilized. Then he lists the three 
stages (¾é̈ÝÒ) – of the body, soul and spirit – describing the works and the type of knowledge 
that pertains to each of them.  
The first cognitive phase921 refers to the knowledge involved in worldly activities 
connected with the love of the body and its passions. It is considered as “ordinary”, and lacks 
any divine concern. Being attached to the body, it is opposed to faith and virtues as well.  
The love of the soul generates the second order of knowledge922, when it abandons the 
material goals and, supported by material senses and psychic impulses, cultivates the practice 
                                               
912 ¿ÿîÊÙß ¿ÿîÊØ çâ. 
913 ¾æòàÐ̈ýâ ¿ÿîÊ̈ÙÁ. 
914 I, 45, p. 218 (B, 326-327). 
915 I, 51, p. 249-251 (B, 369-375). 
916 I, 51, p. 246 (B, 367). 
917 ¿ÿÓÙýñ. 
918  Ì̇æÙÝÁ ¿ÿÙæÅàñÿâ Ā. 
919 ¾òàÏÍ̈ü. 
920 ¾ÅßÍ̈ñ. 
921 éÝÒ¿ÿîÊØܕ ¾ÙâÊø ¾ . 
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of fasting, prayer, compassion, reading of the Scriptures, and the struggle against passions. 
The “second degree”923 or the “middle stage”924 is still an outward knowledge as is based on 
practice and it accomplishes its activity by the deeds perceptible by bodily senses. 
The third ranking of knowledge925 is subtilized and acquires the spiritual degree, 
assuming the life of the invisible beings, and is performed by intelligible thoughts. Now the 
inner senses are elevated, so as to be able to examine the spiritual mysteries, attained by a 
simple and subtle intellect. In this way, one is able to experience the noetic resurrection as a 
foretaste of the renovation of the new world. Isaac clearly defines this process in an 
eschatological key: “What is knowledge? The apperception926 of immortal life. What is 
immortal life? Apperception927 in God. Knowledge concerning God is the highest of all 
desirable things”928.  
In connection with the three elements inherited from John the Solitary – body, soul and 
spirit – Isaac names the three orders: preternatural929, natural930, and supernatural931, 
corresponding to their own service. More specifically, he returns to the pattern of John the 
Solitary in the Second collection, 20th discourse. There he speaks about the “understanding” 
of he who is in the level of the body (¾åûÅñ), fearful and concerned with the bodily things. 
The second category refers to he who lives the level of the soul (¾æýòå), performing 
intelligible activity and reflection on resurrection. And, finally, he lists the level of the spirit 
(¾æÏܘܪ) when one attains the real knowledge and experiences the divine joy. Implying the 
consecrated biblical expression “I know a person…”, Isaac describes some mystical forms 
while picturing the spiritual conduct: “stirrings of Spirit”932, “lightning flashes”933, “particular 
mystical insights”934, when one perceives a hidden joy and consolation935.  
In the same collection, discourse 22, Isaac uses a different imagery to express the 
tripartite ascetic path and the evolution of knowledge according to each stage936: initial937, 
                                                                                                                                                   
922 ¿ÿîÊØܕ çØܪܬܕ ¾éÝÒ. 
923 ¿ÿîÊØܕ çØܬܪܬ. 
924 ¿ÿîÊØܕ ¾Ùî÷â ¾éÝÒ. 
925 ¿ÿîÊØܕ ¿ÿßܬܕ ¾éÝÒ. 
926 ¿ÿýÄܪ; Gr. a‡sqhsij.  
927 ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ. 
928 I, 62, p. 289 (B, 431). 
929 ¾æÙÜ çâ ûÂß. 
930 æÙÜÙ¾ . 
931 ¾æÙÜ çâ áïß. 
932 ܚܘܪܕ ¾î̈ܘܙ 
933 ¿ÿØÍÏÿÁܕ ÞØܐ ܡÊâ ¾øûÁ. 
934 ¾ÙåܙĂܐ āÜÍ̈è. 
935 II, 20, 13-19. 
936 The same idea in II, 3.4, 42-48. 
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intermediary938 and concluding stage939. And, successively, he describes the works according 
to each level. Specific to the first manner of life is the discipline of fasting and recitation, 
accompanied by fear and sadness for previous way of life. The intermediary conduct is 
concentrated more on spiritual reading and continuous kneeling, while the way of perfect 
presupposes meditation and prayer of heart. In the second manner of life, penitence generates 
joyful stirrings and the feeling of hope in the mind and thoughts is more present. The amount 
of laborious works is lessened and some of them replace the others.  
In this dynamism we can identify a qualitative progress in matter of works; the 
emphasis is placed not on material virtues, as they become more and more spiritual (noetic). 
This transformation is not so much due to human’s inner powers, but they are out of grace and 
out of God’s power that shadows940 him every moment. So as to describe the perfect conduct, 
Isaac employs some technical terms – stupor (¿Ìâܬ) of God, peace (¾æÙü), joy (¿ܬܘÊÏ), 
drunkenness (¿ܬÍØܘܪ) and sweetness (¿ܬÍãÙãÏ) of the heart. However, in his argumentation, 
Isaac makes a sharp distinction between the two levels and the third conduct. He clearly 
mentions a kind of stupor before God’s Economy, described with the terms mentioned above, 
and the perfect stupor (ÀûÙãÄ Àܪܗܬ), before the Nature of the Lord of the Lords 
(Deuteronomy 10:17; 1 Timothy 6:15), when the mind is at peace, exalted behind any 
perception, and nature surpasses knowledge into what he calls un-knowledge (¿ÿîÊØ Ā). One 
interesting detail appears in the final paragraph of his argumentation. The former type of 
stupor still pertains to knowledge, while the latter corresponds to the apperception of God. 
When one experiences stupor and his mind perceives the spiritual realities, he is still in the 
normal knowledge, despite the fact that his thoughts are unified and appeased in the natural 
thinking. Only the moment when his thinking goes beyond the earthly things and experiences 
the divine apperception, may one speak about complete stupor or un-knowledge. If the first 
two manners of living are partially conditioned by fear, as the hermit observes the 
commandments by fear of punishment or because of the rewards, the last one inaugurates the 
spiritual freedom, which pertains to the life of the sons.  
The most prominent difference between the middle state and the perfect state in the 
ascetic itinerary is given by what Isaac calls “pure prayer” and “spiritual prayer”, on which he 
dedicates an entire discourse, the 22th of the First collection. He describes the meaning of 
                                                                                                                                                   
937 ¿ÿØܘûü ¿ÿÐüÍâ. 
938 ¿ܬÍÙî÷âܕ. 
939 ¾ÙàâÍüܕ. 
940 çÅâ; see above the concept of “shadowing”.  
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“pure prayer” by comparing it to impure prayer: “If, at the times when the mind invites one of 
the soul’s stirrings to offer a sacrifice, it mingles in this sacrifice with some alien thoughts or 
distractions, then it is called impure, seeing that it has placed on the Lord’s altar – that is the 
intelligible heart – one of the unclean animals that is not permitted”941. As some of his 
contemporaries have identified the pure prayer with the spiritual prayer, he feels obligated to 
redefine the real sense of the latter one. In fact, “spiritual prayer” is not anymore a prayer in 
the common sense of the word: “As soon as the spirit crosses the boundary of pure prayer and 
proceeds onwards there is neither prayer, nor emotions, nor tears, nor authority, nor freedom, 
nor beseeching, nor desire, nor longing after any of those things which are hoped in this world 
or in the world to be”942. This aspect will be analysed later on, while speaking about the forms 
of mystical knowledge. 
It is necessary to make an observation connected with the language employed by Isaac 
so that to describe the ascetical itinerary. Up to this point, we have dealt at large with the three 
orders corresponding to the tripartite anthropological structure – body, soul and spirit. But one 
could also grasp that Isaac also speaks about three conducts943, integrated within the three 
stages we are dealing with. If the first order – against nature – presupposes a state when the 
body and the soul are conditioned by material and intellectual passions944, as the bodily 
conduct945 refers already to an ascetical life, expressed in a negative language (purification of 
passions), is integrated in the second order – the natural state – followed by the soul’s 
conduct946 described as the intelligible ascetical purification. And the spiritual conduct947 
pertains to the spiritual order.  
So far we have referred to Isaac’s tripartite vision inherited from John the Solitary, but, 
as it was mentioned in the previous chapters, Isaac proves to be a faithful follower of Evagrius 
too. Therefore, he integrates the three conducts within Evagrius’ two stages, practical 
(prktik»), concerned with keeping the commandments, and gnostic (gnwstik»)948, focused 
on contemplation. In the first stage, the human fights against the passions (so called, eight evil 
spirits949), demons and thoughts; it represents the active stage. The second phase develops 
                                               
941 I, 22, p. 113 (B, 167). 
942 I, 22, p. 112 (B, 165). 
943 ÀûÁܘܕ. 
944 Bodily life is for those who have no knowledge of God or spiritual matters (For John the Solitary see S. 
Dedering, Johannes von Lykopolis, p. 20-21). 
945 ÀăÁܘܕ ÀûÅñܕ . 
946 The knowldge of the soul – ¿ÿîÊØ ¿ÿÙæýòå . 
947 ¾Ïܘܪܕ ÀăÁܘܕ. 
948 Practikos, PG 40, 1233ab; Letter to Anatole, PG 40, 1221c. 
949 Λογισμοί. 
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itself into two stages: natural contemplation (fusik») and the knowledge or the vision of God 
(qeologik»). Natural contemplation, in its turn, is divided into two stages: secondary natural 
contemplation, of the material reality and the inner logos within the visible beings, and the 
primary natural contemplation, which aims to the vision of the spiritual beings. As the second 
phase is already a spiritual science that goes beyond the mere sight of bodies it makes the 
effective transition towards the theological knowledge, the spiritual contemplation, or the 
vision of the light of the Holy Trinity. Evagrius does not admit the vision of God on earth, but 
only the “place of God”, “the formless light”, “the light of the intellect”.  
In Isaac’s discourses, the conduct of the body and soul refers to the Evagrian 
purification that takes place during the practical stage, while the spiritual conduct and spiritual 
state mostly pertain to the gnostic stage, inaugurated by the primary natural contemplation. In 
order to support this affirmation the short fragment below indicates how Isaac develops this 
issue: 
The service of the cross is a double one. And this is in accordance with its twofold 
nature which is divided into two parts: patience in face of bodily troubles which is 
accomplished through the instrumentality of the anger950 of the soul. This is called 
practice951. And the subtle intellectual service, in intercourse with God, constant prayer 
and so on, which is performed with the desiring part952 and called theory953. The one 
purifies the affectible part954 by the strength of zeal955; the other clears the intellectual 
part956 by the influence of the love of the soul957, which is the natural appetite958 959.  
The practice refers to bodily ascetical struggles accomplished by one of the fifth soul’s 
powers, as it will be later explained in the chapter dedicated to anthropology, – anger or zeal, 
while the noetic activity pertains to what Isaac calls “theoria”, realised with the participation 
of the desiring power, the natural appetite. The anthropological structure described here 
corresponds to the two domains, that is the purification of the affectible part, respectively, the 
intellectual part960.  
                                               
950 ¿ÿãÏ. 
951 ܬܘܪÍïè¿ . 
952 ¿ÿÙåÿÄܪ. 
953 ¾Øܪܐܬ. 
954 ¿ÿüÍýÏ ¿ÿæâ. 
955 ¾ææÒܕ āÙÏ. 
956 ¿ÿÙæàÜÿéâ ¿ÿæâ. 
957 ¾ýòåܕ ¾ÁÍÏ. 
958 ¾ÙæÙÜ ¿ܬÍæÁ½Øÿâ. 
959 I, 2, p. 10 (B, 15). 
960 Along with the desiring power, in other places, Isaac insists on reason (¿ܬÍàÙàâ) as the faculty conducting to 
vision or contemplation, while the concupiscence (¿ÿãÏܪ) and irascibility (¾ææÒ) are connected to the practical 
stage. Moreover concupiscence and reason are the only powers of the soul (of the five listed there) pertaining to 
the eschatological reality. Insisting on the desiring power, one may consider Isaac tributary to John the Solitary, 
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In the same collection, 34th discourse, Isaac makes a sharp distinction between these two 
stages, using the same language as in the paragraph quoted above: “Two are the parts of the 
ascension of the cross. One is the crucifixion of the body. The second is the ascension to the 
contemplation; the former is a matter of freedom, the latter of influence”961. The qualitative 
difference mentioned here refers to the cause – in the first situation, human’s role is much 
more present, while in the second there is a clear mention of the divine intervention, the 
crucifixion of the body referring to an ascetical life that prepares the contemplation. 
 
5.3 The ascetical knowledge 
So far, we have tried to demonstrate that, for Isaac, knowledge is an ascetical exercise. 
Therefore the next step aims to detail the type of practice, respectively, the type of knowledge 
corresponding to each stage. 
We have stated above that there is a clear difference between “stage” and “conduct”. 
Despite the fact that Isaac is not very systematic and not so much consistent in terms of 
divisions, one can still identify the ascetical and cognitive process starting from these 
divisions. In the line of John the Solitary, bodily stage is preternatural, subjected to passions. 
Therefore, it is not part of spiritual ascent, and it describes those who have no knowledge 
(divine)962. A virtuous life, in this context, takes place during the second stage – of the soul – 
according to nature, which presupposes the knowledge of those created963, perceived964 and 
thought965. This stage corresponds to the Evagrian Praktiki and Phisiki. The spiritual stage and 
the spiritual conduct, above nature, describe the divine contemplation966 and knowledge of the 
perfect967.  
In the Second collection, the third centuria, quoting Evagrius, Isaac describes an 
ascetical progress and, consequently, a cognitive evolution, formed of four stages – four 
transformations: the decision to leave a bodily lifestyle and adopt a rational life; the second 
movement is given by the mind which does not find in mistake, but achieves the perception of 
the truth in the secondary beings; the third moment describes those who pass to their natural 
creatural order by means of spiritual learnings; and finally, the fourth one refers to being 
                                                                                                                                                   
and when talking about reason he becomes fairly Evagrian (Plotinian language)/ Praktikos 89; for details see II, 
19, 1-5. 
961 I, 34, p. 151 (B, 223).  
962 It may be possible to speak strictly a bout a kind of rational (worldly) knowledge, as I will detail later on.  
963 āÜÍ̈è ¿ÿØăÁܕ . 
964 çýÄĂÿâ. 
965 çîÊ̈Øÿâ. 
966 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ ¿ÿØÌßܐ ; In the Greek translation appears the adjective ØperoÚsioj. 
967 ÀăÙãÄ; I, 3, p. 16 (B, p. 23). 
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moved by the eternal life, according to the evangelic contemplation968. We can identify in this 
enumeration the technical stages argued by Evagrius – praktiki, secondary natural 
contemplation (of the material beings/ phisiki), followed by the primary natural contemplation 
(theologiki), and the vision of the Holy Trinity. In the same collection, Isaac lists again four 
cognitive stages, that one may easily integrate in Evagrius’ anthropological system: pertaining 
to practical stage, the knowledge of work involving the body, the knowledge of work which is 
concentrated and unified, and the knowledge of hidden struggles against it; pertaining to 
gnostic stage, the knowledge of the luminous service which is in God and takes place on its 
own in God. This is described as “spiritual conduct” and “wonder”969. 
Isaac uses the same division in different ways and expresses it with different languages. 
Below is another suggestive paragraph to argue the presence of the Evagrian legacy: “Bodily 
discipline970 in silence purifies the body from material elements. Discipline of the mind971 
humbles the soul and purifies it from the heaviness that leads to decaying things, by changing 
its passions into impulses of contemplation972. This will bring the soul close to the nakedness 
of mind973 that is called immaterial contemplation974. This is the spiritual discipline975”. Isaac 
describes this last level as “the sight of the unspeakable glory”976 and “it spiritually delights in 
the hope of the future things”977. The bodily discipline and the discipline of the soul 
correspond to praktiki and the material contemplation, while the spiritual discipline and the 
vision of the divine glory to the spiritual contemplation.  
There is an interesting detail here referring to the second conduct. He names this stage 
“conduct of the mind / thought (¾æÙîܪܕ)”, not soul as in other cases. But in the same discourse, 
a few lines below, he asserts: “This is the labour of the heart (¾Âßܕ āãî), which is called the 
discipline978 of the mind/ thought (¾æÙîܪܕ ÀûÁܘܕ)… which is called psychic service ( ¾æÐßÍñ
                                               
968 II, 3.1,5; In Evagrian terms, the four transformations are: “de la malice à la vertu; de l’impassibilité à la 
contemplation naturelle seconde ; le passage de celle-ci à la science qui concerne les logikoi ; le passage à la 
science de la Trinité Sainte ”/ KG 2,4 (S1).  
969 II, 10,1. 
970 ¾åܐûÅñ ÀûÁܘܕ. 
971 ¾æÙîܪܕ ÀûÁܘܕ. 
972 ܢÍïØܙܬÿå çØÌàØܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
973 ¾åܘܗܕ ¿ܬÍÙàÒûî; For Isaac the nakedness of the mind is its divestiture of the senses that occurs in the passage 
from the second to the first natural contemplation. However, Evagrius, despite the fact he argues the angelic 
powers are bodiless and the angelic bodies that they do have are not at all sensible, yet he considers the first 
natural contemplation to be material. 
974 ĀÍ̈ÙÏ Āܕ êØĂܘܐܬ. 
975 ¾æÏܘܪ ÀûÁܘܕ. 
976 áàâÿâ Āܕ ¾ÐÁÍü. 
977 I, 40, p. 202 (B, 303). 
978 Isaac uses as synonyms conduct (discipline) – ÀûÁܘܕ, labour – āãî, and service – ¾æÐßÍñ. 
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Ùæýòå¾ )”979. One can draw the conclusion that the heart, the mind and the soul, are sometimes 
used interchangeable, despite the fact the first two normally appear to be powers of the soul. 
However, in this context they are used in the sense of the most intimate place, the superior 
sphere or the most subtle spiritual power, capable of entering into contact with God. This 
example supports the idea that Isaac is less systematic in his discourses. 
Knowledge is a unitary process, but its evolution implies three level of understanding980. 
The transformation refers to a qualitative progress, from a material level to one that is more 
and more spiritual.  
 Starting the approach from the bodily stage, for a more precise understanding of the 
anthropological ascetic vision of Isaac, we consider necessary to do a brief incursion into the 
anthropological vision of his three main mentors, in particular regarding the issue of passions. 
The main question relates to the instrument of generating passion: is the body the subject 
generator or is it the soul? Theodore of Mopsuestia seems to be quite confusing around this 
item – although he attributes the passions to the body, yet the soul occasionally makes itself 
their subject when it falls down into the temptations that come from the body981. Instead, 
Evagrius assigns the passions to the soul, occasionally to the body, but in no case to the 
“nous”. In fact, the body and the soul are the result of the nous’ fall. Then he lists the eight 
passions, or evil spirits982 attributed to the body or to the soul983. John the Solitary seems to 
have inspired Isaac even more. He argues that the assigned passions of the soul, such as anger, 
envy or jealousy, are due because of the union between the soul and the body. The soul itself 
has no passions984.  
One can observe that Isaac makes a personal reading of the three theologians mentioned 
above. From the very beginning, we can identify why he considers the bodily stage contrary 
to nature – the existence of passions. According to his perspective, passions are “additions” to 
nature, which came forth as a result of human’s sin. The passions of the body are just 
metaphorical and those of the soul are inexistant, for purity is the natural state for the soul: 
“natural is without passions, full of light… the soul is to be clear and a receptacle of the 
                                               
979 979 I, 40, p. 203 (B, 304). 
980 ÿØ½æîÊØÿâܕ ¾ãé̈ÝÄܐÿßܬ. 
981 R.A. Norris, Manhood and Christ: A Study in the Christology of Theodore of Mopsuestia, Oxford, University 
Press, 1963, p. 29-34. 
982 Gluttony (γαστριμαργ…α), fornication (πορνε…α), love of money (φιλαργυρ…α), sadness (λÚπη), anger (ÑργÍ), 
listlessness (¢κηδ…α), vainglory (κενοδοξ…α) and pride (Øπερηφαν…α)/ Praktikos 6. 
983 Praktikos 35. The passions of the body have their origin in the natural appetite of the flesh, while the passions 
of the soul in the appetite of the soul (Eulogius PG 79, 1093-1146, § 23). 
984 S. Dedering, Johannes von Lykopolis, p. 43. 
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blessed light… and it returns to its original state”985. Virtue is the natural health of the soul, 
and passion is its sickness. Isaac shares the opinion that there are passions of the soul, but that 
they are called so because of the close connection between body and soul986. We must 
emphasize that the term that describes the passion (¾ýÏ)987 is ambivalent, firstly it refers to a 
natural capacity of the soul that can be directed towards both good and evil, as well as a sinful 
desire of the body or soul. Patrick Hagman argues that in Isaac’s case the tension between 
them is lessened, taking into account his vision on God and the relativity of evil. Ultimately, 
in the line of John the Solitary, or more, of Theodore’s pedagogical history, Isaac states that 
God has given the passions for the benefit of humans: “All the existing passions were given to 
be of help to each of the natures to which they naturally belong and they were given by God 
for the growth of these natures”988. However, at times, Isaac uses both perspectives, positive, 
as well as negative, due to Evagrius989.  
 In this framework, Isaac argues that the latter are given by God for the spiritual growth 
of the body and soul. In a fragment, the bishop of Nineveh argues that passions such as 
anger990 and choler991, which are naturally in the soul, are death to the flesh, while carnal 
passions which corrupt the body are enemies of the soul, referring to St Paul’s words on the 
enmity between body and soul (Galatians 5:17). Isaac lists some carnal passions: love of 
richness, gathering of possessions, fatness of the body giving rise to the tendency of carnal 
desire, love of honor which is the source of envy, exercise government; pride and haughtiness 
of magistracy; folly, glory among men which is the cause of choler, bodily fear. And then, 
when he wants to refer to them under a single name, he uses the term “world”992.  
From a gnoseologic perspective, this stage is conducted by what Isaac calls “a simple 
knowledge993, bare of every godly thought”, characterized by zeal for rational wisdom and the 
wish to be originator of inventions in crafts and learnings, the exercise of dialectics, cunning 
artifices and intellectual disputes. Isaac uses a symbol to describe this type of knowledge – the 
paradisiac tree of good and evil, which used to eradicate love994. In one way, this knowledge 
associated with the love of the body, describes the purely rational scientific knowledge, which 
                                               
985 I, 3, p. 15 (B, 22). 
986 I, 3, p. 16 (B, 23). 
987 Its radical – ýÏ¾  – means to suffer”, analogous with the Greek π£θος. Other related terms: ¿ܬÍàÙÐâ 
(weakness), ¾æÙéå (temptation).  
988 I, 3, p. 15 (B, 25). 
989 Cf. Patrick Hagman, The asceticism of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 75. 
990 ¿ÎÄܘܪ/ ™piqum…a. 
991 ¿ÿãÏ /qumÒj. 
992 ¾ãàî; I, 2, p. 13 (B, 18-19). 
993 ¿ÿîÊØ ¿ÿãÙÐü . 
994 I, 51, p. 248 (B, 371).  
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is accomplished by human’s intrinsic powers without any appeal to the theological research 
instrument of truth – “faith”. He is not against natural or rational knowledge, as we will detail 
later on, but he considers it incomplete if not connected to the divine things. Or, without 
involving faith, humility and being supported by ascetical works, when trying to meditate on 
the divine things, a strictly material knowledge can deviate from the truth into idle 
deliberations and impure things995. Although valid, it is liable to falsehood because of the 
haughtiness and total confidence in one’s own powers that accompanies and characterizes it.  
Cleansing of unnatural carnal passions by practicing the virtues of the soul, according to 
nature, is the first stage of the spiritual itinerary or what Isaac calls the “bodily conduct”, and 
hence the first level of theological knowledge, that of the soul. This stage is bound to a bodily 
asceticism, a struggle that aims the replacement of passions with virtues and achieving a 
natural state.  
We will refer now to the soul’s stage, and in consequence to the bodily conduct, 
followed by the soul’s discipline. In the Second collection, the first centuria, Isaac proposes a 
classification of the divine knowledge in two levels: “sensitive”996 or “practical”997, pertaining 
to the senses, called virtue, which corresponds to the “second contemplation”, and 
“intelligible”998, called “theoria”999, pertaining to understanding. After this classification, he 
continues the discussion, this time within the first level, and makes a second ranking: material 
and immaterial practice1000. The evolution of knowledge in this first stage corresponds to the 
development of virtues: material virtues followed by those immaterial. Then he enunciates 
specific virtues for each of two levels:  
 The material virtues refer to: serving the sick people, receiving strangers, giving 
support to the poor and comfort to the afflicted, instructing those in need. In fact, 
this list resumes the biblical text from Matthew 25. All these virtues are external 
and, in fact, this marks the difference between the two types of ascetic works. 
 Immaterial virtues, with a deep inner character: chastity, fasting, tears, reading, 
liturgical service, silence, prayer.  
                                               
995 I, 51, p. 249 (B, 372).  
996 ¿ÿÙæýÄܪÿâ ¿ÿæâ. 
997 ¿ܬܘܪÍïè. 
998 ¿ÿÙæîÊØÿâ ¿ÿæâ. 
999 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1000 Ā̈ܘܗ āÁܕ Ā̈ܘÌÁܕ ¿ܬܘܪÍïè; II, 3.3, 56-58. Approximately the same list in I, 51, p. 250 (B, 372). 
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At the end of this enumeration, Isaac clearly mentions the aim of both material and 
immaterial virtues – the liberation of the intellect from materiality so as to be able to come 
closer to the second rank of knowledge, contemplation, on which we will dwell later on.   
Isaac dedicates an entire chapter to the forms of the ascetical progress, envisaging the 
scope of each virtue within the tripartite schema. Below is a synthesis:  
 the bodily conduct envisages the cleansing of the body from the material 
elements in it, by means of bodily labors;  
 the soul’s conduct (of mind) is achieved in humility, by filtering the passionate 
thoughts through meditation on judgment, on God’s providence, unceasing 
prayer of the heart, avoidance of thin passions; its purpose is to acquire subtle 
heart;  
 spiritual conduct refers to achieving the nakedness of mind and the immaterial 
contemplation1001 of the Spirit; it is the foretaste of the eschatological life; 
without senses – “hypostatical vision”1002, “monadic knowledge”1003, and 
“wonder before God”1004.  
The work of virtue is called “the knowledge of labours”1005, because it concerns the 
material purification by means of personal works, in order to become capable of 
contemplating God. The key term that describes the works of the first two stages, in 
particular, and the third one, in a specific form (limpidity) is purification: firstly, the 
purification of the body, by personal works; then the psychic purification, from the hidden 
affection of the soul. This conduct presupposes turning the heart from preternatural affections 
and, in consequence, getting the capability of experiencing some spiritual insights. If the first 
and the second level of purity do not necessarily require an exceptional spiritual maturity 
(even children are pure in body and soul, but not spiritually), the third level (here purity of 
mind) is experienced only by the spiritual elites. In the final fragment of 40th discourse of the 
First collection, Isaac precisely dwells on these three levels of purification:  
Bodily purity1006 is to be clean from filth. Psychic purity1007 is to be free from hidden 
affection1008 in the spirit1009. Purity of mind1010 is to be purified by revelations1011 from 
                                               
1001  Āܕ êØĂܘܐܬĀÍ̈Øܗ . 
1002 ¾âÍæøܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1003 ¿ÿØÊÙÐØ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1004 ¿Ìß½Áܕ Àܪܗܬ; I, 40, p. 202 (B, 303-304). 
1005 ¾åăîÍèܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1006 ÀûÅñܕ ¿ܬÍÙÜܕ. 
1007 ¿ܬÍÙÜܕ ¾ýòå. 
1008 ¾Ù̈éÜ ¾ý̈Ï. 
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any emotion unto things which, in view of their material nature, lie in the domain of 
senses… Purity of mind is perfection through training of the heavenly 
contemplation1012, so that the mind without the senses receives impulses from the 
spiritual powers of those worlds above, powers which are amazing, surpassing in 
number, distinguished in demeanor, mingled in invisible service, subject to many 
variations at all times, on account of the motion of the divine revelations1013. 
From the excerpt above, we can draw some important methodological conclusions. The 
purification in the first two levels pertains mostly to human’s inner powers, and it is achieved 
by means of senses, but the purity of mind (spirit) is generated by the direct divine 
intervention and it is senseless. The frame of the purified mind is represented by “heavenly 
contemplations”. Divine action, called “revelation” occurs here, achieved when one receives 
impulses from the spiritual powers. It is also useful to underline that here, for the perfect 
conduct, Isaac uses the expression “purity of intellect (¾åܘܗ), while, in some other cases, he 
speaks about the purity of spirit or the purity of heart. Again, there is another important 
consequence that Isaac proposes – a synthetic lecture of both Evagrian cognitive 
philosophical language as well as John the Solitary’s ascetical terminology, who stresses the 
role of the heart.  
In this context, one finds it necessary to dwell on the way Isaac describes the purity of 
heart and the relation he establishes between these two faculties. When speaking about the 
purity of heart, as the main characteristic of the perfect conduct, Isaac clearly advocates its 
superiority, as including all the other cognitive powers; it is the center of spiritual life1014. The 
moment other powers of the soul are clean, one needs a clear heart too. The bishop of 
Nineveh describes a pure heart1015 as “limpid thinking”1016, without any struggle, without 
temptation of the will or the memories left by the body in the mind1017.  
In synthesis to all what has been dealt with in this chapter, we will try to identify some 
methodological elementary differences between the psychic stage1018 and the spiritual stage 
                                                                                                                                                   
1009 In Syriac ¿ÿÙîܪܬ – thought.  
1010 ¾åܘܗܕ ¿ܬÍÙÜܕ. 
1011 ¾æÙ̈àÄ. 
1012 ¿ÿÙ̈æÙãü êØĂܘܐܬ. 
1013 I, 40, p. 204 (B, 306-307). 
1014 “Purity of mind is something else than purity of heart as it is a difference between one members of the whole 
body and the wholly body. The thought (¾æÙîܪ) is one of the senses of the soul. The heart (¾Âß) is the central 
organ of the inner senses, because it is the root. If the root is holy so are the branches”./ I, 3, p. 20 (B, 29). 
1015 ¾Âß ܬÍÙÜܕ. 
1016 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ ܬÍÙòü. 
1017 II, 3.4, 33. 
1018 I refer here at the practical stage or the bodily and the soul’s conduct and the contemplative stage or the 
spiritual conduct. 
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that will help us later identify, delineate and interpret the cognitive levels or forms professed 
by Isaac.  
 
 
5.3.1 Bodily asceticism  
 
We now briefly refer to the forms of asceticism related to bodily discipline. Firstly, we 
recall the labour of fasting and vigil. In discourse 35 of the First collection, the bishop of 
Nineveh dedicates generous space to the practice of fasting and vigil and describes the role 
these works occupy in the spiritual maturation. Together with vigilance and vigil, fasting is 
the foundation of every virtue and each struggle, the path of purity and virginity, the generator 
of prayer, the source of placidity and the path for humility of heart1019. Watchfulness is 
closely associated with the unification of the mind; it is experienced in silence and, in its turn, 
it generates the zeal for other ascetic labours1020. Vigil brings the same effect as vigilance. If 
the former is considered a permanent state, described as a particular continuous attention 
before possible temptations, the latter is an exercise that, most of the time, is accompanied by 
the recitation of psalms and night prayer. The primary purpose of this exercise is the 
enlightenment of thinking1021.  
Reading of the Psalms, a chief occupation of the monks and the reading of Scripture, 
both have the same goal – the unification of thoughts and staying away from any filthy or 
worldly thinking1022. It can easily be seen that, whatever bodily labour we speak about, it has 
                                               
1019 I, 35, p. 142 (B, 162). 
1020 I, 45, p. 300 (B, 447-448). 
1021 I, 4, p. 30 (B, 43). 
1022 I, 80, p. 367 (B, 547). 
The stage of the soul Spiritual stage 
Praxis (¿ܬܘܪÍïè) Contemplation/ divine vision ( ¾Øܪܘܐܬ ܚܘܪܕ ) 
Purification (¿ܬÍÙÜܕ) Limpidity (¿ܬÍÙòü) 
Pure prayer ( ¿ܬÍßܨ ¿ܬÍÙÜܕ ) Spiritual prayer ( ¿ܬÍßܨ ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ) 
Meditation (¾Äܪܗ) Wonder (¿Ìâܬ) 
Knowledge (¿ÿîÊØ) Ignorance/ un-knowldge (  Ā ¿ÿîÊØ ) 
Movement/ impulse (¾îܘܙ) Drunkenness (¿ܬÍØܘܪ) 
Speech/ word (¿ÿàâ) Silence (¾øÿü) 
Justice (¿ܬÍå½Ü ) Mercy/ charity (¿ܬÍùØܕܙ  /¿ܬÍæãÏûâ ) 
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no other purpose than to facilitate and ensure the asceticism of the mind and, consequently, 
the contemplation specific to the spiritual conduct.  
Besides physical labours already mentioned, Isaac insists much on the separation from 
the world, observing the discipline of silence and the struggle against thoughts. It is useful to 
recall that the Syriac term that names the work of silence, with the Greek equivalent hesychia, 
¿ܬÍØÊÙÐØ, covers both the state of loneliness, as well as inner unification. One may argue that 
the first case, the state of loneliness, is the form in which the second, the inner unification, 
occurs. Hence the name of a hermit – monk1023 – is different from he who lives a cenobitic 
monastic life1024. Withdrawal from the world does not consist in a running from a specific 
mode of life, but more the creation of a propitious space for inner unification. Related to this 
issue, when asked about why some who, despite labouring in harsh ascetic life fail to deliver 
the passions and to unify their thoughts, Isaac simply responds by stressing that the sensitive 
passions, the hidden passions, can be cured by bodily labours unless they are accompanied by 
silence and solitude1025. Loneliness is considered to be an inner experience of meeting with 
oneself, a process of achieving lucidity, and, finally, the necessary context required to getting 
into contact with divinity. In parallel, it means sacrificing the other, even a friend or a relative, 
and, finally, renouncing the world so as to achieve the unity with God. When talking about the 
world, Isaac refers, on the one hand, with a generic term, to the passions that characterize the 
fallen creation, as we have seen above, but, on the other hand, especially addressing the 
anchorites, to any foreign activity regarding the primary purpose of the hermitical life, that is 
to reach spiritual experiences: “Be constantly occupied with recitation and solitude then you 
will be drawn to ecstasy at all times”. Withdrawal in solitude is, according to Isaac, a 
prerequisite for meeting with God, and therefore practiced in various forms, even extreme 
ones, in terms of ascetic life.  
According to the monastic rule of Abraham of Kashkar1026, a novice had to devote a 
community life for a number of years and only after this training he was allowed to retire, 
with the approval of his spiritual father, in the wilderness, joining the community only for 
Sunday Eucharist. Such discipline was probably observed by Isaac as well, when he withdrew 
from the see of Niniveh in the mountains near the Monastery of Rabban Shabur. The 
following paragraph seems suggestive for Isaac’s vision regarding the solitary and hesychast 
life, stating its primate even against the service of the poor, aspect specific for the heremitical 
                                               
1023 ¾ØÊÙÐØ. 
1024 ¾ØûØܕ. 
1025 I, 35, p. 243 (B, 163-164). 
1026 For details see Sabino Chialà, Abramo di Kashkar e la sua comunità, Monastero di Bose, Qiqajon, 2006. 
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way of life: “Love the ease of solitude rather than satisfying the hunger of the world and the 
converting of a multitude of heathen peoples from erring unto adoring God”1027. Solitude is 
the condition for both conducts, of the body as well as of the soul. Isaac argues that “the silent 
life is helpful because it silences the deliberations with force and gives us strength to train 
ourselves in endurance”1028. The order of solitude generates strength and endurance in 
physical labours and sufferings (bodily conduct), and cleans the deliberations (psychic 
discipline). Any physical work is subjected to the noetic asceticism, which is the frame for the 
spiritual conduct.  
Loneliness refers both to a physical location, but more to a state far from the noise and 
temptations of the world, which pertains to introspection and unification. Isaac repeatedly 
claims that the monk’s cell is the ascetic desert where one receives the divine revelation. 
Using biblical symbols, he describes the cell assimilating it to the rock cave1029 where Moses 
saw God’s back: “The cell of a solitary (¾ØÊÙÐØ) is the cave of the rock in which God spoke 
with Moses”1030. 
We will refer now, in the same context, to the types of prayer pertaining to bodily 
conduct. A special place is occupied by the reading of the psalms. The Book of Psalms was 
the most recited book from the Old Testament, especially within the liturgical service. 
Moreover, the testimony Isaac brings us leads us to believe that the psalms occupied a central 
place in the seven daily offices; being their very content, interrupted only by prostrations, 
meditations and free prayers1031. He repeatedly emphasizes the role they occupy in the ascetic 
life: “Recitation of the Psalms is the root of discipline”1032. Only in the First collection, Isaac 
mentions more than thirty times this Old-Testamentary book. 
Besides the prayer of the psalms, the bishop of Niniveh adds other forms of prayer, 
which still correspond to bodily asceticism. On several occasions, he speaks about hymns1033, 
meditation on Scripture1034, recitation of verses, the work of repentance by sorrow for sins, 
                                               
1027 I, 5, p. 32 (B, 45). 
1028 I, 39, p. 198 (B, 297). 
1029 ¾åûÒܕ ¿ܬûïâ. 
1030 I, 24, p. 121 (B, 178). Sabino Chialá asserts that Isaac quotes an ancient father who says: “The cell of the 
monk is the furnace of Babylon where the three young man found the Son of God; it is the light column from 
where God has spoken to Moses”. (see S. Chialá, Dall’ascesi eremitica, note 182, p. 325, cf. Paul Bedjan, Acta 
martyrum et sanctorum VII, Parisiis-Lipsiae, Harrassowitz, 1890-7, p. 463) 
1031 I, 80, p. 374 (B, 558). 
1032 I, 65, p. 300 (B, 447). 
1033 I, 25, p. 163 (B, 242). 
1034 He dedicates an entire discourse on “On the words of the Scripture being spoken as it were to patients”, I, 10, 
p. 78-80 (B, 115-119); Many quotations references appear at the end of his published discourses.  
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kneeling and other various forms1035. The meditation of Scripture as a form of prayer has the 
same goal – the purification of the mind: the meditation of the Scripture “traces in the intellect 
profitable recollection with regard to watchfulness against the affections and for perpetual 
abiding with God in love and purity of prayer”1036.  
Regarding prostrations and kneeling, they are part of the regular program of any ascetic. 
Particular emphasis is given to the prostrations before the Cross, considered as the place 
where God reveals himself, the “Shekina” of the New Covenant. The discipline evoked by 
Isaac, describing the practice of the spiritual fathers who preceded him, gives evidence about 
the alternation of prayers and prostrations before the cross and its worship. The goal is the 
same – to polish the mind and achieve sight and fervent deliberations1037.  
Tears, accompanied by the regret for sins, are a valuable indication that a person comes 
closer to the conduct of the soul. One should emphasize that the bishop of Nineveh speaks 
about two types of tears – the first category accompanies the penitence for sins, while the 
second is an effect of the intervention of grace. At the bodily ascetic level, it refers to crying, 
being aware of the fallen condition and the separation from God. Even etymologically, the 
Syriac term describing the monk might be rendered with āÙÁܐ – the one who cries. In the 
35th discourse of the First collection Isaac himself describes the work of the solitary, using 
this etymology. He retorically asks: “What is the meditation of the solitary in his cell other 
than weeping?... For his dwelling place lonely like the grave and deprived of all worldly 
pleasures teaches his that his service consists in weeping. And even his name turns him into 
his direction; for he is called abila (āÙÁܐ), which means bitter in heart”1038.  
If the ascetic begins by weeping for sins, this labour, under the overshadowing of the 
Holy Spirit, becomes a spiritual crying. The difference between these two kinds of weeping is 
essential – if the former is correlated with suffering and grieving, the latter brings comfort. 
The ascetic is part of a transformation, as the intervention of the Spirit, generates a “spiritual 
sensitivity”1039, which allows him to perceive the reality of God as a concrete and immediate 
                                               
1035 For other various forms of asceticism see I, 80, 366 et all (B, 546 et). 
1036 I, 53, p. 254 (B, 379). 
1037 I, 15, p. 87 (B, 128). 
1038 I, 35, p. 169 (B, 251-252). 
1039 This comes in the line of Macarius who employs key terms for denoting a vivid experience: αἴσθησις 
(feeling or sensation), πληροφορία (confidence or assurance), πεῖρα (experience). Although Macarius used terms 
that occur in ancient writings, he was able to bring together the emotional, intellectual and spiritual aspects of 
Christian life. Fir details see Columba Stewart, Working the Earth of the Heart: The Messalian Controversy in 
History, Texts and Language to AD 431, Oxford, 1991, p. 96-97, 154, 236-237. 
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sweetness, but not through bodily senses. This occurs when one reaches the purity of the 
soul1040.  
 
5.3.2 The noetic asceticism  
We will refer now to the asceticism according to the soul’s conduct or the noetic level. 
If the very purpose of bodily asceticism is the purification of the body, this stage aims at the 
purification of human’s noetic part. Isaac defines the purity of thought (¾æÙîܪ)1041 as “being 
captivated by divine things that is only reached when many virtues have been practised”1042. 
As it has been mentioned in the previous chapter dedicated to terminology, this term – 
thinking (mind) – refers to what is happening during the process and, more specifically, the 
appearance and the movement of thought. Isaac excludes the idea that speaking about a pure 
thinking means there are no deliberations or temptations at all, while still being in the 
body1043. The solution he proposes is to draw the mind towards excellent things seen by the 
intuition1044, so that it may become completely overwhelmed by the participation to the divine 
realities, so any contact with the outside world becomes insignificant for him.  
Referring to the intellect’s (¾åܘܗ) purity, we remember that the intellect is the highest 
noetic faculty which, according to Isaac, is capable to see the spiritual realities. Its purity is 
achieved when the mind is trained with heavenly contemplations1045 and is moved by the 
spiritual powers1046, beyond the senses. The purification of this faculty is due to the Holy 
Spirit. While developing it within a specifically ascetic framework, presupposing an ascetical 
struggle, Isaac insists that it is the result of the revelations1047 of the divine mysteries1048. And 
                                               
1040 I, 35, p. 165 (B, 245-248). 
1041 See the Evagrian concept of “naked mind”: “The naked mind (nous) is that which, by the contemplation 
which concerns it, is united to the gnosis of the Holy Trinity” (KG III, 6), developped also by Isaac: “Bodily 
discipline in solitude purifies the body from the material elements in it. Mental discipline makes the soul humble 
and purifies it from the material impulses that tend towards decaying things, by changing their affectible nature 
into motions of contemplation. And this will bring the soul near to the nakedness of the mind (¾åܘܗܕ ¿ܬÍÙàÒûïß) 
that is called immaterial contemplation; this is spiritual discipline. It elevates the intellect above earthly things 
and brings it near to primordial spiritual contemplation; it directs the intellect towards God by the sight of 
unspeakable glory and it delights spiritually in the hope of future things, [thinking of] what and how each of 
them will be” (I, 40, p. 202/ B, 303); “When the mind is in a state of natural steadfastness, it is in angelic 
contemplation, which is the first and natural contemplation which is also named naked mind” ( åܘܗ¾ÙàÒûî ¾ )/ I, 
3, p. 21 (B, 31). 
1042 I, 3, p. 19 (B, 27). 
1043 Isaac identifies four roots for the contrary deliberations: the order of nature, the world through the 
intermediation of the senses, recollections and powers of deviation and the demons. 
1044 The Syriac term might be better rendered with lightning flashes (āÜÍ̈è). 
1045 ¿ÿÙ̈æÙãü êØĂܘܐܬ. 
1046 ¾æÏܘĂ āÙ̈Ï. 
1047 ¾̈æÙàÄ. 
1048 I, 40, p. 204 (B, 306-307). 
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finally, intellectual activity ceases at the time of entry into the state of stupor1049 when the 
divine vision1050 occurs. 
The second faculty of the soul – the mind (¾îÊâ) –, which is the spiritual feeling1051 and 
the recipient for the divine power of vision1052, comes very close to the role of the previous 
one. One can also define it as the power of knowing or the spiritual eye pupils (the power 
using these pupils is the intellect – ¾åܘܗ) or “spiritual nature”1053 which receives the 
intelligible revelations1054. Purity of mind means “clearness of the intelligible air”1055. In his 
First collection, the 67th discourse, Isaac extensively develops the role of mind in the divine 
knowledge and how this is done. The mind is the power which carries out the “natural 
knowledge”1056, united with “the natural state”1057 or “natural light”1058. The power that 
connects knowledge and natural light is grace which gives the capacity of identifying the 
differences between this light and the spiritual vision. The passions represent the wall that 
rises between the two. For a pure knowledge one requires a pure mind and the work of the 
grace. In this discussion, Isaac emphasizes a clear relationship between ascetic work of human 
and grace, what in ascetic terms we call synergy. Knowledge is based on human labour, but is 
achieved only in the divine light.  
In the next discourse, in the same frame, one can identify the difference between the 
knowledge of philosophers and the knowledge of the saints, as expressed by Isaac. The 
psychic knowledge1059, achieved by the natural power of the mind1060, cannot grasp the truth 
in contemplation (¾Øܪܘܐܬ) out of the grace1061 and excellence of behaviour. This becomes 
possible only in the case of spiritual people. In parallel, he describes the situation of those 
philosophically trained1062, who, while being still entangled by bodily affections, have lost 
their natural power of intellectual vision and, instead of one truth, it appears in a variety of 
images. He defines the truth as “the apperception (¿ܬÍæýÄûâ) concerning God which a man 
                                               
1049 Àܪܗܬ. 
1050 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ; I, 71, p. 330 (B, 492). 
1051 ¾æÏܘܪ ¾ýÄܪ. 
1052 ¾ØܘÎÏ āÙÏ; I, 66, p. 314 (B, 472). 
1053 ¾æÏܘܪ ¾æÙÜ. 
1054  ¾æÙàÄ¾æîÊØÿâ ; I, 71, p. 328 (B, 489). 
1055 ¾æîÊØÿâ ܪܐܐܕ ¿ܬÍùØûâ ; I, 67, p. 317 (B, p. 473). 
1056 ¿ÿÙæÙÜ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1057 ¾æÙÜܕ Ìæøܘܬ. 
1058 ¾ÙæÙÜ ÀܪܗÍå. 
1059 ¿ÿÙæýòå ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1060 ¾îÊâܕ ¾ÙæÙÜ āÙÏ. 
1061 Divine light – ÀܪܗÍå ¾ØÌßܐ . 
1062 ¾ÙñÍéàÙñ ¾Òܗܪ. 
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personally tastes by the perceptive power of the spiritual senses of the mind”1063. Therefore, 
the mind needs, next to its natural powers, the spiritual senses of the mind and, finally, what 
Isaac calls, “the vision of the mind”1064.  
The knowledge of spiritual people has as its final aim the partaking to the divine love in 
the time of prayer. Love is the reality after which mind longs, either during prayer, or in the 
impulses of its thoughts. Another aspect under discussion here is the purity of heart1065, as 
another power directly related to spiritual knowledge, in the experiential line, which Isaac 
claims to encompass all the other powers of the soul. We recall that the Syriac mystic 
describes the purity of heart as “a limpid thinking1066, without struggle... and the reduction of 
memories that the bodily reality traces in the mind (¾îÊâ)”1067. The sign proving that 
someone has reached this state of purity is the all-encompassing love for the world. Then one 
“sees all men in good light, without anyone appearing to him unclean or defiled”1068. As the 
heart, according to the classical ascetic tradition, is the centre of spiritual life ( ¾ýÄĂ ÊÙÏܐ
¾Ø̈ÍÄ), of the inner sense, the sense of senses (çÙýÄĂ þÄܪ) it means its purity pertains to the 
entire being1069. It is achieved only by human’s ascetic struggle – great troubles, separation 
from the world and complete mortification. From a gnoseological point of view, Isaac 
describes the achievement of the heart’s purity by returning to an original simplicity and the 
integrity of nature, which requires the avoidance of the cognitive worldly methods, natural or 
against nature1070.  
We will refer now to the purification of thought (¾æÙîܪ)1071. Up to some limits, this 
power of the soul is circumscribed to a discursive knowledge or a natural knowledge. It is the 
human faculty of conscious thinking, used in reflection and deliberation. Operating within the 
borders of rational activity, thinking depends directly on the type of thoughts and the 
movements generated by them. Isaac states that having pure thinking does not mean the 
absence of thoughts and movements caused by them, but rather their allegiance to heavenly 
                                               
1063 ¾åܘܗܕ ¾æÏܘĂ ܝܗÍýÄĂܕ ¿ÿýÄûÁ; I, 68, p. 318 (B, 475). 
1064 ÀÊÙîܕ ¿ܬÍØܘÎÏ. 
1065 ¾Âß ܬÍÙÜܕ. 
1066 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ ܬÍÙòü; While speaking about the heart and its cognitive role, primarily following an experiential 
line, he correlates it with the Evagrian epistemology, of noetic character – the purity of heart requires the purity 
of mind, and, in general, the purity of all soul’s powers. The term that seems to support well this connection is 
“purity” (¿ܬÍÙÜܕ) itself, translated into Greek with sèfronej. 
1067 II, 3.4,33. 
1068 I, 35, p. 168 (B, 250). 
1069 I, 3, p. 20 (B, 29). 
1070 I, 35, p. 168 (B, 250). 
1071 Greek: di£noia. 
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realities1072. If for the purification of the intellect and the mind the divine elements seem to 
prevail, in the sense that they are achieved by the revelations of the divine mysteries, for the 
purity of thinking what seems to prevail are the human elements or the ascetic noetic exercise. 
Isaac claims that it can be achieved relatively easy by reading, by a state of vigilance, by 
physical labours, or all these methods combined1073.  
Finally, we will refer to the purity of thinking/ intelligence (¿ÿÙîܪܬ)1074, power 
describing what is happening within the thought or, in other words, it refers to the appearance 
of the thoughts (mentality) or kind of their reservoir. Thought is purified at the same time as 
thinking through bodily asceticism, meditation on the Scriptures1075, and, finally, through 
recollection of the future hope1076 towards the life to come.  
All four intellectual faculties, next to the heart, are purified by bodily asceticism and, 
especially, by psychic labours, corresponding to the soul’s conduct. The overall goal of this 
kind of asceticism is the acquisition of a state of stillness of the mind, avoiding the passions 
and worldly thoughts, and, finally, coming closer to the divine vision1077. As argued above, 
Isaac speaks about passions of the soul1078, despite the fact they are not natural, but additions 
to the soul, as indirectly connected with the cognitive process. The most important among 
them are: envy, vainglory and pride1079. All of these passions are developed at the noetic 
level, and, in consequence, the struggle against them takes place within the mental activity, 
through prayer, reading, and knowledge out of the latter two, meditation and contemplation. 
In this context, the purification of the soul refers to: “be free from hidden affections in the 
thinking/ spirit”1080. 
The purpose of spiritual asceticism envisages the inner unification of noetic faculties 
and their subordination to the heavenly reality. In Isaac’s terms, this process consists in 
experiencing “the natural stirrings of the rational soul”1081, when the power of reason1082 is 
enlightened, the fear of death disappears and appears the thought on judgment and 
                                               
1072 I, 3, p. 19 (B, 27). 
1073 I, 3, p. 20 (B, 29). 
1074 Greek: frÒnhma. 
1075 I, 6, p. 61 (B, 91). 
1076 I, 6, p. 63 (B, 63). 
1077 II, 3.1,72. 
1078 ¾ýòæÁܕ ¾ý̈Ï. 
1079 II, 3.4,27. 
1080 I, 40, p. 204 (B, 306). In the same paragraph, Isaac describes the purification of mind by the means of 
revelations and avoidance of any worldly things. 
1081 ¿ÿàÙàâ ¾ýòåܕ ¾ÙæÙÜ ¾îܘܙ. 
1082 ¿ܬÍàÙàâܕ āÙÏ. 
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resurrection. The leading virtue which characterizes this stage is “natural discernment”1083, 
when the “natural thoughts”1084 are illumined by the presence of the grace1085.  
Isaac describes the signs that accompany this state and puts them in relation to bodily 
conduct: the state of permanent repentance, acquired by a harsh asceticism and tears, slowly 
turns into comfort; thought (¾æÙîܪ) is delighted by the feeling of hope, thinking (¿ÿÙîܪܬ) can 
be easily unified; one achieves the vision of mysterious insights1086 contained in the Scriptures 
and the sensible events, as well as contemplation1087 of ascetic labours; the feeling of delight 
accompanies the labour, fasting and prayer1088.  
One should emphasize that bodily asceticism does not stop at this time, only that it 
prevails the noetic asceticism. Moreover, Isaac clearly states several times that the 
purification of the mind is conditioned by bodily purification and that it cannot be achieved 
without the support of the latter one, but also that bodily labours find their fulfilment in the 
mind’s works. The same reciprocity can be identified when speaking about the fruits of the 
bodily knowledge, respectively of the soul. Isaac goes as far as describing this work at the 
physic level manifested in the external behaviour. In this frame, we can easily identify the 
relationship between the body and soul, in the context of Isaac’s gnoseological vision. The 
fragment below seems suggestive to argue this idea:  
The ministry of the body1089, when accompanied by idleness of mind (¾îÊâ) is empty 
and without any advantage… In the ministry of the mind1090 the body is not without 
labour either, even though it may be very weak, seeing that the labour of the mind / 
thought (¾æÙîܪ) dries up and emaciates the body making it like dry wood… the following 
are born in the mind/ thought (¾æÙîܪ) in accordance with the various direction 
meditation takes: grief for the sake of God or joy at Him and a heart that is diffused 
with the hope for which is continually peering out. With their sharp warmth this 
suffering and joy scorns and scorched the body drying it up at the seething infusion of 
blood which provides heat and spreads to the veins; for the flame of the mind’s/ 
thought’s stirrings1091 as a result of the fervour of the hidden ministry heats up the 
body’s constitution. It causes to burst forth all the time a wondrous sort of 
transformation… To the same extent the body dries up and grows feeble at these divine 
                                               
1083 ¿ܬܘûØÌå. 
1084 ¾ÙæÙ̈Ü ¾Âü̈ÍÏܕ. 
1085 II, 20, 2-3. 
1086 ¾ÙåܙĂܐ āÜÍ̈è. 
1087 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1088 II, 3.4,44. 
1089 ÀûÅñܕ ¾æÐßÍñ; See also II, 3.3,52; II, 29,1. 
1090 ¾îÊâܕ ¾æÐßÍñ. 
1091 ¾æÙîܪܕ ܝܗÍ̈îܘܙ; See II, 3.2,45; II, 29,3. 
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transformations so the soul is renewed day by day and flourishes through progress 
towards God in its spiritual knowledge1092.  
A pure soul, a pure heart and a pure mind makes the ascetic opened to receive divine 
visions and revelations. Moreover, there is concrete evidence of having achieved the 
intermediate ascetical state. In the context of this analysis, “visions” (¿ܬÎÏ) and “revelation” 
(¾æÙàÄ) are tightly inter-connected. Although Isaac sometimes gives the impression that they 
are synonyms, the second one includes the first one. The fundamental difference between the 
two consists in the nature of the experience1093 – the first one describes an inner mystical 
experience, while the latter refers to the immaterial exterior appearances (saints, angels, 
martyrs)1094. The revelations, according to the bishop of Nineveh, are anticipating the 
kingdom of God on earth. But they are of two types: revelations “of the new world” and 
“about the new world”. If the first one refers to the “glorious nature of the divine Majesty”, 
the latter category concerns “wondrous transformations which creation will experience”. Both 
are perceived by the intellect (¾åܘܗ) through the revelation of the various insights (āÜÍ̈è), 
the results of continual reflection (¾Ùåܪ) and illumination (¿ܬܘûØÌå), received from God. We 
remember that Isaac evokes a type of revelations with images for simple people and a second 
category without images for perfect people, but by intelligible apperceptions1095. Within the 
first category, he lists six types of revelations: non-ecstatic revelation perceived with the 
senses1096, material (the burning bush) and immaterial (Jacob’s ladder, the light that blinded St 
Paul), an ecstatic vision (Ezekiel’s chariot) perceived as psychic sight1097, by rapture of the 
spirit (a mental act of being carried away, Paul’s journey to the third heaven)1098, by the rank 
of prophecy1099, (the case of Balaam), in an intellectual way1100, through understanding 
(Colossians 1:19; Ephesians 1:17-19) and in the likeness of a dream1101 (Joseph, 
Nabuchadnezzar, Joseph, Mary’s husband). And precisely, as occurring through image, they 
are connected with the intermediary state and destined to the simple in understanding for their 
guidance. But those spiritual, received without images, by the intelligible apperception, refer 
to the perfection of knowledge, the highest form of understating. In consequence, 
                                               
1092 ܚܘûÁܕ ¿ÿîÊØ; II, 24, 1-3. See also II, 3.3,52; I, 15, p. 478. 
1093 Cf. Hilarion Alfeyev, The spiritual world, p. 230. 
1094 I, 5, p. 45 (B, 65). 
1095 I, 19, p. 108 (B, 118-119) 
1096 ¾ýÄĂ. 
1097 ÎÏ¾Ùæýòå ¿ܘ . 
1098 ¾ÙæÙîܪ ¾ÙñÍÓÏ; Literally – of the thinking.  
1099 ¿ܬÍÙÂå ¾éÝÒ. 
1100 ¾æàÜÿéâ ܡÊâ ¾åܙ. 
1101 ¾ãàÏ; I, 19, p. 106 (B, 156). 
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“revelation… is different from truth and knowledge in so far as revelation is not the exact 
truth, but only shows indications and signs corresponding to human strength… The 
mysteries1102 that are attained by the mind (¾îÊâ) through insights into the divine nature are 
different from the action by which the intellect (¾åܘܗ) is inspired during a certain times. It is 
not absolutely necessary that everyone to whom a revelation is imparted or who is 
influenced1103 by a consoling action must know the truth and the exact knowledge1104 
concerning God”1105. Real “knowledge” is concerned with metaphysical issues: his nature, 
qualities or the understanding of his will towards humankind. These are attained by the mind 
during “the insights into the divine nature”1106, often pictured by Isaac with the term 
“intuition”, “good rendering”1107, as we will see later on. 
 Despite the fact that the soul’s conduct anticipates certain spiritual experiences, yet it is 
still under the spectrum of movement, when the human action plays a very significant role, 
and we have observed that this feature clearly points to the fundamental difference between 
the two states. Before analysing the last cognitive stage, “the knowledge of the saints” 
(spiritual knowledge), within the passage of two successive cognitive states – psychic and 
spiritual – we will deal with the powers of the soul, which are the means that stand at the very 
base of the gnoseological process. Therefore the next subchapter will be dedicated to some 
anthropological insights within the East Syriac tradition and the Eastern tradition in general.  
 
5.4 The Powers of the Soul and the Process of Knowledge 
The process of knowledge is possible, according to the spiritual Christian tradition, due 
to revelation, on the one hand, and to an anthropological structure able to communicate with 
the divinity, on the other hand. This second factor is located in what the philosophical 
terminology calls “noetic part” of the soul. Specifically, in the Syriac tradition, one speaks 
about “powers” (āÙ̈Ï), “parts” (¿ÿ̈æâ), or energies (ἐνέργειαι), described as cognitive 
(γνωστικαί), the last two terms borrowed from Greek terminology. In the third chapter above 
dedicated to Isaac’s terminology, I have already anticipated the anthropological and 
philological analysis of the most important four modes of knowledge. As a continuation, in 
this subchapter, I will deal at large with the cognitive powers and their modes of action, 
                                               
1102 ¿ܙĂܐ. 
1103 ¾æÅâ (overshadowing). 
1104 ¿ÿîÊØܕ ¿ܬܘÿØÿÏ. 
1105 I, 19, p. 108-109 (B, p. 160). 
1106 ¾îÊãß ܟܪܕÿâ ¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙÜ áî āÜÍéÁ ¿ܙܐĂ; I, 19, p. 109 (B, 160). 
1107 āÜÍ̈è. 
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interpreted within the Syriac anthropological tradition, trying to identify the common aspects 
at different authors, as well as the differences and, finally, to point to Isaac’s personal way of 
using them in constructing his anthropological-theological discourse.  
If we are to give a definition of what “power” means, we will refer to Pseudo-Michael 
the Interpreter, who identifies an ontological connection between power and nature. He argues 
that this term becomes a technical concept to express the generative condition of the acts1108 
and properties1109, intrinsic and connatural: “La puissance est ce qui est dit de la nature et avec 
la nature, et par rapport à l’individu de la nature, et c’est comme la chaleur pour le feu et la 
rationalité pour l’ange”1110. On the evolution of the term in the Syriac theological thinking, 
Vittorio Berti published an important study last year, dedicated at large to the East Syriac 
anthropology regarding the problem of death1111. To contextualize the discussion around the 
cognitive powers in Isaac’s perspective, we will synthetically dwell on the evolution of the 
anthropological terminology and, in particular, on the taxonomies developed by some 
important writers, as listed by the Italian researcher, and their philosophical sources.  
Ephraim the Syrian is the first representative author who deals with this issue. While 
using an intellectual terminology, he speaks about four powers, described as the noetic part of 
the soul: ¾æÙîܪ – thinking1112, ¾îÊâ – mind1113, ¿ÿÂýÐâ – thought, and ¾åܘܗ – intellect1114. 
As an evidence of stoicism, Ephraim also speaks about seven senses (the classic five and the 
language and generation sense)1115. 
A second author, whose traces go back to the Syriac tradition, is Pseudo-Macarius. He 
interprets Ezekiel’s vision in an anthropological key. The four appearances in the first chapter 
of his book, symbolize the noblest λογισμοί1116 of the soul: will (Θέλημα), conscience 
(συνείδεσις), intellect (νοàς) and charity (¡γαπητική δύναμις)1117. Instead of energy, he uses 
the term “dynamis”.  
                                               
1108 ÊÂïâå¿ܬÍ̈ . 
1109 àØ̈ܕÙ¿ÿ /¿ÿØÊÙ̈ÐØ. 
1110 Ps.-Michaël l’Interpréte, Cf. G. Furlani, “ ‘Il libro delle definizioni e divisioni’ di Michele l’Interprete”, 
Memorie delle Reale Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche 6 (1926), 
2, p. 1-194, here p. 64, 118. 
1111 L’au-delà de l’âme et l’en-deça du corps. Morceaux d’anthropologie chrétienne de la mort dans l’église 
syro-orientale, Paradosis 57, Paris, 2014. 
1112 V. Berti – “entendement” (L’au-delà de l’âme, p. 76). 
1113 V. Berti – “connaissance”. 
1114 See the index of Syriac words E. Beck, Ephräm des Syrers Psychologie und Erkenntnislehre, CSCO 419/ 58, 
1980, p. 183-184. 
1115 E. Beck, Ephräm des Syrers Psychologie, p. 1-20. 
1116 Translated as characteristics, affections or passions.  
1117 Ps.-Macaire, Die 50 Geistlichen Homilien des Makarios, ed. by H. Dőrries, Patristiche Texte und Studien 4, 
Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, 1964 p., 2-3; The Fifty Spiritual Homilies and the Great Letter, trad. by G. A 
Maloney, Paulist Press, Manwah N.J., 1992, p. 36.  
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John the Solitary, the first synthesizer of the Syriac ascetic theology, mostly involves 
the term “passion” (¾ýÏ) that, as Berti argues1118, presumes a connection between the soul’s 
impulses and the corporal actions. In his work, “Dialogue on the Soul”1119, he lists three 
passions: discernment1120, lust1121, irascibility1122, reflecting Plato’s three parts of the soul and, 
consequently, analyzing their negative development, he identifies the sources in human’s 
nature, in the evil that is mixed with the nature, in the works of the devils and even in the 
soul1123. 
Jacob of Saroug, a representative theologian of the School of Edessa in northern Syria, 
speaks about five senses (knowledge1124, intellection1125, discernment1126, intellect1127, 
mind1128)1129, in the line of Ephraim the Syrian, and eight beauties (ÀăñÍü) of the soul 
(intellect1130, wisdom1131, illumination1132, sublime mind1133, impulses full of discernment1134, 
speeches1135, voice1136 and spiritual thoughts1137)1138. The variability of the terminology in his 
thinking demonstrates that there was no stable anthropological-psychological pattern during 
the fifth-sixth century.   
Using a Platonist pattern and following Evagrius1139, some other authors speak about the 
three parts of the soul: rationality, will and irascibility. Contemporary with the last author 
mentioned above, Philoxenus of Mabboug evokes the three divisions of the soul and the way 
                                               
1118 L’au-delà de l’âme, p. 78. 
1119 Dialogue sur l’âme, p. 26-27 (48-49). 
1120 ¿ܬÍüܘûñ. 
1121 ¿ÿãÏܪ. 
1122 ¿ÿãÏ; He adds also the “intellective power” (āÜÍèܕ āÙÏ). 
1123 Dialogue sur l’âme, p. 39-40 (60) ; Vittorio Berti argues that John the Solitary lists here the opinions spread 
in his time on the source of passions, synthetized in four general lines: anthropological vision, dualistic vision, 
demonological vision and psychological vision (L’au-delà de l’âme, p. 80). 
1124 ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1125 āÜÍè. 
1126 ¾æüܪÍñ. 
1127 ¾åܘܗ. 
1128 ¾îÊâ. 
1129 Jacob of Sarug, Homiliae Selectae Mar-Jacobi Sarugensis, ed. by P. Bedjan, vol. I-II, IV, Otto Harrassowitz, 
Paris, Leipzig, 1905, 1906, 1908, II, 35, p. 77.  
1130 ¾åܘܗ. 
1131 ¿ܬÍãÙÝÏ. 
1132 ¿ܬܘûÙÐå. 
1133 ¾âܪ ¾îÊâ. 
1134 ¿ܬÍüܘûñ çÙàâܕ ¾î̈ܘܙ. 
1135 ¿ÿàâ. 
1136 āø. 
1137  ̈ÍÏ¾ÙæÏܘĂ ¾Âü . 
1138 Homiliae Selectae Mar-Jacobi Sarugensis, I, 30, p. 687-688. 
1139 Praktikos, SC 171, p. 683-684. 
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they manifest: the rationality1140 of the intellect has its very aim to achieve knowledge in 
creation and of God Himself, the desire1141 longs for the unification with spiritual things and 
the irascibility1142 struggles against passions1143.  
Dadisho Qatraya, a contemporary monastic author with Isaac of Niniveh, changes the 
Evagrian terminology of “parts” with the Aristotelian term cognitive1144 “powers” and lists 
the same three energies: desire1145, irascibility1146 and mind1147 and their active aim, in the 
same manner as Philoxenus. 
Berti shows in his study that Jacob of Edessa1148 is the first Syriac author who seems to 
make a clear synthesis between the Aristotelian tradition and the Platonist legacy, when he 
mentions the existence of “powers” of animation (nutritive and augmentative1149, sensitive 
and impulsive1150, rational and of decision1151) and “powers” of the soul1152 (irascibility1153, 
desire1154 and rational thought1155), as the first category represents the former philosophical 
thinking, while the second, the latter philosophical tradition1156.  
It is not difficult to identify the presence of this synthesis at some well-known Syriac 
authors. The great translator Sergius of Resh’aina mentions the three vital powers, but instead 
of desire he speaks of will1157. Barhadbshaba, professor of Nisibis, also mentions the 
                                               
1140 ¿ܬÍàÙàâ. 
1141 ¿ÿÄܪ. 
1142 ¿ÿãÏ. 
1143La lettre à Patricius de Philoxène de Mabboug, ed. and transl. By R. Lavenant, Patrologia Orientalis 30.5, 
Paris, 1963, p. 782-783 (62-63); see the same division at Ahudemmeh, bishop of Nisibis cf. G. Furlani, “La 
psicologia di Ahudhemmeh”, Atti della Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino: Classe delle Sciznze Morali, 
Storiche e Filologiche, 61 (1926), p. 844. 
1144 ¾åÿîܘÊØ. 
1145 ¿ÿÄܪ. 
1146 ¿ÿãÏ. 
1147 ¾îÊâ. 
1148 Iacobi Edesseni Hexameron seu in Opus creationis libri septem Hexaméron, ed. and transl. by A. Vaschalde, 
CSCO 92/44; 97/ 48, 1928, 1932, p. 323-324 (275-276). 
1149 ¾æÙÁûâܘ ¾æÙèܪÿâ. 
1150  ¾æïØܙܬÿâܘ ¾æýÄûâ. 
1151 ¾åÿÁÍýÏܘ āÙàâ. 
1152 Appetitive. 
1153 ¿ÿãÏ/ θυμός. 
1154 ¿ÿÄܪ/ ἐπιθυμία. 
1155 ¿ÿàÙàâ ¿ÿÂýÐâ/ βούλησις. 
1156 Vittorio Berti evokes a pattern that tries to synthetize the two mentioned philosophers identified at some 
different Geek authors as Ammonius (In Aristotelis Librum de Interpretatione, 4), David (Prolegomena, 79.6), 
Olympiodorus (In Platonis Gorgiam, 12.3), Meletius (De Natura Hominis, 23.18; 149.27): five cognitive powers 
(intellect/ νοàς; thinking/ διάνοια; opinion/ ; δόξα; imagination/ φαντασία; perception/αἲσθησις ) and three vital 
powers (irascibility/ θυμός; desire/ ἐπιθυμία; will/ βούλησις), sometimes also added the free choice (προαίρεσις). 
(For details see V. Berti, L’au-delà de l’âme, p. 88-90) 
1157¾æÙÁܨ (Cf. G. Fiori, “L’épitome syriaque du traité Sur les causes du tout d’Alexandre d’Aphrodise attribué à 
Serge d’Reš’ayna”, Le Muséon, 123 (2010), 1-2, p. 127-158, here 130). 
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cognitive powers (intellect1158, intelligence1159 and thinking1160)1161 besides the appetitive 
powers. What is new and interesting refers to the fact that, in addition to the three appetitive 
powers, he lists the mind1162 as the one that dominates the others. 
Before referring to Isaac’s vision, we will mention three other important writers dealing 
with this issue. One of them is Simon Taibuteh, who seems to have known Isaac. He speaks 
about the existence of two active powers – rationality1163 and vitality1164. The first one is 
specific to the rational beings and becomes manifested by the means of mind1165, intellect1166, 
thinking (judgment)1167, thoughts1168 and discernment1169, while the second power 
corresponds to both the rational and the non-rational beings and is actualized in desire and 
irascibility1170. The desire is stirred up by the senses, and the senses by the union of an outer 
stimulus with the inner faculties. The irascibility is stirred by desire1171. 
In another place he lists the faculties of the inner man: mind, intelligence, imagination, 
thoughts, rationality, knowledge, discernment, judgment, understanding and memory. As a 
physician, in the line of Galen’s medical system, he localise the anathomical seat of the soul’s 
powers, arguing that knowledge is acquired by the combination of the senses of the body with 
the faculties of the soul. The seat of the power of imagery is localised in the fore-part of the 
brain, the intelligence in the middle part, the memory in the back part. The senses have their 
seat in the nerves which come aut from the brain. They contain also the „animal spirit”, which 
embraces the motor power and the sensory power. It is a refinement, by the brain, of the „vital 
spirit” formed in the heart. The last one is also a refinement of the „natuiral spirit”, which has 
its seat in the liver. This spirit is curiously described as a fluid or a vapour, carried with the 
venous blood to the ventricles of the heart, where receives a process of subtilisation or 
                                               
1158 ¾åܘܗ. 
1159 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ. 
1160 ¿ÿÂýÐâ. 
1161 Cf. Mar Barhdbšabba ‘Arbaya, évêque de Halwan (Vie siècle). Cause de la fondation des écoles, ed. by A. 
Scher, Patrologia Orientalis 4.4, Paris, 1908, p. 341 (27). 
1162 ¾îÊâ. 
1163 ¿ܬÍàÙàâ. 
1164 ¿ܬÍÙÏ. 
1165 ¾îÊâ. 
1166 ¾åܘܗ. 
1167 ¾æÙîܪ. 
1168 ¾Â̈üÍÏ. 
1169 ¿ܬÍüܘûñ. 
1170 Woodbroock Studies: Christian Documents in Syriac, Arabic and Garshuni Edited and Translated with a 
Critical Apparatus, vol. VII: Early Christian Mystics, ed. and transl. by A. Mingana, Cambridge, 1934, p. 1-69, 
280-321, here 49, 308; Simone di Taibuteh. Violenza e grazia: la coltura del cuore, transl. P. Bettiolo, Collana di 
testi patristici 102, Città Nuova, Roma, 1992; He changes “will” with “desire”, then introduces “mind” among 
the rational actions. He also changes “intelligence” (¿ÿÙîܪܬ) with “thinking”. 
1171 Woodbroock Studies: Christian Documents, p. 45. 
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refinement and then it is sent in this state to the brain. The brain has the same function of 
further subtilisation of this vapour and to send it through the nerves to all parts of the body. 
Simon describes here the natural function of the soul and, in consequence, the process of the 
natural human knowldge. He lists three important moments in this process: the first image of 
the object is formed in the brain, then the brain submits the formed image to its natural 
function of understanding and grasping its characteristics and, finally, the faculty of memory 
causes the image impressed on the brain and understood by it. The thickness and dullness of 
the natural and vital spirit might generate injuries to the performance of the brain in its triple 
function – imagining, understanding and memorising, as a result of indigestion, concussion 
and tumor.  
There are other important anathomical seats of the soul’s powers evoked by Simon: the 
organs of the will are the nerves and muscles; the centre of the nerves is the brain, of the 
arteries the heart and of the veins the liver, again in the line of Galen. The seat of feeling is 
the brain, that of discernment the heart, that of passion in the stomach, of desire in the kidneys 
and that of the wrath in the liver. A great importance is given to the heart, considered to be the 
seat of the mind and of discernment, credited with receiveing the good and evil infromation 
from outside. It passes them further to mind and thoughts, as the natural mind is the spring of 
the heart. In this frame, the heart stamps the thoughts and passions that come to it with its 
comprehension. One may identify in this idea a very important ascetical work – „the guard of 
the heart/ spirit”, according to Matthew 15:191172. 
Another interesting author, mentioned by Vittorio Berti in the aforementioned study, 
Theodore Bar Koni (8th century), develops an entire system kin to Patriarch Timothy’s, as we 
will show later on. Firstly, he attributes four primary powers to the body, formed out of the 
mixture of four natural elements: warmth, cold, humidity and dryness. Next to these powers, 
he adds four characteristics that support the function of the organism – attraction, repulsion, 
conjunction and disjunction, while mentioning also the desire and the vitality. These generate 
five operations: irascibility1173, desire1174, discernment1175, sensitiveness1176 and 
concupiscence1177. He also identifies the anatomic places where these five operations take 
place: curiously, sensitiveness in the brain, discernment in the heart, desire in the stomach, 
                                               
1172 For details see “Mystical works of Simon of Taibutheh. Prefatory note”, in Woodbroock Studies: Christian 
Documents, p. 2-5. 
1173 ¿ÎÄܘܪ. 
1174 ¿ÿÄܪ. 
1175 ¿ܬÍüܘûñ. 
1176 ¿ÿýÄܪ. 
1177 ¿ܬÍæÁ½Øÿâ. 
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irascibility in the liver and concupiscence in the kidneys. Finally, he divides the souls’ powers 
in two, and he associates vitality with irascibility and desire, while rationality is associated 
with will and free choice. The latter one works under four operations: intellect (¾åܘܗ), mind 
(¾îÊâ), thinking (¿ÿÂýÐâ) and intelligence (¿ÿÙîܪܬ). By juxtaposing the medical science of 
his time (connected to the body) with philosophical preoccupation, Theodore speaks about 
powers and operations of both body and soul1178.      
Finally, not independently of Isaac’s context and theological vision, we will dwell at 
short on the anthropological perspective of Patriarch Timothy I, within the theological dispute 
around the divine vision and the condemnation of the mystics in 787. Using mostly a 
Theodorian pattern1179, he defines the soul as “an intelligent, vivant, rational, mobile, 
immortal, invisible nature, created in the body by the divine will for the fulfilment of the body 
and to be eternally indissoluble in the Holy Spirit”1180. The soul, in his perspective, does not 
own the body, but rather it is part of the natural and hypostatic composition of the human. 
Consequently, body and soul together work for the constitution of the human’s natural order. 
The intellect, as cognitive instrument for created things, is interpreted by the mystiques as the 
highest part of the soul, as well as, occasionally, something qualitatively different, for it is 
capable of seeing and becoming the place of God. But for Timothy, it is simply something 
that proceeds out of the soul. He uses a comparison so as to better explain the relation with the 
soul – the intellect and the word proceed from the soul as the rays and the warmth proceed 
from the sun1181. Similarly, he suggests a second comparison, this time using a Trinitarian 
language; the soul (¾ýòå) is assimilated with the Father, the word (¿ÿàâ) with the Son and the 
intellect (¾åܘܗ) proceeds as the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father. What is interesting here 
refers to the fact that intellect is the expression of the entire soul and not only of a part of it. 
Going further in his psychological-cognitive analysis, he argues the existence of four, 
occasionally, five, powers of the soul: rationality1182, irascibility1183, concupiscence1184, 
will1185. One pair pertains to the nature of the soul (rationality and will), while the second pair 
                                               
1178 Liber Scholiorum, ed. by A. Scher, CSCO 55/ 19, 1910; transl. Livre de Scolies (Recension de Séert). I 
mimrè I-V, transl. By R. Hespel and E. Draguet, CSCO 432/ 188, 1982, p. 22 (67). 
1179 See Vittorio Berti, “Le débat sur la vision de Dieu et la condamnation des mystiques par Timothée 1er : la 
perspective du patriarche”, in Alain Desreumax, Les mystiques syriaques, Paris, p. 162. 
1180 Timothée, Timothei Patriarchae Epistulae I, ed. Oscar Brown, Paris, Leipzig, 1914 (1915), CSCO 74/30; 
75/31, p. 44 (27). 
1181 Cf. Martin Heimgartner, Timotheos I., Ostsyrischer Patriarch, Disputation mit dem Kalifen Al-Mahdi, 
Louvain, 2011, CSCO 631-632/ 244-245, p. 23-24 (22-23). 
1182 ¿ܬÍàÙàâ. 
1183 ¿ÿãÏ. 
1184 ¿ÿÄܪ. 
1185 ¾ãÙÁܨ. 
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(irascibility and concupiscence) are assigned to the soul by its union with the body. Those 
which belong to the very soul are permanent, but the second pair ceases to exist the moment 
the body dies. All faculties have a double dimension – power and act. Therefore, the first 
couple (pair) persists as power after the death of the body, while the second disappears 
entirely (power and act). At this point, the fifth power called vitality1186 or movement, which 
maintains its existence in both forms even after the migration of the soul1187. After this 
decisive moment, one speaks about the soul’s repose, described as an unconscious presence. 
The patriarch clearly asserts that there is no knowledge and vision out of the body. After 
resurrection, the cognitive powers regain the second dimension of their existence – the act, 
and so the human will be able to experience intellection and vision. The Patriarch’s 
anthropological theory on the cognitive powers depends completely on the hypostatic 
composition1188.  
We now turn to Isaac, who seems to have a clearer perception of the cognitive powers 
of the soul. In the Second collection, in the third centuria, he lists five powers and the way 
they work in the cognitive process. The fragment below refers to these five powers: 
Cinque sone le potenze dell’anima, che l’anima dotata di ragione possiede nell’esenza 
congiunta, cioè il desiderio naturale1189 - dico (quello) dell’anima-; la potenza 
irascibile1190, sua ausilaria – il furore infatti è naturalmente ordinato a muoversi dopo 
il desiderio -; il moto della vitalità1191, che freme in lei senza quiete; la razionalità 
semplice1192 e la razionalità composta1193. Due delle conque potenze dell’anima cessano 
con la sua separazione dal corpo in una distinzione perfetta: sono la potenza irascibile 
e la razionalità composta. Nessuna di loro è infatti utile alla condotta futura: lì non v’è 
alcunché che la voce proclami, né alcuna opposizione alle cose buone contro cui sia 
d’utilità lo zelo. Altre due di loro, ancora, sono custodite senza fremito fino al tempo 
successivo alla resurrezione, cioè fino all’uso del mondo futuro. Tutto l’uso della 
condotta che è nei cieli risiede infatti in esse: una è la razionalità semplice, che è 
l’intelletto gnostico1194 in cui (l’anima) è mossa nella contemplazione1195 di 
quell’Essenza che è tutto il fine del regno dei cieli ed entro il cui stupore1196 è serbato 
l’intelletto di tutti gli esseri dotati di ragione, primi e ultimi; (l’altra è) il desiderio della 
sua natura1197, da cui è mosso il piacere per la grande carità1198 del Creatore, da cui 
                                               
1186 ¿ܬÍÙÏ. 
1187 Timothée, Timothei Patriarchae Epistulae I, p. 50-52 (32). 
1188 Vittorio Berti, Le débat sur la vision de Dieu, p. 67-68. 
1189 ¿ÿÙæÙÜ ¿ÿÄܪ. 
1190 ¾åÿãÏ āÙÏ. 
1191 ¿ܬÍÙÏܕ ¿ܬÍæïØܙܬÿâ. 
1192 ¿ÿÓÙýñ ¿ܬÍàÙàâ. 
1193 ¿ÿÂÜûâ ¿ܬÍàÙàâ. 
1194 ¾åÿîܘÊØ ¾åܘܗ. 
1195 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1196 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1197  Ì̇æÙÜܕ ¿ÿÄܪ. 
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allora sarà (resa) perfetta tutta la natura degli uomini e insieme degli angeli e (dei) 
demoni. Gli angeli sono in essa anche ora, compiutamente; gli uomini di tempo in 
tempo; i demoni nient’affatto, ma saranno (resi) perfetti (in essa) da ultimo per la 
grazia di Colui che li ha creati. Resta solo una tra tutte (le potenze) naturali dell’anima 
che, sola, rimane con essa nella separazione dal corpo, finché non accolga di nuovo il 
suo coniuge, al forte cenno del Creatore, ed è il motto dela vitalità. Quest’unica 
(potenza) resta preso di lei fin qui, e con essa (l’anima) cinge l’altro mondo. L’anima 
che ha peccato ed è stata giustificata con il corpo, non è giusto che riceva da sola 
sofferenza e gioia1199.  
One can observe from the paragraph above that the bishop of Niniveh lists five 
cognitive powers just as patriarch Timothy does, and yet there are some differences. The 
vitality is common and it is destined to a continuous work. From the first couple, the will 
disappears, and Isaac divides the rational power in two parts – simple and composed 
rationality with different duration. The first one continues its existence even after the death of 
the body, while the second ceases its existence in the moment the soul migrates from the 
body. This occurs as the latter one pertains to the knowledge of the created beings and 
become superfluous after death. The desire, considered as natural for the soul, goes beyond 
death, but irascibility, as after death there is no contradiction, is no longer necessary.  
We identify here the synthesis Isaac makes between the noetic perspective (centred on 
the intellects/ nous) and the line called “the school of feeling” (centred on the heart). The 
knowledge in the life to come is achieved by the simple rationality that is “the gnostic 
intellect”1200 during and by means of the divine vision1201 and wonder1202, respectively, by 
natural desire, in the pleasure of the divine charity1203.  
In the same framework, Isaac speaks about five gifts that the human was given in order 
to be able to attend to the divine knowledge. In the Second collection, 18th discourse, he lists 
them: life1204, sense perception1205, reason1206, free will1207 and authority1208, so that the human 
                                                                                                                                                   
1198 ¾Áܪ ÌÁÍÏܕ ¿ܬܘ½Ùåܗ. 
1199 II, 3.3,76-77. 
1200 ¾åÿîܘÊØ ¾åܘܗ. 
1201 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1202 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1203 ¾Áܪ ÌÁÍÏܕ ¿ܬܘ½Ùåܗ. 
1204 ¿ܬÍÙÏ. 
1205 ¿ܬܘÿýÄûâ. 
1206 ¿ܬÍàÙàâ. 
1207 ¿ܬܘܪ½Ï. 
1208 ¾æÓßÍü. 
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is able to enjoy “the delight of intelligence”1209 and “the pleasure of the gifts of 
insight1210”1211.  
The very scope of the cognitive powers is clearly expressed by the bishop of Niniveh – 
to achieve the state of the angels, described following the two directions underlined above, 
that is “perfection of love”1212 and “passionless mind”1213 – “excelling knowledge”1214, “a 
perfect state of knowledge”1215 and “insatiable love1216”1217.        
In addition to the five powers evoked above, Isaac employs the four terms already 
mentioned above, borrowed from the ascetical literature, to describe the soul’s mental and 
spiritual faculties, expression or modes of acting of the cognitive powers: ¾åܘܗ, ¾îÊâ, ¾æÙîܪ, 
 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ, by which human “knows”. I will not dwell on them, as I have already analysed 
them at large in the chapter dedicated to terminology. At this point we will only recall a 
fragment where one may find all these four terms together, so as to illustrate the connections 
and the differences between them, pointing to their specific role in the process of knowledge: 
“For the (vigil) is the light of the intelligence/thinking (¿ÿÙîܪܬ). By it, the mind (¾îÊâ) is 
elevated and the thought (¾æÙîܪ) concentrated, the intellect (¾åܘܗ) flies (on high) and gazes at 
spiritual things and becomes young and illuminated in prayer”1218. One can easily observe 
that, in Isaac’s vision, through clear “intelligence/ thinking” (¿ÿÙîܪܬ), generated by the vigil 
and, generally, by the ascetic endeavour, the “thought” (¾æÙîܪ) becomes unified, “the 
mind/understanding” (¾îÊâ) rises up and the “intellect” (¾åܘܗ) shines, rejuvenates and 
stretches toward the spiritual things.  
 
5.5 The worldly and the spiritual knowledge 
The most recurring gnoseologic scheme in Isaac’s writings divides the process of 
knowledge into two types – referring to the material world and to the spiritual world, or the 
worldly knowledge and the spiritual knowledge. To put it differently, one speaks about 
rational and philosophical knowledge, respectively theological knowledge. 
                                               
1209¿ÿÁܗÍâ ܬÍÁܪ āÜÍèܕ. 
1210 āÙ̈àâ. 
1211 II, 18,18. 
1212 ¾ÁÍÏܕ ¿ܬܘûÙãÄ. 
1213 ¿ÿüÍýÏ Ā ¿ÿÙîܪܬ. 
1214 ÊØܕ ¿ܬܘܪÿÙâ¿ÿî ; see also KG IV.43; John the Solitary, L.G. Rignell, Briefe von Johannes dem Einsiedler, 
Lund, 1941, p. 69. 
1215¿ÿîÊØܕ ¿ܬܘûÙãÄ; KG III.72; IV.72; , L.G. Rignell, Briefe von Johannes, p. 62; Theodore of Mopsuestia, A. 
Mingana, Commentary of Theodore of Mopsuestia on Nicene Creed, 1932, p. 130. 
1216 ¾ïÁÿéâ Āܕ ¾ÁÍÏ. 
1217 II, 40, 4-5. 
1218 I, 80, p. 375 (B, 560). 
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The worldly knowledge reflects, according to the bishop of Niniveh, the cognitive 
method specific to science and especially to philosophy, for which knowledge is its very 
matter. He clearly differentiates between two types of perception of truth, the first one strictly 
related to human reason (what we might call discursive knowledge, deductive, or 
philosophical), followed by a second way of perceiving the truth, out of grace (inductive or 
intuitive knowledge, or the knowledge of saints). Both categories are capable of studying and 
perceiving the rationality of creation, but the spiritual things are opened only to the second 
type. In the first category he includes the worldly sciences and arts, while the second refers 
strictly to the perception of God. Below is a suggestive excerpt where Isaac, using Basil the 
Great’s and Evagrius’ insights, speaks about the two types of knowledge: 
The blessed Bishop Basil1219… makes a distinction between this perception1220 of 
creation1221 that saints receive – that is the ladder of the intellect of which blessed 
Evagrius spoke1222, and the being raised up above all ordinary vision – and the 
perception of the philosophers. There is, he says a converse which opens up the door 
so that we can peer down into knowledge of created beings1223, and not up into 
spiritual mysteries1224. He is calling the philosophers’ (knowledge) downwards 
knowledge1225, for, he says, even those who are subject to passion can know this kind 
(of knowledge); this perception1226 that the saints receive through their intellect as a 
result of grace, he calls knowledge of the spiritual mysteries above1227 1228.  
It is evident that the latter type of knowledge is not a gnosis in any usual 
epistemological sense. It seems not to have any actual discursive content. Its causa efficiens 
refers to God’s grace intervention, in the intellect. The first lies in the natural capacity of 
human nature that is his reason, while the second is a free gift from above. We remember that 
Isaac calls the first one natural ( æÙÜÙ¾ ), and the latter one supernatural (¾æÙÜ çâ áïß).  
A second important difference refers to the methodology these two types of knowledge 
presuppose. The first one is generated by a diligent study, a deep philosophical analysis or by 
a mental investigation1229, while the second occurs by spiritual operation1230 and is directly 
connected to God’s revelation1231.  
                                               
1219 Letter 2; Syriac translation Add. 17192 190r; for details see note 7/2 of Brock (II, 35, 7), p. 153. 
1220 Literal ¿ÿîÊØ – knowledge. 
1221 ¾æÙ̈Üܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1222 KG 4.31, 43. 
1223 KG 1.32, 71; V.76,  
1224 ¾æÏܘĂ ¿ܙĂܐ. 
1225 ÿÏÿßܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1226 ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ. 
1227 áïßܕ ¾æÏܘĂ ¿ܙĂܐܕ ¿ÿîÊØ; See KG IV.2, 66. 
1228 II, 35, 7-8. 
1229 II, 3.3,99. 
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If the former is based on the self (we might call it “anthropological knowledge”), the 
second is based on the experience of humility (it is rather theandric). For him rational 
knowledge, relying on its own forces, remains mere knowledge, but the knowledge of grace is 
spiritual. The former is connected with pride and arrogance and, therefore, spiritually, it 
always brings a risk of falsehood that might prevent from a real and valid knowledge. Isaac 
makes a clear distinction between the knowledge of the proud and the knowledge of the 
humble. Ascetic humbleness is an obligatory condition for real knowledge: 
Coloro che rapinano la conoscenza sono rapiti (a loro volta) presso la superbia, e 
quanto più meditano, (tanto più) si ottenebrano. Coloro invece nei cui movimenti 
entra ed abita la conoscenza, si abbassano verso l’abisso dell’umiliazione e ricevono 
in se stessi, con luce, la persuasione che dà gioia (Colossians 2:2)1232. 
Humility is synonym in this case with practice. Knowledge without practice leads not to 
truth but to a resemblance of it, while an experience in the Spirit brings the guarantee of the 
perception of truth1233. Here he emphasises the danger of studying dogmas, Scripture, 
Canonical law or exegesis in a passionate state that may lead to false understanding and may 
even harm the one who undertakes such an endeavour.  
This is why Isaac, when hierarchizing the types of knowledge, begins from the work of 
virtues, comprised in Evagrius’ practical stage. We remember that he lists four cognitive 
stages. Out of these, the first three correspond to Evagrius’ first stage: the knowledge of work 
involving the body, the knowledge of work which is concentrated and unified, and the 
knowledge of hidden struggles against it; then comes the fourth one, pertaining to the gnostic 
stage, the knowledge of the luminous service which is in God and takes place on its own in 
God. This is described as “spiritual conduct” and “wonder”1234.  
We intuit here a succession of the scholastic knowledge and the spiritual knowledge. If 
the former simply presupposes an academic preparation, the second must involve the ascetic 
practice. One may identify here another division between the knowledge of the senses and the 
noetic knowledge in the line of Evagrius. In fact, Isaac often deals with the second type that 
begins with a material practice, continues with a noetic practice and ends in what he calls 
spiritual knowledge (theoria). In the first centuria we can identify this succession of stages 
and the corresponding works for each moment: 
                                                                                                                                                   
1230 I, 19, p. 105 (B, 155); II, 3.2, 77. 
1231 II, 3.2, 77. 
1232 II, 3.1,25. 
1233 II, 3.1,26. 
1234 II, 10,1. 
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Tutta la conoscenza dunque si divide in due parti, in una parte sensibile e in una parte 
intelligibile. La prima è chiamata practica, che è la virtù, e la seconda contemplazione. 
E la prima parte, ancora, si divide in due altre parti: in una practica materiale e (in 
una) immateriale. La materiale si compie tra le altre persone, l’immateriale è quella 
che uno compie in se stesso1235. 
Then he lists the material and immaterial works corresponding to these two stages of 
practice that seem to generate the cognitive specific levels. For the material activities, quoting 
Matthew 25: 35-36, as tangentially mentioned above, Isaac speaks about the service of the 
sick people, the hospitality of the pilgrims, the alms for the poor, the compassion for those in 
suffering. All these envisage the relation with the neighbor. The immaterial works that take 
place within the person refer to more subtle activities or virtues like chastity, fasting, reading, 
the liturgical service, silence, prayer. Both of them have as their very scope the purification of 
the soul of every material movement so that to come closer to contemplation1236.  
In the same line of the division above, Isaac speaks about a kind of knowledge which 
studies virtues and another knowledge that consists in thinking of God, while quoting Mark 
the hermit. We remember that he lists four stages: the perception of the physical works, the 
perception of the fine and unifying works, the perception of the hidden struggles against these 
and, finally, the perception of the limpid work in God1237. Trying to include these four stages 
into the Evagrian hierarchy, one can argue that the first three belong to the practical stage, 
while the fourth to the gnostic stage. Referring to John the Solitary’s scheme, the first 
knowledge corresponds to the physical stage, the second and the third knowledge pertain to 
the psychical stage, while the fourth type of knowledge to the spiritual stage.  
We will finally evoke two scriptural fragments interpreted in a gnoseological key, in 
particular establishing a relationship between wordly knowledge and the spiritual knowledge 
in the life to come. In the line of the Syriac symbolic exegetic tradition, Isaac describes the 
eschatological epistemology as divine vision in the image of the wedding, evoked in the 
Gospel of Matthew, chapter 22. “The banquet” designates the sight of spiritual knowledge1238; 
“the food of the feast” is the image of the divine mysteries1239; “the garment of the banquet” 
represents the mantle of purity1240; “the filthy clothes” are image for the lustful impulses1241; 
                                               
1235 II, 3.1,56; II, 3.1,29. 
1236 II, 3.1,58. 
1237 II, 10,1. 
1238 ¿ܬÎÏ ¿ÿîÊØܕ ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ . 
1239 ¿ܙĂܐ ¾Ø̈Ìßܐ . 
1240  āܳÓèܐ ¿ܬÍÙÜܕܕ . 
1241 ¾î̈ܘܙ ¾Ù̈æýÏ . 
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“the outer darkness” the state without any delight of true knowledge1242 and communion with 
God. In the same line, Sheol or Tartarus means a state destined to those bare of the divine 
light, which are gripped with false visions, fantasies of truth, and walk outside any divine 
knowledge. Literally, Isaac claims that Sheol is darkness without God for those who, trusting 
in the power of their mind, wander in delusion, ignorance and oblivion of God. Finally, the 
place of the bequest indicates a pure heart1243, where heavenly light is revealed and 
experienced. Spiritual Knowledge occurs only in a pure heart, “where the new heaven is 
stamped”1244.  
Similarly, he quotes two places from Paul’s epistles and interprets them in an 
epistemological key. Firstly, while interpreting Ephesians 2: 22, 24 – “Put off the old man and 
put on the new man, who after God is created in righteousness and holiness” –, he describes 
the “new man”, as he who achieved the divine knowledge. In connection with this idea, he 
quotes 1 Corinthians 15:50 – “Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, neither 
does corruption inherit incorruption”– and argues that incorruption refers to the knowledge of 
the other world, while corruption describes the corruptive affections of the body and soul, 
which have their origin in the fleshly mind. By purity he understands the exalted and the 
intelligible contemplation of the purified soul1245.  
 
5.6 The knowledge out of creation, out of Scripture and the spiritual knowledge 
We have highlighted that Isaac is tributary to Evagrius’ ascetical and cognitive scheme. 
Therefore what he calls “natural knowledge” reflects the perception of truth out of nature and 
Scripture (referring both to Bible and the writings of the Church Fathers), followed by the 
“supernatural knowledge”, referring to the direct contact with divinity. 
Creation is the first medium in which God reveals Himself. Isaac asserts that “the first 
book1246 given by God to the rational beings is the nature of the created things. Written 
teachings1247 were added only after the aberration”1248. Scripture itself seems to help only 
                                               
1242 ¾ãèÍÁ ¿ÿîÊØܕ Àܪûüܕ . 
1243 ¾Âß ¾ÙÜܕ . 
1244 I, 77, p. 350-351 (B, 5222-523). 
1245 I, 77, p. 350 (B, 521). 
1246 ¾ÁÿÜ ¾ÙâÊø . 
1247 ¾æòßÍØ. 
1248 I, V, p. 42 (B, 61). It is the same line with St Ephraim the Syrian, called „the saint of ecology” (See Mark 
Mourachian, “Hymns Against Heresies: Comments on St. Ephraim the Syrian”, Sophia 37 (2007), 2, p. 30-31). 
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those who are not able to spiritually understand the mysteries of God out of creation1249. 
Interesting and useful for our analysis is a fragment that Ibn as-Salt assigns to Isaac, where the 
latter describes the nature as a mediator of divine knowledge: “All those that exists were 
created to proclaim the glory of God and to sing his praise: creature endowed with reason was 
created to know God, and those without it to make him known”1250. This stage refers to what 
Evagrius calls natural contemplation, and, in particular, second natural contemplation. It is not 
simply a science, but an essential1251 vision1252 of creation, in the intellect1253 by natural 
impulses in the “exact insights”1254. It seems Isaac goes a step forward using this expression, 
involved by Evagrius only referring to God’s perception. 
In the second centuria, Isaac describes the object of revelation referring to creation and 
the specific power that participates to the achievement of the object: contemplation of God’s 
providence observed in the sensible events. It begins with the faith of the intellect (personal 
resource); the second is given by the contemplation of the providence regarding the beings. 
The instrument is represented by the faith in the Creator; the third contemplation is reflected 
in his creative activity. Love is the instrument that supports this action; the fourth 
contemplation refers to God’s wisdom in the beings. Here one identifies the darkness of His 
wisdom (Ephesians 3:10). Finally, the last moment reflects the apophatic stage – an 
incomprehensibility of his intelligence1255.     
There is a qualitative difference between the object and the truth itself when it comes to 
the knowledge out of nature. If the first is directly connected with the struggle against 
passions and the life of virtue, the second is generated by the divine direct intervention at the 
noetic level. In the Second collection Isaac states: 
Knowledge of truth is (knowledge) that shines out into knowledge resulting from the 
raising up of the intellect above everything and from continual meditation on God and 
                                               
1249 Sabino Chialà observes that, when using this expression, Isaac is tributary to his master Evagrius. See Paul 
Géhin (ed.), Evagre le Pontique. Scholies aux Provérbes, Paris, Cerf, 1987, SC 340, p. 270; Letter to Melany 2 
cf. Isaac Sirianul – asceză singuratică, p. 169-170. 
1250 Ibn as-Salt, „Trei scrisori despre asceză și viața de obște”, Paul Sbath, Traités religieux, philosophiques et 
moraux, p. 70-78, 108-110. 
1251 Ousia.  
1252 ¿ÿÐèܘܐ ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1253 II,3.1,4; In the next paragraph, Isaac lists the moments comprised by the Evagrian “physiki” and 
“theologiki”: after refraining from a passionate behavior, one passes to the perception of truth in the second 
beings; then it comes the third moment – the movement to the natural creaturality; finally – to being moved by 
the etrnal life, according to the evangelical contemplation. Evagrius speaks about four movements: the passage 
from evil to virtue; second from disobedience to second natural contemplation (sensible world); the third 
moment from the previous stage to the knowledge of the rational beings (contemplation of the intelligible, 
incorporeal world); and the passage towards Holy Trinity (KG 2.4). 
1254 ¿ÿØ̈ÿÏ āÜÍ̈è. 
1255 II, 3.2,73. 
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by hope alone the intellect is raised to reflection to God… it mingles us with our 
stirrings with God1256. 
One can intuit above the very scope of the natural knowledge in creation – the stupor 
before God’s mysteries and, finally, the connection with the new world and the life after 
resurrection. The Theodorian heritage of the two catastases is present in developing this 
idea1257. Contemplating God’s creation, providence and compassion, one “stood amazed and 
filled his intellect with the majesty of God, (amazed) at all these things he has done and is 
doing and he wonders in astonishment at his mercifulness, how, after all these things God has 
prepared for them, another world that has no end, whose glory is not even revealed to the 
angels”1258. 
Finally, one may include the structure of human nature in the natural knowledge. In line 
with Paul (Romans 2:14), this knowledge refers to discerning good from evil as a specific 
feature of nature. We will refer to a short paragraph where Isaac states this idea: “Natural 
knowledge1259 distinguisheth good from evil and is also called natural distinction. God has 
implanted in rational nature to know good from evil naturally1260, without instruction, and yet 
increases through instruction”. Then he advocates its universal, active and permanent 
character: “There is no one in whom (this knowledge) is not active… it is without 
ceasing”1261.  
The second mediator of knowledge, a collective personage, pertaining to the stage of 
primary natural contemplation, is represented by the spiritual beings, the angels. Throughout 
the writings of Isaac, the spiritual beings are mentioned and their very function seems to be 
the mediation of divine revelation. Quoting Evagrius, Isaac asserts: “When the holy angels 
approach us filling us with spiritual sight, then all those (things which)… were in opposition 
to us vanish and there comes peace and unspeakable stupefaction”1262. 
 Isaac discusses the problem of the hierarchical order of the spiritual beings and the 
vertical transmission of knowledge, from the higher hosts to the lower ones and by the latter 
to humans through the mediation of Christ. In the First collection he deals at large with this 
issue: 
                                               
1256 II, 10, 17. 
1257 See Mary Hansbury, “ ‘Insight without sight’: Wonder as an aspect of revelation in the discourses of Isaac 
the Syrian”, Journal of Canadian Society for Syriac Studies 8 (2008), p. 67. 
1258 II, 10,19. 
1259 ¿ÿîÊØ ¿ÿÙæÙÜ . 
1260 ¿ÿÙæÙÜ. 
1261 I, 44, p. 212-213 (B, 318). 
1262 I, 72, p. 334 (B, 497). 
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We have them as teachers, as they have each other, namely those who are lower (are 
taught by) those who are more instructed and enlightened that themselves… up to the 
one who has a teacher the Holy Trinity. And even he (does not receive instruction) of 
his own, but he has as teacher Jesus the Mediator1263 through whom he receives 
instruction and transmits it to those who are at the same level and lower. Then again, as 
we naturally do not all possess the force to be moved by divine contemplation, and we 
share in this deficiency with all heavenly beings it is only by grace, without exercise of 
computation on our part, that we are moved by something which naturally is foreign to 
the human and to the angelic mind… Without their mediation1264 our mind does not 
possess strength like that of those high and exalted beings who receive all revelations 
and contemplation from the essence, without an intermediary. But even they receive 
these revelations through an image of the Essence, not from the Essence Itself. So that 
our mind also is in the same degree as the other classes, not able to receive revelations 
and contemplation on their own, without an intermediary, but only from Jesus who 
sways the sceptre of the Kingdom1265.  
In the 25th discourse of the First collection Isaac divides the spiritual beings into nine 
hosts and three triades. Their naming is directly connected with their level of divine 
instruction and the degree of communion with the Trinity:  
Because they are full of exalted light of the whole immaterial knowledge1266 and have 
been saturated with the essential contemplation1267 of the threefold rays of the beauty 
that creates all beauties… because they are in communion with Jesus… they are in truth 
near to him with the mark of the primary acceptance of the knowledge of his divine 
illuminated. By the godhead they are filled with essential knowledge1268… and with the 
primary insight1269 into the godhead1270. 
There are still a few important places where Isaac speaks about the angels’ mediation of 
the divine knowledge. In the Second collection, the second centuria, one may find some 
fragments where, while theologising on the place of angels and the way they partake the 
divine knowledge, he highlights the communion between them and the human in the 
                                               
1263 ¾ÙÙî÷â. 
1264 ¿ܬÍÙî÷â. 
1265 I, 27, p. 133-134 (B, 197-199). 
1266 ܡÍýÄ Āܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1267 ¿ÿÏÿØܐ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1268 ¿ÿÏÿØܐ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1269 ¾Ù̈âÊø āÜÍ̈è. 
1270 I, 25, p. 127 (B, 187); Hilarion Alfeyev argues that Isaac, while making this hierarchy, is tributary to 
Dionysius the Areopagite (The Spiritual World of Isaac of Niniveh, Cistercian Studies, Kalamazoo, 2000, p. 227-
228), but Emiliano Fiori, in one of his recent studies, shows that he is more in debt to Diodore of Tarsus 
(“Perhaps those which are entrusted with magistracy and authority are smaller in number that those which are 
compelled to obey their commandment, says the master of teachers Diodorus Rhetor”, I, 25, p. 126) or Theodore 
of Mopsuestia (cf. Paul Bettiolo, “Révélation et visions dans l’œuvre d’Isaac de Ninive: le cadre d’école d’un 
enseignement spirituel”, in A. Desreumax (ed.), Les Mystiques syriaques, Paris, 2011, p. 99-119, in particular 
102-110). His final thesis supports the idea that, in fact, Isaac did not really make a lecture of the Dionysian 
writings, but the angels’ hierarchy was a common tradition of his Church, present in more anthological sources 
which used to be read in his time (See footnote 371, cf. Emiliano Fiori, Dionysius the Areopagite and Isaac: An 
Attempt at Reassessment, p. 288-304).  
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revelation of the mind1271. Isaac identifies here a kinship between the revelation of the angels 
and the first level of spiritual knowledge1272. Successively, in the next centuria1273, Isaac 
clearly points to a fundamental distinction between the revelation transmitted by the angels 
and that by the Holy Spirit, regarding the means. If the first category makes use of senses, 
usually in a vision or voice, as those of Jacob, Joshua, Isaiah, Daniel or Zechariah, the second 
arises apart from the senses, in the limpidity of mind1274, in the perception of heart1275, as a 
hidden revelation1276 as that of Samuel, Elisha, or Peter. There is also a second fundamental 
difference between the two, regarding the content – the first category refers to God’s 
Economy, the contemplation regarding those created, the knowledge of virtue, while the 
second category refers to the revelation concerning the Holy divine Nature performed in the 
mind by the Spirit only. Isaac speaks here about the monadic knowledge1277, without any 
qualitative change (there is no ascent and descent), and its performers, quoting Evagrius, are 
defined as “gods”1278. The function of these two categories is qualitatively different too – the 
angelic revelations purify, while those of the Holy Spirit sanctify. The last category is without 
any images and is understood only in silence. At this level one can speak about a “spiritual 
man”1279 and the “spiritual order or stage”1280.  
In the Third collection there is an important text regarding the angels’ role of mediation 
in the process of knowledge that goes a step further with reference to the rapport between the 
angels’ revelation and the revelation of the Holy Spirit. In the 9th discourse, the bishop of 
Niniveh asserts that all revelations come by means of angels until one arrives at the divine 
vision1281. All angelic revelations precede those of the Holy Spirit. Speaking about the Old 
Testament interventions regarding the divine Economy he ascribes them to the angelic 
                                               
1271 II, 3.2, 69-76. 
1272 II, 3.2, 75. 
1273 II, 3.3, 56-60. 
1274 ¾îÊâܕ ¿ܬܘûØÌå. 
1275 ¾Âßܕ ¾ýÄĂ. 
1276 ¾Ùéâ ¾æÙàÄ. 
1277 ÿØܐÊÙÐØ ¿ÿîÊØ. Isaac speaks here about a “monadic contemplation” or “monadic knowledge”. “Ihidaya” in 
Siriac is synonym with the Greek “monos” (from here “monachos”). “Ihidayuta” refers, in consequence to a 
monastic life, life in solitude. In Evagrius’ writing the term is rendered with “monás” to indicate a way of being, 
an eschatological union of the entire creation in Christ with the divinity. In conclusion the “monadic knowledge” 
refers to the eschatological knowledge of God, but here “the monad is not anymore the subject (the creation of 
God), but the object (God Himself) of the contemplation” (cf. Paolo Bettiolo in Isacco di Ninive, Discorsi 
spirituali e altri opuscoli, endnote 2, p. 117).  
1278 KG 4.51; 5.63. 
1279 ¾æÏܘܪ ÀûÂÄ. 
1280 ¿ܬÍæÏܘܪܕ ¿ÿÏÍýâܘ ¾éÝÒ. 
1281 III, 9, 18-30. 
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visitations. Only after the Pentecost was the Holy Spirit fully at work1282, regarding the 
knowledge of the future world.  
An important observation will help us place this stage into Evagrius’ scheme (the 
primary natural contemplation) – when Isaac speaks about the “angelic contemplation”, in 
which the mind without the senses is moved by the spiritual powers, his phraseology intends 
to describe the presence of the angels when contemplating the divine realities. This is why 
this moment is already considered to be a divine science1283. 
Regarding the second source mentioned in the subtitle, the Scriptures1284, there are 
many places where Isaac states precisely that the human can accede to certain knowledge of 
God by reading and meditating on the divine word contained therein. This occupation, 
essential to every Christian (against those who claimed they are spiritually advanced ascetics 
and see no use in reading the Scripture1285) is a means of entry into the state of spiritually 
perceiving God. He asserts that, for a perfect knowledge and a limpid thinking, the books of 
the New Testament and those writings referring to the life of anchorites1286 would suffice.  
For the bishop of Nineveh there are places where the Scripture, from a literary point of 
view, does not fully reflect the truth, but through an external expression, it describes a reality 
that goes beyond appearances, beyond language. For example, regarding God’s Economy in 
general, and Christ’s incarnation, in particular, Isaac argues the inability of the external 
expression to fully reflect truth. For him, these expressions are metaphors that aim to guide 
the people towards the spiritual knowledge, superior to all other forms:  
Come infatti i nomi e le metafore (e) anche le designazioni passionate di ira, furore e 
giudizio, (o) addirittura la corporeità delle connotazioni, riferiti a Dio a partire 
dall’economia (attuata) nella creazione, quando uno, per la potenza dell’operazione 
dello Spirito, si sia innalzato alla vera contemplazione, sono troppo difettosi e deboli in 
rapporto alla sua qualità, così i deboli versetti che il Libro riferisce alla causa della 
venuta del Cristo sono troppo difettosi e bassi in rapporto alla vera causa della sua 
economia nei confronti dei mondi. (Ne) testimoniano le nature spirituali, quelle... che 
sono state innalzate a quei gradi nella rivelazione del Cristo1287.  
                                               
1282 Mary Hansbury argues that this idea might be derived from Theodore of Mopsuestia who did not accept 
awareness of a separate hypostasis of the Holy Spirit in the Old Testament (cf. Robert Hill (transl.), Theodore of 
Mopsuestia: Commentary on the Twelve Prophets, Washington, The Catholic University of America Press, 
2004, p. 117, 313-314). For details see Mary Hansbury, Insights without sight, p. 70.  
1283 Cf. Hilarion Alfeyev, The Spiritual World of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 227. 
1284 He uses a generic word to express both the Holy Scripture (Bible), as well as the Church Fathers ( ¾ÁÿÜ 
¾ýØÊø). 
1285 Messalians. 
1286 II, 3.4,72. 
1287 II, 3.3, 85. 
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After emphasizing the incapacity of language to express the entire message and, finally, 
the truth that lies beyond the words, he boldly shows that a spiritual person is able to go 
deeper in the text and to perceive that which is not clearly expressed in the Scripture, during 
the revelation of the Spirit: “Lo Spirito gli manifesta le cose nascoste, su cui non hanno potere 
neppure i Libri santi. La mente pura può conoscere ciò che non è stato persmesso di 
manifestare al Libro”1288. 
Here Isaac indicates a very concrete methodology of reading the Scripture – the “inner” 
or “spiritual reading”, expression used by Dadisho Qatraya, a contemporary author with Isaac. 
Isaac uses geographic expressions to picture this kind of lecture of the Scripture: “the 
impulses (of the mind to float) deep as the depth of the waters, so it can see all the treasures in 
its abysses”1289. Or, in another place, he admonishes the readers to go deep in the inner sense 
of the Scripture and not to stumble upon the outer meaning: “anyone who is concerned with 
discovering the true meaning of the Scripture should not stumble in anything and reckon 
advantageous things to be harmful or understand anything solely on the basis of its simple 
outer form”1290.  
Dadisho Qatraya, a contemporary author with Isaac, following the Theodorian tradition, 
lists three types of interpreting Scripture: the historical reading1291 specific to the scholars, the 
homiletic reading1292, corresponding to the Fathers of the Church (Basil the Great and John 
Chrysostom), for the simple people, and the spiritual exegesis1293 for hermits and saints1294. 
The first two-types of Scripture exegesis do not exhaust the sense, but the third type, which 
requires spiritual experience, a pure heart and continual prayer, reflects a deeper sense. Such a 
reading and meditation on the word of Scripture is accompanied or caused by the intervention 
of the Holy Spirit, and therefore can introduce the reader in the divine mysteries. In the 
Second collection, 21th discourse, Isaac claims that the reading of the Scriptures is  
something very elevated…For it serves as the gate by which the intellect enters into the 
divine mysteries and takes strength for attaining luminosity in prayer: it bathes with 
enjoyment as it wander over the acts of God’s dispensation… from spiritual Scriptures 
or from things written by the great teachers of the Church of the topic of the divine 
dispensation or among those who teach the mysteries of ascetic life1295. 
                                               
1288 II, 3.3, 63. 
1289 I, 1, p. 3 (B, 5). 
1290 II, 10, 41. 
1291 ¾ÙåÿÙïüܬ. 
1292 ¾ÙæãÄܪÿâ. 
1293 ¾ùüÍñ ¾ÙæÏܘܪ . 
1294 Commentaire du livre d’Abba Isaïe, logoi I-XV, par Dadišo Qatraya, CSCO 327/145, p. 119-120. 
1295 II, 21, 13. 
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After underlining the importance of reading Scripture he identifies two important 
instruments that are obligatory for a proper reading of Scripture. In the line of ascetical 
tradition, he does not list the theological academic education as condition for an exegesis, but 
focuses on faith and prayer. Faith seems to be the theological instrument of correctly 
interpreting the text of Scripture: “The beginning of all our life in God… is to be healthy in 
your faith as you travel on the road on your ascetic way of life, so that from here you may 
suck the entire sweetness which the Spirit has placed in the Holy Scriptures”1296. With regards 
to prayer, he establishes a deep connection with the Scripture reading, as being two 
complementary activities that characterise the life of a hermit: “Do not approach the 
mysterious words in the Scriptures without prayer and without asking help from God, saying: 
Lord, grant me to perceive the power that is in them. Deem prayer as the key to the insight of 
truth in Scripture”1297. 
As an excursus of this section, we will analyse Isaac’s perspective on the cognitive 
power of language or the epistemology of the words. The spoken word (voice), as well as the 
written word (Scripture), is a means of revelation and, consequently, part of the natural 
knowledge. Speaking about the use of the word in the cognitive process, Isaac develops a 
scale of three steps or three orders1298 – referring to the communicated reality, expressing 
more than that reality, or describing less than the situation appears. But, when this principle is 
applied to God’s truth, one may find only one of these three orders – the word expressing less 
than the reality itself1299. However, in a more flexible interpretation, Nestor Kavvadas argues 
that here Isaac reflects the three senses of the word – literal, the inner signification and the 
outer signification1300.  
In the same context, Isaac speaks about three categories or words – the word clothed in 
matter, but which does not take the seal of matter, being verbally communicated; the 
immaterial word which does take the form of matter; and thirdly, a simple word, which has no 
connection with matter. According to these three stages, there is also an itinerary from the 
material word, to the immaterial word, up to the simple word. The first category refers to the 
voice of the words, the second to the intellectual thoughts verbally communicated, and the 
                                               
1296 I, 1, p. 9. 
1297 I, 45, p. 220 (B, 329). 
1298 ¾éÝÒ. 
1299 II, 3.1, 3. 
1300 Cf. Nestor Kavvadas, Isaak von Ninive und seine Kephalaia Gnostika. Die Pneumatologie und ihr Kontext, 
p. 104. 
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third pertains exclusively to prayer1301. Any linguistic form remains a partial and inadequate 
way of expressing the divine truth and yet represents a medium of revelation. 
On this scheme, Isaac divides the knowledge out of Scripture into two stages – starting 
from the outer meaning and continuing with the inner signification, achieved in the spiritual 
experience. These two stages pertain to two categories of people – the simple, who had certain 
knowledge of God’s economy, and those initiated in the truth, who have access to the depth of 
Scripture. For the first category he ascribes the “common knowledge”1302 out of Scripture, 
which is not opposed to the second, “mystic knowledge”1303 out of the Scripture, but it is still 
qualitatively inferior. The former knowledge opens the way to the latter: “È introdotto dalla 
parola in quell’altra (conoscenza), più grande di questa, e gli si rivelano (cose) sempre diverse 
che non è possibile comunicare sulla carta e, con essa, anche la testimonianza del cuore”1304. 
One may find here the connection and the progress towards the next cognitive stage 
enounced at the beginning of this subchapter, the spiritual knowledge. In fact, even the 
Scripture has no other role than to introduce people in this third rank of knowledge. The 
words of Scripture remain feeble out of the Spirit’s intervention and complement in the 
spiritual knowledge. And the scholastic education cannot lead a person to the spiritual 
conduct, for “the practice cannot be learned by people through the art of words, education or 
teaching”1305. This kind of knowledge is circumscribed to the sensible area, even refers to the 
intellections of the new world, as there is no participation of the Holy Spirit. To better express 
this practical dimension of the Scripture, he gives as example the epistles of Paul: “Il beato 
Paolo ha scritto molto sulle (realtà) spirituali, ma l’uomo non può perceprire dalle sue lettere 
quell che egli ha gustato se non ha avuto parte allo Spirito”1306. 
 We are now going to deal with the third level of knowledge of this paradigm, the 
spiritual knowledge, achieved through asceticism. Creation does not speak for itself if one has 
no spiritual eyes to read the signs of God in it, and the Scriptures, upon a superficial reading, 
cannot lead to partaking in the divine knowledge. The experiential knowledge is the one that 
confirms and complements the natural knowledge and that out of Scripture. According to 
Isaac, the truth is achieved exclusively out of experience. The following passage seems 
significant in this direction:  
                                               
1301 II, 3.2, 2; II, 3.1, 98. 
1302 ¿ÿÙåÍÄ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1303 ¿ÿîÊØ ¿ÿÙåܙܪܐ . 
1304 II, 3.4, 90. 
1305 II, 3.4, 16. 
1306 II, 3.4, 18. 
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Tutto il corso dei moti dell’ intelletto nel movimento spirituale è rachiuso in tre 
conoscenze, che sono dette (essere) oltre la purezza: in una è instruito, nell’altra è reso 
perfetto, nella terza è incoronato. Due di queste (sono proprie) del corso naturale, una 
(è) oltre la naturale. La prima è chiamata conoscenza naturale seconda1307; la 
successiva, conoscenza prima e naturale1308; quella da qui è incoronato è (la 
conoscenza) della Trinità1309 adorabile, il mistero essato dello Spirito1310. 
There are few characteristics of the spiritual knowledge that make the difference 
regarding the two other previous stages. First of all, the content of spiritual knowledge is 
limitless and continues in the life to come. Its “end” is hidden in the divine essence1311. The 
second important characteristic refers to the topos of this knowledge – the noetic part of the 
soul: “Verità è la limpidezza del pensiero1312 di Dio che si leva nell’ intelletto (¾åܘܗ)”1313. 
Isaac shows that truth at this level is perceived without any image and imagination. It lacks 
the presence of any matter as well as any composition of thoughts1314. One can identify here 
the reflection of the two types of knowledge – sensible and intelligible. The first one is 
indicative, while the second comes closer to the very knowledge of God1315. In fact, even the 
names of God as reveled in his Economy in the world to come will disappear1316, as well as 
the second natural contemplation1317. A kind of contradiction between the knowledge of this 
world and that in the life to come also occurs here, generated by the two ages in the line of 
Theodore of Mopsuestia, this world and the eschatological one, the first one being a school 
for the other. The first one is a progress in the knowledge of virtue, accompanied occasionally 
by spiritual insights that make the connection with the knowledge in the life to come.  
The highest form of this knowledge that a mystic may achieve is the vision of the Holy 
Trinity1318, the end of all revelations1319, in which “all movement of the kingdom of heaven 
for the angels and humans, in the entire extension without end of that conduct”1320 will occur. 
We remember that Isaac, by using a wrong translation of Evagrius, will say that even prayer 
                                               
1307 çØܬܪܬܕ ¿ÿÙæÙÜ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1308 ¿ÿÙæÙÜܘ ¿ÿÙâÊø ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1309 ¿ܬÊÙÅè ¿ܬÍØÿÙßܬܕ. 
1310 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ÿØÿÏ ܘ̇ܗ ¿ܙܪܐ; II, 3.3, 100. 
1311 II, 3.1, 2. 
1312 ¾Ùåܪ ܬÍÙòü. 
1313 II, 3.2, 35. 
1314 Cf. KG 1.46. 
1315 II, 3.4, 3. This idea is connected with the tradition of God’s name. For details see Paolo Bettiolo, in Isacco di 
Ninive, Discorsi spirituali e altri opuscoli, endnote 1, p. 195. 
1316 II, 3.3, 1. 
1317 Ii, 3.3, 9. 
1318 ¿ܬÍØÿÙßܬܕ ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1319 II, 3.3, 48. 
1320 II, 3.3, 48. 
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“is terminated only by the light of the Holy Trinity through ecstasy”1321. The vision of the 
Trinity is the “exact mystery of the Spirit”1322.  
 
5.7 Knowledge and faith     
In the First collection of his discourses Isaac dedicates an entire chapter to the three 
stages of knowledge and, specifically, to the couple knowledge-faith, pointing to the major 
differences between worldly and spiritual knowledge. There, in a quite systematic way, he 
describes each stage at large, with the corresponding ascetic works and the connection with 
the following stage. It is useful for our research to dwell on the information he offers to try to 
identify more important elements that stand at the very base of his epistemology.  
First of all, Isaac argues that “knowledge is a gift”, it is not the result of any ascetic 
struggle, but a consequence of the divine intervention. Then it is one and simple in its 
nature1323, not divided, but with variations according to its service, to the places it moves. One 
speaks about its ascension and descent according to the three stages1324 inherited from John 
the Solitary (of the body, soul and spirit1325 or natural, preternatural and supernatural1326). On 
this scale, it becomes more condensed or more subtilized in accordance with its movement in 
the “intelligible places”1327. 
The first stage of knowledge is determined by bodily love and refers to worldly 
instruction. It is called simple1328, as it is bare of any godly thoughts. To this state Isaac 
associates the tree of knowledge of the good and evil that goes against the godly love. Isaac 
identifies this order with what Paul writes in the first letter to Corinthians: “knowledge 
puffeth up” (1 Corinthians 8:1) as it bases all its action on the personal qualities and, in 
consequence, generates presumption and haughtiness.  
The second order, of the soul, involves the soul’s impulses as well as the bodily senses. 
It is generated in the synergy of the working virtues (fasting, prayer, compassion, Scripture 
reading) and the grace of the Spirit. Therefore it is called the “knowledge of practice”1329.  
                                               
1321 I, 22, p. 111 (B, 174). 
1322 II, 3.3, 48. 
1323  ¿ÿîÊØ ܝܗ ÀÊÏÌæܿÙÝÁ ; ÌæܿÙÝÁ ¿ÿÙæÅàñÿâ Ā. 
1324 ¾é̈ÝÒ. 
1325 ¾Ïܘܪ ¾ýòå ÀûÅñ çÙ̈éÝÒ ¿ÿßܬ. 
1326 ¾æÙÜ, ¾æÙÜ çâ ûÂß, ¾æÙÜ çâ áïß. 
1327 ¾æîÊ̈Øÿâ ¿ܬܘĂܬܐ. 
1328 ¿ÿãÙÐü ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1329 ¾åăîÍèܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
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Finally, the third order is similar with the life of the spiritual beings. Its work occurs at 
the noetic level and is generated by the Spirit. Here faith swallows knowledge and foretastes 
the reality of the future life. Isaac describes this transformation:  
It is able to direct its flight towards non-bodily places and to the depths of the 
unscrutable ocean of wonderful and divine government which directs intelligible and 
apperceptible beings and to examine spiritual mysteries1330 which are attained by the 
simple and by the subtle intellect1331. Then the inner senses awake to spiritual service, 
as the order of things which will be in the state of immortality and incorruptibility. For 
from here onwards they have received intelligible resurrection1332, symbolically, as a 
true sign of that universal renewal1333.  
One can easily identify in the fragment above the rapport between this world and the 
life to come as theologized by Theodore of Mopsuestia in the teaching of the two ages. At the 
intellectual level, spiritually, one experiences already the resurrection as part of the final unity 
when “Christ will be all in all” (1 Corinthians 15:28)1334.  
In synthesis, Isaac argues that the first stage of knowledge is generated by scholastic 
instruction; the second as a consequence of an ascetical behavior and a steady faith, while the 
third one pertains only to faith. All activities that are connected with the earthly things are 
circumscribed to knowledge, what is above, touching the heavenly realities, correspond to 
faith1335.  
Spiritual knowledge occurs at the noetic level and is generated by the direct implication 
of the Spirit. It transcends all natural knowledge and is engulfed by faith. In fact, this last 
order, more properly in Isaac’s language, is described as the state of faith1336, superior to any 
kind of knowledge, which by definition, etymologically and conceptually, remains in the 
intellectual area and is defined in rational terms. Isaac argues: “When knowledge pursues the 
Essence it is called supernatural1337 or rather agnostic1338, because it is elevated above 
knowledge. As to this the soul does not acquire contemplation concerning it in materials lying 
without it… but by a sudden work of grace within, unexpectedly, is revealed in the soul. For 
‘the kingdom of God is within us’ ”1339.      
                                               
1330 ¾æÏܘĂ ¿ܙĂܐ. 
1331 ¾æÙÓøܘ ¾ÓÙýñ ¾îÊâ. 
1332 ¿ÿÙæîÊØÿâ ¿ÿãÙø. 
1333 I, 51, p. 250-251 (B, 374). 
1334 See also II, 3.1, 68 (the mystery of resurrection and the new world: 1 Corinthians 15:28; Colossians 3:3-4).  
1335 I, 52, p. 253-254 (B, 378-379). 
1336 ¿ܬÍæãØܗ. 
1337 ¾Øûøÿâ ¾æÙÜ çâ áïß. 
1338 ¿ÿîÊØ Ā. 
1339 I, 52, p. 253 (378). 
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For a clear perception of the problem one needs to understand what kind of faith Isaac 
refers to when speaking about the spiritual knowledge, given the fact that the term faith, in 
particular, is associated with a dogmatic creed, a doctrine, with a strict theoretical 
connotation. Isaac foresees this problem as risk and explains, leaving no doubt, that when 
talking about faith, without neglecting an objective dimension, he refers to a subjective 
dimension, mainly experiential, which fundamentally depends on the divine factor, next to the 
human one, and he defines it as participation in the divine mysteries by means of grace. The 
passage below renders the way in which the bishop of Nineveh suggestively defines the 
concept of faith: 
I do not call this faith that a man believes in the discrimination of the adorable 
hypostases of the Essence or in the properties of His Nature or in the amazing 
government regarding humanity consisting in His accepting of our nature. But I call 
this faith: the intelligible light1340 which by grace dawns in the soul and… supports the 
heart by the testimony of the mind, namely by the persuasion of hope which is far from 
all presumptions and not by tradition from hearsay. This light will show to the spiritual 
eyes1341 of the soul the hidden mysteries1342 which are in the soul and the secret reaches 
of divinity which are concealed from the eyes of fleshly men and are revealed spiritually 
to those who at the table of Christ are brought up in meditation upon his laws. As he 
says ‘if ye keep my commandments, I shall send you the Spirit, the Comforter, whom the 
world cannot receive, and he will guide you into all truth’ ”1343  
This quoted fragment reveals explicitly that Isaac, when dealing with faith, recognizes a 
precise objective dimension – the confession of a Triune God and His hypostatic qualities, 
then the confession in the economy or divine providence in incarnation – and yet, he focuses 
on its subjective dimension, supernatural, experiential, which comes out of the divine 
revelation, by means of the noetic light, generated by the divine grace. The latter involves, on 
the one hand, the work of the heart (and occurs in the heart), and, on the other hand, requires 
the confirmation of the intellectual power. The participation of the two centres when 
describing the stage of faith once again confirms the synthesis between the intellectualist 
Evagrian line and the Macarian tradition. At the level of this encounter, faith takes the form of 
hope, not generated by confidence in one’s own powers, thus avoiding any risk of arrogance, 
but by vision with the spiritual eyes of the mysteries revealed by the Spirit Himself, to those 
who know Christ from the observance of His commandments. This fragment may be a 
comprehensive summary of Isaac’s gnoseologic vision. 
                                               
1340 ¾æîÊØÿâ ÀܪܗÍå. 
1341 ¾æÙ̈î ¿ÿÙæÏܘĂ . 
1342 ܐÀăÙãÒ ¿ܙĂ  
1343 I, 51, p. 252, (B, 376). 
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Given the subjective-experiential sense that he attributes to faith, on the line of logical 
consistency, knowledge and faith stand in an opposite rapport and, in consequence, as long as 
one speaks about knowledge, there is no faith, and when one reaches faith, knowledge is 
swallowed up. We refer here to a border between a type of knowledge which uses the tools of 
rationality and another form of perception of truth that does not involve the same cognitive 
power. Despite the fact that the latter one involves similar faculties, their functions remain 
spiritual. The bishop of Niniveh lists several reasons for which the two are in opposition. We 
will synthetize them under two headings. 
Firstly, all knowledge implies doubts and a sceptical attitude; it calls for inquiries, 
investigations, examinations, and uses specific methodologies (systematic research) and 
means. There is nothing predetermined, the conclusion (the scientific truth) must take an 
interrogative form. These are the very principles that stand at the base of any scientific 
progress, which occurs under the auspices of such knowledge. Instead, faith involves a 
monadic/ unitary reflection1344 that is undivided and single; it is accompanied by a limpid1345 
and simple1346 mind, away from any logical constructions. Faith requires a childish mind1347 
and a simple heart1348 (Matthew 18:3)1349. 
Secondly, knowledge is circumscribed to material, but faith is supernatural. Speaking 
about knowledge means being faithful to its own categories; the process knowledge occurs 
under the auspices of fear of not failing. There is only one way that knowledge always 
reiterates it: the fear followed by doubt; doubt brings investigation; and investigation seeks 
ways to achieve knowledge. Knowledge trusts its own possibilities, while faith always sits 
under the shield of divine Providence (Psalm 126:1). Faith has no limits, it participates to the 
hope that accompanies it and inaugurates another medium of existence. The one who seeks 
knowledge begins with a presupposition that he struggles to attain and fully respects the 
specific laws, but, on its way, faith, according to the Scriptures (Mark 9:23), thinks that 
everything is possible and nothing is impossible with God. The centre of gravity moves from 
the human forces to the divine power.  
Isaac does not reject knowledge (interpreted here as philosophical or scientific), but 
evokes the risk that might appear on the way. He clearly manifests an opposition regarding 
                                               
1344 ÀÊÏ ¿ÿÙîܪܬ . 
1345 ¿ÿÙòü. 
1346 ¿ÿÓÙýñ. 
1347 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ ¿ܬûÂü . 
1348 ß¾Â ÀûØûÁ . 
1349 I, 51, p. 243 (B, 362). 
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the knowledge that stands against faith (or spiritual knowledge). And, simultaneously, he 
identifies the distinction and the progressive stages within the process of knowledge that bring 
it close to the perception of the heavenly realities. He even praises the encounter between 
knowledge and faith, when the former one “is clad with fiery impulses so that it blazes 
spiritually and acquires the wings of apathy and is lifted up from the service of earthly things 
towards the place of its creation”1350.  
Eventually, Isaac makes a balance between the two concepts, and yet stresses the 
superiority of faith. Knowledge is a step towards faith and it is exceeded or, rather, it finds its 
fulfilment in faith: 
Knowledge (¿ÿîÊØ) is made perfect by faith (¿ܬÍæãØܗ) so that it acquires the power to 
ascend and to perceive1351 that which is above all perceptibility and to behold1352 the 
splendour of Him that is not attained by the mind or the knowledge of the creatures. 
Knowledge is the ladder on which the man ascends to the heights of faith, but which 
does not use anymore when he has reached faith… Faith shows us as it was before our 
eyes the reality of that future perfection. By faith we are instructed above those 
unattainable things, not by investigation or by the power of knowledge1353.  
We note in this paragraph that everything that cannot be perceived out of created world 
or investigation of mind can be known by faith. The method of perceiving the truth according 
to faith does not occur only at the intellectual level, but also by “feeling” and “vision”. In a 
paradoxical expression, according to Isaac, one can feel what is above all feeling (the same 
radical - þÄܪ - used both for the verb and noun) and one can see God’s light with the intellect.  
The stage of faith corresponding to the spiritual order is described as wonder1354, simple 
vision1355, and insights without sight1356, referring to the divine nature. During lifetime this 
occurs partially, but in the eschatological time, one will reach the fullness of its reality1357. 
Despite all we have said up to his point with regards to knowledge and faith, Isaac uses 
the term “knowledge” occasionally when it comes to the spiritual stage, although it no longer 
gets the same connotations. This type of knowledge takes place beyond purity and it 
especially refers to the knowledge of the Holy Trinity. Isaac lists three categories of people – 
scholars (ܫܪܕÿâ), perfect (ûãÄÿâ) and crowned (áàÜÿâ) – according to three stages of 
                                               
1350 I, 51, p. 246 (B, 367). 
1351 ÍýÄûâ. 
1352 ¿ÎÐâ. 
1353 I, 51, p. 246 (B, 367). 
1354 Àܪܗܬ. 
1355 ¿ܘÎÏ Ā ¾ÂÜûâ . 
1356 āÜÍ̈è Āܕ ¿ܘÎÏ . 
1357 I, 51, p. 263 (B, 377). 
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knowledge – secondary natural knowledge1358 primary natural knowledge1359 and the 
knowledge of the “adorable Trinity”1360, the exact mystery of the Spirit1361 – but in the strict 
sense only the last category of people and the last cognitive state correspond to what he calls 
spiritual knowledge1362. 
 
5.8 Knowledge and un-knowledge 
We will emphasize from the outset that, when speaking about un-knowledge/ ignorance 
( Ā ¿ÿîÊØ ), Isaac refers to two different aspects. On the one hand, the state of un-knowledge 
points to ignorance regarding God due to a passionate life; on the other hand, he refers to the 
form of divine perception that goes beyond natural knowledge and its methods. The second 
dimension is a fundamental element for the topic under discussion. The representative authors 
using this language in Patristics are Gregory of Nyssa and Pseudo Dionysius1363. 
In the terminology of the East Syriac mystics the concept acquires a double meaning. 
Firstly, incognoscibility refers to God’s transcendence and his total incomprehensibility. This 
first dimension can be framed in a given objective, and, in theological terms, it is called 
apophatic knowledge. It refers more to what God is not, than to what he is. The mentor of this 
outlook remains, par excellence, Pseudo Dionysius1364. Regarding Isaac, this perspective is 
present throughout his discourses. We will quote and analyse two important places where the 
bishop of Niniveh expresses this idea. In the First collection, the 26th discourse, he presents 
the principles of “apophatic theology” from an experiential angle: 
What is parity and disparity? Disparity of contemplation (¾Øܪܘܐܬ) – differences and 
variations in one soul – is the eternal thought1365 of God being unattainable. Parity is 
truth being revealed1366. If a nature able to err should receive in this world the exact 
truth, it would die by the power of its liability to err. This is “oh, depth of the riches” an 
“how unsearchable are His judgments” and “who has known the mind of God” and the 
like, which in an astonishing way and among sighs rise in the mind1367 from time to 
time, which by some is called the cloud. From this, disparity of contemplation and 
                                               
1358 ¿ÿîÊØ ¿ÿÙæÙÜ çØܬܪܬܕ . 
1359 ¿ÿîÊØ ¿ÿÙâÊø ¿ÿÙæÙÜܘ . 
1360 ¿ܬÍØÿÙßܬܕ ¿ܬÊÙÅè . 
1361 ¿ܙܪܐ ¿ÿØÿÏ ܚܘܪܕ . 
1362 II, 3.3, 100. 
1363 See Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, p. 171. 
1364 Robert Beulay, La lumière sans forme, p. 162-169. 
1365 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ; 1 Corinthians 2:16. 
1366 ܬÍæÙàÄÿâܗ Àܪûüܕ . 
1367 ¾æÙîܪ. 
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divergence of insight are born concerning the unattainable inquiry into God’s 
judgments1368. 
In this excerpt Isaac clearly argues, involving the concept of parity (uniformity) and 
disparity (un-uniformity), that the complete divine truth cannot be perceived by the human 
being, as it is beyond the natural powers with which he was endowed. To support his 
argument, the bishop of Nineveh, tributary to the Jewish reading of the Bible, asserts that 
nobody can understand “the thought of God”1369 without being clashed under the burden of 
the revelation1370. But, at the spiritual level, one may partake, partially1371, in one’s ascetic 
mind, mysteriously, to the divine knowledge. And yet, the possibility of knowledge remains 
limited. 
In the same collection, the 45th, in the frame of the two Theodorian catastases, Isaac 
clearly emphasizes the transcendence of God and the human’s inability to accede to perfect 
knowledge in the earthly life. I will quote below a short fragment: 
However he will be raised up, his advance in knowledge will not be complete until the 
world of glory has come and he has received the whole of his treasure… in the world of 
truth, He will show him His face, not however the face of His essence1372. The more the 
righteous advance to the vision of Him, the more they see an enigmatic sight, as an 
image shown in the mirror. There, however, they will see the revelation of truth1373 
Knowledge on earth is partial, and the eschatological one, although of superior quality, 
will never reach its end. Even though the names the Holy Scriptures give to the realities 
around God are partial and may help humans gain access to certain divine knowledge and yet 
within the natural right frame, there is still a clear difference between “our true knowledge 
and the truth of the knowledge”1374. At the end of time, just as in the beginning, there will be a 
time when “there will be no name for God”1375. God’s truth is hidden “in him from the eyes of 
                                               
1368 I, 26, p. 131 (B, 193). 
1369 ܗÿÙîܪܬ ¿Ìßܐܕ . 
1370 Exodus 33: 20; Deuteronomy 4:12.  
1371 See the image of the cloud (āñûî/ skÒteinotatoj). Isaac’s symbolic method uses biblical images so as to 
describe the new type of knowledge inaugurated by Incarnation, perceived as a personal spiritual journey. In connection 
with the book of Exodus, he uses the image of “the cloud” (¾ææî/ nefšlh) – I, 69, p. 321-322 (B, 480) –, the “dark cloud” 
(āñûî) and the “darkness” (¾æÓãî/ gnÒfoj and skÒtoj) – I, 2, p. 9 (B, 14); III, 7,7 – in order to describe the apophatic 
knowledge which takes place in the amazement and stupor before God, beyond prayer itself, during the spiritual state, 
which is the noetic perception of God’s mysteries (II, 3. 1, 36).  
1372 ¿ܬܘÿØܐ. 
1373 æÙàÄ¾ Àܪûüܕ ; I, 45, p. 217 (B, 324). 
1374 II, 3.4, 3; one can identify here the sensible dimension of the names and the intelligible sense, in the line of 
the exegetic tradition. The first meaning refers to God’s works regarding the created things, while the second 
dimension points to the things of the future world, “the truth of the knowledge”.    
1375 II, 3.3,1. 
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all what is created... but never (will be revealed) what is referred to his essence”1376. All that 
can be thought and expressed about God refers to “those who are under him”1377.   
The second dimension of the concept refers to the elevation of the mind above all forms 
of worldly knowledge. This time, the construction of this perspective is tributary to Evagrius, 
whom he quotes numerous times. The classic place where he apophthegmatically proclaims 
his vision regarding the concept of un-knowledge while describing the gnostic stage is even 
quoted by Isaac: “Blessed is he who has reached during prayer unconsciousness1378 which is 
not to be surpassed”1379. The quoted text shows that Isaac integrates this way of perception 
outside the frame of natural gnoseology. At this stage the ascetic “gazes in ecstasy1380 at the 
unattainable things which do not belong to the world of mortals... this is the ignorance/ un-
knowledge ( Ā ¿ÿîÊØ )1381” 
That Isaac, when speaking about un-knowledge, refers to a stage beyond the nature of 
knowledge can be observed in the 52th discourse of the First collection, where the unique 
process of knowledge is ranked into three ascetic states. We recall the three stages: 
 knowledge of things when instruction is acquired through senses – natural 
knowledge (¿ÿÙæÙÜ); 
 spiritual (¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ) knowledge1382, beyond the visible things, generated by the 
intelligible things in non-bodily natures; both take their information from 
without; 
 knowledge beyond knowledge, excellent knowledge ( ¾Ùàïâ ¿ÿîÊØ ), 
supernatural ( áïß ¾æÙÜ ) or agnostic ( Ā ¿ÿîÊØ ) because is elevated beyond 
knowledge1383. 
This mode of knowledge changes the perception of the divine. Nothing comes from 
without, but the grace of God generates the contemplation of the divine. There are three 
observations to be made regarding this hierarchy. Firstly, the essential difference between the 
third mode and the first two is the source of the knowledge – if natural knowledge is 
                                               
1376 The knowledge regarding the essential nature (II, 3.1,2) 
1377 II, 3.2,3; One can identify here in a primary form the theological concept identity-differentiation or the 
difference between God’s essence and his energies.  
1378 Ā ¿ÿîÊØ  – literally un-knowldge. 
1379 KG III.88; I, 22, p. 118 (B, 175). 
1380 ÀܪÍÏ ¿ÌâÿÁܕ . 
1381 Gr. ¢gnws…a; I, 22, p. 118 (B, 175). 
1382 Generally “spiritual knowledge” is used in reference to the third stage. Yet, here Isaac uses it referring to the 
primary natural contemplation. This fragment is a good exemple that highlights the flexibility of Isaac’s 
terminology.  
1383 I, 52, p. 253 (B, 378). 
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generated by continual meditation and diligence in education and the second occurs as a result 
of a virtuous life and noetic cleansing, the third mode is achieved in the grace of God, without 
any ascetic work, spontaneously and directly directed by God’s will. The second observation 
relates to the type of received information– the first two stages pertain to material information 
and through the senses, but the supernatural knowledge points to the immaterial revelation 
coming from without, at the noetic level. And a third survey is related to the freedom of the 
ascetic – the first two stages, in a certain sense, are caused by the will and the ascetic effort of 
human, but the third one depends only on the divine will and is actualised at the level of faith. 
The 82th discourse seems to be much clearer when defining the concept of un-
knowledge in reference to the spiritual conduct: “And though he has penetrated into the 
mysteries of all spiritual kinds (of beings) and possesses great wisdom concerning all the 
creatures, he knows with perfect certainty that he knows nothing”1384. This is the realm of 
divine vision, as we will see in the next chapter – knowledge described as theoria, spiritual 
prayer and wonder/ stupor.    
 
5.9 Knowledge and vision  
From the texts above one can argue that, for Isaac, there is a terminological flexibility 
when speaking about the highest spiritual stage, described with “un-knowledge”, as I have 
highlighted above, divine vision or theoria, spiritual prayer and wonder/ stupor1385. In the 
Evagrian language the gnostic is synonymous with “the seer”1386. The concept of vision 
remains at the very core of the argument especially regarding the East Syriac theology of the 
time and here we refer to the personalities evoked in the chapter dedicated to the Christology 
of Isaac’s time.  
In the following pages we are going to deal with the theological problem of the vision of 
God, offering first a retrospective of some important moments and authors from the history of 
Christian Spirituality regarding this issue1387, as it was not occasional, and, in particular, we 
will will highlight some important cases of East Syriac mystics. 
                                               
1384 ܥÊØ Ā ܡÊâܕ ܥÊØ; I, 82, p. 387 (B, 579); one can argue Isaac uses the same concept to express the negative 
state of religious ignorance, that is the lack of any spiritual preoccupation: I, 6, p. 56 (B, 87); I, 76, p. 350 (B, 
522). 
1385 Robert Beulay observes that one cannot find a terminological uniformity when describing the unitive stage at 
different East Syriac authors: “un-knowledge” at Simon Taibuteh, “spiritual vision” and “essential faith” at 
Dadisho Qatraya, the “contemplation of the Holy Trinity and Christ in his glory” at Joseph Hazzaya and 
“primary spiritual contemplation” at Isaac of Niniveh (Cf. Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de 
Dalyatha, p. 386). 
1386 Cf. Vladimir Lossky, The vision of God, Wisconsin, Faith Press, 1963, p. 87. 
1387 This problematic was not occasional if one refers to at least four important moments from the history of the 
Church: the anthropomorphic dispute in the fourth century (Egypt, Syria, North Africa); the case of Symeon the 
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5.9.1 The concept of vision in the East Syriac Mystics 
We remember that the problem of the vision of Christ was the very core of the council 
convoked by Catholikos Timothy I in 787. I will quote an excerpt of the text that gives us a 
panorama of the event: “Il y eut, du temps de Haroun ar-Rashid… un certain nombre de 
chrétiens qui croyaient et affichaient publiquement que l’homme assumé de Marie voit le 
Seigneur éternel… Fut excommunié et maudit quiconque croyait que Jésus, qui est l’homme 
assumé de Marie, a vu le Seigneur qui est le verbe éternel, dans le monde, ou le verra dans 
l’autre monde d’une vision oculaire ou d’une vision intellectuelle, on s’appuya pour cela sur 
la tradition et la doctrine de crainte que quelque créature ne vienne partager avec le 
Créateur… quelques-uns de ses attributs essentiels, dont la vision du Seigneur”1388. According 
to the text, Catholikos Timothy anathematises those who assert that the human nature of Christ 
can see His divinity and those who say that the divine narture can be seen by some created being. 
Stating that Christ’s humanity is not able to see his divinity (Jesus cannot see Christ) means 
asserting the impossibility for any human being to see God. This thesis came against the mystics’ 
assertion to see God, a constant of monastic theology. 
We turn now to the retrospective we have announced above. We will commence with a 
very important representative of the Antiochene School, John Chrysostom. Despite the fact he 
does not accept any vision of God’s essence, yet he asserts that God is knowable by the 
effects or His works in the created world. But, finally, this occurs especially in Christ’s 
glorified humanity. Christ is the icon of God the Father and the means of communicating 
himself to creation according to his natural capacity1389. Another important representative for 
the same theological school and, in particular for Isaac, is Theodore of Mopsuestia. One 
remembers his theory of the two contrary states (one characterised by corruptibility, 
mutability, possibility and mortality and the other by incorruptibility, immutability, 
impassibility and immortality). He does not really speak about the concept of vision, but more 
about the ways of revelation of the nature of God under a form adapted and close to human’s 
                                                                                                                                                   
New Theologian at Constantinople in the 10-11th century and the humanist clerical branch of the Byzantine 
Church of his time; the Palamite dispute (a rational theology and an experiential hesychast orientation) in the 14th 
century; or the spiritual renewal movements during the time of Nicodemos of Mount Athos in the 18th century 
(For details see Alexander Golitzin, Mistagogia – experiența lui Dumnezeu în Ortodoxie: studii de teologie 
mistică, Sibiu, Deisis, 1998, p. 184-237). 
1388 Élie bar Šennaya, Kitab-al-Majalis, cf. Khalil Samir, “Entretien d’Élie de Nisibe avec le vizir Ibn’ Alī sur 
l’unité et la trinité”, Islamochristiana 5, 1979, p. 31-117 (here p. 90, n. 17) ; quoted by Vittorio Berti, Les débat 
sur la vision, p. 152. 
1389 Sur l’incompréhensibilité de Dieu, “Sources Chrétiennes”, 28, 1951, p. 232. 
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capacity, in the corporal Man Jesus. It is by this means by which divinity acts. The possibility 
of divine vision only reflects in seeing it in his image, which is the humanity of Christ1390. 
Evagrius, a very important name for the theology of Isaac, equalises the concept of 
“gnostic man” to “the seer”1391. During pure prayer, the light of the Trinity shines in the spirit 
of the purified man1392 and the nous becomes the place of God, the image of God in the 
temple. In the process of seeing God, the mind understands itself as the place of God and a 
receptacle of the Trinitarian light. It is bare mind “consummated in the vision of itself, having 
merited communion in the contemplation of the Holy Trinity”1393. It sees itself as the sapphire 
of the sky1394. Evagrius argues that there is no change in the vision of the Trinity, called 
essential knowledge1395. God is perceived immediately without the intermediation of any 
image. The very important detail in this frame would be if Evagrius’ doctrine of vision refers 
to God’s essence. Vladimir Lossky argues that it is quite difficult to make categorical 
pronouncements, as Evagrius speaks always about the vision of the light of the Trinity and yet 
he does not make any distinction between God’s nature and the essential light. Anyhow he 
rejects all visible theophanies, while identifying allusions in Evagrius’ writings to the 
Messalianism1396      
In reference to the Messalian movements, we will evoke the case of Pseudo Macarius 
and his “Spiritual Homilies”. He points to a clear distinction between the philosophical 
knowledge out of reasoning and the divine knowledge of the faithful. Contrary to Evagrius’ 
intellectualistic system, Macarius’ mystic vision has an affective character; it is addressed to 
the senses. Here knowledge means consciousness. As the Word clothed in humanity, so 
human must be clothed in the Spirit. The experience of divine is described as food, drink, 
sweetness. He establishes a hierarchy and a spiritual evolution from the category of people 
who feel to the one who experience illumination1397 by the means of visions. These two stages 
reach their peak in the revelation1398 of the divine mysteries in the soul1399. There is a common 
                                               
1390 Les homélies catéchétiques de Theodore de Mopsueste, R. Tonneau et R. Devreesse (ed.)  ¸Studi e Testi, 145, 
Vatican, 1949, p. 185. 
1391 Cent. VII, 26, W. Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, Berlin 1912, p. 481. 
1392 Διάνοια... καιρù προσευχῆς τὸ τῆς ¡γίας τριάδος φîς βλέπουσα (Anti-rhetoric, p. 475). 
1393 Cent. III, 6, Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, Berlin 1912, p. 193. 
1394 One finds the same idea in Isaac I, 22, where he deals with spiritual prayer and Moses’ vision.  
1395 Γνῶσις οὐσιώσης. 
1396 Vladimir Lossky, The vision of God, p. 91-92; Regarding the Syriac KG, despite the fact that Evagrius states 
that God is incomprehensible in Himself and his nature is unknowable, he argues also that the spiritual intellect 
is the visionary of the Holy Trinity and that a real theologian is the one who sees God (Evagre le Pontique, Les six 
centuries des Kephalaia Gnostica d’Evagre le Pontique, 5.51-52, 57, 63; 3.30 ; 5.26). 
1397 φωτισμός. 
1398 ἀποκάλιψις. 
1399 Homily 7, 5-6 (Pseudo Macario, Spirito e fuoco. Omelie spirituali, rd. By L. Cremaschi, vol. 2, Bose, 1995). 
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element here – Macarius speaks as well about the essential light1400 of the divinity in the soul 
– and yet he describes a completely different concept. If, for Evagrius, there is a stable vision 
of the essential light, Macarius speaks about the fire of grace kindled by the Spirit in the heart, 
this time, not the mind as in Evagrius’ case, that follows the fluctuations of the will. 
Regarding the object of vision, the Macarian language is not dogmatically precise. In the 
Homily 34, one reads that in the life after death “all we are transformed into the divine 
nature”, passage followed by the mention of light “all repose in a single light” 1401. 
Vladimir Lossky evokes another Byzantine author that seems to occupy the middle 
position between the previous two in the problematic of divine vision, Diadochus of Photice. 
His spiritual doctrine points to the invisible God and his energies1402 and the union with God 
in love at the level of the inward sense – heart, spirit and soul. Diadochus, while using a 
language of perception, is tributary to Macarius. And yet, he opposes the sensual mysticism of 
the Messalians by arguing that the glory of God does not appear visibly1403. Throughout 
history, God has been seen visibly, the Formless one in the form of glory, in the form of his 
will. Finally, the byzantine author distinguishes between gnosis and theology. The former one 
refers to the process of teaching, while the latter one evokes an experience of union with God, 
a partaking of the essential light, through intellectual recollection at the level of the heart1404. 
One can identify here a middle way between the intellectual mysticism and the mysticism of 
the heart, engaging human integrally1405.       
We will go a step further with this theme into the Syriac milieu. The first important 
author in dealing with divine vision is Ephraim the Syrian. Using an apophatic language to 
                                               
1400 ὐποστατικος φωτὸς – hypostatic (real) light. 
1401 Homily 34,1. 
1402 Δυνάμεις or ἐνέργειαι. 
1403 Diadochus of Photice, Spiritual Works, SC 5, 1966, Cent. 36, p. 105. 
1404 Cent. 59, p. 119. 
1405 This personage is very interesting in the Palamite dispute of the fourth century next to Evagrius and Isaac of 
Niniveh. Antonio Rigo demonstrates that Gregory Palamas, when speaking about the illuminative condition, 
quotes Evagrius (“La condition de l’intellect est une hauteur intelligible semblable à la couleur du ciel dans 
laquelle pendent le temps de la prière vient la lumière de la Sainte Trinité”, Reflection 4 and 2), Diadochus of 
Photice (“Quand l’intellect a commencé à gouter, dans un sentiment profond la bonté du Saint Esprit, alors nous 
devons savoir que la grâce commence à peindre la ressemblance par-dessous l’image… la perfection de celle-ci 
nous ne la connaitront que par l’illumination”, Cent. 89) and Isaac of Niniveh (“During prayer the mind puts off 
the old man and puts on the new man by grace, then it also sees its steadfastness resembling the sapphire or the 
colour of heaven, as the place of God was called by the elders of Israel to whom it appeared in the mountain… 
Prayer is steadfastness of mind which is terminated only by the light of the Holy Trinity through ecstasy”, 
Discourse 22/ Syriac; 32/ Greek). What is interesting to observe refers to the fact that Palamas, while replying to 
his opponents in matter of the concept of the vision of divine light and the possibility of contemplation, he 
quotes all these three authors in different places. This might take us to the conclusion there is a kinship between 
them in matter of expressing the spiritual conduct, in particular the divine vision (For details see Antonio Rigo, 
“De l’apologie à l’évocation de l’expérience mystique. Évagre le pontique, Isaac le Syrien et Diadoque de 
Photicé dans les œuvres de Grégoire Palamas et dans la controverse palamite”, Knotenpunkt Byzanz. 
Wissensformen und kulturelle Wechselbeziehungen, De Gruyter, 2012, p. 85-108). 
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interpret Moses’ life, he argues that, while having the vision of God’s glory, he had the 
consciousness that seeing means not seeing and knowing means not knowing. The human 
being cannot see God’s essence, but his glory, because of God’s condescendence by which he 
proportioned the vision of his glory to the human capacity of pertaining1406; another important 
author is Narsai. For him, the human is not able to see God Himself whose glory is too high, 
as divinity cannot be seen by his creation. Christ, resplendent of glory, will make the human 
being able to see without seeing the hidden Being. The latter one remains the “Holy of 
holies”, inaccessible and transcendent, while the former is associated with the “holy”, that is 
Christ’s body, visible for the rational creation. Christ’s humanity, principle of divine essence 
among us, will be like an image for the exterior senses of the invisible divinity and, at the 
noetic level, it will provide certain knowledge of essence that remains invisible1407. 
 I will add another important example, Babai the Great, the radical East Syriac 
conservatory theologian, already mentioned above. He speaks about a gradual knowledge of 
God. By means of symbols and images, God reveals his justice and providence in the saints 
and more in Christ, where the plenitude of divinity dwells. Then, borrowing the Evagrian 
language, he speaks about the perception of God in creation, the knowledge of the intelligible 
beings, by the elevation of soul above the earthly reality, so the contemplation of the 
corporeal and incorporeal intelligible beings and, finally, the knowledge of the Son, who 
surpasses all other knowledge by the unique knowledge of the Trinity, that is not really a 
vision. It is about the glory and the light of the face of Christ, mirror and image of the divine 
essence, perceived in the intellections of corporeal and incorporeal creatures1408 and in the 
Scriptures. Finally he uses an apophatic language in the line of Dionysius when he speaks 
about un-knowledge and union in the cloud with One who is unknowable. In fact, there is no 
                                               
1406 Cf. E. Beck, “Ephrem”, DS, XXVII, col. 792-793. 
1407 For details see Philippe Gignoux, “Les doctrines eschatologiques de Narsaï”, Oriens Syrien, 12 (1967), p. 
23-54. 
1408 Commenting on the Evagrian sentence V. 57 (KG), Babai asserts: “Je comprends que, comme nous sommes 
limités en ce que concerne la contemplation dans ce monde, il considère que nous sommes totalement 
(incapable) de contempler les incorporels; c’est pour cela qu’il dit ‘regarderons’ parce ’que maintenant, même si 
quelqu’un est parfait dans sa connaissance et lumineux dans sa vision (¿ܬÎÏ) selon le bienheureux Paul, celui-là 
voit, pour sa consolation, peu du beaucoup et comme dans un miroir, tandis que la plénitude de la connaissance 
sera reçue par tous les rationnels dans le monde nouveau, par certains pour leur jouissance, par d’autres pour 
leurs tourments” (Babai the Great, Commentary on Evagrius’ Kephalaia Gnostica, in W. Frankenberg, Evagrius 
Ponticus, Berlin, 1912, p. 342-243). One can observe here that for Babai there is a partial vision of God in the 
world, but the perfect knowledge ( ܬܘûÙãÄ îÊØ¿ÿ ) is going to be achieved in the eschatological reality. Anyhow 
it is not about the vision of the divine nature, but the mystiques of light, that is the divine light present in 
creation. 
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knowledge, but a look without the desire of knowing, a loving conscience of the absolute 
transcendence of God, constituting for human the supreme and beatific delectation1409.  
Joseph Hazzaya is a name of reference regarding the concept of vision. The concept of 
mirror is present also in his works applied to Christ’s humanity vis-à-vis the revelation of the 
Verb (the Son). I will quote a significant paragraph in this sense: “Pour tous les êtres rationnels, 
visibles et invisibles, l’humanité de Notre Seigneur sera un miroir dans lequel ils verront Dieu le 
Verbe qui habite en eux”1410. Regarding the ambivalence nature – glory in his mystical system, 
one can argue he does not indicate a sharp distinction between them as he arrives at speaking 
about nature, glory and royalty of Christ indiscriminately1411. However, he makes an interesting 
hierarchy of light in the line of his tripartite spiritual life and he places the colour of the sky 
(zephyr) to the limit of somatic stage, then the colour of crystal to the psychic stage and the 
entrance into the spiritual stage where one achieves the vision of the formless light of the 
Trinity1412. 
John Dalyatha seems to be very courageous in expressing the possibility of Christ’s 
humanity to see his divinity1413. In his perspective, Christ is the icon and the knowledge of the 
Father not only in his divinity, but in his humanity as well. Therefore, Christ’s humanity has 
access to his divinity and, in consequence, humans too have access to God’s divinity1414. There 
are mainly three theses on which he builds his perspective. Firstly, he uses a concept common for 
eastern Mystics – the mirror and the “vision in the mirror” of the soul that means the faithful 
reflection of the Prototype, safeguarding its transcendence. For a perfect vision, one needs to 
achieve limpidity. This phraseology reflects an apophatic theology. Secondly, in the same line the 
divine vision occurs in what he calls “obscure light” and this takes us further to the difference 
between the nature and the divine glory. Robert Beulay, in his monograph dedicated to John 
Dalyatha, underlines that, eight times in his work, he points to the difference between the nature 
and the glory of God1415. So as to support this idea, he frequently borrows the image of the fire, 
                                               
1409 Cf. Robert Beulay, Jean de Dalyatha, p. 434-437. 
1410 Cent. 6,8, cf. Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 457. 
1411 Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 449. But, his biographer, Nestorius of Nuhadra, 
when speaking about the spiritual vision, clearly underlines that it is not about seeing the nature, but the divine glory. I 
will quote two short examples to support that: “rallegra il cuore dei giusti con una visione spirituale (¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ܬÎÏ) di 
cui per la loro volontà si sono privati… A questi saggi che dicono con furore, non sapendo: ‘Come si vede (¿ÎÏÿâ) la 
natura divina (¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙÜ)?’, risponderò: ‘O incredulo, non dico che è vista la natura, ma la gloria della sua grandezza 
(¾ÂüÍÏ)… luce (ÀܪܗÍå) della Santa Trinità” (“Sull’inizio del movimento della grazia divina”§7, 9, cf. Vittorio Berti, 
Grazia, visione e natura in Nestorio di Nuhadra, p. 237-238 (241-242). 
1412 Cf. Vittorio Berti, Grazia, visione e natura divina, p. 253-254. 
1413 His position places him outside the theological principles of his own Church (Cf. Robert Beulay, 
L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 440).    
1414 Homily 25, in L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 511-514. 
1415 L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 447. 
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commonly ascribed to the Alexandrine authors. And he states that as the operation of the fire is 
hidden, so the nature of God, while the action of the fire is visible, so is the glory of God1416. 
Therefore, the divinity operates and makes itself visible by its glory. He also employs the image 
of the sun and its rays to express the same distinction1417. And thirdly, the divine vision occurs by 
the means of Christ’s glorified humanity present in the heart. Christ is the garment of the Father 
and the medium of His revelation in the world. To support this idea he uses the image of the fire 
that needs a matter to visibly manifest itself. Similarly, the noetic eye cannot see the divine nature 
without the temple of humanity in Christ1418, transfigured on the Tabor Mountain and glorified at 
resurrection. It is about the spiritualised body of Christ penetrated by the formless light, liberated 
from any material limitation and composition, able to dwell in a human’s heart. 
Finally, before going to Isaac’s himself vision, we will focus at short on Timothy I’s 
perspective on the topic under discussion. We have dwelt at large on the historical and theological 
context of his time in the previous chapters, therefore now we will only evoke his theological 
position regarding the possibility of seeing God. The very theme of the council was to condemn 
those representatives who supported the theological idea of the possibility that the Man assumed 
from Mary “sees” the eternal Lord. The gathering excommunicated all who believe that it was 
possible for Man to have an ocular or intellectual vision of the eternal Verb, in this world or in the 
world to come1419. And yet, one can observe that he accepts a kind of speculative and intellectual 
vision of God’s glory, by the means of an experiential reading of Scripture, in order to achieve the 
knowledge of Christ’s royalty. The soul knows and sees only in relation to the body, it is 
functional only within this paradigm. Resurrection does not cancel the composite character of 
humanity, interpreted at general or particular level and the distinction between Creator and 
creation is going to be manifest in the eschatological time as well.     
Despite that, there are evident biblical eschatological texts that the patriarch could not 
ignore. One of them refers to Christ’s transfiguration on Tabor Mountain. In a letter to the priests 
of Basra he writes:  
Si tu veux, monte avec lui [Christ] sur le mont Tabor, et joins-toi aux fils du mystère du 
Royaume des Cieux. Sois Pierre, Jacques et Jean. Regarde-le ! Il est transfiguré, et son 
visage est devenu comme le soleil, et ses vêtements sont blancs et brillent comme jamais 
les hommes sur la terre ne peuvent blanchir. Est-ce que tu vois là une image du 
                                               
1416 “De même que le feu manifeste aux yeux son opération, de même Dieu montre sa gloire aux êtres rationnels 
qui sont purs » (Cent. 1.17, H. 31b , transl. Robert Beulay, L’enseignement spirituel de Jean de Dalyatha, p. 448). 
1417 Cent. 1.27, H. 32a. 
1418 Cent. 1.27, H. 31a. 
1419 Élie bar Šennaya, Kitab-al-Majalis, cf. Khalil Samir, “Entretien d’Élie de Nisibe avec le vizir Ibn’ Alī sur 
l’unité et la trinité”, Islamochristiana 5, 1979, p. 31-117 (here p. 90, n. 17) 
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serviteur et du seigneur, ou plutôt la gloire une de la seigneurie et de la filiation, 
comme la lumière une dans le soleil et dans sa sphère?1420  
Vittorio Berti shows that Patriarch Timothy uses the event of Tabor to express the 
possibility of knowing the royalty of Christ by means of the vision of the divine glory. He further 
argues that, circumscribed to a scholastic theology, Timothy develops the idea of an intellectual 
and speculative vision out of Scripture. The Tabor moment ensures the possibility for human to 
partake to the divine glory by means of Christ’s body. Nonetheless, this glory is created, as 
pertaining to the body of Jesus, and remains composite. Therefore his concept of vision refers to 
the deified humanity in Christ1421.   
 
5.9.2 The concept of vision in Isaac’s theology    
The distinction between Creator and creation specific to the East Syriac theology is clearly 
present in the discourses of Isaac of Niniveh. If we are to quote only one short fragment it will 
suffice to argue this idea: “La verità è celata nel suo essere a tutto quanto ha creato e gli esseri 
dotati di ragione, divenuti per sua causa, abitano lunghi da essa, a grande distanza”. And yet, he 
accepts that in the eschatological time the truth will be revealed, but not its limit which is “hidden 
in his Essence”1422.  
In fact, the entire ascetical work leads to the perception of the eschatological realities in 
what Isaac calls “vision”, “theoria” and “amazement”. In the Third collection, one can find a 
paragraph where Isaac asserts that by prayer the human being can attain the vision of the kingdom 
in Christ: “By means of converse in prayer, He has brought us near to the vision1423 of the 
Heavenly Kingdom and continual meditation of what is in it”1424 in the adoration of the Spirit in 
Christ offered to the Father. The adoration of the Spirit or the spiritual prayer is achieved “in the 
mind by its stirrings1425”. Isaac defines it as “uninterrupted stupor1426 on account of God… it 
happens in the places without corporeal realities… wonder1427 is its minister and instead of faith 
                                               
1420 Timothée, Lettres, ed. 1914, p. 192, trad. Latin Timothée, Lettres, 1915, p. 131-132. 
1421 For details see Vittorio Berti, Le débat sur la vision de Dieu et la condamnation des mystiques par Timothée 
1er, p. 171-173. 
1422 ¿ܬܘÿØ II, 3.1, 2; the same terminology at Commentarius in Evangelium Iohannis Apostoli, ed. by J. M. 
Vosté, CSCO 115-116/ 62-63, 1940, p. 248, 294. 
1423 ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1424 III, 3, 32. 
1425 ¿Í̈îܘܙ. 
1426 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1427 Àܪܗܬ. 
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providing the wings for prayer there is the true vision1428 of that in which consists our kingdom 
and our glory”1429. 
We identify in the quotations above three important concepts employed by Isaac in order to 
express the spiritual stage – stirrings, stupor/ wonder and vision. The type of knowledge at this 
level is described as admiration before the heavenly realities by means of these cognitive forms 
that surpass the normal human way of knowing. There, “the whole truth”1430 concerning God the 
creator will be achieved. At this point he clearly points to the distinction between God’s 
nature1431, that remains inaccessible and transcendent, and His glory1432 and love1433 for humans, 
accessible to them. The quantitative criterion for knowledge disappears as well as the petition 
prayer, which has its very role of leading the mind “to wander in the Essence of God and in the 
knowledge of His care for us”. In technical terms we call that Economy and Theology. What 
is accessible for humans and pertains to the life to come is described by Isaac as kingdom, 
glory, greatness, magnificence, power of his essence. The result will be the clothing of people 
in God’s light. This state of knowledge takes human to the filial quality regarding the relation 
to the Father1434. 
The necessary instrument to achieving this eschatological knowledge is faith, not simply 
in its primary sense, as argued above, but more as a result of the collaboration between 
human’s ability and active participation on one side, and the divine intervention on the other 
side. He asserts:  
Faith is the gate of mysteries. What the bodily eye is for the things of the senses, the 
same is faith in connection with the treasures hidden to the eyes of the mind. We possess 
two psychic eyes, just as we possess two bodily eyes. But both have not the same 
purpose as to sight. With one we see the hidden glory of God which is concealed in the 
things of nature… His peculiar providence unto us…, the spiritual classes of our fellow-
beings. With the other we see the glory of His holy nature1435. 
One can easily identify the distinction between the knowledge out of the contemplation of 
God’s providence and that regarding God himself, by means of his glory, that is his direct 
revelation to people. I will first deal with the term “theoria”, often rendered with 
                                               
1428 ¿ܬûØûü ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1429 III, 3, 33. 
1430 Àܪûü ÌàÜ. 
1431 ¿ܬܘÿØ. The same idea is expressed in the first collection: “According as a man becomes perfect in his 
relation to God, will he follow His closely. In the world of truth, He will show His face, not however the face of 
His essence” (I, 45, p. 217; B, 324) 
1432 ¾ÐÁÍü. 
1433 ¾ÁÍÏ. 
1434 III, 3, 38-39. 
1435 I, 43, p. 210 (B, 315). 
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“contemplation”1436 into modern languages. We have already analyzed it in the chapter dedicated 
to terminology, therefore, now, as a continuation, we are going to picture it within the general 
discussion around the concept of divine vision. On the concept of “theoria” and its origin, 
Sebastian Brock dedicated a detailed study on its use and history1437. From the very 
beginning, he  argues the only Syriac early writers who used it were John the Solitary and 
Philoxenus of Mabbug. The wide spreading of the concept occured thanks to the Syriac 
translation of Evagrius and Dionysian Corpus. Among the later East Syriac writers who used 
it frequently he mentions Sahdona, Babai, Gregory of Cyprus, Isaac of Niniveh, Dadisho and 
Simon Taibuteh. Regarding Isaac, he employs the therm more than 150 times, mostly at 
singurlar and, occasionally, at plural1438.   
                                               
1436 The Western translators, opting for the term “contemplation”, are forced to acknowledge its inability to play 
the entire contents of the original term. We remember that André Louf claims that by “theoria” Isaac speaks 
about refers to the highest stage of spiritual knowledge, while “contemplation” refers mostly to human ascetical 
labour of the noetic faculty. Dana Miller states that “contemplation” presupposes a deep psychological 
connotation, referring to creating of images in the imagination or reflections, in connection with specific 
meditations on creation and the divine things, while “theoria” describes the work of the Spirit in the intellect 
which makes human to deepen the mysteries of God and creation, hidden to the rational human mind. He calls 
this knowledge supra-conceptual and defines it as revelation from above. For this reason he renders the term 
“theoria” by “divine vision”. Placide Deseille tries to describes this concept by using the expression of J. 
Maritain, “knowledge by connaturality”, having as starting point Isaac’s description as “divine vision in the 
mirror of human’s soul”, concept familiar to some other Church writers, in particular Gregory of Nyssa. The soul 
is able to know God by going deep into itself, as within it one identifies the divine image. For that the 
purification of the intellect is also necessary. In consequence, love is intellection. In Isaac’s case, this 
connaturality of the soul with God (not in a platonic sense) resides in the love of the neighbour, up to assume his 
suffering, as well as his corrupted state. 
1437 “Some Uses of the Term theoria in the Writings of Isaac of Niniveh”, Parole de l’Orient, 20 (1995-6), p. 
407-419. 
1438 In Brock’s study attention has been focused on three syntactical constructions: theoria followed by an 
adjective (essential/ I, 187, 198; divine/ I, p. 23, 31, 161, 198, 571; II, 3.4, 98, 19, 5; exact, precise/ I, p. 521; 
single, singular/ II, 3, 2.8, 10; natural/ I, p. 31, II, 3.2, 105, 3.9, 57; angelic/ II, 3.3, 90; that defies investigation/ 
II, 39, 1; exalted/ I, p. 571; double/ II, 3.1, 68; firts/ I, p. 31, 303, II, 3.2, 7, 10; spiritual/ I, p. 522, 528, II, 7,1; 
lofty/ I, p. 521, II, 3,1 title; true/ I, p. 162, II, 3.4, 85; heavenly/ I, p. 134, 307),  theoria followed by a dependent 
genitive (of the noun: mysteries/ II, 39, 1, 40 title, 41, 2; cross/ II, 11 title; of the Being of the Divinity/ II, 3.2, 4; 
of the divine care/ II, 3.2, 73; the creative activity of God/  II, 3.2, 73; created things, creatures/ I, p. 172; the 
inhomination/ I, p. 161; corporeal bodies/ II, 3.3, 49, 3.4, 11; the properties of Christ/ II, 3.1, 44; judgement/ I, p. 
191; II, 3.1, 51, 3.2, 102, 39, 23; gold/ II, 3.3, 90; things that have come into being/ II, 3.3, 49, 57; immaterial 
objects/ I, p. 303; the just/ I, p. 193; blessed stirrings/ I, p. 521; vision/ II, 10, 17; sinners/ I, p. 193; wisdom/ II, 
3.2, 73; variations of judgements/ I, p. 193; Passion of Christ/ II, 3.4, 82; his sternal thought/ II, 3.2, 18; noetic/ 
intelligible things/ I, p. 50; the Scriptures/ I, p. 127, II, 3.1, 41, 15, 8; the angels/ I, p. 31, 197, II, 3.3, 92; words/ 
II, 36,1; world to come/ I, p. 433, II, 3.3, 56; labours of his service/ II, 3.4, 44; service, ministration/  I, p. 337; 
the exemplar/ II, 2.2, 72; discernments/ II, 3.2, 5; things, objects/ I, p. 50, 154; prayer/ I, p. 326; himself, 
themselves/ I, p. 304; truth/ I, p. 195, 197, 222; the spirit/ I, p. 217, 303; II, 3.2, 10, 35, 4; the mind/ I, p. 126, II, 
11, 32; the entire principle/ II, 3.1, 7; the Trinity/ II, 3.3, 57; second/ II, 3.3, 57) and theoria standing in genitival 
relationship to a preceeding noun (noun of theoria: seeking/ II, 39, 1; utterance/ II, 3.2, 4; revelations/  I, p. 87; 
mode of life/ II, 12 title; exercise, trening/ I, p. 307; meditation/ II, 36, 1; vision/ II, 1; sweetness/ I, p. 328; 
fulness/ I, p. 135, II, 3.1, 41; eloquent in/ II, 3.2, 8; portion, part/ II, 19, 6; light/ I, p. 200, 550; II, 3.1, 29; aim/ II, 
3.1, 62, 3.3, 9; multitude, density/ II, 3.1, 32; sum, limit/ II, 20, 23; ascent/ I, p. 16, 223; conversant with/ II, 39, 
1; converse/ II, 12, 1; investigator/ II, 29, 9; discernments/ II, 3.2, 10; revelations exalted in / II, 10, 24; glory/ II, 
3.2, 7; disparity, imbalance/ I, p. 192-193; fulfilment/ II, 3.1, 72; other matters/ II, 38 title). At the end of the 
analysis he clealrly states: “The extent of Isaac’s debt to Evagrian language stands out very clearly from the 
above listing… The Dionysian Corpus did not exert any stong influence on Isaac and this is reflected in the 
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Isaac himself explains to his readers the concept as “vision of the spirit”1439, or “non 
apperceptible mental revelation”1440, “profoundness of the soul’s vision/ depth of psychic 
sight”1441, “apprehension of the divine mysteries1442 which are hidden in the things 
spoken”1443. I will quote now a suggestive fragment from Isaac’s discourse where he deals 
with this concept. He establishes a synonymy of terms when describing the spiritual conduct: 
“(Spiritual prayer)… is inner sight1444 and not the impulse and the beseeching of prayer… 
from there it will conduct them by theoria1445, which is interpreted spiritual sight1446. 
In the line of Evagrius’ stages, Isaac speaks about the “contemplation of nature”1447 and 
of “divine Providence”1448, “contemplation of the soul”1449, “angelic contemplation”1450, 
“heavenly contemplation”1451 and the theoria or the vision of God1452, when the intellect is 
moved without senses by the spiritual powers. He calls that “unitary/ monadic knowledge”. 
The hierarchy of this cognitive form is given, according to Isaac, by the insights that 
accompany every moment1453. If bodily conduct purifies the body from material passions1454, 
mental discipline cleanses the soul from impulses1455 and changes their affectible nature into 
motions of contemplation1456. This last state leads the soul to the “nakedness of the mind”1457, 
                                                                                                                                                   
rather small number of phrases with theoris that he has in common with Sergius’ translation of the work…” 
(Some Uses of the Term theoria in the Writings of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 418). For other details see Sebastian 
Brock, “Discerning the Evagrian in the writings of Isaac of Niniveh: a preliminaty investigation”, Adamantius 15 
(2009), p. 60-72 (here 68-69) and Sabino Chialà, Evagrio il Pontico negli scritti di Isacco di Ninive, p. 73-84. 
1439 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ܬÎÏ “spiritual sight” (Wensinck); I, 35, p. 175 (B, 260). 
1440 ¾åܘܗܕ ¾æýÄܪÿâ Ā ܝܗ ¾æÙàÄ; Literally – “of the intellect”, I, 20, p. 109 (B, 161). 
1441  ¾Ùæýòå ¿ܬÎÏ ܬÍùÙãî ; I, 15, p. 87 (B, 128). 
1442 ¾Ø̈Ìßܐ ¿ܙĂܐܕ ¿ÿýÄܪ. 
1443 I, 2, p. 12 (B, 17). 
1444 ¾Ùæåܘܗ ÀܪÍÏ. 
1445 ¾Øܪܐܬ. 
1446 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ܬÎÏ; I, 35, p. 174-175 (B, 160). 
1447 III, 6,2. 
1448 III, 1,7,17. 
1449 ¾Øܪܐܬ ¾ýòåܕ ; III, 9,2. 
1450 ¿ÿÙÜāâ ¾Øܪܐܬ ; II, III, 3.90; The angels fill the human with “spiritual visions” ( ¿ܬÎÏ ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ) – Evagrius, 
Praktikos 76 –, illuminations (¿ܬܘûØÌå), intuitions and contemplations of all kind (  ̈ÍèāÜ ¾Øܪܘܐܬܕ ܡÊâܕ ), II, 3. 
3,92. 
1451 ¿ÿÙæÙãü ¾Øܪܐܬ; I, 43, p. 345 (B, 307). 
1452 III, 2,7; 5,17. 
1453 „Contemplation is said to be sublime or imperfect by what leads it from insight (āÜÍè) to insight, according 
to the sense of the things which are moved in them. These realities are of the order of the revelation of the 
mysteries. Of all which is accomplished in the soul, this is the most sublime. It is the way of the Spirit ( ÀûÁܘܕ
ܚܘܪܕ)” (III, 9, 19). The evolution is performed again within the tripartite division of the spiritual life. 
1454 By bodily labours, personal work. 
1455 It is the work of the heart, the incessantly meditation on the judgment and providence, incessant prayer of 
heart and the domain of inner affections.  
1456 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ çØÌàØܕ ܢÍïØܙܬÿå . 
1457 ¿ܬÍÙßܬûî ¾åܘܗܕ . 
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associated with “immaterial contemplation”1458. At this stage, the mind is elevated to what 
Isaac calls “primordial spiritual contemplation”1459 , described as “sight of unspeakable glory” 
1460 of the eschatological reality. This occurs with the saints who achieve “personal 
contemplation”1461. The sight1462 will be further spiritual1463. Here Isaac correlates the concept 
of vision with that of knowledge when he names this spiritual contemplation “solitary/ unitary 
knowledge”1464 that, occasionally, is described with “stupor/ wonder”1465 before God. All 
these technical phrases seem to describe a single reality – the order of the future state after 
resurrection1466.  
From the text above, one can mention some general observations around this concept. 
Firstly, “theoria/ contemplation” pertains to the natural knowledge, out of nature and due to 
the angelic revelations, on the one hand, as well as to the spiritual knowledge, that is the 
vision of God. We will give one example from the Second collection, the third centuria. There 
Isaac indicates a qualitative difference between the “revelation of the spiritual knowledge”1467 
and the corporeal contemplation and the contemplation of incorporeals1468. If the last two 
categories pertain to the created beings, the first one is generated by the revelations of the 
future world1469. He courageously describes it as “knowledge of the Essence”1470. He indicates 
it in singular, while the other forms in plural, suggesting its full objective character – 
“knowledge of the One1471, in wonder1472, without being interrupted”, or the “vision of the 
Holy Trinity”1473, the limit of any cognitive revelation1474. 
Isaac joins the attribute “immaterial”, as referring to the noetic faculties as well as to the 
absence of any material impulses. He successively underlines that “theoria” is spiritual, 
indicating the source, and adds the attribute “primordial”, which probably refers to an 
                                               
1458 ĀÍ̈Øܗ Āܕ êØĂܘܐܬ. 
1459 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ÿÙâÊø ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1460 áàâÿâ Āܕ ¾ÐÁÍüܕ ¿ܘÎÏ; see the presence of glory i the context of the discussion above. 
1461 ܢܘÌâÍæøܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1462 ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1463 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ. 
1464 ÿîÊØ¿ÿØÊÙÐØ ¿ . 
1465 Àܪܗܬ. 
1466 I, 50, p. 202-203 (B, 303-304). 
1467 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ÿîÊØܕ ¾æÙàÄ. 
1468 ܡÍýÄ Āܕܘ ¾ãü̈ÍÄܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ çâ. 
1469 ÊØÿîܕ ¾ãàîܕ ¾æÙàÄܕ ܘܗ ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ. 
1470 ¿ܬܘÿØܐ áîܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1471 ÊÏܕ ¿ÿîÊÙÁ. 
1472 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1473 ¿ÿýØÊø ܇¿ܬÍØÿÙßܬܕ ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1474 II, 3.3, 48-49. 
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originary state1475. This spiritual theoria points to partaking God’s ineffable glory1476, as 
anticipation of the life to come. Finally, theoria, as wonder1477 before God, is “monadic 
knowledge”1478, the highest cognitive state.   
Next to “theoria”, in the same terminological sphere, there are two other forms of 
knowledge related to the previous one, what Isaac calls simply “vision” (¿ܬÎÏ) correlated 
with “revelation” (¾æÙàÄ), occasionally regarded as synonymous, both referring to an 
immediate contact with spiritual realities. There is still one semantic difference highlighted by 
Isaac – revelation is a larger concept that encompasses vision. The first one is always 
colligated with the intelligible things and achieved at the noetic level, while the latter pertains 
more to the senses and occurs in similitudes. Divine sight1479 is defined by Isaac as “non-
apperceptible mental revelation”1480 and the divine revelation1481 “emotion1482 of the mind by 
spiritual understanding1483, concerning the divine being”1484. 
Isaac identifies two qualitative types of revelations: about the New World – which 
concern the transformation of creation (visible and invisible) experience in the light of the 
eschatological reality, revealed to the mind by various insights1485, as the result of continual 
reflection on them; and of the New World, which concern the divine nature of the divine 
majesty. The first category of revelations seems to come closer to what Isaac calls 
“vision”1486; its epistemology presupposes analogy. This one can only give a sense about 
divine action, but it is not the exact truth, while the latter, by means of insights, with no 
mental analogy, points to the knowledge of the divine nature. This experience is given very 
rarely.  
                                               
1475 Despite this fact, Isaac does not support the idea of perfection in Paradise. 
1476 Salient theme of Isaac’s theological contemporary dispute. 
1477 Wensinck translates “temha” with “ecstasy”, but, as I will detail later on, more proper is stupor/ wonder, as 
Isaac does not really use the concept of ecstasy, but more enstasy.  
1478 ¿ÿØÊÙÐØ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1479 ¿ÿØÌßܐ ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1480 ¾åܘܗܕ ¾æýÄܪÿâ Ā ¾æÙàÄ. 
1481 ¿ÿØÌßܐ ¾æÙàÄ. 
1482   ¾åܘܗܕ ¿ܬÍæîܙܬÿâ ; We prefer “impulse” that does not involve a psychological connotation.  
1483 ¾æÏܘĂ āÜÍ̈è. 
1484 ¿ܬܘÌßܐ áîܕ. 
1485 āÜÍè. It encompasses a whole semantic spectrum, such as: intuition, sense, understanding, not referring to a 
strict rational knowledge, but involving the direct action of the Holy Spirit. One particularity of this form of 
knowledge is that it begins from a material reality (meditating on Scripture or the mystery of salvation, II, 
3.2,14.) and meets either the revelations of angels or of the Holy Spirit Himself (II, 3.3,91). In French – 
“intuitions” (insights), while in Italian – “comprensione” (understanding). One can say that the “insight” is a 
short immediate contact with the eschatological reality. According to Isaac’s perception, this occurs when one 
reaches the perfection in the stage of the soul, as a foretaste and guarantee of the spiritual stage. This experience 
lasts very short time and makes the mind motionless (II, 20,19). 
1486 This connection is also suggested by the difference he makes between revelations with images for simple 
people and revelations without images for perfect people, as intelligible apperceptions I, 19, p. 108 (B, 118-119). 
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In the First collection, Isaac dedicates an entire discourse to the revelation in respect to 
the natural knowledge, based on “study of wisdom”, “intellectual labour” and “mental 
investigation”. One can identify a clear epistemology: “revelation is silence of intellect1487” 
and, in consequence, knowledge is not an achievement of any mental or sense activity, but it 
is generated out of the direct intervention of the Holy Spirit by the means of revelation: “by 
zealous efforts1488 and human thoughts1489 no one can imagine that he has found knowledge; 
this happens by spiritual power1490 so that he to whom the revelation is imparted, at that time 
is not aware of any thought of his soul1491 nor of those things which present themselves to his 
senses”1492. Or, in another place, Isaac asserts: “The mind1493 will see hidden things. Then the 
Holy Spirit will begin to reveal unto it heavenly things, while God dwells in thee and 
promotes spiritual fruits in thee”1494. One can identify here again the difference he makes 
between worldly knowledge1495, out of instruction (with a discursive content)1496, and spiritual 
knowledge, not a product of ascetic exercises, but a free gift of the Spirit, in the revelation1497. 
In the same discourse Isaac evokes six types of revelation that we have already evoked above, 
as way of transmission of divine knowledge. He mentions the source of this list – Theodore of 
Mopsuestia – in his commentaries on the book of Genesis, Job, the Twelve Prophets, Matthew 
and the Acts. We will remember at large the six ranks of revelation, described as forms of 
vision. 
The first category refers to the revelation perceived with the senses1498, divided in two: 
the first one occurs by means of a sensitive experience, while the second by means of a 
representation connected with the sensible world. The first one uses the sensible elements, the 
second is immaterial – psychic vision. Isaac encompasses in the first category the burning 
bush, the cloud accompanying the people of Israel in the desert, or the Table of Laws and in 
the second one the tabernacle, Jacob’s ladder, the light that blinded St Paul, perceptible with 
the senses, as it was heard and seen also by those who were with him, and yet, spiritual in 
                                               
1487 ¾îÊâܕ ¾øÿü. 
1488 ¾ÓñÍÏ; this might be assimilated with the bodily conduct. 
1489 ¾Ùýåܐ ¾Ùåܪ; associated with the conduct of the soul. 
1490 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ܬÍåÊÂïâ. 
1491 ¾Ùæýòå ¾ÂüÍÏ. 
1492 I, 19, p. 105 (B, 155). 
1493 ¾åܘܗ. 
1494 I, 14, p. 86 (B, 126-127). 
1495 See II, 3.1,4. 
1496 Reason – thinking, reasonability – ability to think, not circumscribed to logical reasoning, discursiveness and 
argumentation.  
1497 And yet, the gift is not separated from ascetic struggle.  
1498 ¾ýÄĂ. 
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content, as the light they have seen was not material and natural. Therefore, it was about an 
incomprehensible and immaterial perception, generated by the divine presence. The theme of 
light comes out clearly here: “They did not see Jesus, because that which appeared was even 
no sensible light1499, but an incomprehensible apperception1500 which in an immaterial1501 way 
was given him by divine action in the likeness of a vision of light1502, so that he thought that 
the heavens were opened”1503.  
The second category, more subtle, occurs this time at the level of the soul, by the means 
of what Isaac calls “the eyes of the soul”1504 in “the vision of the soul” 1505. Isaac gives three 
examples, two from the Old Testament – Isaiah 6, Ezekiel 1 – and one from the New 
Testament – Acts 10. He does not detail these moments, but regarding the vision of Peter, in 
the introduction of the discourse, he makes some important highlights – there is no mental 
movement of thoughts1506, no sensual apperceptions1507, as they were in a state of wonder1508. 
Paolo Bettiolo identifies at this point parallels with the commentaries on the Book of Genesis 
and Exodus of Theodore of Mopsuestia, Ishodad of Merv and Theodore bar Koni1509 within a 
specific Christological frame. More specifically, while interpreting the event described in 
Acts 10, Theodore of Mopsuestia pictures a parallel between Christ and the prophets. By 
means of the conjunction1510 between the “homo assumptus” with the “verbum assumens” the 
man who was taken by God the Word became the recipient of all thoughts “by which the 
divine economy of the whole creation is performed”. Therefore, a perfect communication and 
a transfer between the divine nature and the assumed man in matter of thoughts become 
visible. And this state is specific for receiving the divine revelation as in the case of Peter and 
the prophets1511.     
                                               
1499 ¾æýÄܪÿâ ÀܪܗÍå Ā 
1500 ¾Üܪܕÿâ Āܕ ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ 
1501 ¾ãýÅâ Ā 
1502 ÀܪܗÍåܕ ¿ܬÎÏ 
1503 I, 19, p. 107 (B, 157). 
1504 ¾ýòåܕ ¾æÙ̈î. 
1505 ¾Ùæýòå ¿ܘÎÏ. 
1506 ¾ÂüÍ̈Ï. 
1507 ¾ýÄĂ ܡÊøܕ çÙàØܐ. 
1508 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1509 For details see  ''Révélations et visions dans l’œuvre d’Isaac de Ninive: le cadre d’école d’un enseignement 
spirituel”, in Les mystiques syriaques. ed. by Desreumaux, Alain. Études syriaques 8. Paris: Geuthner, 2011, p. 
99-119 (here 106-107). 
1510 ¿ܬÍòÙùå. 
1511 Gerrit Reinink, “The Quotations from the Lost Works of Theodoret of Cyrus and Theodore of Mopsuestia in 
an Unpublished East Syrian Work on Christology”, in E. A. Livingstone, Studia Patristica 33, Leuven, p. 562-
567 (here 565-566), cf. Paolo Bettiolo, Révélations et visions, p. 107. 
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The third rank of revelation is described as rapture of the spirit/ thought1512, a mental act 
of being carried away. To exemplify it, he evokes Paul’s journey to the third heaven. In the 
First collection, Isaac comments on this event from a gnoseological point of view – the 
knowledge he receives does not stoop down to the forms of the sensible world. Despite the 
fact that in the biblical text the image of voice and vision appears at the level of senses, what 
occurred with Peter was not corporeal sight1513, nor phantasies1514 of the mind, but “simplicity 
of contemplation1515 concerning things of intellect and faith”1516.  
The fourth order refers to the prophecy1517 (the case of Balaam), and presupposes the 
possibility of anticipating the future.  
The fifth rank of revelation occurs in an intellectual way1518, through understanding/ 
intellection. Isaac lists different biblical quotations to picture this type of revelation, insisting 
on specific expression: 2 Corinthians 2:4 – “the knowledge of God1519 in all wisdom and 
spiritual understanding1520; Ephesians 1: 17-19 – “revelation in the knowledge of Him1521; 1 
Corinthians 13:12 – the revelation is partial; John 1:1, Matthew 16:16; Romans 11:32-33; 
Ephesians 1:11. He hierarchizes two stages of revelation within this category. The first one 
refers to the world to be, the life after resurrection and the transformation of the bodies, while 
the second, an exalted knowledge about the divine nature. In fact, he concludes that all these 
images are used to express insights for those to whom were given “to know and understand 
through the Spirit the divine nature”1522. At short, Isaac argues the idea of spiritual vision and 
the participation to the divinity in the present world. Apparently, here Isaac seems to not 
clearly differentiate between the divine nature and the divine glory, as highlighted above.     
And the last rank of revelation is achieved in the likeness of a dream1523. Isaac 
exemplifies with some biblical characters: Joseph, Nabuchadnezzar, Joseph, Mary’s husband.  
The bishop of Niniveh concludes this discourse separating the revelation by means of 
images1524, for those who are “of simple understanding and of small insights of the truth”1525, 
                                               
1512 ¾ÙæÙîܪ ¾ÙñÍÓÏ. 
1513 ¿ÿãÙýÄ ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1514 ¾ÅÅÏ. 
1515 ¾Øܪܘܐܬܕ ¿ܬÍÓÙýñ 
1516 Literally “theoria of those intelligible and those referring at faith” (¿ÿÙæ̈æãØܗÿâܕ ¿ÿÙ̈æîÊØÿâܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ), I, 4, p. 
35 (B, 50). 
1517 ¿ܬÍÙÂå ¾éÝÒ. 
1518 ¾æàÜÿéâ çâ ¾åܙ. 
1519 ¿Ìßܐܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1520 ܚܘܪܕ áÜÍè. 
1521 ܗÿîÊÙÁ ¾æÙàÄ. 
1522 ÍàÜÿéãßܘ ܥÊãß ܢܘÌß ܒÌØܬܐ ¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙÜ áî ¾Ïܘܪ ÊÙÁܕ āÜÍ̈èܕ çÙåܐ ¿ÿîÊ̈Ø çÙßܗ. 
1523 ¾ãàÏ. 
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and revelations without images, by intelligible apperception1526. He considers the latter one 
the highest form of understanding, the perfection of knowledge1527.     
In the act of revelation the role of angels is prominent. There are two important aspects 
to be mentioned. Firstly, the revelation through angels occurs through senses and reflects 
God’s Economy, and secondly, in the line of Pseudo Dyonisius1528, it comes from top to 
bottom1529, from the highest hosts to those closer to humans. We will give two examples from 
Isaac’s Second collection to picture these ideas. In the third centuria, Isaac asserts that the 
angelic revelation occurs through dreams or senses1530. A few paragraphs later Isaac brings 
some nuances when it comes to the revelations of angels. Again he argues the idea that, 
generally, these kinds of revelation occur through senses, but he indicates a difference 
between the revelations and the contemplation1531 of angels that occurs “in modo nascostos e 
tramite movimenti dell’intelligenza1532 mossi dall’illuminazione1533 che effondono in noi”. 
The vision of angels is achieved in the movements the thought stands in silence. To base his 
opinion he quotes Evagrius who places the spiritual vision on the top of the qualitative 
revelational evolution: “I santi angeli, quando si avvicinano a noi, ci reimpiono di visione 
spirituale1534, cioè (di) illuminazioni1535 e intellezioni1536 e contemplazioni1537 di ogni 
sorta”1538. This final level occurs at the inner level and characterises the “spiritual man”1539. 
An apparent contradiction appears here in Isaac’s epistemological discourse. Despite the 
fact that Isaac considers the revelation free of images, he places nonetheless the concept itself 
in a rapport of inferiority regarding the process of knowledge and the truth itself. One can 
identify three reasons for this idea: it is dependent on the spiritual abilities of the receiver, it 
encompasses a partial truth, and the inspiration provided by it is transient. Isaac asserts:  
                                                                                                                                                   
1524 ¿ܬÍ̈âܕ. 
1525 ñÀܪûüܕ āÜÍ̈è ܝăØ÷Áܘ ¿ÿîÊÙÁ ÚÓÙý . 
1526  ¿ÿÙæîÊØÿâ ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ. 
1527 ¿ÿÕÊØܕ ¿ܬܘûÙãÄ. 
1528 Or, as highlighted above, a common tradition, spread in the theological popular instruction. 
1529 II, 3.3, 56-57. 
1530 II, 3.3, 59. 
1531 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1532 ¿ÿÙîܪܬܕ ¾î̈ܘܙ. 
1533 ¿ܬܘûØÌæÁ çÙïØÎâ. 
1534  ¿ܬÎÏ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ . 
1535 ¿ܬܘûØÌå. 
1536 āÜÍ̈è. 
1537 ܡÊâܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1538 II, 3.3, 91-92. 
1539 ¾æÏܘܪ ÀûÂÄ. 
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Revelation (¾æÙàÄ)… is different from truth (Àܪûü) and knowledge (¿ÿîÊØ) in so far as 
revelation is not the exact truth, but only shows indications and signs corresponding to 
human strength… The mysteries that are attained by the mind through insights into the 
divine nature1540 are different from the action by which the intellect is inspired during 
certain times. It is not absolutely necessary that everyone to whom a revelation is 
imparted or who is influenced1541 by a consoling action must know the truth1542 and the 
exact knowledge1543 concerning God”1544.  
“Real knowledge” refers to metaphysical issues: divine nature, its qualities or the 
understanding of his will towards humankind, attained by the mind during “the insights into 
the divine nature”1545, often pictured by Isaac with the term “intuition”, “good rendering”1546. 
Therefore, he suggested that revelation should not be called knowledge, but rather 
“overshadowing”1547 caused by the direct intervention of the Spirit. 
Isaac develops this concept in an entire discourse, insisting on the role of the Holy 
Spirit. We will quote the paragraph where he analyses the concept1548 at large; 
“Maggnanutha” is a term designating help and protection and also the receiving of a 
heavenly gift; for example: “The Holy Spirit shall come and the Power of the Most High 
shall overshadow you” (Luke 1:35). The former kind is involved in “Cause your right 
hand, Lord, to overshadow me” (Psalm 138:7), which is a request for help… We 
                                               
1540 ¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙÜ. 
1541 ¾æÅâ (overshadow). 
1542 Àܪûü. 
1543 ¿ÿîÊØܕ ¿ܬܘÿØÿÏ. 
1544 I, 19, p. 108-109 (B, p. 160). 
1545  ¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙÜ áî āÜÍéÁ ; I, 19, p. 109 (B, 160). 
1546 āÜÍ̈è. 
1547 ¿ܬÍæÅÅâ; On the concept of overshadowing see Sebastian Brock, “Maggnanuta: a Technical Term in East 
Syrian Spirituality and its Background”, Mélanges Antoine Guillaumont – Contributions à l’étude des 
christianismes orientaux, Genève, 1988, p. 121-129; Valentin Vesa, “The Liturgical Epiclesis as Image for 
Mystical Life in the Syriac Tradition. The Role of the Holy Spirit in Incarnation, Eucharist and Spiritual Prayer”, 
in Euharistie, Spovedanie, Martiriu. Lucrările Simpozionului Internațional al Facultății de Teologie Ortodoxă 
din Cluj-Napoca (3-5 noiembrie 2014), vol. I, Cluj-Napoca, Renașterea, 2014, p. 226-239. 
1548 The origin of this concept is found in Gabriel’s words of Annunciation, Luke 1:35: “The Holy Spirit shall 
come upon you and the power of Most High shall overshadow (çÅå/ ™πισκι£σει σοι) you; for this reason that 
which is born of you shall be called holy, the Son of God”; and the prologue of John 1:14: “The Word became 
flesh and dwelt” (çÄܐ/ ˜σκ»νωσεν ™ν ¹μ‹ν) in/ among us”. While interpreting the two verses regarding Christ’s 
Incarnation, this term provoked Christological disputes between the East and West Syrians. Sebastian Brock 
states that for the East Syriac writers the “shadowing” refers to the Holy Spirit, designated with “the Most High” 
too, while for the West Syriac authors, the Holy Spirit comes first to sanctify Virgin Mary and then follows the 
Logos, the “Most High”, who will “overshadow” Virgin Mary. The second verse brought too different 
interpretations in the fifth-sixth century. The difficult issue was the phrase “dwelt in/ among us”. The 
Antiochene writers understood “in us” as “in the flesh”, in one of us, that is the assumed Man. Therefore, the 
verse describes the relationship between the Word of God and the assumed Man. The Western interpretation 
points to a difference between “became flesh”, as referring to the conception, and “dwelt in us” to the birth. In 
this case “aggen” is synonym with “was born”. The expression “in us”, transformed into “among us”, “one of 
us”, “in Mary”, occasionally has been freely interpreted as “in us, who have received Christ’s Spirit and 
baptism” (For details see Sebastian Brock, Maggnanuta: a Techinal Term in East Syrian Spirituality, p. 125-
126). This final commentary gives us a generous space for using this element so that to symbolically describe the 
mystical life.  
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understand two kinds of action in the maggnautha granted by God unto mankind: one is 
symbolical1549 and intelligible1550; the other is practical1551. The former is connected 
with the holiness which is received through divine grace; in other words, when, through 
the operation of the Holy Spirit, someone is sanctified in his body and soul, as was the 
case with Elijah, John the Baptist and the Holy Mary, blessed among women – although 
in her case it was unique, going beyond the case of other created beings; turning to 
partial maggnanutha which occurs with other holy men and women, the mysterious 
variety of maggnanutha such as takes place with any holy person, is an active power 
which overshadows1552 the mind and when someone is held worthy of this maggnanutha, 
the mind is seized and dilated1553 with the sense of wonder1554, in a sort of divine 
revelation1555. As long as this divine action overshadows the mind, that person is raised 
above the emotions brought about by the thoughts of his soul, thanks to the 
participation of the Holy Spirit… This is one mysterious kind of maggnanutha: when 
this power overshadows a person, he is held worthy of the glory of the New World by 
means of revelation. This is partial maggnautha which has been lot of the saints in 
light... on account of their holy and excellent behaviour. 
The other maggnautha, whose working is experienced in practical terms, is a spiritual 
power which protects and hovers over someone continuously, driving from him 
anything harmful which may happen to approach his body or soul1556     
In the excerpt quoted above there are some fundamental terms that depict the revelation 
described as “overshadowing”. Firstly, Isaac divides it into two – one symbolical and 
intelligible and the other practical.  The latter category is quite general and pertains to normal 
people. He is interested more in the former category that occurs at the noetic level by means 
of the direct intervention of the Holy Spirit, as occurred fully with Virgin Mary at Christ’s 
conception and partially with the saints. During this mysterious revelation, the mind is seized 
and dilated, surpassing any emotions, in a state of amazement. There are two other important 
terms in this text, strictly connected with our discussion – the glory of the kingdom and the 
light, both analysed above in reference with the object of knowledge and vision.  
Isaac does not say anything here about the knowledge of divine nature, but he only deals 
with the cognitive medium, represented by the two concepts. In other places he indicates a 
hierarchy of the revelation that occur by the intervention of angels and the revelation of the 
Spirit. If the first category is circumscribed to the creatural order, the second one, generated 
                                               
1549 ÿØ½åܙܪܐ. 
1550 ÿØ½æîÊØÿâ. 
1551 ÿØ½åûîÍè. 
1552 çÅâ. 
1553 ܚÿâÿâܘ ¾åܘܗ óÓÏÿâ (óÓÏ -means to take by force, seize, with a fairly violent sense). 
1554 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1555 ¾ØÌßܐ ܡÊâ ¾æÙàÄ. 
1556 I, 54, p. 261-262 (B, 390-391); II, 16, 5. 
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by the Spirit, refers to the “holy Nature”1557 and “the contemplation of the world to come”1558 
in the mind1559, and yet, it is still a paradoxical knowledge, not of the nature itself, as we have 
seen above. 
The last quotation creates bridges with another concrete intuitive form of knowledge, 
strictly connected with vision too – generally rendered by two quite synonymous terms – 
¿Ìâܬ and Àܪܗܬ, “wonder” (amazement, awe, stupor)1560. They refer mostly to the highest 
stage of spiritual life – the spiritual stage, the contemplation in silence of the divine mystery 
of God, when the senses are suspended, as well as any type of movement. I will quote a 
fragment that supports this idea: “On account of these kinds of labour performed in wisdom, 
the saints are deemed worthy of ecstasy/ wonder (¿Ìâܬ) caused by divine revelation1561, 
which is exalted above fleshly thought”1562. 
Isaac argues that this condition involves the intellect, the mind or thinking. For example, 
in what he calls mystical “overshadowing” 1563 of the Holy Spirit, the intellect (¾åܘܗ) “is 
sized and dilated in a sense of wonder (¿Ìâܬ) in a kind of divine revelation”1564. Wonder 
occurs as a consequence of the fact that divinity cannot be grasped by human’s natural 
faculties and requires the direct intervention of the Holy Spirit. One may read in the Third 
collection that “As often as the mind seeks to look on what is hidden but falls short of it 
because of its being concealed the mind (¾îÊâ) may with these properties observe as in 
wonder (Àܪܗܬ) that nature which cannot be comprehended naturally, whether by vision 
(¿ܬÎÏ), intellect (¾åܘܗ) or thought (¾ÂüÍÏ)”1565. This time, Isaac associates “wonder” with 
“mind”, “intellect” and “thought”. Other times the concept also appears referring to 
“thinking” too. The knowledge of truth is achieved in the mind’s state of wonder, as 
illustrated in the paragraph: “we call ‘truth’ the right reflection on God, which stems from 
Him, upon which someone stumbles in their mind/ thinking (¿ÿÙîܪܬ), in a kind of state of 
wonder (¿Ìâܬ) – at spiritual mysteries”1566. 
                                               
1557 ¾ýØÊø ¾æÙÜ. 
1558 ÊØÿîܕ ¾ãàîܕ ¾Øܪܘܐܬܕ ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ. 
1559 II, 3.3, 56. 
1560 Occasionally, Isaac uses ¿Ìâܬ, Àܪܗܬ and ¿ܬÍòÙÓÏ without any distinction between them. 
1561 ¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙàÄ. 
1562 I, 80, p. 349 (B, 369). 
1563 I, 54, p. 261-262 (B, 390-391). 
1564 II, 16,5; II, 22,6; In II, 3,60. 
1565 III, 4,3. 
1566 II, 8,1. 
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The state of “wonder” is directly connected with prayer1567 or meditation on the future 
things or God’s nature1568, on the providence1569 or God’s mercy1570. It turns itself into 
spiritual contemplation when there is no prayer, no meditation, or any other kind of 
movement. This stage corresponds to what Isaac calls “spiritual man” state1571, “prisoner” of 
God’s grace1572 and love1573.  
“Amazement” (awe) (Àܪܗܬ) follows the same path: involves the intellect1574, the 
mind1575, and thinking1576; begins from prayer1577 and meditation on God1578, creation1579, 
Economy1580 and providence1581; yet, it is an action of the Holy Spirit1582 that makes the heart 
“prisoner”1583 and silences all emotions. André Louf, as well as Serafim Seppälä, advocates a 
qualitative succession of the states described by the two terms discussed above. If 
“amazement” (Àܪܗܬ) points to a perception that comes from meditation on the work of God, 
creation and providence, “wonder” (¿Ìâܬ) highlights the primate of the direct intervention 
of the Holy Spirit, as anticipation of the future reality, prepared by the former. And yet, this 
suggested difference is not clearly expressed in Isaac’s discourses1584.  
                                               
1567 II, 35,1; I, 22. 
1568 II, 3.3,49. 
1569 II, 35,3. 
1570 III, 11,27. 
1571 ÀûÂÄ ¾æÏܘܪ ; II, 3.3,92. 
1572 II, 1,32. 
1573 II, 20,20. 
1574 III, 2,27. 
1575 II, 3.2,10; 14,24. 
1576 II, 3.2,89; 4.66. 
1577 I, 3, p. 31 (B, 43). 
1578 II, 1,42; II, 3.1,86; III, 3,6. 
1579 II, 36,1. 
1580 II, 3.4,48; 21,13. 
1581 II, 30,7; III, 12,20. 
1582 II, 3.2,89. 
1583 II, 3.1,88; II, 3.4,48. 
1584 It seems that André Louf and Serafim Seppälä are the only scholars to support a qualitative difference 
between the two terms in Isaac’s writings. Louf advocates that the root „tmh” is connected with „torpor”, when 
the parts of the body become rigid and the gaze fixed; while the root „thr” is normally translated with “to 
marvel”, “to admire”. His conclusion shows that if the latter one is more common and normally generated by 
human efforts (reading, meditation, participation at liturgical office), the former one is the result of the direct 
intervention of the Spirit and anticipates the reality of the life to come. For details see: A. Louf, “Temha – 
stupore e tahra – meraviglia negli scritti di Isacco di Ninive”, La grande stagione della mistica siro-orientale 
(VI-VII secolo), Centro Ambrosiano, 2009, p. 93-117 and S. Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, p. 77-80; he shown 
that in the Old Testament occur nine different usages of „temha”: distraction of mind as a mental disease decreed 
by God; distraction of mind as a painful state resulting from one’s own awareness of a prevailing but 
inadmissible state of affairs; distraction as prevailing but inadmissible state of affairs; distraction as a symbol of 
annihilation decreed by God as a final and complete destruction, the closer nature of which is indeterminate; 
distraction as desolation of a city, by destructive divine action; distraction as horror: mental distraction caused by 
a concrete distraction; distraction as deficiency, inadequacy; distraction as deduction, reduction; and distraction 
as a verbal entity referring to distraction in one’s social relation. In addition, the passive participle or adjective 
occurs six times in the Peshitta Old Testament in four ways: distraction of mind as melancholy, anguish, 
desolation or as ecstatic mental state between revelations. In the New Testament the concepts of “temha” and 
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5.10 Knowledge and spiritual prayer 
One can observe that up to now there were mostly three concepts analysed referring to the 
highest level of spiritual life – knowledge, divine vision/ contemplation and revelation. Isaac 
indicates a synonymy between them and adds a fourth one, already anticipated – spiritual prayer. 
We will quote a suggestive paragraph in this sense, from the First collection: 
The holy Fathers are accustomed to designate all profitable emotions and all spiritual 
working by the name of prayer1585… But sometimes they designate by spiritual 
prayer1586 that which they sometimes call theoria1587; and sometimes knowledge1588; 
and sometimes revelations of intelligible things1589. Doest thou see, how the Fathers 
change their designations of spiritual things? This is because accurate designations can 
only be established concerning earthly things1590. 
In fact, in his vision, these concepts are incapable to express the truth about the heavenly 
reality, as one speaks about two completely different realms. In the line of Pseudo Dionysius, 
Isaac asserts that there is not and cannot be a complete objective way of understanding mystical 
realities, as they are “exalted above all names and signs and forms and colours and habits and 
composite denominations”1591. 
On the concept of spiritual prayer there were published two important studies – Paolo 
Bettiolo, Prigioneri dello Spirito. Libertà creaturale ed eschaton in Isacco di Ninive e nelle 
sue fonti1592, and Brouria Bitton Ashkelony, The Limit of the Mind: Pure Prayer in Evagrius 
Ponticus and Isaac of Niniveh”1593, that we will mostly use in this chapter. Both of them adopt 
the comparative methodology between Isaac’s vision and that of his sources, in particular 
Evagrius and John the Solitary.  
                                                                                                                                                   
“tahra”are used to translate the Greek “ekstasis”. Serafim Seppälä lists six usages: distraction of the mind caused 
by sin or fear; drunkenness or its consequences; separation (in Christology); mystical experience connected with 
perfect prayer; mystical experience connected with visions; other usages (Adam, the prohets, Christ on the 
Cross). At Ephraim the Syrian he identifies six nuances: wonder, as something incomprehensible; wonder as 
something secret, hidden; wonder as something that causes a person to wonder in a general sense, a miraculous 
thing; wonder as a proper, emotionally pure and intellectually sound attitude to approaching the Divine; wonder 
as an emotional state in abiding in the nearness of God; and wonder as a mental state caused by God, as being 
the final perspective where the categories of approaching or abiding seem to be no longer relevant. For a 
historical view of the usage of the terms in the Bible and the Fathers of the Church see Serafim Seppälä, In 
Speechless Ecstasy, p. 331-341. 
1585 ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
1586 ¿ÿÙæÏܘܪ ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
1587 ¾Øܪܘܐܬ. 
1588 ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1589 ¿ÿÙ̈æîÊØÿâܕ ¾æÙ̈àÄ. 
1590 I, 22, p. 114 (B, 168-169). 
1591 I, 22, p. 114 (B, 169). 
1592 Annali di Scienze Religiose, 4 (1995), p. 345-363. 
1593 Zeitschrift für Antikes Christentum 15 (2011), p. 291-321. 
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Brouria Askelony makes two general remarks that seem important to us for the present 
analysis. Firstly, Isaac was not a theorist and a systematic writer; therefore for him prayer is 
not a matter of metaphysical abstraction, but rather of conscious experience. Secondly, as 
anticipated, one can easily observe his scepticism regarding the adequacy of language to 
express spiritual practice and heavenly realities. Despite that, Isaac feels obligated to picture 
the distinctions between different stages and, in particular, between the psychic and the 
spiritual stage, and to delineate the boundary of human contemplative experience and the 
limits of mind’s activity1594, arguments present in the 22th discourse of the First collection1595. 
The bishop of Niniveh describes the evolution of prayer within the tripartite scheme of 
spiritual life in the line of Paul’s anthropology. In this frame, pure prayer1596 occurs in the 
second stage, the intermediary stage of the soul, while the spiritual prayer, during the spiritual 
stage, which anticipates the life after resurrection. About pure prayer Isaac states that it is 
generated by impulses or stirrings1597 and, in consequence, a particular stage that depends on 
the type of impulses occurs during it. One can find a partial description of pure prayer in 
connection with the impulses in the Second collection. We will quote a short paragraph:  
Intensity of stirrings in prayer is not an exalted part of pure prayer…it belongs only to 
the second or third rank. I do not mean to say that you are not traveling on the right 
path when these things apply to you; rather I just mean that these things belong not to 
the highest, but only to the intermediate stages. What is the most precious and the 
principle characteristic in pure prayer is the brevity and smallness of any stirrings, and 
the fact that the mind simply gazes as though in wonder during this diminution of active 
prayer. From this, one of two things occurs to the mind in connection with that brief 
stirring which wells up in it: either it withdraws into silence, as a result of the 
overpowering might of the knowledge which the intellect has received in a particular 
verse; or it is held in delight at that point at which it was aiming during the prayer 
when it was stirred, and the heart cultivates it with an insatiable yearning of love1598.  
The most important element here is the mind’s activity that constitutes the boundary 
between pure and spiritual prayer. Isaac establishes some limits of mind’s activity in the 
spiritual realm and makes a difference between the active and the passive prayer. Prayer, as a 
concept, presupposes struggle and movement by definition, described in the text above as 
“various stirrings” of the mind or of the soul. In this frame appears the idea of mind’s 
limitation in correspondence with the spiritual conduct, and in particular spiritual prayer. 
                                               
1594 The Limit of the Mind, p. 308-309. 
1595 ¾åܘܗܕ ÌæÓßÍü ÚâÍ̈Ïܬ áîܘ ¿ܬÍß÷Áܕ ¿½Ù̈Åè ¾æüܪÍñ áî. 
1596 ¿ܬÍßܨ  Üܕ¿ܬÍÙ . 
1597 ¾î̈ܘܙ. 
1598 II, 3.4,66 (English translation: S. Brock, The Syriac Fathers on Prayer and the Spiritual Life, Cistercian 
Publications inc., Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1987, note 1.). 
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Isaac argues that as it comes a moment when all psychic and noetic impulses cease there is a 
state beyond pure prayer described with the terms already analysed – “amazement”, “vision” 
and, finally, “spiritual prayer”: 
As soon as the spirit has crossed the boundary1599 of pure prayer and proceeded 
onwards, there is neither prayer, nor emotions, nor tears, nor authority, nor freedom, 
nor beseechings, nor desire, nor longing after any of those things which are hoped for 
in this world or in the world to be. Therefore there is no prayer beyond pure prayer and 
all its emotions and habits by their authority with freedom conduct the spirit thus far 
and there is struggle in it; but beyond this limit it passes into ecstasy1600 and is no 
longer prayer. From here onwards the spirit desists from prayer; there is sight1601, but 
the spirit does not pray1602. 
So, pure prayer is an intermediary state towards spiritual stage, when there are no impulses, 
sensations or other movements concerning anything, but an ineffable silence1603. The mind 
experiences here another kind of knowledge, non-discursive, in a state of wonder1604. The 
reflections on the life to come are replaced by the gazes at this reality that are qualitatively 
different. Isaac highlights this idea: “Spiritual insights which arise concerning matters of this 
world are quite different in their power from the luminous reflection on the things to come, for by 
gazing at such things the mind is changed into a state of wonder”1605. For Isaac this means going 
out of oneself (or better, going in oneslf – entasy) and out of this world and lack of mind 
awareness. In that time “the saints… do not pray, when the mind has been engulfed by the 
[divine] spirit, but they dwell in ecstasy1606 in that delightful glory1607, so the mind, when it 
has been made worthy of perceiving the future blessedness, will forget itself and all that is 
here, and it will not be moved any longer by the thought of anything”1608. In the evolution of 
his argumentation he argues that, despite the fact this state is called “spiritual prayer”, from an 
epistemological point of view, one cannot speak properly about it as prayer and yet, it is called 
prayer as it is granted during prayer, when the mind of the saints is “snatched”1609. In order to 
illustrate his vision, he makes appeal to some biblical events as Zacharias’ vision in the temple, 
the vision of Peter on the roof, the apparition during Cornelius’ prayer, the dialogue of God with 
                                               
1599 ¾âÍ̈Ïܬ. 
1600 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1601 ¿ܬÎÏ. 
1602 I, 22, p. 115 (B, 165-166). 
1603 II, 34, 2. 
1604 II, 30, 6. 
1605 II, 5, 8. 
1606 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1607 ¿ÿãéÂâ ¿ÿÏÍÂüܬ. 
1608 I, 22, p. 115 (B, 170). 
1609 See the radical óÓÏ (óÓÏÿâ). 
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Joshua the son of Nun. And finally he establishes parallels with the sanctification of the gifts of 
bread and wine when the Spirit during Eucharistic Epiclesis descends upon them1610.       
In the last part of the discourse in discussion, in order to argue his vision, Isaac quotes a 
short sentence of Evagrius that brought various theological disputes: “Prayer namely is 
steadfastness of mind, which is terminated only by the light of the Holy Trinity through 
ecstasy1611. Thou seest, how prayer is terminated when those insights which are born in the 
spirit from prayer, pass into ecstasy”1612. Irénée Hausherr identified the quotation in Evagrius’ 
“Reflections 27”1613 and argued the mistranslation that occurred in Syriac, quoted by Isaac in 
his discourse (“Prayer is a state of the mind that arises under the influence of the unique light 
of the Holy Trinity”). The Syriac translator read τεμνομšνη1614 – cut off – instead of γινομšνη 
– occurring. His final conclusion was that Isaac’s whole system was generated by this 
mistranslation of Evagrius. While accepting the argumentation of Hausherr, Elie Khalifé-
Hachem rightly shows that Isaac’s vision was not influenced only by this Evagrian sentence, 
and, in particular, on the basis of one single word, but the concept of “spiritual prayer” 
reflects his entire spiritual vision, influenced also by the perspective of John the Solitary1615. 
Robert Beulay, in the monograph dedicated to John Dalyatha, while underlining the 
distinction between active and passive prayer in Isaac’s discourses, he argues one may find 
that the terms indicated by Haussher are less important that the “paradox accepted by Isaac, 
and could not indicate the transcendence of spiritual prayer which is not prayer vis-à-vis that 
of human”1616.  
In an article mentioned above, Paolo Bettiolo, in the line of Khalifé-Hachem, traces the 
source of Isaac’s vision in the perspective of John the Solitary, in particular in the distinction 
he makes between justice and perfection, on one side, and, on the other side, the hierarchy of 
the tripartite conducts – bodily, psychic and spiritual. In this frame, both Khalifé-Hachem and 
Bettiolo argue that for Isaac there are two conducts of the exterior man and the inner man and, 
in consequence, the spiritual stage goes beyond the natural possibility and it is going to be 
                                               
1610 For details see my article: The Liturgical Epiclesis as Image for Mystical Life in the Syriac Tradition. The 
Role of the Holy Spirit in Incarnation, Eucharist and Spiritual Prayer, p. 226-239. 
1611 ¾ùéñÿâ Àܪܗܬ ÊÙÁ ¿ÿüÊø ¿ܬÍØÿÙßܬܕ ÀܪܗÍå çâ ܕÍÐàÁܕ ܝ݁ܗ ¾åܘܗܕ ܗܬÍæøܬ ݁ܗÿØܐ äß ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
1612 I, 22, p. 118 (B, 174). 
1613 W. Frankenberg, Evagrius Ponticus, Berlin 1912, p. 454; Reflections 27 (Skemmata) in J. Muyldermans, 
“Evagriana: Nouveaux fragments grecs inédits, (Evagriana)”, Le Museon, 44 (1931), p. 377; quoted in Greek in 
Irénée Hausherr, “Par-delà L’oraison pure grâce à une coquille”, „Hésychasme et prière”, OCA 176, Roma, 
1966, p. 8-12 (here p. 12). 
1614 ¾ùéñÿâ. 
1615 Cf. “La prière pure et la prière spirituelle selon Isaac de Ninivé”, Mémorial Mgr Gabriel Khouri-Sarkis, 
Louvain, 1969, p. 157-173 
1616 Robert Beulay, Jean de Dalyatha, p. 219. 
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granted fully in the life to come1617. Bettiolo concludes this discussion showing that one may 
find a systematic theological line in the Syriac tradition and not only an occasional 
misunderstanding of the Evagrian heritage as suggested by Hausherr: “É dunque una linea al 
monachesimo siriaco quella da lui sviluppata; una linea, si deve insistere, che ha una sua forte 
coerenza, pur nutrendosi di apporti molteplici e forse, in taluni casi, pure esterni ai suoi piu 
decisivi accenti”1618. 
Beyond the arguments evoked above, Brouria Ashkelony argues that an important 
element in the discourse in discussion, occasionally not considered, may bring more light in 
the debate. It is about “amazement/ wonder” (“beyond this limit it passes into ecstasy”1619; or 
“terminated only by the light of the Holy Trinity through ecstasy”1620)1621 not present in 
Evagrius. Isaac’s argument refers to the state defined by this concept – “spiritual captivity”: 
“when the influence of the spirit reigns over the mind that regulates the senses and the 
deliberations, freedom is taken away from nature which no longer governs, but is governed. 
And how could there be prayer at that time, when nature does not possess power over 
itself…?”1622 In fact, this detail seems to be used by Isaac himself to condemn the Messalians 
who claimed the capacity to perform spiritual prayer whenever they want.  
After all these consideration, we can state that for Isaac there is a sharp distinction 
between “pure prayer” and “spiritual prayer” and the border between them is established by 
the activity of the mind. It seems this separation is not present in Evagrius who speaks 
                                               
1617 E. Khalifé-Hachem, La prière pure, p. 170 ; P. Bettiolo, Prigioneri dello Spirito, p. 348-349. 
1618 P. Bettiolo, Prigioneri dello Spirito, p. 349. 
1619 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1620 ¾ùéñÿâ Àܪܗܬ ÊÙÁ ¿ÿüÊø ¿ܬÍØÿÙßܬܕ ÀܪܗÍå çâ ܕÍÐàÁܕ ܝ݁ܗ ¾åܘܗܕ ܗܬÍæøܬ ݁ܗÿØܐ äß ¿ܬÍßܨ. 
1621 For the biblical roots of the term in the commentaries of Theodore of Mopsuestia and John the Solitary see S. 
Brock, St. Isaac of Niniveh and Syriac Spirituality”, Studies of Syriac Spirituality, Poona, 1988, p. 99-108; P. 
Bettiolo, Prigioneri dello Spirito, p. 349-352. Isaac defines the concept in reference to two biblical personages – 
Adam (Genesis 2:21) and Abraham (Genesis 15:12). The Greek term ekstasis (¿Ìâܬ) “quiet/ silence” (that he 
knows from Theodore of Mopsuestia) is translated in Syriac (Peshitta) with silence (¾Ùàü). In II, 3.4, 95, Isaac 
quotes Theodore who defines the concept “wonder/ stupor”: “Stupore chiama il fatto che una sia fuori 
dell’ordine consueto e fuori della percezione umana”. In fact, this is the state of the grace, an anticipation of the 
new world. Two chapters before (II,3.4,92), in the same context, Isaac describes the spiritual conduct as the 
“overshadowing (maggnanuta) of the grace of the Spirit” (Luke 1:35), concept on which we have dealt above 
(see Sebastian Brock, Maggnanuta: a Techinal Term in East Syrian Spirituality, p. 121-129). One may find the 
concept as interpreted from Luke 1:35 at Dadisho Qatraya too. The common source is probably the Homilies of 
Pseudo-Macarius (cf. Sebastian Brock, Maggnanuta: a Techinal Term, p. 128-129). In the next chapter, Isaac 
quotes John the Solitary referring to the psychic stage. Taking into consideration the threefold sense of the 
concept (connected to Incarnation – the Word/ the Spirit, the Liturgy and the spiritual life) present in Isaac’s 
discourses, Paolo Bettiolo concludes: “Macario, Giovanni d’Apamea, la prassi eucaristica delle Chiese 
d’Oriente, alcune esegesi di Teodoro: tutte queste fonti sono potute fin qui addure a conforto delle tesi di Isacco 
sull’imposibilità di ogni preghiera nell’eschaton” (P. Bettiolo, Prigioneri dello Spirito, p. 352). 
1622 I, 22, p. 115 (B, 171). 
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indiscriminately about “true prayer”1623, “spiritual prayer”1624, “pure prayer”1625, immaterial 
prayer and prayer without distraction1626. Isaac is consequent with his clear separation 
between the discursive knowledge and the intuitive contemplation when he emphasizes that 
spiritual prayer is not acquired by any human effort, but it is a gift. This idea is suggested in 
the final paragraph of the discussed discourse:  
What should be called? The fruit of pure prayer, which is engulfed in the spirit. The 
mind has ascended here above prayer. And, having found what is more excellent, it 
desists from prayer. And further there is no longer prayer, but the gaze in ecstasy1627 at 
the unattainable things which do not belong to the world of mortals, and peace without 
knowledge of any earthly thing. This is the well-known ignorance1628 concerning which 
Euagrius says1629: Blessed is he who has reached, during prayer, unconsciousness1630 
which is not to be surpassed1631        
There is one important observation to make from the paragraph above. Despite the fact 
that spiritual prayer is not the result of any ascetic effort, Isaac stresses that it comes, in the 
spirit of the synergetic eastern ascetic tradition, as a consequence of pure prayer. But to 
express the transcendent character of this state he equalises the spiritual prayer with “wonder” 
as well as “un-knowledge”. The two concepts pertain to two different principles of action – 
active (given by good noetic impulses) and passive (silence of the mind1632). The first type 
corresponds to pure prayer, while the second to spiritual prayer and is given by the revelation 
of intellect1633, out of any human struggle or the strength of the will1634. This is also called 
“apperception of God”1635, that occurs spontaneously and motionlessly, and the “wonderment 
of mind1636 free from all images, and the spiritual silence1637”1638. 
Finally one can argue Isaac is not a new theorist on the doctrine of spiritual prayer, but 
more a re-interpreter of Evagrius’ perspective within his own Syriac tradition in an 
                                               
1623 Evagrius Ponticus, The Praktikos, Chapters on Prayer, Cistercian Studies Series 4, Kalamazoo, Michigan, 
1981, 10, 55, 60, 64, 75, 80, 113 (1169b-c, 1177c, 1180b, 1180d, 1184b, 1184d, 1191d). 
1624 Chapters on Prayer, 28, 49, 62, 71, 101 (1173a, 1177b, 1180c, 1181d, 1189b). 
1625 Chapters on Prayer, 70, 72, 97 (1181c, 1181d, 1188d-1189a). 
1626 Chapters on Prayer, 17, 145 (1172a, 1197c). 
1627 ¿ÌâÿÁܕ ÀܪÍÏ. 
1628 ¿ÿîÊØ Ā. 
1629 KG 3.88 (S1). 
1630 Literally un-knowledge: ¿ÿîÊØ Ā. 
1631 I, 22, p. 118 (B, 175). 
1632 ¾æÙîܪܕ ¾Üÿü. 
1633 ¾åܘܗܕ ¾æÙàÄ; see also “the revelation of mind” (¾îÊâܕ ¾æÙàÄ), I, 20, p. 109 (B, 161). 
1634 II, 15, 7. 
1635 ¿Ìß½Áܕ ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ. See also KG 4.48. 
1636 ¾æÙîܪܕ ¿Ìâܬ. 
1637 ܚܘܪܕ ¾øÿü. 
1638 II, 15, 10-11. 
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experiential frame. The concept of spiritual prayer goes along with the other cognitive 
concepts analysed up to now, all of them expressing the object of spiritual divine knowledge, 
the very core of our research.  
 
5.11 Conclusion 
In summary, Isaac’s cognitive mysticism reflects a “theanthropic” epistemology, 
perfectly manifested in Jesus Christ. This method presuposes an anthropological structure 
able to perceiving the presence of the divine, on one side, and on the other side, suggests a 
divine direct revelation that is, technically speaking, his Economy. Isaac’s epistemology is not 
purely theological (by the means of grace), nor purely anthropological (according to human’s 
nature), but reflects a collaboration between the two. In consequence, Christian life is pictured 
as a theanthropic asceticism, starting from the material level, continuing with the psychic 
level and aiming to the spiritual work at the noetic level. In fact, it presuposses natural human 
participates to the process in its wholness.  
Secondly, the powers of the soul and their forms of manifestation suggest again the 
anthropological dimension of the cognitive process. Intellect, mind, thought and thinking 
involved in the process, on one side, picture the noetic linguistic heritage of Evagrius, while 
the addition of the heart, as the most important soul power that encompasses all the others 
powers and the very centre of the spiritual life, connects it to the Pseudo Macarian language. 
Finally, Isaac’s methodology of describing the process of knowledge by contrasting worldly 
and heavenly (worldly and spiritual knowledge, knowledge and faith, knowledge and un-
knowledge, knowledge and vision and knowledge and spiritual prayer) clearly reveals the 
presence of the Theodorian theory of the two ages. 
The next chapter, in a conclusive manner, will deal with the dogmatic presuppositions 
around the conceptual expression of Isaac’s epistemology. 
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6. The Dogmatic position on spiritual knowledge 
In the last chapter of the thesis we will dwell on the rapport one can identify between 
spiritual knowledge as described and analysed up to now and the East Syriac theology. That is 
historically looking at how spiritual ecstatic experiences relate to the Dogmatic theology of the 
East Syriac Church of the 7-8th century.  
The key term of the thesis is experiential knowledge, which, to Isaac, means an active 
presence of the divine. And here comes the theological question – can one speak about a real 
knowledge of God? Which is the causa efficiens of divine knowledge and what is its scope? 
Which is the content of divine knowledge? Is it possible to see God? And, finally, is there a 
contraposition between the theologians and the meta-theologians? These are the questions to be 
answered in this chapter. 
 
6.1 The possibility of divine knowledge 
We have emphasized above the basic principles of the divine epistemology – God’s 
revelation, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, human’s creational ability to have access 
to it. To express it differently, one can speak about what we technically call divine Economy, 
respectively, theological anthropology, that stand at the very base of Isaac’s gnoseology. Both 
of the principles are developed within the heritage of Theodore of Mopsuestia – God’s 
revelation observes a gradual development into two ages – before and after Incarnation – this 
event also representing the inaugural moment for the knowledge of the life to come, partially 
anticipated in the earthly reality. In the same line, salvation is a slow educational process, 
from the state of imperfection to perfection by the experience of opposites. Human was not 
able to know good by nature as God does, but by its opposite. From this perspective, God acts 
pedagogically by educating people through the experience of the opposite things, so as to 
freely receive his gifts and revelations. One can identify here the cognitive dimension of 
salvation. 
God’s creation has no other sense than to be the first book ( ¾ÁÿÜ ¾ÙâÊø ) given by God 
to the rational beings. All things were created to be the transparent medium for the divine 
revelation. And, on the other side, intelligible beings were created to know God. In particular, 
human’s ability to know God is due to the fact that he is created in God’s image. In 
developing his theological anthropology, Isaac makes a synthesis mainly between three great 
authors, representatives of different schools – Evagrius of Pontus, Theodore of Mopsuestia 
and John the Solitary. 
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The human being was created to be God’s temple, the dwelling of the divinity. As the 
image of God, he was in potency immortal, as far as ontologically he would have remained 
close to his Creator. He was endowed with five spiritual powers so as “to become aware of 
and enjoy the delight of intelligence and the pleasure of the vast gifts of insights”1639. On the 
basis of the divine image and, in consequence, of these five powers, the human being grows 
up constantly and comes closer to God in His knowledge, trying to achieve the ultimate goal – 
the likeness of God, actualised in what Isaac calls deification – that is becoming “gods by 
means of grace”1640. This was the initial purpose – to bring the entire nature of rational beings 
to a unity and equality. But human has not achieved this state all of a sudden, because God 
wanted “to achieve (salvation) within a history that does not develop only gradually”1641. 
According to his theology, at the beginning of creation, the human being, even if he could be 
immortal, was not perfect, being still a child, though designed to reach maturity. He was not 
able to receive perfect knowledge without first being prepared for it1642. We are dealing here 
with a pedagogical vision of history, which assumes a linear trend without end. From this 
perspective, the world has a particularly important role, it is a school1643 in which one can 
make progress and prepare for the world to come1644.  
The knowledge inaugurated by incarnation brings a broad perspective and this occurs 
especially in comparison to the knowledge available to previous generations of this event. 
Isaac clearly asserts the idea that incarnation represents a radical “new” epiphany of God. For 
him there is an obvious qualitative difference between the level of knowledge before and after 
incarnation: if before incarnation, one could hardly hear the divine voice, occasionally only 
those elected by divine calling, after incarnation, through divine grace, human is even able to 
“see” God, as shown above.  
To synthetize, there are mainly three elements that stand at the very basis of the 
possibility of divine knowledge: the divine revelation, suggesting the primate of God’s 
initiative, then an anthropological structure that makes human able to attend to the divine 
knowledge and Christ’s incarnation, that inaugurated the spiritual knowledge of the life to 
come.  
                                               
1639 II, 18.18. One can observe here the two directions – by way of heart and senses (Macarius) and at noetic 
level (Evagrian) – joined in a synthesis in Isaac’s gnoseological perspective – “feeling” (þÄܪ), the divine 
mysteries and the participation by “knowing” (ܥÊØ) to God’s revelation. 
1640 II, 3.1,62. 
1641 André Louf, “L’homme dans l’histoire du salut selon Isaac le syrien”, Connaissance de Pères de L’Eglise, 
88 (2002), p. 49. 
1642 II, 2,3. 
1643 ¾æòßÍØ ÿÙÁ. 
1644 II, 3.3,71. 
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6.2 The cause of spiritual knowledge  
One first aspect worth mentioning refers to the ambivalence Isaac pictures when 
describing his epistemology – the rational knowledge that deals with the content of knowing 
and questions its basis and premises, and the experiential knowledge, mystical by its nature, 
that goes beyond ordinary content and way of knowing and is qualitative, being connected 
with experiences that occur suddenly, since there are interpreted as being of divine origin.   
Isaac admits two ways of knowing, discursive as well as intuitive, the latter one superior 
to the former. The former is more reflexive and constituted; it uses information, while the 
latter is immediate, internalized, personal and active, and is generated by inspiration and 
revelation.  
We will recall the three presuppositions we have evoked at the beginning of the chapter 
dedicated to the process of knowledge itself, as it seems useful to us to draw some 
conclusions regarding the issues in discussion. Firstly, there is a transformative and 
progressive evolution in the process of knowing. That means a mystical experience, due to the 
external and inner purification and, especially, God’s intervention, creates spiritual eyes, 
spiritual faculties, capable, in consequence, to spiritually see God’s rationality in creation and 
finally attain what Isaac calls “true knowledge”. It implies a kind of spiritualization or 
transfiguration. Then, a spiritual person is able to identify the mutuality and dependency 
between the external and the inner phenomena, as he achieves a unitary way of regarding the 
reality – as a totality. Here, the connection between the emotional and cognitive dimension of 
knowledge occurs. The cause of this transformation of vision is the hidden light, the divine 
grace. And lastly, one can identify in Isaac’s discourses a deep connection between present 
and eschatological times. This presupposes knowledge always aims to foretasting the life to 
come. This in turns means a mystic does not search for spiritual experiences, but rather to 
enter a new reality and, in consequence, to transform his whole life. 
 For Isaac education or experience, physical, psychical or noetic exercises, are not able 
to generate spiritual knowledge, as it is something from without. By ascetic exercises the 
human being is able to achieve a state above passions, a state of physical mortification and the 
silence of thoughts, but not the peace, the joy, the warm and tranquillity that belong to the 
spiritual state. Spiritual experiences occur not as a result of investigation or voluntarily, but 
suddenly and spontaneously1645, according to the divine intervention. Here comes the critique 
Isaac makes regarding the Messalians who claimed they are able to pray whenever they 
                                               
1645 See the story of a brother who was visited by grace in the very moment he wanted to leave his cell for idle 
things. So, he immediately came back. (I, 24, p. 120/ B, 178) 
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want1646. We will quote a suggestive paragraph where Isaac points to the qualitative 
difference between the two types of knowledge 
The degree of revelation is not the same as that a man deepens his emotions by the 
study of wisdoms and by intellectual labour so as to arrive at some understanding and 
contemplation of anything by mental investigation. For it is said: Revelation is silence 
of intellect. And by zealous efforts and human thoughts no one can imagine that he has 
found knowledge; this happens by spiritual power so that he to whom the revelation is 
imparted, at that time is not aware of any thought of his soul nor of those things which 
present themselves to his senses; neither does he use them nor is he acquainted with 
them1647.  
This excerpt clearly reveals the fundamental issue around Isaac’s epistemological view 
– knowledge is not the effect of zealous effort (ascetical practice) or mental investigation (out 
of study and intellectual labour), but it is the result of divine revelation, an act of spiritual 
power. However, as Serafim Seppälä argues, it is difficult to grasp the actual identity of the 
cause itself in the theological discourses:  
This can be seen as the result of two separate phenomena. On the one hand, the identity 
of the causa efficiens as the Christian God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) is so self-
evident that it does not need to be explained or even mentioned, and, on the other, the 
exact nature of God had been thoroughly examined in dogmatic theology, with all of its 
schismatic consequences, that the ascetic authors were in custom of avoiding dogmatic 
statements, both intentionally and unintentionally. Lack of speculation on Divine Being 
is connected with the humble ideals of Christian asceticism; monks are critical to their 
experiences and careful not to over explain them in general and, in particular, not to 
misinterpret God for their own experiences1648. 
In consequence, he identifies the ecumenical role the monastic writings have as 
“ironically, the ascetics’ surrender to orthodox doctrines happens to make the meta-
theological reading more suitable for a non-Christian readership without orthodox 
subtexts”1649.  
In conclusion, the subject or the cause of the spiritual knowledge is the divine power, 
called either with the names of the Trinitarian persons, either with generic qualitative names 
as divine attributes, such as grace, light, love, mercy, glory that manifests in different forms, 
as we will evoke in the next subchapter, dedicated to the very content and the forms of the 
spiritual knowledge. 
 
                                               
1646 I, 22, p. 116 (B, 171). 
1647 I, 19, p. 105 (154-155). 
1648 Serafim Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, p. 133. 
1649 Ibidem. 
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6.3 The content and the forms of spiritual knowledge 
The content of the spiritual knowledge is difficult to be identified. Nevertheless, 
something can be intuited from the forms the process takes in its evolution. In my paper five 
forms are evoked, and yet not exhaustively – un-knowledge (holy ignorance), theoria (divine 
vision), revelation, wonder and spiritual prayer.   
Regarding the concept of “un-knowledge”, Isaac develops it within the general frame of 
the two cognitive methodologies – worldly and spiritual or discursive and intuitive. There is a 
qualitative evolution in terms of the cognitive process commencing with the rational 
knowledge (so called “of the philosophers”), that presupposes all logical categories, and the 
spiritual knowledge (“of the saints”), that goes beyond these categories. Therefore Isaac 
considers that linguistically this latter type cannot be called “knowledge” anymore as it is 
achieved completely out of investigation or ascetic struggle. It is rather revelational and 
visionary. This is why, in the line of the apophatic theology, Isaac calls it “un-knowledge”. He 
describes the concept as “the eternal thought1650 of God unattainable”1651 or, in reference to 
divine vision, “the more the righteous advance to the vision of Him, the more they see an 
enigmatic sight1652, as an image shown in the mirror”1653. One cannot equalize these 
expressions with agnosticism. Their use, in fact, aims to highlight the diverse methodology of 
spiritual knowledge. This is why he asserts: “Blessed is he who has reached during prayer un-
knowledge1654 which is not to be surpassed”1655. Finally, using the language of Gregory of 
Nyssa and Pseudo Dionysius, he states: “And though he has penetrated into the mysteries of 
all spiritual kinds (of beings) and possesses great wisdom concerning all the creatures, he 
knows with perfect certainty that he knows nothing”1656. 
The second concept, “theoria” we have underlined has more stages – the contemplation 
of nature, the contemplation of Scripture, the contemplation of corporeals and incorporeals. 
But what is more important for our discussion refers to the last level – the theoria of God. 
Despite the fact that verbal expressions regarding this issue are scarce, one can identify some 
key terms that seem conclusive to us. He describes the concept as “vision of the spirit”1657, 
expression that reveals the topos where it occurs – the spirit. Then theoria is “non 
                                               
1650 ¿ÿÙîܪܬ; 1 Corinthians 2:16. 
1651 I, 26, p. 131 (B, 193). 
1652 ¿ܬÎÏܕ ݀ܗܬāñ. 
1653 I, 45, p. 217 (B, 324). 
1654 Ā ¿ÿîÊØ . 
1655 KG III. 88; I, 22, p. 118 (B, 175). 
1656 ܥÊØ Ā ܡÊâܕ ܥÊØ; I, 82, p. 387 (B, 579). 
1657 ܚܘܪܕ ¿ܬÎÏ “spiritual sight” (Wensinck); I, 35, p. 175 (B, 260). 
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apperceptible mental revelation”1658. This time Isaac indicates the instrument – the mind (the 
noetic faculty) – and, by the attribute “non apperceptible”, he indicates the level – it occurs 
beyond the senses. Finally, he also indicates the object – “the divine mysteries1659 hidden in 
the things spoken”1660.    
The third concept, “revelation”, has an ambivalent character –it pertains to the reality of 
the future world, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, it envisages the divine nature itself. 
As in the case of the previous concept, its first level pertains to the senses. We remember that 
Isaac lists six types of revelation, pertaining to senses, but also to the noetic level (by rapture 
of the thought1661 and that in an intellectual way, through intellection1662). The last thing to be 
said regarding the object of revelation refers to the separation Isaac makes between the 
revelation by the means of images, for those who “of simple understanding and of small 
insights of the truth”1663, and revelations without images, by intelligible apperception1664, 
referring to the very nature of God. Isaac considers the latter one the highest form of 
understanding, the perfection of knowledge. We emphasize that the object is ambivalent – 
firstly, the insights in the truth of God’s Economy, in the lower stages, and insights regarding 
the very existence of God, in the highest state, pictured by Isaac with the terms “intuition”, 
“good rendering”1665. This is why, he argues, it is more natural to call it “overshadowing” 
than “knowledge’, revealing the actor of the operation – the Holy Spirit.       
“Wonder/ stupor” is defined as contemplation in silence of the divine mystery of God, 
as a consequence of the fact that divinity cannot be grasped by human’s natural faculties and 
it requires the direct intervention of the Holy Spirit. Isaac always associates this work with the 
noetic faculty (intellect, mind and thought) during the spiritual stage. Regarding the object, it 
is always the future reality, as for that one needs to be elevated above natural knowledge1666. 
It does not have the pretension to achieve the knowledge of the essence, but to achieve some 
insights regarding its providence vis-à-vis creation1667 and especially his charity for the 
sinners1668. Finally, it pertains to spiritual knowledge and spiritual conduct.  
                                               
1658 ¾åܘܗܕ ¾æýÄܪÿâ Ā ܝܗ ¾æÙàÄ; Literally – “of the intellect”, I, 20, p. 109 (B, 161). 
1659 ¾Ø̈Ìßܐ ¿ܙĂܐܕ ¿ÿýÄܪ. 
1660 I, II, p. 12 (B, 17). 
1661 ¾ÙæÙîܪ ¾ÙñÍÓÏ. 
1662 ¾æàÜÿéâ çâ ¾åܙ. 
1663 Àܪûüܕ āÜÍ̈è ܝăØ÷Áܘ ¿ÿîÊÙÁ ÚÓÙýñ. 
1664  ¿ÿÙæîÊØÿâ ¿ܬÍæýÄûâ. 
1665 āÜÍ̈è. 
1666 II, 3.3, 49. 
1667 II, 35,3. 
1668 III, 11, 27. 
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 The last concept, “spiritual prayer”, comes as the highest form of spiritual experience 
and, in particular, of spiritual knowledge. It is an ecstatic experience describing the state after 
pure prayer, an ultimate mode of being that has no more struggles, emotions, yearnings, 
intentions. It is still called prayer as it originates in the “pure prayer”, but does not reflect the 
language and the action specific to what one normally calls prayer. Isaac seems to develop a 
technical term to define the state of spiritual knowledge. Despite that, he prefers to call it “the 
child of pure prayer”1669, so as to avoid a terminological misunderstanding. The object of 
spiritual prayer is the vision of the light of the Holy Trinity in wonder1670. 
 
6.4 The scope of spiritual knowledge 
Regarding the scope, we will adopt the tripartite scheme proposed by Serafim Seppälä 
that seems consistent to us – from an ontological, eschatological and a social perspective, and 
yet applied in a different frame: ontological, referring to human transformation in the frame of 
the anthropological-theological movement, from image to likeness; eschatological, as the 
spiritual knowledge envisages not a personal perfection, but an incorporation in a meta-
theological reality; and social, identifying the social topos of the hermit in the concrete world 
and, in consequence, establishing a hierarchy of ascetical exercises.     
The finality of the process of knowledge from an ontological point of view refers to the 
human inner transformation during the spiritual experience. Seppälä pictures the biblical 
paradox – being in the course and in the same time reaching the scope – as a “spiritual 
transformation within the process of reaching a higher level in spiritual growth… and as a 
manifestation of the fact that the higher level has already been attained”1671. And yet, one 
could say there is no end of experience but more new stages in the spiritual itinerary. Here 
one can identify the dynamism of the theological anthropology that points to the difference 
between the “image” and the “likeness” in the sense of the transformation.  
It seems to us there are mainly three terms that describe the human’s transformation, 
belonging to the mystical realm. It is about “unification”, “mingling” and “theosis”, in a 
qualitative succession.  
It would be useful, regarding the “unification”, to mention the idea of one entity present 
in Isaac’s discourses, achieved by putting together the intelligible1672 and the sensible 
                                               
1669 ¿ÿÙÜܕ ¿ܬÍßܨܕ ÀÊàØ; I, 22, p. 118 (B, 175). 
1670 ܪܗÍå çâ ܕÍÐàÁܕ ܝ݁ܗ ¾åܘܗܕ ܗܬÍæøܬ ݁ܗÿØܐ äß ¿ܬÍßܨ¾ùéñÿâ Àܪܗܬ ÊÙÁ ¿ÿüÊø ¿ܬÍØÿÙßܬܕ À . 
1671 In Speechless Ecstasy, p. 140. 
1672 ¿ÿÙ̈æîÊØÿâ. 
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realities1673 with God’s divinity1674. Analysing from an East Syriac Christological perspective, 
this would be a courageous expression of the unity of all in Christ. We will quote again a 
short fragment where Isaac describes the process of unification achieved in Christ’s 
incarnation and fulfilled in the eschatological times:  
One may know the true love of God for creation from this that after He had finished its 
structure in all its parts, He brought it altogether into one unity1675: sensible realities 
and spiritual ones1676 into one bond and He joined it to His divinity1677 and He raised it 
above all the heavens and set it on an everlasting throne and made it ‘God’ over all… 
“The union of Christ in the divinity1678 has indicated to us the mystery of the unity of all 
in Christ1679.” This is the mystery: that all creation by means of one, has been brought 
near to God in a mystery1680. Then it is transmitted to all. Thus all is united in Him1681 
as the members in a body; He however is the head of all. This action was performed for 
all of creation. There will, indeed, be a time when no part will fall short of the 
whole1682. 1683 
We will quote other two fragments where Isaac goes a step further into the personal 
realm, describing the spiritual transformation human suffers, using the term in discussion: 
“our soul becomes the image of the godhead through unification1684 with the 
incomprehensible and radiant in the rays1685 of the sublime, by those impulses which are not 
for the eyes”1686. Here Isaac argues an intimacy with God achieved in the unification by the 
means of divine light, theme present in our thesis many times. The transformation occurs not 
independently, but within the paradigm God-human. In another place, quoting Evagrius, Isaac 
speaks about mind’s “union” with God as a result of ascetic struggle: “this brings our mind 
near to union with God1687”1688.   
                                               
1673 ¿ÿÙæýÄĂÿâ. 
1674 ¿ܬܘÌßܐ. 
1675 ¿ܬܘܙÊÏ ÊÏ. 
1676 Spiritual realities (¿ÿÙ̈æîÊØÿâ); Isaac’s usage may reflect Evagrius and Ps.Dionysius. See Brock, Discerning 
the Evagrian, p. 63. 
1677  øܐܬܘÌßĀ Ìܿò . For the unity of creation and God in one entity see also II, 3.3,81, II, 3.2,19; on becoming 
gods II, 3.1,62, II,3.3,70, III, 3,15, 38, III,7,29.  
1678 ¿ܬܘÌß½Áܕ ¾ÐÙýâܕ äß ܗܬÍØÊÏ; cf Evagrius, J. Muyldermans (ed.), Evagriana Syriaca (Louvain, 1952), 
Admonitio paraenetica; Paraenesis; La foi de Mar Évagre; Les justes et les parfaits, 7-8. 
1679 ܙܪܐ ¿ܬÍØÊÏ áÜܕ ¾ÐÙýãÁܕ . 
1680 ¿ܙܪ½Á ÿÁûøܿܬܐ ¿ÌßĀ ÊÏ ÊÙÁ ¿ÿØûÁ ÌܿàÜܕ. 
1681 ÊÙÏܿÿâ. 
1682 Here Isaac expresses the idea of the final recapitulation, while quoting either Evagrius, or Theodore of 
Mopsuestia or Diodore of Tarsus, which describe the highest gnoseological level. See also III, 6, 18, 62; II, 
3.1,10 (quoting Evagrius), 19 (quoting Theodore), 61, 68, 91-91; II, 3.3,77, 81-82; and especially II, 38-41.  
1683 III, 5,3,10. 
1684 ¿ܬܘܙÊÏ.  
1685 ÀܪܗÍå – light.  
1686 I, 22, p. 115 (B, 169). 
1687 ¿Ìß½Á ÍÓàÏÿãß. 
1688 I, 65, p. 310 (B, 462). 
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  The second concept – “mingling” – seems to have a deeper connotation. We recall two 
significant fragments where Isaac deals with it: “The world has become mingled with God 
and creation and Creator have become one”1689. The other excerpt is used in the same context 
and gives no evidence of theological speculation on the ontological meaning of the concept. It 
appears in the title of the 35th discourse of the Second collection and refers to the “ministry of 
mind”, the sum of the entire ascetic way of life that means entering into “a perfect mingling 
with God”1690. As these concepts seem not to have been in any way problematic in the Syriac 
milieu, Seppälä argues they were generally understood as a symbolic language with biblical 
roots in the theology of Paul1691. 
The last concept, “theosis”1692, leads to the idea of human’s profound unification with 
God and, in consequence, the divine attributes, by appropriation, are associated to human too. 
Isaac does not use it very often and yet one can find it in a triple sense – symbolical, 
theological, as well as mystical. So as to illustrate the metaphorical use we will give two 
examples from the First collection: the practice of ascetic life leads humans to become “a god 
on earth”1693; or, in the adjectival from, the same concept is present: a spiritual man is called 
“divine”1694. But, occasionally, one can also find the concept in a theological form. In the 
Third collection Isaac’s rhetorically asks: And what way of life did it offer in exchange for 
becoming ‘God’1695? … What position could be greater than that of divinity? And behold: 
creation has become ‘God’1696 ”1697. Thirdly, Isaac speaks about becoming ‘gods’ from a 
mystical perspective. This time in the Second collection one may find this idea expressed 
within the eschatological expression of the final unity: in the life to come “we all we will 
become ‘gods’ by the grace of our Creator”1698.  
                                               
1689 ÊÏ ¾ØܘûÁܘ ¿ÿØûÁ Ìܿß ܬܘܗܘ ¿Ìß½Á ¾ãàî ÔàÏܬܐ ; II, 5,18. 
1690 ¿ÌàÁܕ ÀûÙãÄ ¾æÓßÍÏ ; II, 35, title. 
1691 S. Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, p. 140. 
1692 In the Syriac terminology one may find the concept of “theosis”, but it is used very rarely in this form 
(¿ܬÍåÌßܐÿâ). For details see S. Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, p. 144-145. 
1693 ¾ýåûÂß ¾îܪ½Á çØÊÂî ¿Ìßܐ ܇¿ܬÍÝÙÝâܘ āã̈î; I, 6, p. 64 (B, 95). 
1694 ¾ØÌßܐ; I, 13, p. 84-85 (B, 124-125). 
1695 ¿Ìßܐ ¿ܘܗܬ . 
1696 ܬܘܗ  Ì݁ß ¿ÿØûÁ ¿Ìßܐ . 
1697 III, 5, 4-5; On divinization in the Syriac tradition, see Russell, The Doctrine of Deification in the Greek 
Patristic Tradition, Oxford, University Press, 2004, Appendix I; See also the comments indicating the concept of 
theosis already in Ephrem, seemingly independent of Hellenic influence: “He gave us divinity, we gave Him 
humanity (E. Beck, Hymns on Faith, ed. and transl. E. Beck, CSCO 154-155/ 73-74); See S. Brock (ed.), The 
Paradise Hymns, New York: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1990, p. 73-74 and Luminous Eye, Kalamazoo, MI: 
Cistercian Publications, 1992, p. 148-54. See also Vethanath, “St. Ephrem’s Understanding of Church as New 
Paradise and Locus of Divinization,” ChrOr XXIX (2008), 1, p. 12-22 and Buchan, “Paradise as the Landscape 
of Salvation in Ephrem the Syrian,” in Partakers of the Divine Nature, ed. M.J. Christensen and J.A.Wittung, 
Madison NJ: Fairleigh Dickenson University Press, 2007, p.146-59. 
1698 çàÜܕ çæîÊØÿî ¿ܘÌåܕ  Ì̈ßܐ¿ ܗܬÍÂÙÓÁ çØܘûÁܕ  ; II, 3.1,62. 
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The eschatological dimension of knowledge comes naturally as a consequence of the 
ontological one “by adopting it on the chronological axis, connecting the experience with 
salvation history”1699. In this frame, spiritual knowledge is interpreted as a foretaste of the 
future state that is life after resurrection: “it will direct itself towards the glory of the world to 
be, the hope1700 preserved for the righteous, life in spiritual emotion wholly originating in 
God… He has prepared a different world which is so amazing, into which He shall introduce 
all rational beings and keep them without variance in life without end”1701.  
In a symbolic way, as already mentioned above, Isaac speaks about three periods – of 
the six days, the seventh and the eight day of the life to come, partially experienced in the 
spiritual knowledge: “The eight day is departing from the grave. Those who are worthy 
receive the mysteries of the Sunday in a symbol already in this world, but do not receive the 
day itself as long as they are in the body... God has given us a taste of a mysterious indication 
of all things, but he has not decreed that we should walk here in contact with the real 
truth”1702. 
One can identify here the Theodorian theory on the two ages and yet, Isaac underlines 
the strong connection between them from a spiritual perspective. This is clearly expressed 
when he speaks about the symbolical resurrection of the body1703 that occurs in the “eight 
day”, entirely free of worldly thoughts or psychological movements, and even memories of 
the past. He argues that “the symbolical resurrection of the body is when it rises from all the 
sin to which it was attached in (its) activity and applies itself to the excellent practice of 
service1704 to God”1705. This is the interpretation Isaac gives to the concept present in 
Colossians 2:12 and 3:1 and Ephesians 2:6. In the Third collection, Isaac touches again the 
concept and associates it to the noetic level. Here the symbolical resurrection is the new 
knowledge of God and the future reality Christ gives to the people by the means of faith in the 
renewal of the divine mysteries accessible to those enlightened. He asserts:   
                                               
1699 S. Seppälä, In Speechless Ecstasy, p. 145. 
1700 The theology of hope has its roots in the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia and John the Solitary; see 
Werner Strothman, Johannes von Apamea, p. 74, 80; Arthur Vööbus, History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient: 
a Contribution to the History of Culture in the Near East, 3, CSCO 500/81, p. 104; Bruce Bradley, “Jean le 
Solitaire”, Dictionnaire de Spiritualité VIII, col. 766; Irinée Hausherr,  Etudes de spiritualité orientale, OCA 
183, 1969, p. 216; Hilarion Alfeyev, The Spiritual World of Isaac the Syrian, p. 274-297; Sabino Chialà, 
Dall’ascesi eremitica, p. 263-278; Waclaw Hryniewicz, “Das Geheimnis der Gehenna in den Meditationen des 
hl. Isaak des Syrers”, Ostkirchliche Studien, 53 (2004), p. 28-44, adapted by Isaac to his ascetic lifestyle. 
1701 I, 35, p. 171 (B, 254-255). 
1702 II, 28, p. 202-203. 
1703 åܙܪܐ ¿ÿãÙøÀûÅñܕ ¿ÿÙ . 
1704 ¾æÐßÍñܕ ¿ܬܘܪÿÙâ; see also II, 3.3,54. Compare with Evagrius’ identic expression in Capita Cognoscitiva, in 
J. Muyldermans, Evagre le Pontique: les Capita Cogniscitiva dans les versions syriaques et arméniennes, p. 73-
106, here 90.  
1705 II, 8, 10. 
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We have risen by faith in the future realities1706; we have risen in the knowledge 
concerning the divine Nature1707, in the perception of His Essence1708, in the glory of 
His greatness1709, in the height of His Nature1710, in the hope for the good things kept 
for us, in the knowledge of the mysteries of the new world1711, in faith in the marvelous 
transformation5 which is prepared for creation1712. 
One can observe here the occurrence of the same language used to describe the 
cognitive process – firstly the object: future realities, described as the knowledge concerning 
the divine Nature. The term used here (knowledge) is part of the noetic language in the line of 
Evagrius, but one can identify, in the following lines, its description using a language proper 
to sensorial dimension of knowledge – experience (perception, feeling) of the divine Essence. 
And yet, not the Essence as such, but the divine glory, which is of the Essence. From a 
theological point of view, one can argue Isaac is cautious in expressing the possibility of 
knowledge in the earthly life as an anticipatory event of the future knowledge. Knowledge is 
real and yet not complete. It depends on faith and is inaugurated in the baptism. We remember 
the paragraph quoted above, from the same discourse, where Isaac argues the “true 
resurrection”1713 occurs by means of knowledge in “an assured faith and hope”1714 at the 
noetic level by “the renewal of the mind”1715. The methodology involved here is what he 
paradoxically calls “knowledge of faith”1716 of the marvelous Economy of Christ1717. Despite 
the fact Isaac employs faith as a means of knowledge, this is not simply a symbolical 
expression of the life to come, but it deeply reflects the final resurrection in the future world 
described as a state when “the mind has been engulfed by the Spirit… (one dwells) in 
wonder1718 in that delightful glory1719”1720.  
                                               
1706 ¿ܬÊØ̈ÿî áîܕ. 
1707 ¾ØÌßܐ ¾æÙÜ áîܕ ¿ÿîÊØ. 
1708 ܗܬܘÿØܐ áîܕ ¿ܬÍæýÅìâ. 
1709 ܗܬÍÁûÁܕ ¾ÐÁÍü. 
1710 ÌæÙÜܕ ¿ÿâĂ. 
1711 ¿ܬÊÏ ¾ãàî áîܕ ¿ܙĂܐ ÿïØܕ. 
1712 III, 11, 2. See also I, p. 87, 172, 251, 316 (B, 127, 256, 374, 471); II, 5,1, 6,7; II, 8, 16; II, 10,19; II, 3.1,90; 
II, 2,2,19; II, 3.3, 21,82;  II, 3.4,46,59,61,78. 
1713 ¿ܬûØûü ¿ÿãÙø 
1714  ÀûÂèܘ ¾éÙñܕ ¿ܬÍæãØܗ  
1715 ¾ïÙâܕ ¿ܬܕÍÏ 
1716  ¿ܬÍæãØܗܕ ¿ÿîÊØ ; See the contraposition between knowledge and faith, when the latter one is synonym with 
experience: I, 51, p. 252 (B, 376); see also the presence of the apophatic theology in the line of Pseudo 
Dionysius or Gregory of Nyssa – the thick darkness of the knowledge of faith.  
1717 III, 11, 31. 
1718 ¿Ìâܬ. 
1719 We remember that Isaac describes the eschatological epistemology as divine vision in the image of the 
wedding (Matthew 22): the banquet – the sight of spiritual knowledge, the food – the divine mysteries, the 
garment of the banquet – the mantle of purity, the filthy clothes – the lustful impulse, the outer darkness – the 
state of ignorance, the Sheol, the state which lacks the divine light, outside any divine knowledge, the place of 
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The theme of direct knowledge and equality is referential for Isaac’s eschatological 
epistemology. In the future world all hierarchies will be abolished as all beings will be in 
direct contact with God1721. There will not be any mediation by means of angels or 
humans1722. This idea seems to be an opposition to Dionysius’ hierarchical theology. And yet, 
the “quality” of the knowledge depends on the measure of one’s excellence and worthiness. 
Isaac interprets John 14:2 – “many mansions” in a gnoseological key that presupposes a 
qualitative hierarchy that does not affect the relationship between people as during earthly 
life. The revelation is one, but it depends on the visual power of every person:  
The many mansions in the house of the Father denote the spiritual degrees1723 of the 
inhabitants of that place. This means: the different gifts and the spiritual ranks in which 
they rejoice spiritually, and the variety of the classes of gifts. It is not to be understood 
in such a manner, that every Person has really his defined portion in the various local 
habitations, so that [these differences] manifest themselves openly in the variety of 
particular mansions appointed for every one; but they are to be compared with the 
personal advantage every one of us obtains by the personal yet common use of this 
apperceptible sun in accordance with the purity of his visual power… The high degree 
of his neighbor’s rank is not seen by him who is inferior, namely not as if it arose from 
the many gifts of his neighbor and from the scarcity of his own gifts, so that it should be 
to him a cause of grief and spiritual torment!... Every one rejoices within himself at the 
gift he has been deemed worthy of, and at the height of his rank. But the outward aspect 
of them all is one; and the place is one1724.  
Finally, Isaac’s eschatological epistemology is based on the divine love. One can 
remember that there are two powers of the soul that accompany the final resurrection – simple 
rationality and the natural desire. If the first one refers to the process of knowledge, the 
second one points to the experience, mainly the experience of the divine love. The doctrine of 
divine love stands at the very basis of Isaac’s theology. We will quote a paragraph where the 
bishop of Niniveh expresses at large this idea: 
In love He did bring the world into existence; in love does He guide it during this its 
temporal existence; in love is He going to bring it to that wondrous transformed state, 
and in love the world will be swallowed up in the great mystery of Him who has 
                                                                                                                                                   
the bequest – the pure heart, where the heavenly light is revealed and experienced; I, 77, p. 350-351 (B, 522-
523).  
1720 I, 22, p. 115 (B, 170). 
1721 Patrick Hagman argues that at this point Isaac reinterprets Evagrius’ idea, making a difference between the 
natural and the theological contemplation, contemplation of beings and the contemplation of God. In the first 
state one can speak about degrees, while the contemplation of the Trinity is absolute (KG IV.51; V.63). Hagman 
argues that Evagrius is speaking about a single mystic in a particular experience, while Isaac enlarges the topic to 
the relationship between all reasonable beings. In the life to come all will be equal in the contemplation of God 
and, in consequence, all perfect (See Patrick Hagman, The asceticism of Isaac of Niniveh, p. 208-209).  
1722 I, 27, p. 135-136 (B, 201). 
1723 ¾æÙîܪܕ ¿ÿÐüÍ̈â; literally – noetic levels.  
1724 I, 6, p. 58-59 (B, 86-87). 
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performed all these things; in love will the whole course of the governance of creation 
be finally comprised. And since in the New World the Creator’s love rules over all 
rational nature, the ecstasy at His mysteries that will be revealed (then) will captivate to 
itself the intellect of all rational beings whom he has created so that they might have 
delight in Him, whether they be evil or whether they be just1725. 
From this perspective, the paradise is described as participation in the love of God – the 
tree of life and the heavenly bread1726, while the torment of Gehenna represents the inability 
of the human being to participate in the same divine love1727. The final state is described with 
optimism in the line of Apostle Paul’s eschatology as a perfect transfiguration of the whole 
creation when God will be “all in all” (1 Corinthians 15:28)1728. In fact, the definition of God 
he repeats in his discourses is described in these terms: “From very eternity, God is one and 
the same in what belongs to him by nature: ‘there exists with him a single love and 
compassion which is spread out over all creation, a love which is without alteration, timeless 
and everlasting”1729. 
The social scope of spiritual experience is given as a direct consequence of the mystical 
experience of God as perfect love. Despite the importance Isaac gives to solitude, 
paradoxically achieving the divine love causes a deep love and a merciful attitude towards 
people. We will quote a short fragment where Isaac suggestively deals with this issue: “Do 
you want to acquire the love of your fellow-man, according to the commandment of the 
Gospel, within yourself? Withdraw from him. Then the flame of love will burn in you and 
you will be eager to meet and see him as (if he was) a vision of the angel of light”1730. In other 
words, he asserts that “the key of divine gifts unto the heart is given through the love of the 
                                               
1725 II, 38, 2. 
1726 I, 43, p. 211 (B, 316-317). 
1727 I, 27, p. 135-136 (B, 201-202) . 
1728 For the idea of apocatastasis see Paolo Bettiolo, “Avec la charité comme but: Dieu et création dans la 
méditation d’Isaac de Ninive”, Irenikon, 63 (1990), p. 323-345; Paolo Bettiolo, “Misericordia e giustizia nella 
meditazione di un solitario siro-orientale del VII secolo, Isacco di Ninive”, L. Ceradini Leonori (ed.), Secondo 
Giustizia.  Atti del II I colloquio organizzato dal gruppo Oggi la Parola, Camaldoli, Sotto il Monte, Servitium, 
2005, p. 47-63; Waclaw Hryniewicz, “Das Geheimnis der Gehenna in den Meditationen des hl. Isaak des 
Syrers”, în Ostkirchliche Studien, 53 (2004), p. 28-44; Waclaw Hryniewicz, “Hoffnung der Heiligen. Das 
Zeugnis Isaac Syrers”, Ostkirchliche Studien, 45 (1996), p. 21-41; Waclaw Hryniewicz, “Universalism of 
salvation: St. Isaac the Syrian”, H. Gerny, H. Rein, M. Weyermann (ed.), Die Wurzel alle Theologe: sentire cum 
Ecclesia. Festschrift U. von Arx, Bern, 2003, p. 139-150; Nestor Kavvadas, “On the Relation between the 
Eschatological Doctrine of Isaac of Niniveh and Theodore of Mopsuestia”, Studia Patristica, 45 (2010), p. 245-
250; Rey, Dosithée, “ ‘Nombreux sont mes péchés, Seigneur, mais ta miséricorde est plus grande que mes 
péchés’. La doctrine de la géhenne chez Isaac le Syrien”, Liens de moniales, 147 (2001), p. 1-22; Ilaria L.E. 
Ramelli, “Isacco di Ninive teologo della carità divina e fonte sulla perduta escatologia antiochena”, La teologia 
dal V all’VIII secolo fra sviluppo e crisi, XLI Incontro di Studiosi dell'Antichità Cristiana (Roma, 9 - 11 maggio 
2013), Roma, Institutum Patristicum Augustinianum, 2014, p. 749-768p. 749-768; Valentin Vesa, “Monahul şi 
solidaritatea universală: Sfântul Isaac Sirul şi viziunea sa optimistă asupra vieţii viitoare”, Altarul Reîntregirii, 
16 (2011), 2, p. 119-147.  
1729 II, 40, 1. 
1730 I, 41, p. 208 (B, 313); see also II, 10, 41. 
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neighbour”1731. As Serafim Sepälä argues, these two complementary ideas create a 
paradoxical circle, typical for eastern spirituality: “one needs spiritual experience in order to 
be able to love, yet one must love in order to be able to receive the experience. We might say 
that this circle is closed in terms of logic and self-supporting in terms of vitality”1732. 
For an ascetic an essential element concerning these issues is the transformation of the 
world-view, by means of ascetic practices – fasting, prostrations, silence and prayer. It is an 
itinerary from a mundane world-view to a spiritual word-view. One can identify here again 
the doctrine of the two ages (this world – next world). In fact, the entire ascetic endeavour 
refers to the passage from the first state to the latter one already during earthly life. 
Technically he calls that “living the life of the angels”. For that, Isaac points to an obligatory 
retire into the personal desert, outside the world. Despite this fact, at one first view, one might 
think the ascetic struggle is directed to a personal benefit, from a spiritual perspective they 
come back to the community – the communication of the heavenly world to society (spiritual 
world-view). One speaks here about a specific type of communication, out of close contact. 
Consequently, the asceticism takes two dimensions – transformation and communication. It 
has a political connotation – on one side, it is a revolt regarding the society, but, yet, on the 
other hand, it is also constructive regarding the spiritual transformation of the world. In this 
way, the ascetic’s life becomes an icon of the life to come, getting a symbolical value. And 
finally, it transforms itself into theology. In synthesis, the living of a monastic achieves divine 
characteristic, specifically by the encompassing of the whole world in his personal life. This 
world-view is technically called universal solidarity. We will quote a final fragment where 
Isaac describes his ascetical-social and, finally, his theological program: 
What is a merciful heart?… The burning of the heart unto the whole creation, man, 
fowls and beasts, demons and whatever exists; so that by the recollection and the sight 
of them the eyes shed tears on account of the force of mercy which moves the heart by 
great compassion. Then the heart becomes weak and it is not able to bear hearing or 
examining injury or any insignificant suffering of anything in the creation. And 
therefore even in behalf of the irrational beings and the enemies of truth and even in 
behalf of those who do harm to it, at all times he offers prayers with tears that they may 
be guarded and strengthened; even in behalf of the kinds of reptiles, on account of his 
great compassion which is poured out in his heart without measure, after the example of 
God1733. 
 
 
                                               
1731 II, 10, 35-36. 
1732 In Speechless Ecstasy, p. 148. 
1733 I, 74, p. 341 (B, 507-508). 
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6.5 Conlusion 
One can finally observe that Isaac is faithful to his Church tradition in matter of 
terminology as expression of theology as well as spirituality. His discourses reveal a 
permanent preoccupation for the practical dimension of Christian philosophy and only 
subsequently and indirectly one can grasp some dogmatic insights out of the themes he 
develops. In consequence, it seems, the correct way of identifying his doctrine of knowledge 
to follow the path from experience to theory. The language and the theory are subordinated to 
the facts. This is what, technically, we call inductive method, which begins from particular 
and goes towards general. Therefore, analysing the doctrinal dimension of Isaac’s 
epistemology presupposes identifying some general constants of the ascetical-mystical life 
that will denote a specific theological belonging.  
Isaac’s doctrine of knowledge allows to human the possibility of getting into contact 
with the divine and, in consequence, the dogmatic language he uses to express that is 
courageous and places him in the middle of theological discussions of his time, despite the 
fact his attitude is clearly an anti-polemic manifest. Before he is a theologian, he is a mystic, 
and this gives him the necessary freedom to express the possibility of knowing, perceiving 
and seeing God, as I will show in the chapter dedicated to the final conclusions.               
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Final conclusions 
In the introduction of the thesis we have announced the theme to be researched on – the 
doctrine of knowledge according to Isaac of Niniveh in reference to the patristic authors he is 
indebted to, within the frame of the contemporary theology of the Church he belonged to. In 
addition, there were other two previewed objectives– the first one to identify a theological-
anthropological system, generated by a double synthesis (between the Antiochene and 
Alexandrian Schools, on the one hand, and between the Byzantine thinking and the Syriac 
ascetical tradition, on the other hand), as basis for expressing a gnoseological process; 
secondly, in dealing with this topic, one could grasp fragmentary information regarding the 
monastic practices of the time in the East Syriac Church.  
In the concluding section, the first aspect to deal with refers to the very concept of 
“doctrine” attached to the process of knowledge, as present in Isaac’s discourses. Naturally 
appears the interrogation: is there really a doctrine of knowledge? One could argue that the 
bishop of Niniveh was not so much a theoretician and he did not really deal with any 
religious, anthropological, ascetic or mystic system. He was an ascetical oriented person. In 
consequence, we can easily observe a primate of the spiritual exercises he talks about to the 
verbal or written form of his discourses. Referring to the first category (practice), one can 
hardly speak about a “doctrine”, while, in correspondence to the second (theoretical 
expression), it is more proper to refer to it, as there he expresses some ascetical, and, 
occasionally, mystical experiences, using terms and concepts inherited from distinct 
theological and anthropological traditions and different authors. To put it differently, there is a 
primate of experience to the doctrinal expression and, in consequence, a primate of the 
intuitive cognitive method to the discursive one, and yet the experience is expressed in an 
objective way by means of technical language, logical succession and structure, as well as a 
specific method, as we argued above.  
In this frame, one can speak about a doctrine of knowledge corresponding to what the 
ascetical traditions call “constants” of the monastic life, holistically described as a cognitive 
process. These constants generate a system that is common to different monastic traditions, 
but they also provide specific elements due both to the topos and to the personal formation of 
the author in question.  
Referring in particular to Isaac, our endeavour was to identify and critically analyse the 
cognitive elements present in his discourses, in correspondence with the theology of the 
Church of his time, with the purpose of trying to build a possible systematic doctrine. The 
methodology involved was mostly inductive, starting from the specific, concrete elements, out 
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of practice, and going towards general principles. To put it differently, that means the main 
aim of the research was to identify the principles that stand at the very basis of the practice, 
interpreted in a gnoseological line.  
In parallel, the present research has also been carried out from a historical perspective, 
namely referring to the analysis of the concept as part of a specific monastic tradition, 
interpreted within the religious and cultural context of the time –the East Syriac dyophysite 
Christology of the 7-8th century – in reference to its evolution in diverse previous patristic 
writings up to that very moment. The reference to Christology is essential in dealing with the 
concept of knowledge, for, theologically speaking, the possibility of divine knowledge resides 
in the way one expresses the relation between the two natures in Christ (communicatio 
idiomatum). Christ was the perfect human who had the possibility to have access to divinity 
in the highest way and, in consequence, as highlighted above, the human being may not reach 
the divine knowledge out of Christ’s incarnation. This is why, after a short presentation of 
Isaac’s bio-bibliography, in the second chapter, we have dwelt at large on the Christological 
disputes in Isaac’s time in the East Syriac community, so as to picture the context of the 
problem – in reference to a strict official dyophysite Christology, is it possible to speak about 
a mystical knowledge of the divine? We have seen there was not a unitary perspective, but 
different positions, less or more radical, among the monastics, professors or church leaders. 
The main doctrinal concern of the time was the conservation of the Theodorian dyophysite 
Christology, considered to be the specific tradition of the East Syriac theology; and the 
condemnation of the Messalian doctrine, occasionally associated with the charismatic 
monastics, an  idea present in almost all situations listed in this second chapter. The 
conclusion of this chapter highlighted the existence of mostly two theological positions – an 
intellectual, philosophical or scholastic direction, advocated by representatives from three 
social categories (Church leaders, professors or, occasionally, monastics), and a practical-
mystical perspective, professed mostly by monastics. At this point, one can identify either an 
antinomian attitude from the perspective of monastics, or, at least, a conciliatory position, 
manifested by reticence regarding the theological matters, in general, and Christological ones, 
in particular.  
The third chapter focused on picturing the historical-theological development and 
evolution of the subject in Isaac’s discourses, along with the Theodorian historical – 
soteriological schema of the two ages (before and after incarnation), in correspondence to 
three fundamental moments in God’s Economy, which stand at the very basis of the 
evolution. More precisely, in the line of Theodore of Mopsuestia’s linear soteriological 
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teaching, we have dealt with Protology, Incarnation and Eschatology, as three decisive 
moments in God’s Economy, on one hand, and, in consequence, in human’s progressive 
cognitive evolution vis-à-vis the spiritual realities. The pedagogical dimension of history in 
Theodore’s thinking is highly present in Isaac’s own perspective. The very content of the 
educational process is the divine knowledge and, in particular, the initiation in God’s love. 
Synthetically, the conclusion of this chapter points to the revelation importance of Christ’s 
incarnation in the process of knowledge, the very foundation for the possibility of reaching 
divine knowledge. This moment inaugurated the eschatological knowledge, partially 
anticipated in the earthly life and fully in the life to come. 
After the first three chapters picturing the general frame of the discussion, the fourth 
part was dedicated to the phraseology used by Isaac to describe the process of knowledge, 
divided into four categories – terms referring to ascetical stages, then terms describing the 
cognitive powers, thirdly some adjacent terms belonging to the same cognitive sphere, and, 
finally, terms describing the forms of knowledge. The existence of a technical language in 
Isaac’s discourses supports the thesis evoked above referring to the existence of a “doctrine” 
of knowledge as such. Furthermore, the use of a rich theological-anthropological language 
reveals Isaac as a subtle and a theologian of nuances (we know that initially he was a teacher 
in his native land). If the historical schema is inherited from Theodore of Mopsuestia, in terms 
of language Isaac is indebted to Evagrius’ ontological philosophical and anthropological 
phraseology, on the one hand, and to John the Solitary and the Syriac common ascetical 
tradition, in reference to the ascetical itinerary, on the other hand. And yet, despite the fact 
that one could observe the very sources of the cognitive terminology, Isaac did not only use 
them as such, but he had his own interpretation and development of the concepts in a personal 
manner.  
The next chapter, the largest one, was dedicated specifically to the process of 
knowledge itself. Divided into ten subchapters, there were three directions I have dealt with. 
Firstly, we have identified the epistemology suggested by Isaac – theologically called 
“theanthropic knowledge”, fully illustrated in the perfect man, Jesus Christ, knowledge in 
which validity and “effectiveness” are confirmed. We have argued that Isaac advocates for 
this method, as in his opinion it is the only verified and natural one, lacking any unreal, 
abstract or imagined element. It (re)connects the natural and the supernatural, creates bridges 
between earthly and celestial reality, between the senses and the powers of the soul, or 
between time and eternity. The bishop of Niniveh accurately expresses this type of knowledge 
when he defines it as “perception of immortal life”, that is “the knowledge in God”. The 
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gnoseology advocated by Isaac is not purely theological (due to grace alone), nor purely 
anthropological (ontological), but rather it reflects a synergy between the two, perfectly 
achieved in Christ. From this perspective, Christian philosophy is described as a theanthropic 
asceticism of the noetic powers and the natural human in its integrity.  
Secondly, we have dwelt at large on the powers of the soul and their modes of 
manifestation as they appear at Isaac in correspondence to some Syriac important 
representatives, highlighting the anthropological dimension of the process of knowledge. An 
interesting aspect to be mentioned here refers to the synthesis he makes between the noetic 
perspective (centred on nous) and the line of “the school of feeling” (centred on the heart). 
This reveals Isaac as a faithful representative of the hesychast eastern tradition, generically 
interpreted, as argued above. This idea is verified by the fact that Isaac, next to Pseudo 
Macarius, Diadochus of Photice and Symeon the New Theologian, was quoted by Gregory 
Palamas in his writings during the hesychast disputes of the 14th century.  
The third important section of this chapter was dedicated to the different forms of 
knowledge mostly analysed in binomial rapports – worldly and spiritual knowledge, 
knowledge and faith, knowledge and un-knowledge, knowledge and vision, knowledge and 
spiritual prayer. In addition to these aspects, we have also dealt with the common tripartite 
division – knowledge out of creation, out of Scripture and spiritual knowledge. The 
conclusion of this chapter clearly reveals again the presence of the Theodorian theory of the two 
ages in Isaac’s discourses expressed in the two types of knowledge, in a progressive succession and 
yet, qualitatively, completely different. The second type might be partially achieved during earthly 
life by means of the Spirit’s direct intervention. The pneumatical role appears clearly here in Isaac’s 
epistemology. Divine knowledge is anticipated during mystical experiences. 
The last chapter focused on the dogmatic position regarding the spiritual knowledge. This 
final section has a conclusive character that aimed to respond to the question regarding the 
possibility of knowledge within the East Syriac theology and the East Syriac Christology, in 
particular, in the mentioned period. In order to do that, we have tried to identify the content, the 
cause, the forms, and the scope of divine knowledge. The conclusive remarks of this chapter came 
along with those evoked in the previous chapters. Isaac, being faithful to his Church’s theology, 
professes an opened Christology that gives space to the possibility of knowing, perceiving and 
seeing God. Despite the flexibility of the language and the scarce systematic character of his 
discourses, one can identify the difference he makes between the nature of God and his glory or 
light. Therefore, using a paradoxical terminology, he asserts that knowledge is limited, an idea 
developed in the concept of un-knowledge. In the same line, he asserts that advancing in this process 
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means being conscious that one knows nothing. Regarding the concept of perception, the bishop of 
Niniveh uses symbols so as to express the reality of the heavenly things, partially revealed to the 
ascetic. Here, one identifies the symbolic phraseology specific to the Syriac tradition that suggests 
the transcendence of God vis-à-vis humans, on the one hand, and, yet, advocates a mysterious way 
of “tasting” or “feeling” the divine presence. We may observe the sensuality of the symbolic 
description: burning heat, sweetness, frankincense. The third concept, probably the most 
problematic, is the divine vision. The very object of this spiritual work is God’s glory and light by 
means of Christ’s glorified body, mirror and image of the divine essence, manifested in the form of 
theoria, wonder, or spiritual prayer, and not God’s essence. According to the specific Evagrian 
language, it is about the vision of the formless light. Isaac calls it “light of the Holy Trinity” or 
“divine light’. Regarding the term glory, it occurs in different lexical construction as: “ineffable 
glory”, “unspeakable glory”, “delightful glory”, “divine glory”, “eternal glory”, “glory of divinity”, 
“glory of the New World” or “glory of the Kingdom”. All the three forms evoked above are 
generated by the direct intervention of the Holy Spirit during the spiritual conduct and imply a 
passive presence of the subject. This mystical presence is described by the biblical expression 
“overshadowing”. 
Isaac proclaims a gnoseology in perfect symmetry with the moral life. As one evolves in the 
ascetic spiritual life, he proportionally makes progress in the divine knowledge too. Virtues are not 
just creative powers of knowledge, but also principles of knowledge, through which one reaches 
“knowledge out of knowledge”. For Isaac the process of knowledge is not simply dialectical, but 
ascetical as well. Therefore, the method implied in his discourses is theanthropic, comprising both 
human’s ascetical participation – bodily and noetic (ontological structure as well as ascetical work) 
– and the divine direct intervention. 
In conclusion, by the doctrine of knowledge he professed, Isaac belonged to the ascetical 
oriented party of his Church, antinomian in attitude, and, thus, manifesting a non-polemic 
conciliatory position (except his attitude against the Messalians), subordinated to his practical 
perspective. One might call that “ecumenical mysticism”. His Christological language is 
faithful to the tradition of his own community and yet, as he omits some problematic 
terminology, he gives space to a courageous expression of the process of knowing, feeling or 
seeing God, concepts specific to the monastic spiritual literature. 
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